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N O T E S  O N  T R A N S C R I P T I O N

Chinese examples are transcribed either in Pinyin or in phonetic symbols 
(see Appendix for the correspondence between Pinyin and phonetic sym-
bols). Unless otherwise noted, phonetic symbols will follow the Interna-
tional Phonetic Alphabet. Also, phonetic symbols will mostly be given in 
square brackets, unless they appear in a table, a list, a feature diagram, or a 
syllable diagram. Examples in Pinyin are italicized when cited in text, but 
not when cited in isolation in a numbered example. English examples cited 
in text are also italicized, unless they are in phonetic symbols, in which 
case they are given in square brackets.

The four full tones in Standard Chinese are indicated with the digits 1 to 
4 (in either Pinyin or phonetic transcriptions). For example:

(1) [ma1] ‘mother’ has the fi rst tone (a high level)
 [ma4] ‘to scold’ has the fourth tone (a fall)

A level tone representation (in terms of H and L) is used when it is  relevant. 
When they are not relevant, tones are omitted. 

Unless noted otherwise, phonetic transcriptions are given in square 
brackets at any level of detail. For example, three ways to transcribe the 
word for ‘melon’ are shown in (2).

(2) [kua] indicating the phonemes
 [kwa] indicating the sounds but not their (predictable) lengths
 [kwaa] indicating the sounds and their (predictable) lengths

Which degree of detail is transcribed will be noted when relevant. 
A hyphen is sometimes used to indicate syllable boundaries, especially 

for a polysyllabic word or compound. For example, Chi-ca-go L-H-L 
shows that the word has three syllables and that their tones are, respec-
tively, L, H, and L. 

The translation of an example is given in single quotation marks. 
When relevant, both a word-for-word translation and a regular transla-
tion are given for a Chinese example. The translations are given either 
on the same line, as in (3), where the regular translation is in parenthe-
ses, or on separate lines, as in (4), where only the regular translation is 
in quotation marks.



(3) gao-xing  ‘high-mood (glad)’

(4) gao-xing
 high-mood
 ‘glad’

An asterisk means a bad form (in Standard Chinese) and a question 
mark means a marginal form. For example, *[pwa] does not occur and ?yi 
ge bei ‘one cup’ is marginal.

A slash is used between alternative words. For example, very/more/most 
diffi cult is an abbreviation for very diffi cult, more diffi cult, and most dif-
fi cult. Similarly, mai/*gou-mai zhi means mai zhi (a good expression) and 
*gou-mai zhi (a bad expression).

Sometimes square brackets are used to indicate syntactic boundaries, 
such as [xiao [huo che]] ‘[small [fi re car]] (small train)’. When confusion 
may arise, a note will be given as to whether the brackets indicate phonetic 
symbols or syntactic boundaries. 

xii NOTES ON TRANSCRIPTION



F E AT U R E S ,  A B B R E V I AT I O N S ,
A N D  S Y M B O L S

Features (each feature may be preceded with a + or − sign)
[ant] [anterior]
[asp] [aspirated]
[bk] [back]
[stop]
[fric] [fricative]
[hi] [high]
[lat] [lateral]
[lo] [low]
[nas] [nasal]
[rd] [round]
[voi] [voice]

Articulators
Cor Coronal
Dor Dorsal
Lab Labial
SP Soft palate
TR Tongue root
VC Vocal cords

Alternative feature terms
[−anterior] = [+retrofl ex]
[+anterior] = [−retrofl ex]

Other frequent abbreviations or symbols in this book
A adjective
C  (a) consonant; (b) coda
G  glide
H (a) high tone; (b) heavy syllable
L (a) low tone; (b) light syllable
M modifi er
m mora
N (a) noun; (b) nucleus



O (a) object; (b) onset
S (a) syllable; (b) subject; (c) strong (metrical position)
SC Standard Chinese
V  (a) vowel; (b) verb
W weak (metrical position)
* a bad form
Ø an empty element (e.g. an empty onset, or an empty beat)
→ change to (e.g. A → B means A changes to B)

xiv FEATURES, ABBREVIATIONS, AND SYMBOLS



P R E FA C E  TO  T H E  S E C O N D  E D I T I O N

In one sense, this is not just a new edition but a new book because most 
chapters have been substantially revised or completely re-written. For 
example, in Chapter 2 I have adopted a simpler theory of feature struc-
ture, using just two stricture features, [fricative] and [stop]. In Chapter 3 
I have dropped a dissimilation constraint and treated more syllable types 
as accidentally missing. In Chapter 4 I argue that the syllable onset is 
optional, rather than obligatory. In Chapter 6, I have proposed the Infor-
mation-Stress Principle, from which all major properties of phrasal stress 
are derived. In addition, I have adopted the position that limits the number 
of stress levels by not assuming higher levels beyond the syllabic foot 
(Gussenhoven 1991). Moreover, I have revised the metrical analysis of 
many Chinese expressions; the new analysis assumes fi nal stress in some 
disyllabic units and is more consistent with previous stress judgements such 
as Hoa (1983). The changes in Chapter 6 in turn affect other chapters. 
For example, in Chapter 8, the lack of the [V–O N] word order in com-
pounds is not analysed in terms of initial stress, but in terms of a constraint 
against a compound-internal phrase. Besides revising existing chapters, I 
have also added a chapter on rhythm in poetry. In addition, I have changed 
many section titles so that they are more informative of their contents. 

In another sense this book has changed little, because the theoretical 
goals and the basic proposals remain the same. In particular, the phonol-
ogy of Chinese is analysed in terms of general phonological principles, and 
changes made to the analysis of Chinese usually refl ect changes made to 
general phonological principles. For example, revisions to feature analysis 
in Chapter 2, syllable analysis in Chapter 4, and stress analysis in Chapter 
6 are motivated by changes that are needed, in my view, for feature theory, 
syllable theory, and stress theory in general. 

In the preparation of the second edition I have benefi ted from discus-
sions and correspondences with many colleagues, students, and some 
reviewers. In particular, I would like to thank François Dell for discussions 
on stress, Bingfu Lu, Waltraud Paul, Hongjun Wang, Zheng Xu, and Ren 
Zhou for discussions on compounds, Nigel Fabb, Chris Golston, Morris 
Halle, and Yuchau Hsiao for discussions on poetic rhythm, Jun Da and 
James Myers for discussions on frequency, Hui-Ju Hsu and Chin-Cheng 



Lo for discussions on Taiwanese Mandarin, Nathan Stiennon and Li Yang 
for some joint work on stress and poetry, and Ik-sang Eom, Chen Qu, and 
Hsin-I Hsieh for proofreading and comments. I would also like to thank 
the Linguistic Editor at Oxford, John Davey, for his gracious patience. 

I am grateful to the Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International 
Scholarly Exchange and to the Center for Chinese Studies, University of 
Michigan, who provided grants to support the work on Chinese poetry.

A consuming project like this inevitably takes a toll on one’s family, 
and I thank Yan, Youyou, and Alan for their understanding and support.
Ann Arbor  S.D.
2007
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P R E FA C E

Once at a party I met a geologist. After introducing himself, he said, ‘What 
do you study?’

I said, ‘Linguistics.’
He said, ‘Which language?’
I have heard this question many times. We know that languages are dif-

ferent. For example, a cat is called [kæt] in English but [mau] in Chinese. 
Such differences are arbitrary in the sense that any language could have 
chosen any sound to refer to an object. Since linguists study languages, 
they must be studying some language or other.

But for a modern linguist there is another side to the story. It is true that 
different languages can use different sounds to refer to an object, yet most 
variation also ends there. Beyond the lexicon, languages are strikingly 
similar. Thus, for a modern linguist, similarities among languages are far 
more interesting than their differences. 

An analogy may illustrate the point. The landscapes of different coun-
tries may look quite different, but for a geologist all landscapes can be 
studied with the same physical principles. Likewise, languages of dif-
ferent countries may appear quite different, but for a modern linguist all 
languages can be studied with the same linguistic principles. So to ask a 
linguist ‘Which language do you study?’ is like asking a geologist ‘Which 
country do you study?’ Although geological facts can differ from one 
country to another and a geologist may focus on the facts of a particular 
country, yet the goal is to fi nd principles that apply to the science in gen-
eral. Similarly, a linguist may focus on the facts of a given language, but 
the goal is also to fi nd principles that hold for all languages. Because of 
this, the subject matter of a geologist is not delimited by the borders of 
a given country. For example, a volcanologist is interested in volcanoes 
anywhere. Similarly, the subject matter of a linguist is not delimited by the 
speakers of a given language. For example, a tone specialist is interested 
in tone in any language. 

But what is the evidence that patterns of language are more like princi-
ples of geology and less like social customs, such as colours of a costume, 
rituals of a wedding, rules for sports, or ways to celebrate a holiday? This 
is an age-old question, but considerable evidence has been gathered in the 



past few decades, especially since the rise of generative linguistics. Many 
patterns have been discovered that hold for all human languages. For 
example, all languages use a small set of consonants and vowels to make 
all words. All consonants and vowels can be decomposed into a small 
number of features according to articulatory mechanisms. All languages 
obey similar rhythmic requirements, such as a preference for a stressed 
syllable to be followed by an unstressed one. All contour tones (e.g. rise, 
fall, rise–fall, and fall–rise) are made of level tones (high and low). And 
so on. Such evidence suggests that much of our linguistic ability is not 
learned but innate, as argued by Chomsky (1986). In other words, the abil-
ity to talk is like the ability to walk. Both are determined biologically. 

In many respects, Chinese is dramatically different from Indo-European 
languages. In this book I present many fascinating facts about the sound 
system of Standard Chinese. I also demonstrate that under a careful analy-
sis, Chinese observes the same linguistic principles as other languages do. 
Ann Arbor S.D.
2000
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1

Introduction

1 . 1 .  C H I N E S E  ,  I T S  S P E A K E R S  ,  A N D  I T S  D I A L E C T S 

There are some fi fty ethnic groups in China, the largest of which is Han , 
with over 90 per cent of the total population. The native language of the 
Han people is called Hanyu  ‘the Han Language’ or Zhongwen  ‘Language 
of China’. The broader sense of the English word Chinese  refers to any-
one from China. The narrower sense of the word refers to the Han people 
or their native language. There are over 1,000 million native speakers of 
 Chinese (including some non-Han groups such as Hui and Man), who make 
up about a fi fth of the world’s population today. In this regard,  Chinese is 
the largest language in the world.

Chinese can be divided into several dialect families. Each family in 
turn consists of many dialects. Yuan  (1989) divides Chinese into seven 
dialect families. The Mandarin family  (or the Northern family) is the larg-
est, with over 70 per cent of the speakers. The second largest, at about 8 
per cent, is the Wu family , spoken in the area around Shanghai and the 
province of Zhejiang. Other families make up from 2 to 5 per cent each. 
The Yue family  is spoken in the provinces of Guangdong and Guangxi, 
and in Hong Kong. The best-known Yue dialect is Cantonese , which is 
heard in many traditional Chinatowns overseas. The Min family  is spoken 
in Fujian, part of Guangdong, and Taiwan, where it is often called Taiwan-
ese . The Hakka family  is centred near the borders of Guangdong, Fujian, 
and Jiangxi, along with scattered pockets in other parts of China and 
South East Asia. The remaining two families, Xiang  and Gan , are spoken 
in the provinces of Hunan and Jiangxi, respectively.

A striking aspect of Chinese is the lack of intelligibility across dialect 
families , that is, speakers from different dialect families often cannot 
understand each other. Because of this, it is often said that Chinese dia-
lects are in fact separate languages. However, all Chinese dialects share 



the same written language and essentially the same grammar. In addition, 
the sounds of one dialect can be related to those of another through sys-
tematic rules. For example, [ai] in Chengdu  is related to [e] in Shanghai , 
so that [lai] ‘come’ in Chengdu is [le] in Shanghai. Likewise, Beijing  and 
Chengdu have similar phonemes, but two of their tones have switched; low 
and falling in Beijing are falling and low in Chengdu. Thus, [ma (low)] is 
‘horse’ in Beijing but ‘to scold’ in Chengdu, and [ma (falling)] is ‘to scold’ 
in Beijing but ‘horse’ in Chengdu. Such systematic rules enable speakers 
of one dialect to understand other dialects rather quickly. This happens, 
for example, to many college freshmen every year. No matter where a 
student goes to school, she or he can usually understand the local accent 
in just a few months. In this regard, for a Chinese speaker to learn a new 
dialect is like for an English speaker to learn Pig Latin. Although the 
new dialect appears to be unintelligible at fi rst sight, one quickly realizes 
the correspondence rules and begins to understand the speech.

1 . 2 .  H I S TO RY  

Not much is known for certain about Chinese history before 800 BC. The 
fi rst Chinese emperor was believed to be Huang Di (about 2600 BC), at 
whose time there were reportedly some 10,000 states, and during the 
Xia Dynasty (about 2100 to 1700 BC) there were still 3,000 states. At the 
beginning of the Zhou Dynasty (about 1100 BC), the emperor reportedly 
divided land among 800 lords, who were perhaps heads of tribes. One can 
only guess that those communities probably spoke different dialects (or 
different languages).

Systematic records of Chinese history began from the Dong Zhou period 
(770 BC on), and linguistic diversity was immediately evident: the emper-
ors appointed fi eld linguists, known by their transportation as youxuan 
shizhe ‘offi cials on light carriages’, who regularly travelled the country to 
collect and archive samples of fangyan ‘regional speech’.

Alongside regional speech, a common form of Chinese also existed. It 
was called yayan ‘refi ned speech’  in the Chunqiu period (722–482 BC), 
tongyu ‘common speech’  in the Han Dynasty (206 BC–AD 220), tianxia 
tongyu ‘common speech under the heaven’  in the Yuan Dynasty (1206–1368), 
and guanhua ‘language of the offi cials’ or ‘Mandarin’   since the Ming 
Dynasty (1368–1644).

Chinese emperors made several efforts to standardize the language. The 
fi rst came from the emperor Shi Huang Di of the Qin Dynasty (221–206 BC), 

2 ch. 1  INTRODUCTION



who unifi ed the orthography of Chinese characters  (a character is basi-
cally a monosyllabic word written as one graphic unit). During the Liu 
Chao period (AD 222–589), Chinese scholars began to produce the so-called 
yunshu ‘rhyming books’, which divided characters into different groups 
according to how they rhymed in verse. Characters in the same group 
rhymed with each other, those in different groups did not. Numerous rhym-
ing books were written then, many of which were infl uenced by dialectal 
pronunciations. In AD 751, with the consent of the emperor Xuan Zong of 
the Tang Dynasty, Sun Mian  wrote the fi rst offi cial rhyming book Tangyun  
(based on an earlier work Qieyun  by Lu Fayan  in AD 601). Subsequent 
emperors ordered several editions of the offi cial rhyming book. The offi cial 
rhyming books had a great infl uence on the literary tradition in two ways; 
they were used in exams for recruiting government offi cials, and besides 
grouping characters into rhyming categories, they explained the meanings 
and the shapes of the characters, complete with references to the sources. In 
this regard, rhyming books served the functions of dictionaries.

The earliest-known written Chinese  dates back to the Shang Dynasty 
(between 1700 and 1100 BC). Some was carved on tortoise shells and 
 animal bones and is known as jiaguwen ‘shell-bone language’. Some was 
inscribed on metal instruments and is known as jinwen ‘metal language’. 
With regard to the basic lexicon, grammar, and character shapes, jiaguwen 
and jinwen were already consistent with later Chinese.

The early style of written Chinese is called wenyan  ‘written language’ 
and has largely remained unchanged throughout history. It differs consid-
erably from modern spoken Chinese. The main characteristic of wenyan 
is its terseness in the use of words. As an example, consider a quotation 
from Confucius, shown in (1), where Q is a question marker and a hyphen 
indicates a possible compound (see Chapter 5).

(1) You peng zi yuan-fang lai bu yi le hu
 have friend from far-place come not also joy Q
 ‘If you have friends coming from far away, isn’t it also a joy?’

The same sentence in modern Chinese is a lot longer, shown in (2), which 
uses sixteen syllables, compared to ten in (1).

(2) ruguo  you  pengyou  cong  yuan-fang  lai  bu  shi  ye  hen  kuaile ma
 if  have  friend  from  far-place  come  not be  also  very joy  Q
 ‘If you have friends coming from far away, isn’t it also a joy?’

Some people believe that wenyan refl ects the spoken language in the 
past, and the fact that it differs from spoken Chinese today is because the 
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 spoken language has changed but the written language has not. However, 
it is likely that even at the beginning the written language was consider-
ably condensed. The reason is that the earliest writings were inscribed 
on  metals, shells, bones, and bamboo sticks, which was highly time con-
suming. In addition, space on such materials was limited. Understandably, 
redundant words were omitted, as one does in a telegram or an instant 
message. This is especially evident in jiaguwen, whose style can at best 
be called telegraphic. After the invention of ink and paper, writing became 
easier, but because of the reverence for ancient tradition, the early written 
style was largely preserved until the twentieth century.

1 . 3 .  S TA N D A R D  C H I N E S E 

Around the turn of the twentieth century, in conjunction with the move-
ment to abolish the imperial establishment, some intellectuals began 
a campaign for language reform . The campaign accelerated with 
 government support after the Republic of China was founded in 1912. The 
People’s Republic of China (founded in 1949) continued to support the 
reform. Over a period of half a century, three goals have been achieved: a 
standard spoken language, an alphabetic writing system, and vernacular 
writing.

1.3.1. Standard Spoken Chinese 

The offi cial body for language reform  set up by the Republic of China 
proposed that a standard spoken Chinese be adopted. It was called Guoyu  
‘National Language’ and was based on the pronunciation of the Beijing 
(Peking ) dialect. The People’s Republic of China adopted the standard 
pronunciation, although the name was changed to Putonghua  ‘Common 
Speech’. In this book I use Standard Chinese (SC)   to refer to Guoyu (a 
term still used in Taiwan) or Putonghua. In Singapore, SC is called Huayu  
‘Chinese Language’. Other terms for SC are Beijing Mandarin , Standard 
Mandarin, Mandarin Chinese, or simply Mandarin.

Standard Chinese has been the offi cial language of China for a few 
decades. It is used in schools and universities and on national radio and 
television broadcasts (although regional stations still air some programmes 
in local dialects). But unlike some standard European languages, such 
as the Received Pronunciation of British English, SC does not carry a 
superior social prestige. Instead, many Chinese see SC as a practical tool, 
not a symbol of status. Naturally, many people spend only as much effort 



learning SC as will make them understood, and do not bother with the 
accent  they still have. This includes government leaders, academics, and 
the average person. In addition, many speakers in the Mandarin dialect 
family see little need to modify their pronunciation, because their dialect 
is often closer to SC than what is attempted by people from other dialect 
families. As a result, most SC speakers, or most of those who think they are 
speaking SC, do not have a perfect pronunciation. According to a recent 
survey (Chinese Ministry of Education 2004) , 53 per cent of the people on 
Mainland China can speak SC, and of these, 20 per cent are fl uent. This 
puts the number of fl uent SC speakers at about one tenth of the Chinese 
population (about 130 million). However, since SC is the only dialect that 
Chinese speakers share, it will be the focus of this book.

Although SC is based on the Beijing dialect , there are two differences; 
SC has absorbed many expressions from other dialects, and it has excluded 
some local vocabulary from the Beijing dialect. The fi rst difference has 
little effect on the sound system of SC, because words absorbed from other 
dialects are usually adapted to the Beijing pronunciation. For example, 
both syllables in the Shanghai word [pjeʔ se] ‘pauper’ are ill-formed in 
Beijing (Beijing does not have glottalized vowels like [eʔ], and the rhyme 
[e] does not occur after [s]). When the word is adopted by SC, they are 
pronounced as [pje san], both of which are good syllables in Beijing. The 
second difference does infl uence the sound system of SC, and as a result 
SC has a slightly smaller syllable inventory than Beijing. For example, in 
SC the syllable [twei] does not occur with the third tone, but Beijing has 
the word [twei3] ‘to cancel’, as in the expression [twei3 ʈʂaŋ4] ‘to cancel a 
debt’. Similarly, SC does have the syllable [then] with any tone, but Bei-
jing has the word [then4] ‘not hurry when one should’. According to Z. 
Liu  (1957a, 1957b), ignoring the retrofl ex suffi x, merged syllables, and 
unstressed syllables, Beijing has 432 syllables excluding tone, which is 
about 30 more than SC, and 1,376 syllables including tone, which is about 
80 more than SC. A further difference between SC and Beijing is that the 
latter uses the [ɚ] suffi x extensively (see Chapter 9), whereas SC uses it 
much less. Thus, people who have heard SC only over the radio and TV 
may have trouble understanding Beijing speakers when they visit the city 
for the fi rst time.

1.3.2. Alphabetical writing  and Pinyin 

According to Ni  (1948), the fi rst alphabetical writing system for Chinese 
was designed by the Italian missionary Matteo Ricci  and published in 
1605 in Beijing (but the record was lost). Subsequently, other missionaries 
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designed various other alphabetical systems, often to aid foreigners to 
learn Chinese. However, alphabetical writing did not attract the attention 
of Chinese intellectuals until after the Opium War (1840–2).

Many proponents of language reform  around the turn of the nineteenth 
century believed that alphabetical writing was a key to the strength of a modern 
nation. Therefore, besides proposing a standard spoken language, they also 
proposed to establish an alphabetical writing system. The fi rst  Chinese 
design was published by Gangzhang Lu  in 1892. In the next two decades 
some thirty designs were proposed. The system adopted by the Republic of 
China in 1928 is called Guoyu Luomazi  ‘National Language Romanization’. 
The system adopted by the People’s Republic of China in 1958 is called 
Hanyu Pinyin Fang’an ‘Chinese Spelling System’, or ‘Pinyin’  for short. 
A main difference between the two systems is that Guoyu Luomazi uses 
letters to spell tones, whereas Pinyin marks tones with separate  diacritics.

Because SC has a large number of homophones, and because of the dif-
fi culty in defi ning the word in Chinese, the alphabetical system is not yet 
an independent working orthography.

1.3.3. Vernacular writing

Before the twentieth century, written Chinese largely maintained the style 
of the earliest written texts (except for a small body of popular litera-
ture, which was written in a spoken style). The style is characterized by 
an extreme conciseness in the use of words, along with a preference for 
classical vocabulary. It departs considerably from how Chinese is spoken 
and creates great diffi culty for literacy and mass communication. The Ver-
nacular Movement, or Baihuawen  Yundong ‘Movement for Plain Speech 
Writing’, urges people to write Chinese the way it is spoken. Most modern 
writing is now in the vernacular style.

1 . 4 .  P H O N O L O G I C A L  L I T E R AT U R E  O N  S C

Chinese phonology has been studied for over 1,700 years since the appear-
ance of the fi rst rhyming books in the third century. This tradition can 
be divided into three periods: traditional literature before the twentieth 
 century, the standardization  effort in the twentieth century, and the genera-
tive infl uence since the late 1950s.

Before the twentieth century, the focus was on the rhyming categories of 
syllables, because the dominant interest was in composing proper  literary 



works (especially at offi cial exams) and in preserving or reconstructing 
what was thought to be the original Chinese.

The standardization  movement reached a turning point after the found-
ing of the Republic of China in 1912. Many of the active scholars had 
a western education and they introduced to China modern techniques of 
analysis, such as articulatory phonetics, acoustic phonetics, and phone-
mics. Since then many descriptive works have been published, mostly in 
Chinese, on SC and other dialects. But because of its specifi c goals, the 
standardization literature has limitations from a broader linguistic perspec-
tive. For example, many syllable types are missing in SC. For the purpose 
of standardization, this fact need not be addressed (and it often is not). But 
from the viewpoint of linguistic theory, the fact calls for an explanation. 
Similarly, SC has four tones  on full syllables. For the purpose of tran-
scription and teaching, they can simply be indicated by the digits 1 to 4 
after each syllable, as in [man1, man2, man3, man4], or by diacritics over 
the nuclear vowel, as in [mān, mán, mǎn, màn], both being widely used 
options. However, from the viewpoint of linguistic theory, one would like 
to know the composition of the tones in terms of universal tone features 
which represent not only SC tones but tones in other languages as well. 
In addition, one would ask where exactly the tones fall: On the entire 
 syllable? On the voiced part of the syllable? On the nuclear vowel only? Or 
on the nuclear vowel and the coda? Moreover, since the 1960s, there have 
been important advances in phonological theory, which are not refl ected in 
the standardization literature.

Since the 1950s, generative linguistics  has signifi cantly changed the 
fi eld of phonology. In particular, a number of insights have been gained 
through a series of theoretical developments, such as distinctive features and 
feature geometry, underspecifi cation, multi-tiered phonology, syllable 
structure, metrical phonology, and Optimality Theory. Many issues in Chi-
nese that had not been raised before have attracted attention, such as the 
feature representation of tones (e.g. W. Wang  1967; Woo  1969; Yip  1980; 
Bao  1990a; Chan  1991; Duanmu  1994), the interaction between tone and 
syntax (e.g. C. Cheng  1973; Shih  1986; Chen  1987; Selkirk  and Shen  
1990; H. Zhang  1992), the analysis of language games (e.g. Yip  1982; 
Bao  1990b), the feature analysis of affi xation and segmental changes (e.g. 
Y. Lin  1989; Y. Yin  1989; J. Wang  1993), the analysis of syllable structure 
(Cheung  1986; Duanmu  1990; Chung  1996; Goh  1997), and the interac-
tions among syllable, stress, and tone (e.g. Duanmu  1990, 1993, 1999a; Ao  
1993; Yip  1992, 1994). Such works prepared the ground for a monograph 
that examines the entire phonology of SC from a theoretical perspective.
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1 . 5 .  G O A L S  O F  T H I S  B O O K

This book has three goals. First, I offer a systematic description of major 
phonological facts in SC. Many facts are either new or not fully treated in 
traditional literature, such as missing syllable patterns, properties of com-
pounds, stress, word-length variation, word-order variation, and prosody 
in poetry. Secondly, I offer a theoretical analysis of the facts. I show that 
like other languages SC observes general linguistic principles. In addi-
tion, I show that the analysis of SC has implications for several areas of 
linguistic theory, such as syllable structure, metrical phonology, tone, and 
phonology–syntax interaction. Thirdly, I aim to present the facts and the 
analysis in a non-technical way, so that they are accessible to a broad audi-
ence, that is, to anyone who is familiar with the basic terms in a phonetic 
table. Theoretical background to be assumed in a given chapter will be 
introduced in advance and in plain terms.



2

The sound inventory 

2 . 1 .  W H AT  I S  A  S O U N D  ?

This chapter addresses two questions: How many sounds are there in 
Standard Chinese? and, What sounds are they? The questions may seem 
simple, but the answers require an understanding of what a sound is, how 
sounds are counted, and how sounds are represented. I will therefore start 
with a discussion of the theories involved.

Speech is, at some level, made of a sequence of sounds (consonants and vow-
els). For example, there are three sounds (or segments) in the English word miss 
[mɪs], whose boundaries are easy to identify phonetically. However, sometimes 
the case is less obvious. For example, is the long vowel [i ː] one sound or two? 
Since it has no internal boundary, it looks like one sound. On the other hand, 
it is much longer than a short vowel, so it is like two sounds in terms of dura-
tion. Similarly, the diphthong [ai] is like two sounds in terms of duration, but 
it is like one sound for lack of an internal boundary. A sound like [ ph] presents 
another kind of problem. It is like two sounds because there is a phonetic 
boundary between [ p] and [h]. In addition, the duration of [ ph] seems to be 
longer than that of [ p]. However, phonetic studies show that the vowel that 
follows [ ph] is shorter than the vowel that follows [ p]. As a result, a syllable like 
[ phai] ‘send’ in SC is not appreciably longer than a syllable like [ pai] ‘defeat’. 
Therefore, in terms of total syllable duration [ ph] is still like one sound.

In this study I assume that a sound is defi ned in terms of two factors, 
stated in (1). First, in normal context a sound is uttered in one unit of time 
(or ‘timing slot ’, see below), which is on average about 60–80 millisec-
onds (ms). Secondly, it is uttered with at most one gesture (or value) for 
each feature at each articulator (see the ‘No-Contour Principle ’, below).

(1) A sound  is articulated:
 (a) in one time unit (one timing slot)
 (b) with at most one value for each feature at each articulator



The defi nition in (1) assumes that articulatory gestures are organized into 
temporally coordinated units (at least at some level), departing from the 
view of Goldsmith  (1976), which does not assume such a temporal coor-
dination (what Goldsmith calls the ‘absolute splicing hypothesis’). By this 
defi nition, [i ː] is two sounds because it takes two time units. Similarly, 
[ai] is two sounds because it takes two time units and two gestures for the 
height of the tongue, fi rst [+low] and then [−low]. For [ ph], there is no evi-
dence that it needs two time units (e.g. [ phai] and [ pai] have similar dura-
tion). In addition, there is just one gesture for [h] (spread glottis), made at 
the same time as [ p], even though the aspiration continues after [ p]. Thus, 
there is no need to analyse [ ph] as two sounds, especially if we count the 
start of the oral release as the start of the vowel.

Affricates , contour tones, and pre- and post-nasalized stops may com-
plicate the defi nition of a sound. I will discuss affricates in section 2.4.1, 
contour tones in Chapter 10. For further discussion, see Duanmu  (1994), 
who also addresses pre- and post-nasalized stops.

2 . 2 .  P H O N E M I C S

Phonemics is the technique for deciding the number of sounds, or pho-
nemes , in a language (Pike  1947). Since speech sounds vary from person 
to person and from context to context for the same person, we must decide 
which differences are important and which are not. There are three basic 
elements of phonemics: the minimal pair, complementary distribution, and 
phonetic similarity. In addition, I discuss over-analysis, under-analysis, 
phonemic economy, and the notion of ‘sound’. The discussion applies 
to what Chomsky  (1964) called ‘taxonomic phonemics’ and ‘systematic 
phonemics’.

2.2.1. The minimal pair 

The minimal pair is a pair of words that are identical in pronunciation 
except for one sound. The minimal pair is a criterion for deciding which 
differences must be recognized. For example, consider the SC words in (2) 
(where tones are omitted).

(2) (a) A minimal pair
[mai] ‘buy’
[nai] ‘milk’
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 (b) Not a minimal pair
[ma]  ‘hemp’
[min] ‘people’

In (2a) the words differ only in the fi rst sound, which is [m] in one and [n] 
in the other. Since [m] and [n] can distinguish words, they must be recog-
nized as different sounds and represented by separate symbols. In other 
words, the difference between [m] and [n] is contrastive , and contrastive 
differences must be represented by different phonemes. When two words 
differ in more than one sound, as seen in (2b), no specifi c conclusion can 
be drawn. What we know here is that [a] and [in] are different. However, 
since [in] is not a single sound, we cannot represent it with one symbol. 
Nor can we tell whether [a] can contrast with [i] or [n].

Central to the idea of the minimal pair is the assumption that we know 
what is one sound and what is more than one sound. But the difference is 
not always straightforward. For example, a long vowel or a diphthong has 
been analysed as one sound in some studies but two in others. Similarly, 
consider the SC words in (3).

(3) [ phai] ‘row’
 [ pai] ‘white’

Whether (3) is a minimal pair or not depends on whether [ ph] is one sound. 
Many studies consider [ ph] to be one sound, but some consider it to be two, 
[ p] and [h], such as Hockett  (1947) and Martin  (1957). The two approaches 
lead to different results. For example, excluding palatals and retrofl exes, the 
fi rst approach postulates eight oral stops and affricates for SC, [ p, ph, t, th, ts, 
tsh, k, kh], but the second postulates only four, [ p, t, ts, k, (h)], where [h] is 
independently related to the velar fricative. I will return to this issue later.

2.2.2. Complementary distribution 

The complementary distribution criterion decides which phonetic differ-
ences need not be represented by separate phonemes. The distribution  of 
a sound refers to all the environments  it can occur in. For illustration, 
consider the SC words in (4).

(4) Complementary distribution (tones ignored)
 [tha] ‘he’ [wa] ‘dig’ [ja] ‘duck’
 [thɤ] ‘special’ [wo] ‘I’ [je] ‘leaf’

In SC, [a] can occur after [th, w, j]. In contrast, [ɤ] can occur after [th] 
but not after [w, j], [o] can occur after [w] but not after [th, j], and [e] can 
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occur after [ j] but not after [th, w]. With respect to [th, w, j], therefore, the 
distribution of [a] is complete, but the distributions of [ɤ, o, e] complement 
one another. Because of this, [ɤ, o, e] are said to be in complementary distri-
bution, in that the distribution of one does not overlap with the distribution of 
another. Sounds in complementary distribution can be represented by the same 
phoneme for two reasons; their distributions added together are only as large 
as a sound with complete distribution, and the variation among them is predict-
able from the environment so that there is no need to write them with different 
symbols. Thus, [ɤ, o, e] in SC can be represented with just one phoneme.

2.2.3. Phonetic similarity 

The phonetic-similarity condition states that sounds represented by the 
same phoneme should be phonetically similar. If two sounds are quite dif-
ferent, they should be represented by different phonemes, even if they are 
in complementary distribution. For example, in English [h] and [ŋ] are in 
complementary distribution, because [h] only occurs before a vowel, and 
[ŋ] only occurs after a vowel. However, since [h] and [ŋ] are phonetically 
quite different, they are analysed as separate phonemes.

As Pike  (1947: 63) points out, phonetic similarity is a vague notion 
which may be interpreted differently in different studies. For example, 
some studies of SC consider [e, o, ɤ] to be a single sound underlyingly, 
but the Pinyin system uses two symbols for them, e for [e, ɤ] and o for [o] 
(see H. Wang  1999: 38 for other views).

2.2.4. Over-analysis 

Sometimes phonologists knowingly split a sound into two in order to achieve 
better phonemic economy , that is, to minimize the number of phonemes. 
Chao  (1934) calls it ‘over-analysis’. For example, in SC the combination 
[sw], as in [swan] ‘sour’, is phonetically one sound. The reason is that the 
lip rounding of [w] occurs at the same time as [s], and the following vowel 
‘starts almost as soon as the tongue leaves the [s]-position without leaving 
any appreciable duration for the [u] or [w] to stand alone’ (Chao  1934: 42). 
In contrast, the combination [sw] in English, as in sway, is phonetically 
two sounds, in that the lip rounding of [w] occurs after [s]. In other words, 
since the SC [sw] and the English [sw] are phonetically different, their pho-
nological analysis should also be different, namely, [sw] is one sound and 
[sw] is two. However, since [w] occurs with many consonants in SC, to con-
sider [Cw] as one sound would mean to recognize a new series of consonants 
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[sw, tw, lw, nw, kw, …], in addition to the basic series [s, t, l, n, k, …]. If [Cw] 
is analysed as two sounds, then we need to recognize only the basic series 
[s, t, l, n, k, …], plus [u] or [w], which is independently needed. In general, 
if a feature F can appear on n phonemes, one can set up just n+1 phonemes 
(n phonemes without F plus F itself  ), instead of setting up 2n phonemes 
(n phonemes without F and n phonemes with F), provided one considers 
F to be a separate sound. A hypothetical example is shown in (5).

(5)  Regular analysis Over-analysis
 Phonetic [t, d, k, g, tw, dw, kw, gw] [t, d, k, g, tw, dw, kw, gw]
 Representation [t, d, k, g, tw, dw, kw, gw] [t, d, k, g, tw, dw, kw, gw]
 Phonemes [t, d, k, g, tw, dw, kw, gw] [t, d, k, g, w]

In the regular analysis, [tw, dw, kw, gw] are single sounds, and there is a total 
of eight phonemes. In the over-analysis, [tw, dw, kw, gw] are each made 
of two sounds, and there is a total of fi ve phonemes. Since over-analysis 
uses fewer phonemes, it is considered to be more economical. Because of 
over-analysis, most studies of SC consider a consonant–glide combination 
to be a cluster of two sounds, even though it is phonetically a single sound. 
I will return to this point.

Over-analysis has also been applied to vowels and glides. For example, 
Hartman (1944) and Hsueh  (1986) treat the SC glide [ɥ] as [ jw], and the 
high vowels [i, u, y] as [jɨ, wɨ, jwɨ], where [ɨ] is a central high vowel. I will 
return to this proposal below.

2.2.5. Under-analysis 

Sometimes phonologists knowingly analyse two sounds as one in order, 
again, to achieve better phonemic economy . Chao  (1934) calls this ‘under-
analysis’. For example, SC has full and weak syllables (see Chapter 4). In 
full syllables , a vowel is long when there is no consonant after it and short 
when there is (see Woo  1969; Howie  1976). However, since vowel length 
is predictable, it need not be represented. This is shown in (6).

(6)  Regular analysis Under-analysis
 Phonetic [maː], [man] [maː], [man]
 Representation [maː], [man] [ma], [man]
 Vowel phonemes [aː], [a] [a]

Under-analysis ignores the length of [aː] and represents it the same way 
as [a]. Thus, under-analysis postulates only one vowel [a]. In contrast, the 
regular analysis postulates two vowels, [aː] and [a].
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Another case of under-analysis is proposed by You et al.  (1980). They 
argue that the syllable structure in SC can be simplifi ed to CGV if we treat 
diphthongs, such as [ai] and [au], and VC rhymes, such as [an] and [in], as 
a single phoneme each, which they call a ‘rhyme phoneme’. The proposal 
would create over a dozen new phonemes, but syllable structure would 
now be more consistent than previously thought. However, I will argue in 
Chapter 4 that syllable structure in SC is already quite simple and consis-
tent, and so there is no need for under-analysis.

2.2.6. Phonemic economy 

Pike  (1947) calls phonemics ‘a technique for reducing languages to writ-
ing’. The writing Pike refers to is an alphabetical writing system in which 
each letter is a phoneme . Naturally, it is thought, the fewer phonemes the 
better. An analysis with fewer phonemes is said to have better phonemic 
economy. The desire to achieve better phonemic economy has often led 
scholars to ignore other considerations. We have seen two cases above, 
over-analysis and under-analysis, which reduce the phonemic inventory 
by blurring the notion of a sound. However, it is not obvious what the 
importance of phonemic economy  is or how it should be measured. If the 
goal is to save fonts for the printer, it is a trivial matter, and counting 
the phonemic inventory is enough. If phonemic economy makes claims 
about the organization of sounds in the speaker’s mind, then it is a  different 
matter, and the measurement of economy is more complicated. For example, 
compare the analyses in (7).

(7)  Regular analysis Over-analysis
 Phonetic [t, d, k, g, tw, dw, kw, gw] [t, d, k, g, tw, dw, kw, gw]
 Representation [t, d, k, g, tw, dw, kw, gw] [t, d, k, g, tw, dw, kw, gw]
 Inventory 8   5
 Surface 8 12

To utter the same set of sounds, the speaker would make eight sounds in 
the regular analysis but twelve in the over-analysis , since [tw, dw, kw, gw] 
represent two sounds each. Thus, with regard to production, the regular 
analysis is more economical in that the speaker utters fewer sounds. In 
addition, the over-analysis must assume consonant clusters (e.g. [tw]) and 
a lack of transparency between the phonological representation and the 
phonetic output (e.g. [tw] are two sounds in the representation but one 
sound [tw] phonetically). In contrast, the regular analysis does not have 



such problems. Thus, it is not clear whether the over-analysis gains better 
economy overall.

Sometimes phonemic economy  is extended to the analysis of the syllable. 
A maximal Chinese syllable is CGVC or CGVG. The status of the medial 
G is unclear. For example, Chan  (1985: 67–8) suggests that although [kw] 
is phonetically the same in both Cantonese  and SC, it should be analysed 
as one sound in Cantonese but two in SC. The reason is that [kw] and [khw] 
are the only CG combinations  in Cantonese, and counting them as single 
sounds can eliminate three syllable types, CGV, CGVG, and CGVC. In 
contrast, SC has many CG combinations, and counting CG as two sounds 
can reduce the consonant inventory by about thirty (no need to set up the 
series Cj, Cw, and Cɥ), with an increase of only three syllable types (that 
is, adding CGV, CGVC, and CGVG). A similar argument is made by 
R. Li  (1983).

There are several problems with this reasoning. First, it assumes 
that two series of consonants, say C and Cw, are twice as complicated 
as one series. The assumption is correct if phonemes are the minimal 
units of speech. However, if distinctive features are the basic building 
blocks of sounds (see below), then adding a Cw series to the C series 
may only involve one more feature, say [+round] for [w]. Secondly, 
comparing phoneme count with syllable count is like comparing apples 
with oranges; they do not have the same unit of measurement. For 
example, what is the basis for deciding whether adding ten consonants 
is more (or less) costly than adding three syllable types? Third, there 
is the issue of the generality of linguistic structure. For example, in 
most languages the syllable is divided into onset and rhyme, where 
the rhyme starts with a nuclear vowel. If one is to postulate a rhyme 
that starts with a glide, one needs to provide independent evidence for 
it. An apparent reduction in the consonant inventory of a particular 
language is no compelling evidence.

2 . 3 .  U S I N G  S Y L L A B L E  S T R U C T U R E 
I N  P H O N E M I C  A N A LY S I S 

The problems with under-analysis and over-analysis can be resolved 
without compromizing phonemic economy if we take syllable structure 
into consideration. Every syllable has a nucleus , usually fi lled by a vowel. 
The part before the nucleus is called the onset , the part after it, the coda . 
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The nucleus and the coda together are called the rhyme . For example, in 
[man] the onset is [m], the nucleus is [a], the coda is [n], and the rhyme 
is [an]. In [mai] the onset is [m], the nucleus is [a], the coda is [i], and the 
rhyme is [ai]. A syllable with a nuclear vowel but without a coda conso-
nant is called an open syllable , such as [ma] (with a short [a]) or [maa] 
(with a long [a]). A syllable with a nuclear vowel and a coda consonant 
is called a closed syllable , such as [man]. A syllable like [mai], where [i] 
is in the coda, can also be called a closed syllable. More discussion of the 
syllable is given in Chapter 4. A slightly simplifi ed representation of [maː] 
and [man] in SC is shown in (8).

(8) S S syllable 

ONC ONC Onset-Nucleus-Coda

m a n m  a phonemes 
[man] [ma:] transcription

In (8) there is one vowel phoneme [a], in agreement with under-analy-
sis. However, given the syllable structure, the predictable vowel length 
is also represented. In [man] the vowel is associated with the nucleus, 
and so it is realized as a short vowel. In [maː] the vowel is associated 
with both the nucleus and the coda, and so it is realized as a long vowel. 
Thus, the analysis captures both phonemic economy and phonetic accu-
racy. Now consider the representation of [swan] ‘sour’ in SC, shown 
in (9).

(9) S syllable

O N C Onset-Nucleus-Coda

sw phonemes 
[swan] transcription

na

In (9) there are four phonemes, in agreement with over-analysis. How-
ever, since [sw] share one onset slot, they are realized as a single sound 
[sw]. The analysis again captures both phonemic economy and phonetic 
accuracy. In (9) I have assumed that two sounds can merge into one. 
Which sound pairs can merge and which cannot is specifi ed in feature 
theory, which concerns the representation of speech sounds, to which we 
now turn.



2 . 4 .  F E AT U R E S  A N D  T H E  R E P R E S E N TAT I O N 
O F  S O U N D S

A fundamental discovery in phonology is that speech consists of a sequence 
of sounds (besides prosodic structures such as the syllable and stress), 
despite various phonetic interactions between neighbouring sounds. Each 
sound in turn is made of more basic elements called ‘features’ (or ‘dis-
tinctive features’). In thi s section I discuss feature theory, including the 
representation of complex sounds and len gth. I also discuss the theory of 
underspecifi cation.

2.4.1. Phonological features 

The feature property of speech sounds has been recognized in traditional 
phonetic tables, where each sound can be uniquely referred to by its 
 articulatory features. For example, [ p] is a voiceless labial stop, [u] is a 
back high rounded vowel.

There are three motivations for using phonological features . First, features 
indicate how sounds are made. For example, [ p] is made when the vocal cords 
are not vibrating (voiceless) and the lips (labial) are closed (stop). Secondly, 
features can show similarities and differences between sounds. For example, 
[ p] is a ‘voiceless labial stop’ and [b] is a ‘voiced labial stop’. Thus, the two 
sounds are similar in two features and differ in one. Thirdly, features can 
reveal natural classes  of sounds. For example, the English plural suffi x is [s] 
when added to map, cat, back, fourth, etc., and [z] when added to job, food, 
mug, pen, mom, pill, bee, cow, etc. In the former case the words end in [ p, t, 
k, θ], which belong to the class ‘voiceless’, and in the latter case the words 
end in [b, d, g, n, m, l, i, u], which belong to the class ‘voiced’.

Jakobson  et al. (1952) defi ne features in both acoustic and articulatory 
terms. Later works have focussed on articulatory defi nitions. In addition, a 
distinction can be made between articulators  and features.  Articulators are 
movable parts in the vocal tract that participate in speech production. For 
example, the articulator for [t] in English is Coronal (tongue tip), instead 
of alveolar, since it is the tongue tip that initiates the closure. Features are 
gestures made by articulators. In the present study I assume the feature 
structure (also called feature geometry ) in (10), based on the works of 
Clements  (1985), Sagey  (1986), Halle  and Clements  (1983), Ladefoged  
and Halle  (1988), McCarthy  (1988), Steriade  (1989), Kenstowicz  (1994), 
Keyser  and Stevens  (1994), Halle  (1995), Padgett  (1995), and Halle  (2005). 
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By convention, features are placed in brackets and written under the artic-
ulators that make them. Features for tone will be discussed in Chapter 10.

(10) Root

SP TR Dor Cor Lab Articulators

[asp]  [voi] [adv] [lo] [rd] Features 

VC

[nas] [hi] [bk] [lat] [ant]

In (10) there are six articulators: Vocal-cords, Soft-palate, Tongue-root, 
Dorsal (tongue body), Coronal, and Labial. The features [aspirated], 
[voice], and [nasal] have also been called [spread (vocal cords)], [slack 
(vocal cords)], and [lowered (soft palate)] respectively. I use [aspirated], 
[voice], and [nasal] on grounds of familiarity. The articulator Tongue-
root and its feature [advanced] are not relevant for Chinese and will be 
ignored.

Besides the features in (10), there are some that can be made by more than 
one articulator. They have been called manner features, stricture featur es, 
major-class features, and articulator-free features. Commonly used man-
ner features are [consonantal], [sonorant], [strident], [fricative], and [ stop] 
(or [c ontinuant]). For present purposes, only two are needed, [fricative] 
and [s top], follo wing Padgett (1995)  (Coleman 1996 a lso argues against 
the manner feature [consonantal], but for somewhat different reasons). In 
(11) I list some traditional terms and their translations in feature structure 
(see Chomsky and Ha lle 1968;  Halle and Cl ements 1983;  Steriade 1989; 
 Clements and Hu me 1995;  Halle 1995;  Padgett 1995;  and others).

(11) Traditional terms Featur e structure
 stops [+stop]
 sonorants [−stop, −fricative]
 fricatives [+fricative]
 affricates [+stop, +fricative]
 dentals Coronal-[+ant]
 retrofl exes Coronal-[−ant]
 palatals Coronal and Dorsal–[−back]

The tr anslations between traditional terms and feature structure are mostly 
transparent, although a note is needed for affricates and palatals. Affri-
cates are [+ stop, +fricative], instead of strident stops (Steriade 1989).  It 
may seem contradictory for a sound to be both [+stop] and [+fricative], 



if [+stop] means that the vocal tract is fully closed and [+fricative] means 
that it is not. I suggest that [stop] is a g esture for centre closure and [frica-
tive] for ed ge closure. For example, in [t] the force of closure is applied 
at the centre of the tongue tip. In [s] the force of closure is applied at 
the edges of the tongue tip (or blade). In the affricate [ts] the force of 
closure is applied at both the centre and the edges of the tongue tip. Palatals 
are re presented as Coronal and [−back] under Dorsal (Clements and Hu me 
1995).  A palatal may also have the feature [+ant] under Coronal, since in 
SC palatals there is both a dental contact (by the tongue tip) and a palatal 
closure (by the tongue body) at the same time.

2.4.2. Complex sounds and the No-Contour Principle

Some s  ounds use only one articulator, such as [ʔ], which uses Vocal-cords. 
Some sounds use more, such as [gw], which uses Vocal-cords, Dorsal, and 
Labial. We can call a sound that uses one oral articulator (i.e. Labial, Coro-
nal, or Dorsal) a simple sound, and o ne that uses two or three oral articula-
tors a complex sound. Some  examples are given in (12).

(12) Sounds Simple/complex Oral articulators
 [ p] simple Labl-[+stop]
 [t] simple Cor-[+stop]
 [k] simple Dor-[+stop]
 [k͡p] complex Dor-[+stop], Lab-[+stop]
 [kw] complex Dor-[+stop], Lab-[+round]
 [tɕ] complex Dor-[+stop, +fric], Cor-[+stop, +fric]
 [tsj] complex Dor-[−back], Cor-[+stop, +fric]

When a sound has two (or more) oral articulators, the one that has greater 
closure, that is, the one that has [+stop] or [+fricative], is often called the 
major (or primary) articulator, and t he one that has less constriction, the 
minor (or secondary) articulator. For e xample, in [kw], Dorsal is the major 
articulator and Labial is the minor articulator. A sound can have two (or 
more) major articulators. For example, in [tɕ] both Dorsal and Coronal 
are major articulators. Since the major articulator is indicated with the 
presence of the feature [+stop] or [+fricative] (Keyser and St evens 1994; 
 Padgett 1995),  there is no need to indicate it in other ways, such as a 
pointer (Sagey 1986), an asterisk (Kenstowicz 1994), or a special label 
called ‘designated articulator’ (Halle et al.  2000; Halle 2005). 

Some studies propose another kind of complex segment, the so-called 
‘contour segments’ or ‘contour sound’, in w hich a feature can take two 
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or more values. Such a feature is called a ‘contour feature’. For  example, 
Sagey (1986)  proposes (13) for a short contour tone.

(13) Laryngeal 

[+H] [−H]

The articulator Laryngeal (similar to Vocal-cords in the present analy-
sis) executes the tone feature [H] twice, fi rst [+H] (a high tone) and then 
[−H] (a low tone). The result is a falling tone on a single (short) sound. 
However, Duanmu (1994)  has argued for a constraint called the No-
Contour Principle, rephra sed in (14), where F is any feature. It rules out 
contour features and contour sounds in general, including short contour 
tones.

(14) No-Contour Principle
*Articulator or *Articulator

[+F][−F] [−F][+F]

I will show in Chapter 10 that as far as SC is concerned, there is no evi-
dence for contour segments.

2.4.3. Length and dipht hongs

Many lang uages have short and long sounds, such as [t] vs. [tt], or [a] vs. 
[aa] (or [aː]). The length of a sound can be represented either by timing 
slots, as in (1 5a), or by mor as, as in (1 5b), where a mora is an alternative 
measure of length and is essentially a segment slot in the rhyme (see 
Brose low 1995 for  a review of the two approaches).

(15) (a)

(b)

X XX X XX timing slot tier

t t a a feature structure tier
[t] [tt] [a] [aa] transcription

Moraic representation of length

m m mm mora tier

t t  a a feature structure tier
[t] [tt] [a] [aa] transcription

Timing slot representation of length



Each symbol on the feature structure tier is an abbreviation of a feature tree. 
The timing-slot representation i ndicates length directly; a short sound has 
one timing slot and a long sound has two (or sometimes three). In contrast, 
the moraic representation highlights the function of the mora, which plays 
a role in prosodic phonology. However, the moraic representation does 
not indicate length in a consistent way. For example, [tt] is longer than 
[a], but they both have one mora, and [tt] and [aa] have the same length, 
yet [tt] has one mora but [aa] has two. Consider also the representation 
in (16).

(16) mm  mm mmmm mm mora tier

wε t læb hA t

[wεt.læb] [hAt.tVb] transcription

‘wet-lab’ ‘hot-tub’ ‘tub’
[tVb]

t VbV b

In wet-lab and tub, [t] is short, yet it has a mora in the former and no mora 
in the latter. In addition, [t] is short in wet-lab and long in hot-tub, yet it 
has one mora in both cases. In order to keep a more accurate representa-
tion of length, I will use timing slots in this study. T he mora count can be 
inferred by interpreting each timing slot in the rhyme as  a mora. Example 
(17) shows the representation of [ pan], [ paa], and [ pai].

(17) S SS syllable tier

Xmm timing slot/mora tier

p a n p a p a i feature structure tier

[pan] [paa] [pai] transcription

XmmXmm

Here [ p], [a], [n], and [i] each have one unit of time (short), and [aa] has 
two (long). In addition, [ p] has no mora, [a], [n], and [i] have one each, 
and [aa] has two.

2.4.4. Underspecification

It has been common pra ctice to omit predictable features. For example, 
it suffi ces to call [u] a high back rounded vowel without saying that it is 
voiced, unaspirated, oral, etc. There is, nevertheless, a tacit assumption 
that, if one wants to, one can fully specify every feature for every sound, 
or fi ll in the unspecifi ed features by redundancy rules (Halle 1962).
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Underspecifi cat ion theory claims that some features not only can but 
must be unspecifi ed (for a review, see Steriade 1995). The evidence co mes 
from two phenomena. The fi rst is the transparency phenomenon: certain 
sounds allow certain features to pass through them in assimilation or 
 harmony processes. A classic example is Turkish, shown in (18).
(18) R oot Pl. Gen. Pl. Gen.
 ip ip-ler ip-in ip-ler-in ‘rope’
 son son-lar  son-un son-lar-ɯn ‘end’

In the plural column, the suffi x vowel gets its values for [back] from the 
vowel of the root. In the genitive column, it gets its values for both [back] 
and [round] from the vowel of the root. In the plural genitive column, the 
genitive suffi x can get values for [back] from the root vowel but not for 
[round], because the vowel in the plural suffi x is [−round], which is itself 
passed on to the genitive suffi x. The underspecifi cation analysis is that fea-
tures can pass through sounds that are not specifi ed for them but not through 
sounds that are. In (18) consonants are unspecifi ed for [back] and [round], 
so these features can pass through them. The vowel in the plural suffi x is 
specifi ed for [−round] but unspecifi ed for [back], so it can acquire [−back] 
or [+back] and pass it on. The second phenomenon is that specifi ed features 
resist change. For example, the vowel of the genitive suffi x is specifi ed for 
[+high], and it remains so no matter what the preceding vowel is. In general, 
the more specifi ed a sound is, the less change it undergoes, and vice versa. 
The variation of the SC mid vowel is another case, shown in (19).
(19) Variant  Environment Example
 [o] after labial [wo]  ‘I’
 [e] after palatal [ je]  ‘leaf’
 [ɤ] otherwise [th

ɤ]  ‘special’

Since the mid vowel can change its backness and rounding but not its height, 
we can specify it as [−high, −low] (which means mid). This also agrees with 
the fact that there is only one mid vowel in SC, and therefore it does not 
contrast with any other vowel in [back] or [round]. Its surface [round] and 
[back] values can come from a neighbouring sound, as in [wo] and [ je]. The 
[+back] feature in the [ɤ] variant can be assigned as a default value.

2 . 5 .  G L I D E S

Let us now consider th e sounds in SC. I start with glides. SC has three 
glides, [ j, w, ɥ], as in [ jan] ‘smoke’, [wan] ‘curved’, and [ɥan] ‘round’. 



The glides do not contrast with the corresponding high vowels [i, u, y], 
and the two  sets can be treated as variants of each other. I will use the 
vowel symbol when the sound is the main vowel or the second part of a 
diphthong, such as [u] in [mu] ‘wood’ and [mau] ‘cat’. I will use the glide 
symbol when the sound precedes the nuclear vowel, such as [w] in [wai] 
‘outside’ and [swan] ‘sour’.

When [w] occurs initially without a consonant, many Beijing speakers 
pronounce it as a labio-dental [ʋ] (J. Shen 1987; M. Hu 1991). Acc ording 
M. Hu  (1991: 244–5), at least 90 per cent of Beijing speakers use [ʋ] to 
various degrees. The choice between [w] and [ʋ] depends on the main 
vowel. Chao (1927: 2) suggests tha t [ʋ] is better than [w] before [əi], but 
both [w] and [ʋ] can be used before other vowels. M. Hu (1991: 244–5) 
suggests  that [w] is used before a low vowel, [ʋ] before a high vowel; 
however, he considers [o] to be a low vowel and [ə] a high vowel. J. Shen 
(1987) reports that [ʋ ] can occur before any vowel except [o], before which 
[ʋ] is rare (J. Shen also reports that [wu]  rarely becomes [ʋu]; in the pres-
ent analysis, [ʋu] is underlyingly [u], so it is not included here). This is 
shown in (20) (see below for the transcription of the vowels).

(20) [wo]/*[ʋo] ‘I’
 [wəi]/[ʋəi]  ‘tail’
 [wən]/[ʋən] ‘literary’
 [wəŋ]/[ʋəŋ] ‘Weng’ (a name)
 [wa]/[ʋa] ‘tile’
 [wai]/[ʋai] ‘outside’
 [wan]/[ʋan] ‘late’
 [waŋ]/[ʋaŋ]  ‘king’

The lack of *[ʋo] is due to the fact that [w] and [o] share the feature 
[+round] (see Chapter 3). It is worth noting that SC speakers other than 
those from Beijing generally do not use [ʋ]. It is also common for Beijing 
speakers of English to replace [w] with [ʋ], such as [ʋei] for way.

It has been proposed that [ɥ] can be reduced to [ jw], articulated simulta-
neously (Hartman 1944; Hsueh 1986). In terms of fea ture representation, 
[ɥ] indeed contains the components of [ j] and [w].

2 . 6 .  C O N S O N A N T S

SC has nineteen conson ants. In addition, there are three palatals and some 
syllabic consonants, to be discussed in separate sections. Also, in a syllable 
that begins with a vowel, there is sometimes a consonant-like articulatory 
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gesture before the vowel. This gesture has been called the ‘zero onset’ 
(Chao 1968), which I  discuss in Chapter 4. Example (21) shows the nine-
teen consonants in phonetic symbols.

(21)  Labial Dental Retrofl ex Velar
 Stop p, ph t, th  k, kh

 Affricate  ts, tsh ʈʂ, ʈʂh 
 Fricative f s ʂ, ʐ x
 Nasal m n  (ŋ)
 Liquid  l

The aspirated sounds [ ph, th, kh, tsh, ʈʂh] are often [ px, tx, kx, tsx, ʈʂx] 
before a back vowel. All nineteen consonants except [ŋ] can occur in 
onset position. For some speakers [ŋ] can occur initially as a variant of 
the ‘zero onset’, to be discussed below . In coda position, only [n] and 
[ŋ] can occur, where their oral closure is often incomplete (Y . Xu 1986; 
J. Wang 1993).

I n some studies , such as M. Fu (1956), L. Wang (1979) , and Duanmu 
(20 00), the sound [ʐ  ] is transcribed as [r]. I choose [ʐ  ] here because the 
relation between [ʂ] and [ʐ  ] is similar to that between [s] and [z]. For 
example, in the syllable [sz] ‘die’, the rhyme is the voiced version of 
the onset, and in the syllable [ʂʐ  ] ‘history’, the rhyme is also the voiced 
version of the onset. In addition, in casual speech [sz] ‘die’ can undergo 
devoicing and become [ss], and [ʂʐ  ] ‘history’ can become [ʂʂ]. A criticism 
of this analysis is that [ʐ  ] is the only voiced obstruent; all other stops and 
fricatives are voiceless. A possible answer is that the distinction between 
[ʂ] and [ʐ  ] is not in voicing but in aspiration, [ʂh] and [ʂ] respectively. 
Another criticism of this analysis of [ʐ  ] is that [ʐ  ] does not have much 
friction and is therefore not like a fricative (M. Fu 1956; L. Wang 1979). A  
possible answ er to this objection is that an unaspirated fricative always has 
much less friction than its aspirated counterpart; in other words, we expect 
[ʂ] (written as [ʐ  ] here) to have less friction than [ʂh].

The retrofl ex series [ʈʂ, ʈʂh, ʂ, ʐ  ] is a  major characteristic of SC speakers 
from Beijing. SC speakers from other places often do not have [ʈʂ, ʈʂh, ʂ, ʐ  ] 
in their native dialects, so they often replace [ʈʂ, ʈʂh, ʂ, ʐ  ] with the dentals 
[ts, tsh, s, z], or they may use [ʈʂ, ʈʂh, ʂ] for [ts, tsh, s] in hypercorrection. 
For them there is no  distinction between pairs like [tsai] ‘again’ and [ʈʂai] 
‘debt’, [tsha] ‘wipe’ and [ʈʂha] ‘fork’, and [sa] ‘sprinkle’ and [ʂa] ‘stupid’.

The unaspirated stops and affricates [ p, t, k, ʈʂ, ts]  can become voiced 
[b, d, g, ɖʐ  , dz] when they occur in an unstressed syllable, such as [tswəi 
pa] → [tswəi ba] ‘mouth’ (M. Fu  1956: 3; Dong  1958: 75). It is possible to 



represent [ p, t, k, ʈʂ, ts, ph, th, kh, ʈʂh, tsh] as [b, d, g, ɖʐ  , dz, p, t, k, ʈʂ, ts] 
instead; however, I do not explore the alternative here.

The place of constriction in the SC dentals  is generally more forward 
than that in the corresponding American English sounds. I remember 
once seeing Professor Joan Morley  demonstrate the American English 
[s]. She opened her mouth wide to show the alveolar closure by the 
tongue tip without stopping pronouncing [s]. The same cannot be done 
for SC speakers, for whom the tongue tip is usually on the lower teeth. 
Some studies call the SC [ts, tsh, s] dentals and the SC [t, th, n, l] alveolars 
(Kratochvil  1968; Luo  and Wang  1981). I follow Chao  (1968) in treat-
ing them all as dentals. This agrees with the X-ray and palatographic 
study of D. Zhou  and Wu  (1963: 22), who found that the tongue tip in 
[ts, tsh, s] can be on either the upper or the lower teeth. In [t, th, n, l] the 
tongue tip is generally on the upper teeth, although sometimes it is on 
the lower teeth, such as in the [n] of [an] (D. Zhou  and Wu  1963: 39, and 
diagram 41). Luo  and J. Wang  (1981: 89) also note that the tongue tip in 
[ts, tsh, s] is generally on the lower teeth, and M. Fu  (1956: 4) notes that 
some Beijing speakers use interdentals  [  t ̪θ, t ̪θh, θ] instead of the dentals
 [ts, tsh, s].

The place of [x] is variable. It is possible to consider [x] to be [h] instead, 
whose place is assimilated to the following vowel. On the other hand, [x] 
is a more symmetric choice in that every place of articulation has a frica-
tive. If we choose [h], the velar place would lack a fricative and [h] would 
be the only glottal sound.            

2 . 7 .  C O N S O N A N T – G L I D E  C O M B I N AT I O N S 

A CG combination is made of a consonant C and a glide G. All CG 
combinations occur before the nuclear vowel. In most studies, including 
recent ones (e.g. H. Wang  1999: 128–9), CG is analysed as two sounds. 
However, as Chao  (1934: 42) points out, this is over-analysis  (see section 
2.2.4), because phonetically CG is a single sound in SC. For example, in 
[swan] ‘sour’, [s] and [w] are articulated at the same time. In contrast, [sw] 
in English words like sway are two sounds, in that the lip rounding of 
[w] occurs after [s]. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, the reason CG is 
a single sound in Chinese is that there is only one slot in the onset, which 
C and G must share. In what follows I will write CG as a single sound. 
Given eighteen consonants ([ŋ] does not occur initially) and three glides, 
there are fi fty-four possible CG combinations, of which twenty-nine are 
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found. This is shown in (22) and exemplifi ed in (23), where a minus sign 
indicates a missing CG.

(22) CG combinations  (in phonetic symbols)
  C Cj Cw Cɥ

 labial p pj − −
  ph phj − −
  m mj − −
  f − − −
 dental t tj tw −
  th thj thw −
  n nj nw nɥ

  l lj lw lɥ

  ts (tɕ) tsw (tɕw)
  tsh (tɕh) tshw (tɕhw)
  s (ɕ) sw (ɕw)
 velar k − kw −
  kh − khw −
  x − xw −
 retrofl ex ʈʂ − ʈʂw −
  ʈʂh − ʈʂhw −
  ʂ − ʂw −
  ʐ − ʐw −

(23) CG combinations (examples, in phonetic symbols)
  C Cj Cw Cɥ

 labial p pjan − −
   ‘change’
  ph phjan − −
   ‘cheat’
  m mjan − −
   ‘noodles’
  f − − −
 dental t tjan twan −
   ‘store’ ‘broken’
  th thjan thwan −
   ‘sky’ ‘roll’
  n njan nwan nɥe
   ‘year’ ‘warm’ ‘cruel’
  l ljan lwan lɥe
   ‘link’ ‘disorder’ ‘omit’



  ts tɕan tswan tɕwan
   ‘sharp’ ‘drill’ ‘donate’
  tsh tɕhan tshwan tɕhwan
   ‘owe’ ‘usurp’ ‘persuade’
  s ɕan swan ɕwan
   ‘thread’ ‘garlic’ ‘select’
 velar k − kwan −
    ‘close’
  kh − khwan −
    ‘broad’
  x − xwan −
    ‘joyful’
 retrofl ex ʈʂ − ʈʂwan −
    ‘brick’
  ʈʂh − ʈʂhwan −
    ‘boat’
  ʂ − ʂwan −
    ‘bolt’
  ʐ − ʐwan −
    ‘soft’

Although [ pw, phw, mw, f w] are generally missing, there is an exception. For 
many SC speakers, they occur in [ pwo, phwo, mwo, f wo]. I return to this case in 
Chapter 3. The missing CG combinations  call for an explanation. There are 
two views on such matters. According to Blevins  (2003), gaps in a language 
may be due to historical accidents, and it may be useless to try to account for 
them  synchronically. Alternatively, it is possible that most of the gaps are due to 
phonological constraints. Before I discuss the solution, several remarks are in 
order. First, the lack of [f j] is probably accidental, since all other labials can 
combine with [ j]. Secondly, where we expect palatalized dentals [tsj, tshj, sj] 
and [tsɥ, tshɥ, sɥ] (shown in parentheses), we fi nd palatals [tɕ, tɕh, ɕ] and [tɕw, 
tɕhw, ɕw]. In addition, [nj] can become a palatal [ ɲ], [nɥ] a labialized palatal 
[ ɲw] . For example, [njan] ‘year’ can be pronounced as [ ɲan], [nɥe] ‘cruel’ 
as [ ɲwe]. This is because palatalized  dentals and palatals have the same artic-
ulators; I will return to this point. Finally, of the seven dentals, fi ve can com-
bine with [ɥ] and two cannot. It is reasonable to assume that dentals can in 
principle combine with [ɥ] and that the lack of [tɥ, thɥ] is due to independent 
reasons. If one assumes that dentals cannot in principle combine with [ɥ], then 
there is no explanation for the presence of the other fi ve combinations. Under 
these considerations, a generalization emerges, stated in (24), where a plus sign 
means a good combination and a minus sign, a bad one.
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(24) Generalization on CG combinations 
  [ j] [w] [ɥ]
 labial + − −
 dental + + +
 velar − + −
 retrofl ex − + −

In the present analysis, the pattern is explained as follows. First, consider 
the retrofl ex sounds. In a retrofl ex the tongue tip is curled back, which 
tends to push the tongue body back, yet [j] and [ɥ] require the tongue body 
to be fronted. The lack of retrofl ex [j] and retrofl ex [ɥ], therefore, is prob-
ably due to articulatory ease. (This is not to say that retrofl ex [j] is impos-
sible, but that it is hard; retrofl ex [j] does occur in Russian, for example.) 
The other cases can be explained in terms of articulators in feature struc-
ture. In particular, if the articulators for glides are simply Dorsal for [j], 
Labial for [w], and Dorsal and Labial for [ɥ], then (24) can be translated 
into (25).

(25) Articulator analysis of CG combinations  
  [j] [w] [ɥ]
  Dor Lab Dor-Lab
 Lab + − −
 Cor (dental) + + +
 Dor (velar) − + −

Whenever there is a confl ict between the articulators of C and G (i.e. when 
an articulator is found in both), the combination is bad. Otherwise the com-
bination is good. This result is expected if CG is a single sound, in which 
each articulator can occur only once.

If glides have a more complex structure, the same conclusion can be 
drawn. Let us assume that the SC glides have the structures in (26).

(26) SC glides
[ j] [w]

Dor–Cor Dor–Lab Dor–Cor–Lab

[−back] [+round] [−back]

[  ]h

[+round]

When C and G have different articulators, as in [ p]+[ j], all articulators can 
be kept. This is shown in (27).



(27) [p] [p j] 

Lab Dor-Cor Lab-Dor-Cor 

[−back] [−back][+stop] [+stop]

[ j]+ →

When the articulator of C is the same as an articulator of G, as in [t]+[ j], 
the two merge into one. This is shown in (28).

(28) [t j] 

Cor-Dor 

[−back][+stop]

+[t]

Cor

[+stop]

Dor-Cor

[−back]

[ j] →

Now consider [ p]+[w], shown in (29).

(29) [p] ?[pw] 

Lab Dor-Lab Dor-Lab 

[+round] [+round][+stop] [+stop]

[w]+ →

It is theoretically possible to merge [ p] and [w] into [ pw]. The absence of 
[ pw] suggests that SC disfavours merging articulators that both have their 
own features or it disfavours an articulator that dominates two features. 
Similarly, consider [k]+[j], shown in (30).

(30) [k] ?[k j] 
Dor Dor-Cor

[−back][+stop]

[ j]+
Dor-Cor 

[−back][+stop]

→

Again, it is theoretically possible to merge [k] and [j] into [kj], which in 
fact occurs in some Chinese dialects. The absence of [kj] in SC suggests 
that it is too complex for SC.

With this background, we return to the CG distribution pattern, anal-
ysed in (31). The general pattern is that when G has an articulator that has 
its own feature, it does not combine with C that has that articulator. Thus, 
[j] and [ɥ] do not combine with Coronal C, and [w] and [ɥ] do not combine 
with Labial C.
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(31) Articulator analysis of CG combinations 

Lab
Cor
Dor

+
+
−

−
+
+

−
+
−

[ j]

Dor−Cor

[−back]

[w]

Dor−Lab

[+round]

[  ]

Dor−Cor−Lab

[+round][−back]

h

I am not aware of any account of missing CGs in the traditional literature 
which over-analyses CG as a sequence of two sounds. H owever, a possible 
solution in the traditional approach is as follows; the lack of  retrofl ex [ j] 
and retrofl ex [ɥ] can be attributed to articulatory ease, similar to the pres-
ent analysis; and the lack of other CG combinations can be attributed to 
articulator dissimilation,  which prevents two identical articulators from 
occurring in a row, as stated in (32).

(32) Articulator dissimilation
   Identical articulators cannot occur in succession.

While Articulator dissimilation can correctly rule out some missing CGs, 
it is hard to account for Cor+[ j] and Cor+[ɥ], since [ j] and [ɥ] also contain 
Cor. In addition, Articulator dissimilation fails elsewhere, such as CV, GV, 
or across syllables, as can be seen in (33).

(33) Labial–Labial Labial–Labial Dorsal–Dorsal Coronal–Coronal
 CV GV CV CVC.CV
 [mu] [wo] [kɤ] [ɕan.tai]
 ‘female’ ‘me’ ‘song’ ‘present time’

Evidently, CG is the only ‘sequence’ to which Articulator dissimilation 
a pplies. The special status of CG remains a stipulation in the over-analysis. 
In contrast, in the present analysis there is no need for the stipulation. Since 
CG is a single sound, each articulator can only occur once. Since CV and 
GV are not single sounds, they are not subject to the same restriction.

A reviewer suggests that the lack of Lab [w] or Lab [ɥ] is due to per-
ceptual reasons. In particular, there is not much transition of F2 in such 
 clusters and salient transitions are preferred for perception. However, there 
is no Lab–Lab constraint against CV or GV, as seen in (33). If phonetic 
salience were the reason, one would expect CV and GV to be subject to 
the Lab–Lab constraint, too.



2 . 8 .  PA L ATA L S  A S  C O N S O N A N T – G L I D E 
C O M B I N AT I O N S

B  esides the nineteen consonants in (21), most studies also list three pala-
tals in SC, [tɕ, tɕh, ɕ], as in [tɕi] ‘chicken’, [tɕhi] ‘seven’, and [ɕi] ‘west’. 
Synchronically the palatal series is in complementary distribution with the 
velars [k, kh, x], the dentals [ts, tsh, s], and the retrofl exes [ʈʂ, ʈʂh, ʂ], shown 
in (34).

 (34) Series [tɕ, tɕh, ɕ] [k, kh, x] [ts, tsh, s] [ʈʂ, ʈʂh, ʂ]
 With [j, ɥ]/[i, y] yes no no no
 Without [j, ɥ]/[i, y] no yes yes yes

The palatal series cooccurs with the prenuclear glides [ j, ɥ] or the high 
vowels [i, y], but the other series do not. It is possible, therefore, to iden-
tify the palatal series with one of the other series. However, opinions dif-
fer as to which series the palatals should be identifi ed with, or whether 
the palatals should be recognized as an independent series. For example, 
Hartman ( 1944) identifi es the palatal series with the dental series without 
giving phonological evidence (see C. Cheng 1 973: ch. 5 for a review). 
Chao ( 1934, 1968) identifi es the palatal series with the velar series, but C. 
Cheng ( 1973) found Chao’s arguments questionable. As a result, Cheng  
 treats the palatals as an independent series. Hsueh ( 1986: 34–6) also iden-
tifi es the palatal series with the velar series, based on some reduplication 
expressions, but the evidence does not seem to be strong either. In this 
section I argue instead that palatals are a special case of consonant–glide 
combinations. In addition, I will show that palatals have a special relation 
with dentals.

As seen in the CG combinations, six palatalized dentals, [tsj, tshj, sj] 
and [tsɥ, tshɥ, sɥ], are replaced by the palatals [tɕ, tɕh, ɕ] and [tɕw, tɕhw, ɕw]. 
However, not all speakers do this. There are two varieties of pronuncia-
tion. Variety A uses palatalized dentals, variety B, palatals. This is exem-
plifi ed in (35).

(35) C+G Variety A Variety B
 [ts]+[j] [tsjan] [tɕan] ‘sharp’
 [tsh]+[j] [tshjan] [tɕhan] ‘owe’ 
 [s]+[j] [sjan] [ɕan] ‘thread’
 [ts]+[ɥ] [tsɥan] [tɕwan] ‘donate’
 [tsh]+[ɥ] [tshɥan] [tɕhwan] ‘persuade’
 [s]+[ɥ] [sɥan] [ɕwan] ‘select’
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Variety A is common among children and female speakers, as well as 
some males (S. Xu 1 957; Cao 1 987; M. Hu 1 991: 230–43). According to 
Cao ( 1987), in a survey of 200 speakers in Beijing, 85 per cent of females 
and 29 per cent of males used variety A to various degrees. The presence 
of the two varieties suggests a link between palatalized dentals and pala-
tals, which is revealed in a feature analysis. Consider [s]+[j] and [s]+[ ɥ], 
shown in (36).

(36) Variety A Variety B

[s]+[ j] [sj]
Dor–Cor Dor–Cor

[+fricative] [+fricative]

[s]+[  ]

h

[s ]

h w

Dor–Cor–Lab Dor–Cor–Lab

[+fricative] [+fricative] 

[  ]

[   ]

In variety A, the major articulator (in this case, the one that performs 
[+fricative]) is Cor only. In variety B, both Cor and Dor are the major 
articulators. Thus, the two varieties use the same articulators but differ in 
whether Dor is a major or a minor articulator. The alternations between 
[tsj, tshj, tsɥ, tshɥ] and [tɕ, tɕh, tɕw, tɕhw], as well as between [nj, nɥ] and [ɲ, 
ɲw], ar e explained in the same way.

Besides being infl uenced by the prenuclear glide, SC consonants can 
also be palatalized, labialized, or both before a high vowel. This is exem-
plifi ed in (37).

(37) [li]  → [lji] ‘inside’
 [lu] → [lwu] ‘road’
 [ly] → [lɥy] ‘green’

In feature analysis, this can be seen as feature spreading fro m the high 
vowel to the consonant, shown in (38).

(38) [l i] [l j i]

Root Root Root Root

Dor CorCor Cor Dor  Dor  Cor

[−back] [−back]

→



When the [-back] of [i] spreads to [l], it activates the articulator Dor in [l], 
whereby [l] becomes Cor and Dor, which is [lj]. Interestingly, palatals are 
also found before front vowels for variety B speakers when C is a dental 
stop, fricative, or affricate, as shown in (39).

(39) Variety A Variety B
 [nji]  [ ɲi]  ‘you’
 [tsji]  [tɕi]  ‘chicken’
 [tshji]  [tɕhi] ‘seven’
 [sji]  [ɕi]  ‘west’
 [nɥy]  [ ɲwy]  ‘female’
 [tsɥy]  [tɕwy]  ‘tangerine’
 [tshɥy]  [tɕhwy] ‘curved’
 [sɥy]  [ɕwy]  ‘weak’

The pronunciation of variety A suggests that the original consonants 
in such words are dentals, which become palatalized (and labialized) 
through feature spreading from a high vowel, illustrated in (38). Variety B 
further changes Dor into [+stop] or [+fricative] according to the C, turn-
ing CG into a palatal. The two processes are compared in (40), using the 
word ‘west’.

(40) Underlying Variety A Variety B 
[s i] [s j i] [ i]

RootRootRootRootRoot Root

Cor

[+fric][−back] [+fric] [−back] [+fric] [−back]

→ →

Dor Cor Dor Cor Dor CorCor Dor Cor Dor

While there is a connection between dentals and palatals, there is also a 
connection between velars and palatals. Chao (1931, 1934, 1968) re fers to 
a language game by Beijing speakers in which [k] changes to [tɕ] when it 
combines with [j] or [i]. In feature analysis,  the change from [k]+[j] to [tɕ] 
can be represented in (41).

(41) [j] [kj] [t ]
Dor Dor−Cor Dor−Cor

[+stop] [−back] [−back][+stop] [−back][+stop]

Dor−Cor
→ →[k] +
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After the Dor of [k] merges with that of [j], the feature [+stop] further 
spreads from Dor to Cor. One might suggest that perhaps like dental+[j], 
velar+[j] also gives palatals in regular CG combinations. However, this 
cannot explain why palatals can alternate with palatalized dentals (cf. varieties 
A and B), but not with palatalized velars.

The articulatory relation between palatals on the one hand and palatalized 
dentals and palatalized dorsals, on the other, can also explain the fact that pres-
ent-day palatals in SC come from two historical sources: palatalized dentals and 
palatalized dorsals. Two examples are shown in (42) (from L. Wang 1980: 79).

(42) Historica l Present
 [kjan] → [tɕan] ‘see’
 [tsjan] → [tɕan] ‘arrow’

In addition, the articulatory analysis can account for the fact that in trans-
lation from English into Chinese both dentals and velars can turn into pala-
tals, as noted by Y. Lin (1989: 46). Two examples  are shown in (43), where 
[si] is translated into [ɕi] and [ki] is translated into [tɕi].

(43) ‘Wisconsin’ → [wəi sz khaŋ ɕin]
 ‘Kentucky’   → [khən tha tɕi]

In the present analysis, palatals, palatalized dentals, and palatalized velars 
have the same articulators, Cor and Dor, which explains both the historical 
facts and the translation facts.

2 . 9 .  S Y L L A B I C  C O N S O N A N T S

SC has three syllabic nasals, [m], [n], and [ŋ], which  mostly occur in interjec-
tions, such as [hm] (showing contempt), [hŋ] (showing contempt), [m] (‘yes’), 
[n] (‘yes’), and [ŋ] (‘yes’). Although such words have a somewhat marginal 
status, they have been included in some dictionaries, such as Xiandai Hanyu 
Cidian (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Institute of Linguistics 1978).

More productive are the syllabic consonants [z] and [ʐ  ], which do not 
contrast with each other: [z] occurs after the dentals [ts, tsh, s], [ʐ  ] after the 
retrofl exes [ʈʂ, ʈʂh, ʂ, ʐ  ]. This is exemplifi ed in (44).

(44) [z] after [ts, tsh, s]: [tsz] [tshz] [sz]
  ‘self’ ‘word’ ‘silk’
 [ʐ  ] after [ʈʂ, ʈʂh, ʂ, ʐ  ]: [ʈʂʐ  ] [ʈʂhʐ  ] [ʂʐ  ] [ʐʐ  ]
  ‘know’ ‘eat’ ‘poem’ ‘sun’



Neither [z] nor [ʐ  ] occurs after the palatals [tɕ, tɕh, ɕ], or after any other 
consonant. Some linguists, perhaps since Karlgren (1915–26), consider 
[z] a nd [ʐ  ] to be ‘apical vowels’. There are three reasons.  There seems 
to be an assumption that every syllable must have a vowel—this view 
has been reiterated in Cheung (1986), Hsueh (1986), and Coleman (1996 , 
2001); secondly, s ome researchers argue that [z] and [ʐ  ] are phonetically 
like a vowel. For example, Howie (1976: 10) argues that [z ] and [ʐ  ] have 
formants, which is a property of vowels. In addition, C. Cheng (1973: 13), 
citing the X- ray study of D. Zhou and Wu (1963), notes that  the back of 
 t he tongue is raised in [z], similar to a vowel articulation. Thirdly, it has 
been suggested that [z] and [ʐ  ] are in complementary distribution with [i] 
and so they can be analysed as allophones of the same phoneme. Since [i] 
is a vowel, it is better to consider [z] and [ʐ  ] to be vowels, too.

On the other hand, there are reasons to consider [z] and [ʐ  ] consonants 
(see Dong 1958: 37; Chao 1968: 24;  E. Pulleyblank  1984; Ramsey 1987; 
Wiese  1997: 239–44) . First, [z,  ʐ  ] are a voiced prolongation of the pre-
ceding consonant. Syllabic [z] is similar to a voiced [s], syllabic [ʐ  ], to 
the onset [ʐ  ]. Secondly, having formants or a dorsal articulation is not an 
exclusive property of vowels. For example, [l] has formants and [k] and 
[x] have dorsal articulation, but they are all consonants. With regard to 
[z], D. Zhou and Wu’s (1963: 35) X-ray  study indeed s hows a somewhat 
raised back of the tongue, but the same is also true of [ts], [tsh], and [s] 
(ibid.: 31–2). As for [ʐ  ] (ibid.: 35), there is no raising of the back of the 
tongue. Thus, phonetic evidence does not show that [z] and [ʐ  ] are 
 vowels. Finally, [z, ʐ  ] are articulated quite differently from [i]; for 
example, while [z] and [ʐ  ] can barely rhyme with each other in poetry, 
neither rhymes with [i] (see Chao 1927). Thus, even if [z,  ʐ  ] are in 
complementary distribution with [i], they need not be analysed as vari-
ants of the same vowel.

2 . 1 0 .  V O W E L S 

If we exclude the two ‘apical vowels’, discussed under syllabic consonants 
above, and the retrofl ex vowel, to be discussed below, SC has fi ve vowel pho-
nemes, shown in (45) (I denote the mid vowel  as [ə] and the low vowel  as [a]).

(45) SC vowel phonemes
 high  [i y u]
 mid [ə]
 low [a]
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Some researchers have proposed to reduce the vowel inventory further. For 
example, J. Wang  (1993) suggests that the high vowels are glides underly-
ingly; if so there are just two vowels. The most extreme proposal is made 
by E. Pulleyblank  (1984), who suggests that [i, y, u] are glides, [ə] is not 
specifi ed at the underlying level, and [a] is a pharyngeal glide instead of 
a vowel. If so, SC has no vowel at all. I will, however, not pursue such 
approaches here.

A SC vowel can carry one of four tones to distinguish different words. Some 
examples are shown in (46), where the digits 1 to 4 denote the four tones.

(46) Tone 1: [ma1] ‘mother’ [ɕi1] ‘west’
 Tone 2: [ma2] ‘hemp’ [ɕi2] ‘mat’
 Tone 3: [ma3] ‘horse’ [ɕi3] ‘wash’
 Tone 4: [ma4] ‘scold’ [ɕi4] ‘thin’

Some studies (e.g. M. Fu  1956: 12; J. Zhang  1957: 15) analyse [a1, a2, 
a3, a4, i1, i2, i3, i4, . . .] as separate vowel phonemes. Their assumption is 
that the tone of a syllable falls on the nuclear vowel alone, but I will argue 
in Chapter 10 that the assumption is incorrect. In what follows I analyse 
tones separately in order to keep the vowel inventory small.

2.10.1. High vowels 

[i] and [u] are ordinary high vowels, similar to those in English. [y] is 
a front, high, rounded vowel. A minimal contrastive triplet is shown 
in (47).

(47) [li] [ly] [lu]
 ‘force’ ‘fi lter’ ‘road’

[i] and [u], but not [y], can serve as the second part of a diphthong, as 
in [lai] ‘come’ and [lau] ‘work’. All three high vowels can occur before 
a non-high vowel, in which case they are written as glides, as shown 
in (48). 

(48) [ jan] [ɥan] [wan]
 ‘smoke’ ‘grievance’ ‘curve’

As discussed in section 2.5, [w] can alternate with [ʋ] for many Beijing 
speakers. The high vowels can also occur in CG combinations, where they 
are represented as glides, as shown in (49).

(49) [lje] [lɥe] [kwa]
 ‘crack’ ‘omit’ ‘melon’



Some studies propose that [y] can be replaced by [iu] (see Hartman 1944; 
Hockett  1947; Martin  1957; Hsueh  1986), which I do not pursue. Otherwise 
there is little controversy in the analysis of the high vowels.

2.10.2. The mid vowel 

The mid vowel has several variants and there is some disagreement on 
how to transcribe them. According to S. Xu  (1980: 184), there are fi ve 
variants, shown in (50), where [E] denotes a vowel that is higher than [ɛ] 
but lower than [e] (S. Xu  1980: 33).

(50) Variants of the mid vowel
 Variant Sample Environment
 [o] [wo] ‘I’ In open syllables, after labials
  [ pwo] ‘wave’
 [E] [ jE] ‘leaf’ In open syllables, after palatals ([j], [ɥ], [Cj], or [Cɥ])
  [ljE] ‘crack’
 [ɤ] [kɤ] ‘song’ In open syllables, not after a labial or a palatal
  [sɤ] ‘colour’
 [e] [fei] ‘fl y’ Before [-i]
  [kei] ‘give’
 [ə] [kəu] ‘dog’ Before [-u, -n, -ŋ]
  [mən] ‘door’
  [məŋ] ‘dream’

Chao  (1968) and C. Cheng  (1973) do not distinguish [E] and [e], and they 
write [e] for both cases. J. Wang  (1993) does make the distinction, but she 
writes [e] for S. Xu ’s [E] and [ə] for S. Xu ’s [e]. For S. Xu ’s [ə], Chao  
(1968: 24) distinguishes three variants, shown in (51).

(51) Environment S. Xu  Chao 
 before [n] [mən] [mən]  ‘door’
 before [u] [kəu] [kou]  ‘dog’
 before [ŋ] [məŋ] [mʌŋ]  ‘dream’

Several other researchers also write [ou] for S. Xu ’s [əu], although M. Fu  
(1956: 6) points out that [ə] is only ‘slightly round’ in [əu]. On the other 
hand, Chao ’s distinction between [ə] and [ʌ] is not recognized by others. 
M. Fu  (1956: 6) suggests that the mid vowel is [ɤ] after a labial, such as [wɤ] 
‘I’. S. Xu  (1980: 54) also acknowledges that the vowel in what he (and most 
others) writes as [wo] is a ‘neutral vowel’ [ə] and is not fully rounded. The 
difference in transcription may in part refl ect variation among SC speakers, 
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since I have heard both [o] and [ɤ] after labials, such as [ phwo] and [ phɤ] for 
‘slope’; it is especially common to use [ɤ] after labials in north east China. 
C. Cheng  (1973: 21) suggests that the difference between [ɤ] in an open syl-
lable and [ə] in a closed one is not so much in quality as in length. As I will 
argue in Chapter 4, full syllables in SC have two timing slots  in the rhyme, 
so that a vowel is long in an open syllable and short in a closed syllable. 
If so, the difference between [ɤ] and [ə] can be represented in (52).

(52)  [  [ ]   ] S. Xu’s transcription

XX XX length representation (X = timing slots)

n

� @

@ @ 

n

What we can conclude so far is that the mid vowel can change its front-
ness, and possibly its rounding, but not its height. Therefore, following 
underspecifi cation discussed earlier, it can be represented as [−high, −low] 
underlyingly, without specifying [back] or [round]. The surface variants of 
the mid vowel are discussed at greater length in Chapter 3.

While most analyses assume that all mid-vowel variants in SC belong 
to the same phoneme, there are some cases that complicate the picture. In 
SC there is an interjection [o] (or [ʔo]) ‘I see’, which contrasts with [ɤ] 
(or [ʔɤ]) ‘goose’. If interjections are treated as words, then [o] and [ɤ] (or 
[ʔo] and [ʔɤ]) form a minimal pair, and so [o] and [ɤ] must be analysed 
as different vowels. Similarly, there is an interjection [e] (or [ʔe]) ‘hello’. 
If it is also treated as a word, then we have a minimally contrastive triplet 
[o]-[ɤ]-[e] (or [ʔo]-[ʔɤ]-[ʔe]), which means that [o], [ɤ], and [e] are three 
different mid vowels. Some linguists indeed consider there to be two or 
more mid vowel phonemes in SC (H. Wang 1 999: 38). But if [o], [ɤ], and 
[e] are indeed different vowel phonemes, we need to explain why they are 
mostly in complementary distribution except for a few interjections. Per-
haps it is unrealistic to expect the phonemes of a language to be perfectly 
clear and evenly distributed.

2.10.3. The low vowel

L ike the mid vowel, the low vowel has several variants, and there is 
again some disagreement on their surface values. According to S. Xu 
( 1980: 183), the low vowel has fi ve variants, shown in (53), where [A] is a 
central low vowel, [ɑ] a back low vowel, [a] a front low vowel, [æ] a vowel 
between [a] and [ɛ], and [ɐ] a central mid low vowel (S. Xu 1 980: 33).



(53) Variants of the low vowel (S. Xu 1 980)
 Variant Sample Environment
 [A] [ pA] ‘eight’ In open syllables
  [ jA] ‘duck’
 [ɑ] [thɑu] ‘peach’ In closed syllables, before [u] or [ŋ]
  [thɑŋ] ‘sugar’
 [a] [khai] ‘open’  In closed syllables, before [n] or [i] and not after
  [san] ‘three’ a palatal
 [æ] [ jæn] ‘salt’  In closed syllables, before [n] and after [ j] 
  [ pjæn] ‘side’ or [C j]
 [ɐ] [ɥɐn] ‘round’  In closed syllables, before [n] and after [ɥ] 
  [ɕwɐn] ‘select’ or [Cɥ]

M. Fu ( 1956) and Dong ( 1958) propose different values for the low vowel 
in an open syllable or before [u] and [ŋ]. In (54) I compare their proposals 
with S. Xu’s .

(54)  Before [u] or [ŋ] In open syllables

 S. Xu ( 1980) back central
 M. Fu ( 1956) central back
 Dong ( 1958) back back

M. Fu ( 1956: 6) also suggests a difference in the low vowel between [ jaŋ] 
‘sheep’ and [ paŋ] ‘help’, which is not shared by other studies. With regard to 
the three non-back values distinguished by S. Xu,  there is again disagreement. 
In (55) I compare four proposals (the underscore in the top row indicates 
the location of the low vowel; [a] is front in all transcriptions).

(55)  [ j_n] [ɥ  _n] [ _i]/[ _n]

 S. Xu ( 1980) [æ] [ɐ] [a]
 M. Fu ( 1956) [ɛ] [ɛ] [a]
 Chao ( 1968) [ɛ] [a] [a]
 Y. Lin ( 1989) [ɛ] [a]([ɛ]) [a]

Unlike S. Xu a nd most others, J. Wang ( 1993) argues that the low vowel 
is unspecifi ed for frontness in a closed syllable (see Chapter 3). Overall, 
the low vowel remains low and unrounded, but can probably change its 
backness. Therefore, it can be represented as [+low, −round] underlyingly. 
I return to the analysis of its variants in Chapter 3.
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2.10.4. The retroflex vowel

B esides the fi ve vowels [i, u, y, ə, a], SC also has a so-called retrofl ex 
vowel, which I transcribe as [ɚ], although it has also been transcribed as 
[r]. It occurs in two cases: in words without a suffi x, [ɚ] only occurs in the 
syllable [ɚ], which is sometimes pronounced as a diphthong [aɚ]; and, [ɚ] 
can occur as a suffi x a nd replace the coda of the syllable it attaches to (see 
Chapter 9). The two cases are illustrated in (56).

(56) (a) Words without suffi xes: in [ɚ] (or [aɚ]) only
 [ɚ2] [ɚ3] [ɚ4]
 ‘son’ ‘ear’ ‘two’

 (b) The [ɚ] suffi x
 Unsuffi xed [kan1] ‘dried food’
 Suffi xed [kaɚ1] ‘dried food’

The retrofl ex vowel [ɚ] and the retrofl ex consonant [ʐ  ] are not phoneti-
cally identical. Phonologically, they are mostly in complementary distri-
bution: [ʐ  ] occurs in the onset and the nucleus, whereas [ɚ] mostly occurs 
in the coda. Chapter 9 discusses [ɚ] further.

2.10.5. Diphthongs

I n feature theory a diphthong is analysed as a combination of two  vowels. 
Ignoring prenuclear glides, which in the present analysis are in the onset (see 
also Chapter 4), and the retrofl ex vowel, SC has four diphthongs. They are 
made by combining the mid or the low vowel with the high vowels [i] or [u], 
shown in (57). The high vowel [y] does not occur in a diphthong.

(57)  [i] [u]
 mid əi əu
 low ai au

As discussed above, there is some disagreement on the surface values of 
the diphthongs, to which I return in Chapter 3.

Many analyses of SC also list triphthongs,  which consist of a diphthong 
and a prenuclear glide. But if the prenuclear glide is in the onset, as I suggest, 
SC has no triphthongs.

2.10.6. Vowel length

S C has full syllables a nd weak syllables (see Chapter 4). Phonetically, full 
syllables have similar duration. This means that a vowel is long in full 



open syllables, such as [maː], and short in full closed syllables, such as 
[man] or [mai]. It also means that vowel length is not contrastive in full 
syllables, since it is predictable from syllable structure.

Weak syllables a re shorter than full syllables. According to Woo 
( 1969) and M. Lin a nd Yan (1988),  a vowel in a weak CV syllable 
is about half as long as one in a full CV syllable. However, vowel 
length is not contrastive here either, since vowels carry tone in full 
syllables but are generally toneless i n weak syllables. An example is 
given in (58).

(58) [k          ]

H

k ‘brother’

The fi rst syllable has a long vowel, as well as a high tone. The second 
syllable has a short vowel and no tone. To distinguish the two vowels, 
we only need to mention one difference, either length or tone. Since tone 
must be assumed for SC anyway, most studies choose to ignore length, and 
transcribe the word as (59) instead.

(59) Representation omitting length
[k        ]

H

k ‘brother’

However, it is important to keep in mind that vowels are long in full CV 
syllables. This fact is especially relevant when we discuss syllable weight 
and stress in Chapter 6.

2 . 11 .  H O W  M A N Y  S O U N D S  A R E  T H E R E 
I N  S TA N D A R D  C H I N E S E ?

I  have introduced all the sounds in SC (except the ‘zero onset’,  to be 
discussed in Chapter 4). Let us now consider how many phonemes 
there are. Example (60) summarizes the types of sound discussed 
so far.

(60) Type Number Comment
 glides 3 same as high vowels
 consonants 19 excluding palatals
 CG combinations 29 including palatals
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 syllabic consonants 2 [z, ʐ  ], in complementary distribution
 vowels 6 including a retrofl ex vowel

The sounds are not all surface phones, since some represent two or more 
variants each. For example, each unaspirated stop or affricate also has a 
voiced variant, and the mid vowel represents at least four variants, [o, e, ə, 
ɤ]. The sounds are not all phonemes either. For example, there is overlap 
between vowels and glides and among consonants, glides, and CG 
combinations.

I propose that there are three levels in the analysis of SC sounds: the 
underlying level, the syllabic level, and the phonetic level. The analysis is 
shown in (61), using [ə] for the mid vowel and [a] for the low vowel.

(61) Analysis of SC sounds
 L   evel Sounds Comments
 Underlying 19 consonants  [ p, ph, f, m, t, th, ts, tsh, s, n, l, ʈʂ, ʈʂh, 

ʂ, ʐ, k, kh, x, ŋ]
    6 vowels [i, u, y, ə, a, ɚ]
 Syllabic glides high vowels in the onset
  CG combinations C and G sharing one onset slot
  syllabic consonants empty rhyme slots fi lled by C
 Phonetic allophones e.g. [o, e, ə, ɤ] for the mid vowel

The twenty-fi ve underlying phonemes are assumed in most studies 
and need little comment. The analysis of allophones will be discussed 
in Chapter 3. Let us now focus on the syllabic level. I will propose in 
Chapter 4 that a full SC syllable has three timing slots, s hown in (62), 
where each slot in the rhyme counts as a mora and where the fi rst rhyme 
slot is the nucleus and the second the coda.

(62) Full syllable in SC
S Syllable

O  R Onset/Rhyme

X XX timing slots

When  a high vowel occurs before a non-high vowel, the latter is linked to 
the nucleus and the high vowel must be linked to the onset. This is because 
a non-high vowel cannot be in the coda in SC; it cannot be in the onset 
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either, because otherwise there is no place for the preceding high vowel to 
go. An example is shown in (63), where I have omitted the onset–rhyme 
labels.

(63) S *S *S 

X X X X X X X X X

i   a   i   a  i  a 
[ jaa] ‘duck’ [a] cannot be in coda [ia] cannot share slot

In the well-formed structure, the high vowel in the onset is transcribed as 
a glide. In addition, because there are two slots in the rhyme, [a] is linked 
to both and becomes a long vowel. It is important to note that [ia] cannot 
share a timing slot. The reason i s that the features of [i] and [a] are in con-
fl ict, because [i] is [+high, –low] and [a] is [–high, +low], which cannot 
both occur in the same sound (see section 2.4.2, and Duanmu 1994). Next 
c onsider CG combinations, exemplifi ed  in (64).

XXX

(64) S

l  i [ljaa] ‘two’a

Underlyingly, there are three sounds, [l, i, a]. Again, [a] must be linked to 
the nucleus (and extended to the coda). [l] and [i] must then share the onset 
slot, giving a complex sound [lj]. [lj] can b e represented as a single sound 
because [l] and [i] do not have confl icting features. In fact, as discussed in 
Section 2.7, only those CG combinations that can form a complex sound 
are found in SC.

Next, consider the syllabic consonants [z, ʐ  ]. Some studies, such as 
M. Fu (1956), L. Wang  (1980), and S. X u (1980), suggest  that they are in 
complementary distribution with [i], as shown in (65). If so, [i, z, ʐ  ] can 
be seen as variants of the same phoneme.

(65) Variant Environment
 [z]  Only after [ts, tsh, s]
 [ʐ  ]  Only after [ʈʂ, ʈʂh, ʂ, ʐ  ]
 [i] Not after [ts, tsh, s] or [ʈʂ, ʈʂh, ʂ, ʐ  ]
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However, in the present analysis [i] can occur also after [ts, tsh, s], 
which become palatalized for some speakers and palatals for others, as 
shown in (66).

(66) Underlying Variety A Variety B
 [tsi] [tsji] [tɕi] ‘chicken’
 [tshi] [tshji] [tɕhi] ‘seven’
 [si] [sji] [ɕi] ‘west’

Thus, there seem to be underlying minimal pairs, such as [sz] ‘silk’ 
and [si] ‘west’. If this is accepted at least [z] and [i] are not in comple-
mentary distribution and cannot be analysed as variants of the same 
phoneme.

An alternative analysis is to consider syllabic [z, ʐ  ] to belong to a 
separate phoneme (see e.g. C. Cheng 1973). Still ano ther analysis, which 
I prefer, is to assume that syllabic [z, ʐ  ] do not come from an underlying 
phoneme but are triggered by an empty nuclear slot (see E. Pulleyblank 
1984; Y. Lin 198 9; Wiese 1997 ; among othe rs). The analysis of [tszz] ‘word’ 
is shown in (67) (only relevant nodes of feature geometry are shown).

(67) [ts] [tszz] ‘word’

S S

X X X X     X    X

    VC    Cor VC   Cor Cor Cor 

[−voi] [+fric][+stop][−voi] [+fric][+stop]

→

The word starts with the affricate [ts], which has two articulators, Vocal-
cords, which dominates the features [−voice], and Coronal, which domi-
nates [+stop] and [+fricative]. Assuming that the nucleus does not allow 
[+stop] or [−voice], [ts] must be linked to the onset. Next, the empty slots 
in the rhyme trigger the spreading of [+fricative], which activates Coronal. The 
result is [ts] in the onset and [zz] in the rhyme. On this analysis, ‘silk’ and 
‘west’ are [s] → [sz] and [si] → [sji]/[ɕi], respectively, where the  syllabic 
[z] is not underlyingly contrastive with [i].

Since not every SC consonant can be followed by a syllabic conso-
nant, the above analysis must explain which consonants can spread to the 
nucleus and which cannot. The set that allows spreading is [ts, tsh, s, ʈʂ, ʈʂh, 
ʂ, ʐ  ], all of which share Coronal-[+fricative]. The last has also been called 



a Coronal fricative in some analyses, although others considered it to be a 
semivowel, such as M. Fu (1956: 3).

Similar to the  treatment of the syllabic [z] and [ʐ  ], it has been proposed 
that the zero onset can be treated as an oblig atory onset slot (Duanmu 
1990, 2000), though I will  argue in Chapter 4 that the onset slot is not 
required but optional. Therefore, the zero onset effect is available only 
when a full syllable occurs in initial position, but not when it occurs after 
another full syllable.

In summary, the present analysis proposes nineteen consonants and 
six vowels for SC, including a retrofl ex vowel [ɚ], which has limited 
distribution. Like the traditional analysis, the present one considers a CG 
combination to be two sounds underlyingly. But unlike the traditional anal-
ysis, we consider a CG combination to be one sound at surface,  which has 
several merits: it assumes fewer phonemes by excluding palatals and the 
zero onset; it agrees with the fact t hat a CG combination is phonetically a 
single sound; and it offers a better account of the cooccurrence restrictions 
on CG combinations and the lack of such restrictions on CV combinations. 
These merits are achieved by combining phonemic analysis with two other 
theories: (a) syllable theory and (b) feature theory.

2 . 1 2 .  F E AT U R E  C H A RT S  F O R  S TA N D A R D 
C H I N E S E  S O U N D S 

In Tables 2.1 and 2.2 I show the features and articulators of SC conso-
nants and vowels (using [ə] for the mid vowel and [a] for the low vowel), 
with some degree of underspecifi cation. Table 2.1 specifi es the stricture  
features [stop]  and [fricative]  for most of the consonants, because these 
features generally do not change; however, [stop]  is unspecifi ed for [n] and 
[ŋ] because they need not have oral closure  in coda position (Y. Xu  1986; 
J. Wang  1993). No other stricture  features are used, such as [consonan-
tal], [sonorant], or [strident], since they are not needed for SC. For other 
features, I have put predictable values in parentheses. In addition, values 
that do not apply or are subject to change are left empty. For example, 
I have put values of [voice] in parentheses for aspirated obstruents and 
sonorants, because aspirated obstruents are all unvoiced and sonorants are 
usually voiced. The voice values for unaspirated stops and affricates are 
left empty, because these sounds can become voiced in an unstressed syl-
lable. In addition, since the feature [ant] applies to Coronal consonants 
only, non-Coronals are not specifi ed for this value. In Table 2.2, [back] 
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TABLE 2.1 Features of SC consonants  

 p ph f m t th ts tsh s n l ʈʂ ʈʂh ʂ ʐ k kh x ŋ

[stop]  + + – + + + + + –   + + – – + + –  
[fric] – – + – – – + + + – – + + + + – – + –
[voice]  (–) (–) (+)  (–)  (−) (–) (+) (+)  (–) (–) (+)  (–) (–) (+)
[asp] – +   – + – +    – + + – – +  
[nasal]    +      +         +
[ant]     + + + + +   – – – –    
[lat]           (+) 
Dor                √ √ √ √
Cor     √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Lab √ √ √ √ 

Notes: ‘( )’ indicates predictable values of features; changeable or irrelevant values are left empty; ‘√’ indicates the presence of an articulator; 
[x] can be analysed as [h] underlyingly, in which case its articulator will be Vocal-cords; [ʂ, ʐ.] can be transcribed as [ʂh, ʂ] respectively.



and [round] are not specifi ed for [ə], because its backness and rounding 
can change. In addition, [a] is unspecifi ed for [back] and [round] because 
[a] can probably change [back] (more to be discussed in Chapter 3) and 
the feature [−round] can be assigned to it as a default value. It should be 
noted that Tables 2.1 and 2.2 are not meant to be minimally specifi ed. 
A radical underspecifi cation approach (e.g. Archangeli 1988) can leave 
out many additional values.

TABLE 2.2 Features of SC vowels  

 i u y ə a

[high] + + + – (–)
[low] (–) (–) (–) – +
[back] – + –  
[round] – + +  (–)
Dor √ √ √ √ √
Cor √  √
Lab  √ √
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3

Combinations and Variation

3 . 1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

In this chapter I discuss how SC sounds combine to make full syllables 
that do not contain the retrofl ex suffi x, and how they vary in different 
environments. Light syllables and syllables with the retrofl ex suffi x are 
discussed in later chapters.

A puzzling fact about SC is that the majority of expected syllables are 
missing, a fact that has rarely caught the attention of Chinese scholars. 
For example, H. Wang (1999: 283) says that Chinese does not have many 
gaps in its syllable inventory. To appreciate the enormity of the number of 
syllables that are missing, consider two ways of counting them. First, let 
us assume that there is no restriction on consonant–vowel combinations. 
Ignoring syllabic consonants , a full SC syllable can be made of up to four 
sounds CGVX, where C is a consonant, G a glide, V a vowel, and X a glide 
or a consonant. Given nineteen Cs, three Gs, and fi ve Vs in SC (excluding 
the retrofl ex V [ɚ], see Chapter 2), there are twenty choices for C (nineteen 
consonants or no C), four choices for G (three glides or no G), fi ve choices 
for V (not counting the retrofl ex vowel [ɚ]), and twenty-three choices for X 
(three glides, nineteen consonants, or no X). This gives 20 × 4 × 5 × 23 = 
9,200 syllables, which is roughly the number of monosyllables that occur in 
English. However, in SC only about 400 are used, hardly 5 per cent.

A major difference between English and Chinese is that, in Chinese, 
only a few sounds can occur in the coda of a syllable. Such language-
 specifi c restrictions, or phonotactic constraints, are quite common and, be-
yond historical accidents, there is little explanation to offer, just as there 
is little explanation of why English uses more than ten vowels while SC 
uses just fi ve. Nevertheless, given the phonotactic constraints, there is 
still a large number of missing syllables in SC. Specifi cally, the C slot 
can be fi lled by one of eighteen consonants (or left unfi lled), the G slot 



can be fi lled by one of three glides (or left unfi lled), and the X slot can be 
fi lled by one of [i, u, n, ŋ] (or left unfi lled). This still gives 19 × 4 × 5 × 
5 = 1,900 syllables, about fi ve times the actual size of 400. For example, 
*[pjəu], *[fje], *[wau], and *[ɥai] are absent in SC. Some missing forms 
are probably accidental gaps . For example, SC has [mje] ‘wipe out’ and 
[phje] ‘skim’, so *[fje] is probably an accidental gap. However, it is pos-
sible that not all gaps are accidental. If we consider only GVX , there are 
4 × 5 × 5 = 100 forms, of which only 35, or a third, are found. Some missing 
syllables have been studied before (e.g. Y. Lin 1989; Duanmu  1990), but a 
systematic account is lacking. In this chapter I will focus on GVX forms, the 
understanding of which can provide some insight into the analysis of how 
SC sounds vary. I start with some theoretical background.

3 . 2 .  P H O N E T I C S  A N D  P H O N O L O G Y : 
W H AT  I S  R E L E VA N T ?

Phonetically, speech is infi nitely variable. No two people pronounce the 
same word alike. Even for the same person, the utterance of the same 
word may vary from moment to moment. Evidently, phonology cannot 
deal with all of the details.

The line that is often drawn between phonetics and phonology is whether a 
variation is, or can be, contrastive . For example, [m] and [n] are contrastive in 
SC because they distinguish words like [mi] ‘rice’ and [ni] ‘you’. The difference 
between [o] and [e] is not contrastive in SC (see Chapter 2 and below), but can 
be contrastive in other languages, such as English. Therefore, a phonological 
analysis of SC should also account for the variation between [o] and [e].

The presence of a phonetic variation, even if systematic, is no guarantee 
that it is phonologically relevant. For example, in many languages, a low 
vowel has a lower pitch than a high vowel, but there is no known phono-
logical consequence that follows from it. Therefore, such pitch variation 
falls outside the domain of phonology. If there is a language in which the 
loss of a vowel-height contrast can lead to a tonal contrast, then the cor-
relation between pitch and vowel height will be a phonological issue.

Even for phonologically relevant distinctions such as lip rounding it can 
still be diffi cult to decide when a phonetic cue is strong enough to be recog-
nized. For example, consider coral and quarrel in English, shown in (1).

(1) [kɔrəl] ‘coral’
[kwɔrəl] ‘quarrel’
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In coral, the lips are somewhat rounded for [k], but we cannot call it [kw] 
because it is still different from the [kw] in quarrel (assuming, following 
Golston  and Kehrein  1999, that no language contrasts [kw] and [kw]). 
As a result, we must consider [k] in coral to be unrounded. But in cool, 
the lips are also rounded for [k]. Can we call it [kw]? The answer is less 
obvious because there is no word pair in English where [kul] and [kwul] 
contrast.

The diffi culty in deciding whether a phonetic detail is relevant can affect 
phonological analysis. For example, there are two transcriptions of the 
British English pronunciation of the diphthong in go, shown in (2).

(2) Jones (1950): [gou]  ‘go’
Gimson  (1979): [gəu] ‘go’

Apparently, the fi rst part of the diphthong is somewhat rounded, but per-
haps not as much as the vowel in or. The same disagreement exists for the 
corresponding diphthong in SC, shown in (3).

(3) Underlying Surface
 C. Cheng  (1973): [kəu] [kou] ‘dog’

J. Wang  (1993): [kəu] [kəu] ‘dog’

Let us assume that the SC mid vowel is underlyingly [ə] (see Chapter 2). 
For C. Cheng  (1973) there is a phonological rule that changes [ə] to [o] 
before [u], shown in (4), but for J. Wang  (1993) there is no such rule.

(4) C. Cheng  (1973):  [ə] → [o]/__[u]
([ə] changes to [o] when it occurs before [u])

 J. Wang  (1993): no rule required

Such differences cannot be resolved phonetically, because both analyses 
agree that [ə] is somewhat rounded before [u]. They differ in whether the 
rounding is phonologically relevant. For C. Cheng  (1973) it is; for J. Wang  
(1993) it is not, just as the rounding of [k] in ‘coral’ does not make it 
[kw]—uncertainties of this kind have given rise to considerable disagree-
ment in both the transcription and the analysis of SC sounds.

3 . 3 .  T H E  R U L E - B A S E D  A P P R O A C H

The rule-based analysis has been the standard practice in phonology for 
many years. In this analysis, an utterance starts from an underlying repre-
sentation  (UR), which then undergoes a set of ordered rules to arrive at the 
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surface representation  (SR). For illustration, consider the transcription of 
the SC mid vowel in (5) (which differs somewhat from what I will argue 
for below) and the analysis based on it, given in (6) and (7). The analysis 
is similar to what is offered by C. Cheng  (1973), which was also adopted, 
with minor variations, by Chen  (1984) and Steriade  (1988).

(5) The SC mid vowel (C. Cheng  1973)
 [e]: [ei], [ je], [ɥe] (*[ɥö]), [wei] (*[woi])
 [o]: [ou], [wo], [ jou] (*[ jeu])
 [ə]: Elsewhere, e.g. [kə]

(6) Analysis of (5)
 (a) UR: [ə]
 (b) Ordered rules:
  1. (a)  [ə] → [−back] / __[−back]

([ə] becomes front before a front vowel)
   (b)  [ə] → [+round] / __[+round]

([ə] becomes round before a round vowel)
  2.  [ə] → [−back] / [−back]__

([ə] becomes front after a front vowel)
  3.  [ə] → [+round] / [+round]__

([ə] becomes round after a round vowel)

(7) Derivations (illustration of the analysis)
 UR  [əi] [ jə] [ɥə]  [wəi] [əu] [wə] [ jəu] [kə]
 (6.b.1) ei − − wei ou − jou −
 (6.b.2) − je ɥe − − − − −
 (6.b.3) − − − − − wo − −
 SR  [ei] [ je] [ɥe]  [wei] [ou] [wo] [ jou] [kə]

First, consider the UR of the mid vowel. Both [e] and [o] are predictable 
from the environment: [e] occurs next to a front vowel or glide, [o] next to 
[u] or [w]. In contrast, [ə] is not predictable, so [ə] must be the underlying 
form. Next consider the rules. We see that [ə] can assimilate in frontness 
(cf. [ je] and [ei]) and rounding (cf. [wo] and [ou]) from either direction. 
This gives rise to two pairs of assimilation rules, one to the right and one 
to the left. Second, we see that [ə] is more prone to the infl uence from 
the right than from the left (cf. [wei] not *[woi], and [ jou] not *[ jeu]). 
This means that (6.b.1) should apply fi rst. Finally, we see in [ɥe] that if 
the conditions for both frontness and rounding are present, only frontness 
assimilation takes place. This can be accounted for by ordering (6.b.2) 
before (6.b.3). Example (7) shows that the analysis derives the correct 
surface forms. For example, consider [wəi]. First, (6.b.1) changes it to 
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[wei]. When (6.b.3) comes along, the target vowel is no longer [ə] but [e], 
so (6.b.3) cannot apply. The output is therefore [wei].

3 . 4 .  T H E  C O N S T R A I N T- B A S E D  A P P R O A C H

The constraint-based analysis was introduced to syntax by Chomsky  (1981) 
and was later adopted in phonology, where it is known as Optimality Theory 
(Prince  and Smolensky  1993). In this approach, a grammar consists of a set 
of constraints  instead of a set of ordered rules. In addition, the constraints 
can be in confl ict with each other, and so they must be ranked . Moreover, all 
possible surface forms (output candidates ) of an underlying form (input) are 
evaluated at the same time, and the best candidate is the actual surface form. 
Some researchers, such as Burzio  (1996), propose that even the underlying 
form is not needed, which I will not pursue here.

For illustration, let us consider how the data in (5) can be analysed in 
Optimality Theory. The analysis exemplifi ed here is similar to that of Y. 
Lin  (1997): the underlying form of the mid vowel is still [ə], as in the 
previous analysis, and the four assimilation rules can be stated as four 
constraints, shown in (8) and (9).

(8) Nucleus–coda harmony (NC-harmony)
 (a) The nucleus and the coda must agree in frontness (same as (6.b.1.a))
 (b) The nucleus and the coda must agree in rounding (same as (6.b.1.b))

(9) Glide–nucleus harmony (GN-harmony)
 (a)  The prenuclear glide and the nucleus must agree in frontness (same as 

(6.b.2))
 (b) The prenuclear glide and the nucleus must agree in rounding (same as (6.b.3))

Next consider the ranking of the constraints, using the input [wəi] for 
 illustration. If NC-harmony is ranked above GN-harmony (NC-harmony >> 
GN-harmony), the result is in (10), which is called a tableau —a table show-
ing the evaluation of candidates against ranked constraints.

(10) Analysis of [wei] when NC-harmony>>GN-harmony

/wəi/ NC-harmony GN-harmony

[wəi] *! *

√ [wei] *
[woi] *!



 Notations
 Input: / . . . /
 Constraints: top row
 Violation: *
 Fatal violation: *! (evaluation irrelevant thereafter)
 Candidates: [ ]
 Best candidate: √

Three candidates are compared: [wəi] violates both constraints, [wei] vio-
lates GN-harmony, and [woi] violates NC-harmony. Since NC-harmony is 
more important, [wei] is the best candidate. If the ranking is reversed, the 
result will be wrong, as shown in (11).

(11) Analysis of [wei] when GN-harmony >> NC-harmony

/wəi/ GN-harmony NC-harmony

[wəi] *! *
[wei] *!

*√ [woi] *

This time the best candidate is predicted to be [woi], which is wrong 
(indicated by *√). Thus, the correct ranking should be NC-harmony >> 
GN-harmony, as in (10).

In the above illustration the constraints correspond to the rules of the 
traditional analysis, and the ranking of the constraints correspond to the 
ordering of the rules. However, sometimes the translation between rules 
and constraints is not so obvious. Consider the analysis of [ɥe]. In the 
rule-based approach the frontness assimilation applies before the rounding 
assimilation. If we translate this ordering with the constraint ranking 
in (12), we get the analysis in (13).

(12) (a) GN-[back]: The prenuclear glide and the nucleus must agree in [back].
(b) GN-[round]: The prenuclear glide and the nucleus must agree in [round]
NC-harmony >> GN-[back] >> GN-[round]

(13) Analysis of [ɥe] by (12)

/ɥə/ NC-harmony GN-[back] GN-[round]
[ɥə] *! *
[ɥe] *!

*√ [ɥö]
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Since [ɥö] violates no constraint, it is predicted to be the output, but it is 
not. The correct output should be [ɥe]. Thus, translating the rule ordering 
‘the frontness assimilation applies before the rounding assimilation’ into 
the constraint ranking ‘GN-[back] >> GN-[round]’ does not work here. 
The solution is to propose a new constraint, Avoid-[ö], and rank it above 
the two GN-harmony constraints, as shown in (14), where curly brackets 
indicate that GN-[back] and GN-[round] have the same ranking.

(14) Avoid-[ö]: Avoid the vowel [ö]
 NC-harmony>>Avoid-[ö]>>{GN-[back], GN-[round]}

The new analysis of [ɥe] is shown in (15), which gives the correct result.

(15) Analysis of [ɥe] by (14)

/ɥə/ NC-harmony Avoid-[ö] {GN-[back], GN-[round]}
[ɥə] * *!

√ [ɥe] *

[ɥö] *!

These examples show that a rule-based analysis is quite different from a 
constraint-based analysis. In what follows I will make use of phonological 
constraints.

3 . 5 .  T H E  D ATA

Compared with languages like English, SC has a small syllable inven-
tory . There are about 1,300 syllables including tone, or about 400 syllables 
ignoring tone (the specifi c numbers depend on whether you include some in-
terjections and rare words). A full SC syllable  can consist of up to four under-
lying sounds, CGVX, where CG is phonetically realized as a single sound (see 
Chapters 2 and 4). If we ignore C and consider just (G)V(X) (G and X are op-
tional in some syllables), then there are only thirty-fi ve actual combinations.

3.5.1. Transcriptions 

There is some disagreement on the transcription of the thirty-fi ve (G)V(X) 
combinations. In (16) I show the analyses of Chao  (1968), S. Xu  (1980), 
C. Cheng  (1973), and Y. Lin  (1989). The item [iai] is included, even though 



there is only one such word, [iai] ‘cliff’, which is a literary word and which 
is sometimes pronounced as [ia] or [ai].

(16) Chao  S. Xu  C. Cheng  Y. Lin 
 i i i i
 u u u u
 y y y y
 A A ɑ A

 iA iA ia iA
 uA uA uɑ uA

 ɤ ɤ ɤ ɤ

 iɛ iɛ ie ie
 yɛ yɛ ye ye
 uo uo uo uo
 ai aɪ ai Ai
 iai iaɪ iai iAi
 uai uaɪ uai uAi
 ei eɪ ei ei
 uei uəɪ uei uei
 ɑu ɑʊ ɑu ɑu
 iɑu iɑʊ iɑu iɑu
 ou əʊ ou ou
 iou iəʊ iou iou
 in in in in
 yn yn ün ün
 ən ən ən ən
 uən uən uən uən
 an an an An
 uan uan uan uAn
 yan yɐn yan yɛn
 iɛn iæn iɛn iɛn
 ʌŋ əŋ əŋ əŋ
 uʌŋ uʊŋ uəŋ uəŋ
 iŋ iŋ iŋ iŋ
 ɑŋ ɑŋ ɑŋ ɑŋ
 iɑŋ iɑŋ iɑŋ iɑŋ
 uɑŋ uɑŋ uɑŋ uɑŋ
 ʊŋ ʊŋ uŋ ʊŋ
 iʊŋ iʊŋ yəŋ yəŋ

In (16), [a] is a front low vowel, [A] is a central low vowel, and [ɑ] is a back 
low vowel. For ease of comparison, I have made three minor adjustments 
in the phonetic symbols: Cheng  and Lin  used [ü] for the high front rounded 
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 vowel—I have changed it to [y]; Chao  used a small omega symbol for the 
lax high back rounded vowel—I have changed it to [ʊ]; and Lin  used [a] for 
a ‘central low vowel’, which I have changed to [A] to be consistent with Chao  
and Xu . In addition, C. Cheng  and Lin consider [ʊəŋ] to be a variant of [ʊŋ], 
but Chao  lists them separately. I follow Chao  and will give reasons below.

The variation in transcription is in part infl uenced by the analyses of the 
researchers. For example, C. Cheng  proposes a rule by which non-high 
vowels are fronted by [i]; the rule predicts that the low vowel is front in [ia] 
but back in [ɑ], as he transcribes. However, other researchers do not fi nd 
such a difference in the low vowels. In the analysis of Lin , the low vowel is 
not assimilated to [i], so it is predicted to be ‘central’ in [A], [iA], and [Ai].

3.5.2. Rhyming groups 

A rhyming group is a group of syllables that rhyme with each other. In Chi-
nese, two full syllables rhyme if they have the same nuclear vowel and coda 
but differ in the onset consonant or the prenuclear glide. Thus, rhyming 
groups offer important evidence for the qualities of (G)V(X) items. Most 
studies on rhyming groups deal with historical Chinese. The fi rst to deal 
with SC is probably Chao  (1927), although it also contains a remnant of 
older Chinese—it kept the Ru tone category, which is lost in SC but present 
in many other dialects. Perhaps Chao ’s intention was for the poet’s work 
to be appreciated not only by speakers of SC but also by speakers of other 
dialects. Shiyun Xinbian, compiled by Shanghai Guji Chubanshe (1989), 
offers a similar analysis of SC, except that [in, yn] and [ən, uən] are separate 
in Chao  (1927) but grouped together in Shiyun Xinbian. L. Wang  (1980: 
22–4) also suggests that [ən, uən, in, yn] form a rhyming group and that 
they can be considered [ən, uən, iən, yən] underlyingly; this view is shared 
by Chen  (1984). However, the rhyming groups L. Wang  refers to are not 
based on SC, but on an opera tradition that originated from the Huguang re-
gion (now the provinces of Hunan and Hubei). In what follows I use Chao ’s 
analysis, according to which SC has seventeen rhyming groups (ignoring 
tone, syllabic consonants , and retrofl ex rhymes). In (17) I show how the 
thirty-fi ve (G)V(X) items are grouped, using Chao ’s (1968) transcription.
(17) Phonetic transcriptions of 17 rhyming groups  in SC (Chao  1927, 1968)
 i
 u
 y
 A iA uA

 ɤ



 iɛ yɛ

 uo
 ai iai uai
 ei uei
 ɑu iɑu
 ou iou
 in yn
 ən uən 
 an iɛn uan yan  
 ʌŋ iŋ uʌŋ 
 ɑŋ iɑŋ uɑŋ 
 ʊŋ iʊŋ

Many analyses treat [ɤ, ɛ, o] as allophonic variants of the same phoneme 
(see Chapter 2), and some further claim that [ɤ, ɛ, o] form a rhyming group 
(e.g. Hsueh  1986). However, I agree with Chao that for most SC speakers 
[ɤ, ɛ, o] do not rhyme. In particular, as far as I am aware, [ɤ] and [ɛ] do not 
rhyme, such as [kɤ] ‘brother’ and [tjɛ] ‘father’, nor do [ɛ] and [o] rhyme, 
such as [tjɛ] ‘father’ and [kwo] ‘pot’. However, [ɤ] and [o] occasionally 
seem to rhyme, as seen in the following verse lines (cited in Duanmu  1990, 
from the 1989 Spring Festival Gala TV Show, CCTV, Beijing, transcribed 
phonetically).

(18) tɕin  tɕhin  tɕe-xwən  xai  ʈʂhu two (or [twɤ])
 close  kin   marry bad effects  many
 ‘Inbreeding marriages have many bad effects.’
 ʈʂɤ  jɑŋ  ɕa-tɕhy  ljau-pu-tɤ
 this way go-on terrible
 ‘It will be terrible if such things go on.’

If the lines rhyme, then the rhyming syllables are [two] and [tɤ], in which the 
surface vowels are different. However, for some SC speakers,  especially 
those from northeast China, [two] is pronounced as [twɤ], shown in paren-
theses in (18), which has the same surface vowel as [tɤ]. S. Xu  (1980: 54) 
also observes that for some SC speakers [o] is a ‘neutral vowel’ [ə] and 
is not always rounded. I suspect that these lines were intended to be read 
with such a pronunciation. It is also possible that the lines in fact do not 
rhyme. Instead, what makes the lines rhythmic can be the template alone, 
which is SWSWSWØ for both lines (see Chapter 12).

It is interesting to note that although [ɛ, o, ɤ] come from the same 
underlying vowel, they do not rhyme with one another. Clearly, then, 
rhyming  is based on surface forms. Given this, [A], [iA], and [uA] must 
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have the same surface vowel, as Chao , Xu , and Lin  transcribe, instead of 
[ɑ], [ia], and [uɑ], as C. Cheng  transcribes. Similarly, since [an], [uan], 
[yan], and [iɛn] rhyme, they ought to have the same surface vowel. It is not 
necessary to distinguish the low vowels  in [an], [uan], [yɐn], and [iæn], as 
S. Xu  does, nor the low vowels in [yan] and [iɛn], as Chao  does.

Two other sets, [in, yn] and [ʌŋ, uʌŋ, iŋ], also need some comments. 
Since [in, yn] do not rhyme with [ən], there should be no [ə] in [in, yn]. 
In addition, since [in] and [yn] rhyme, they should have the same vowel. 
A better transcription, therefore, is [in] and [yin]. Similarly, since [ʌŋ, uʌŋ, 
iŋ] rhyme, they should have the same vowel, either [ʌŋ, uʌŋ, iʌŋ] or [əŋ, 
uəŋ, iəŋ]. This is supported by the fact that [iŋ] is indeed pronounced 
as [iəŋ], as noted by Chao  (1927: 18), L. Wang  (1980: 22), and Y. Lin  
(1989: 63). Under such considerations, (17) is revised in (19).

(19) Phonetic transcriptions of 17 rhyming groups  in SC (revised)
 i
 u
 y
 A iA uA

 ɤ

 iɛ yɛ

 uo 
 ai iai uai
 ei uei
 ɑu iɑu
 ou iou
 in yin
 ən uən 
 an  ian uan yan
 ʌŋ iʌŋ  uʌŋ
 ɑŋ iɑŋ uɑŋ
 ʊŋ iʊŋ

There still remain some distinctions that do not seem to be necessary: 
[u, ʊ], [a, A, ɑ], [ə, ʌ], [ɛ, e], and [ɤ, ə]. I return to these later.

3.5.3. Missing forms 

Given four choices for G (three glides, plus one without G), fi ve for V, 
and fi ve for X (two high vowels, two nasals, one without X), there are 
100 combinations of (G)V(X), of which only 35 actually occur, shown in 
(20). The top row indicates the choices for G, where [Ø−] means no glide. 



The fi rst column indicates the choices for X, where [−Ø] means no X. The 
second column indicates the underlying forms of V(X), using [ə] for the 
mid vowel and [a] for the low vowel.
(20) Actual and missing (G)V(X) forms in phonetic symbols
   Ø- j- w- ɥ-
 [-Ø] i + (+) – – [ ji] = [i]
  u + – (+) – [wu] = [u]
  y + – – (+) [ɥy] = [y]
  ə + + + + 
  a + + + – 
 [-n] in + (+) – + [ jin] = [in]
  un – – (+) – [wun] = [un]
  yn – – – (+) [ɥyn] = [yn]
  ən + – + – 
  an + + + + 
 [-ŋ] iŋ – (+) – – [ jiŋ] = [iŋ]
  uŋ + + (+) – [wuŋ] = [uŋ]
  yŋ – – – (+) [ɥyŋ] = [yŋ]
  əŋ + + + – 
  aŋ + + + – 
 [-i] ii (+) (+) – – [ii] = [i], [ jii] = [ ji]
  ui – – (+) – [wui] = [ui]
  yi – – – (+) [ɥyi] = [yi]
  əi + – + – 
  ai + + + – 
 [-u] iu – (+) – – [ jiu] = [iu]
  uu (+) – (+) – [uu] = [u], [wuu] = [wu]
  yu – – – (+) [ɥyu] = [yu]
  əu + + – – 
  au + + – – 

The 35 actual forms are indicated by ‘+’, the other 65 by ‘−’ or ‘(+)’. A 
form with (+) indicates one that does not contrast with another (indicated 
on the right-hand side) because of the constraints Merge  and G-Spreading , 
to be discussed below.

There are two possible views on the missing forms. The fi rst is that they 
are due to historical accidents or arbitrary choices of a dialect, and there 
is no further explanation. Another view is that the missing forms indicate 
systematic constraints on possible syllable structures. To support the second 
view, one should show that there are indeed reasonably natural constraints 
for most of the missing forms. I offer such an analysis in the next section.
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3 . 6 .  R H Y M E - H A R M O N Y ,  M E R G E  , 
A N D  G - S P R E A D I N G 

The analysis I offer makes use of three constraints  to rule out most non-
occurring forms. They are shown in (21), where α is any feature value and 
−α is the opposite value.

(21) Rhyme-Harmony: VX cannot have opposite values in [round] or [back]:

*[+back][−back], *[−back][+back]
*[+round][−round], *[−round][+round]

Merge: Two tokens of the same feature merge into 
one long feature:

FiFiFi
G-Spreading: A high nuclear vowel spreads to the onset C:

XX  XX →

[Ci] [Cji], [Cu] [Cwu],[Cy] [C  y]

h

→ → →

Rhyme-Harmony rules out opposite values of [back], but if a sound is 
unspecifi ed for [back], it can freely combine with [+back] or [−back]. 
In other words, [+back][Ø back], [−back][Ø back], [Ø back][−back], 
[Ø back][+back] are allowed. The same is true for [round].

There is a likely physical reason for Rhyme-Harmony and Merge:  it is 
hard for an articulator to move fast enough to execute two opposite  gestures 
in a rhyme (such as [+back][−back]), or the same gesture twice in a rhyme 
(such as [−back][−back]). If so, one might fi nd similar constraints in other 
languages, a topic that is beyond the scope of the present study.

G-Spreading i s an anticipatory process. I will argue in Chapter 4 that 
there is only one onset slot in the syllable, which can be fi lled by C, G, or 
CG. G−Spreading does not apply when the onset is G or CG. For example, 
G−Spreading does not require [wi] to become [ɥi] or [wji], or [twi] to become 
[tɥi] or [twji], or [ ju] to become [ɥu] or [ jwu]. However, I will discuss some 
cases below where G−Spreading seems to occur when the onset already 
has a glide. Also, I will argue in Chapter 4 that the onset slot is optional, 
and G-Spreading does not apply when there is no onset. This explains 
why the English word [ist] east does not become [ jist], the latter being 
a different word, yeast. The reason is that yeast has an onset while east 
does not.

Of the 25 VX rows in the GVX table, Rhyme-Harmony and Merge r ule 
out nine, shown in (22), where I consider [n] to be [−back] in SC and [ŋ] 



to be [+back]. Since SC has only one mid vowel and one low vowel, they 
are unspecifi ed for [back] or [round], and so they can combine with any 
glide or high vowel.

(22) VX rows ruled out by Rhyme-Harmony and Merge
  *row-[un] differ in frontness
 *row-[iŋ] differ in frontness
 *row-[yŋ] differ in frontness
 *row-[ui] differ in rounding and frontness
 *row-[yu] differ in frontness
 *row-[yi] differ in rounding
 *row-[iu] differ in rounding and frontness
 *row-[ii] Merge,  [ii] = [iː]
 *row-[uu] Merge,  [uu] = [uː]

Because all regular SC syllables are heavy, a rhyme with just [i] or [u] is 
in fact long [iː] and [uː] (see Chapter 4). Therefore, there is no contrast 
between [iː] and [ii], because the latter will change to [iː] under Merge. 
 Similarly, there is no contrast between [uː] and [uu].

It can be seen that most of the rhymes in (22) contain a pair of high vow-
els. Y. Lin ( 1989: 59) suggests that SC has a constraint *[+high][+high] 
that prohibits two high vowels from occurring next to each other. In the 
present analysis, Lin’s constraint is not necessary because the effect can 
be achieved by Rhyme-Harmony and Merge,  which also rules out bad VN 
rhymes.

There remain 16 rows of rhymes, all of which satisfy Rhyme-Harmony. 
They are shown in (23). The mid vowel [ə] and the low vowel [a] are 
 unspecifi ed for rounding and frontness (see Chapter 2).

(23) Row Comment
 [i] 
 [u] 
 [y] 
 [ə] 
 [a] 
 [in] both [−back]
 [yn] both [−back]; [n] unspecifi ed for [round]
 [ən] [ə] unspecifi ed for [back]
 [an] [a] unspecifi ed for [back]
 [uŋ] both [+back]; [ŋ] unspecifi ed for [round]
 [əŋ] [ə] unspecifi ed for [back]
 [aŋ] [a] unspecifi ed for [back]
 [əi] [ə] unspecifi ed for [back]
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 [ai] [a] unspecifi ed for [back]
 [əu] [ə] unspecifi ed for [back]
 [au] [a] unspecifi ed for [back]

The rhyme [in] is [−back][−back], and so it will undergo Merge.  This is 
shown in (24), where I use ‘−B’ for [−back].

(24) i  n i  n

−B−B −B

→

The result is still [in], which does not overlap with another rhyme. 
 Similarly, [yn] and [uŋ] will undergo Merge but  will still remain separate 
rhymes.

The 16 rows contain 64 forms, listed in (25), where G-Spreading (G)  
 accounts for six of them. The equivalent pairs under G-Spreading are list-
ed on the right. For example, [u] and [wu] are equivalent, which means 
that [Cu] will become [Cwu].
(25) Cells ruled out by G-Spreading (G) 
  Ø- j- w- ɥ-
 i + G − − [ ji] = [i]
 u + − G − [wu] = [u]
 y + − − G [ɥy] = [y]
 ə + + + + 
 a + + + − 
 in + G − + [ jin] = [in]
 yn − − − G [ɥyn] = [yn]
 ən + − + − 
 an + + + + 
 uŋ + + G − [wuŋ] = [uŋ]
 əŋ + + + − 
 aŋ + + + − 
 əi + − + − 
 ai + + + − 
 əu + + − − 
 au + + − − 

The 35 occurring forms are indicated by ‘+’. There are 23 non-occurring 
forms, indicated by ‘−’, which I list in (26). About half of them seem to 
be accountable in some ways, and I have made some tentative comments 
on why they do not occur independently. For each pair of variants, such as 
[wi]–[wəi] or [ɥuŋ]–[ juŋ], there seems to be no principled way to decide 
which variant is underlying and which is missing or derived.



(26) Forms    Comments
 wi    Variant of [wəi]
 ju    Variant of [ jəu]
 win    Same as [yin] if G-Spreading app lies to [win]
 ɥuŋ    Same as [ juŋ] if G-Spreading app lies to [ juŋ]
 jy wy    Same as [y] if G-Spreading app lies to [ jy, wy]
 jyn wyn   Same as [yn] if G-Spreading app lies to [ jyn, wyn]
 ɥəu ɥau wəu  wau [+round]–[+round] between onset and coda
 ɥi ɥu yn
 ɥəi  jəi 
 jən ɥən ɥəŋ 
 ɥaŋ  ɥai ɥa 

In SC [wi] is a variant of [wəi]; the variation is conditioned by tone, to be dis-
cussed below. Similarly, [ ju] is a variant of [ jəu], also conditioned by tone. In 
[win], [ɥuŋ], [ jy], [wy], [ jyn], and [wyn], there is a prenuclear G and a high 
nuclear vowel. If G-Spreading app lies to the high nuclear vowel even if G is 
already occupied, these forms will become the same as some others (which 
can be occurring or non-occurring) and so not independently contrastive. In 
[ɥəu], [ɥau], [wəu], and [wau], both the onset and the coda are [+round], 
and there seems to be a dissimilation eff ect against that. It is interesting to 
note that [wau] is marginal in English, too, and only occurs in three words, 
powwow, bowwow, and wow. More frequent in English are quote, quota, 
swollen, woeful, and wont, etc., probably because some speakers use [wou] 
or [wo] (with one long [+round]) and some use [wəɯ]. So there does not seem 
to be a good reason to rule out [wau] and [wəu] completely. The syllable [ jəi] 
is similar to [ jei] in English, which only occurs in a marginal word yea and 
a few French borrowings such as soigné. Finally, it is interesting to note that 
16 out of the 23 non-occurring forms, or 70 per cent, contain [y] or [ɥ].

It is possible that under G-Spreading [ɥu ŋ] and [iuŋ] are identical. If 
so, the underlying form could be either [ɥuŋ] or [iuŋ], although I have as-
sumed that it is the latter. The ambiguity may explain some confusion in 
the literature. In traditional Chinese phonology, syllables are sometimes 
grouped according to the prenuclear glide. The SC word ‘use’ is some-
times thought to be [ juŋ] and grouped with the [ j]-group (Chao 1968) and 
sometimes [ɥuŋ] and grouped with the [ɥ]-group (Hsueh 198 6). The pres-
ent analysis suggests that there is no simple way to resolve the ambiguity.

Duanmu (20 03) proposes a rule called Triphthong Raising, accord-
ing to which a form with three vowels [high][mid][high] is raised to 
[high][high][high]. The effect has been observed in SC (Zee 200 3) and can 
be understood in terms of articulatory effort reduction. The rule  accounts 
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for the alternation in the pairs [wəi]–[wi] and [ jəu]–[ ju]. It can also ac-
count for the lack of [ɥəu], [wəu], [ɥəi], and [ jəi], all of which contain 
[high][mid][high]. However, Triphthong Raising is not universal, because 
English uses [wi] ‘we’ and [wei] ‘way’ contrastively. Also, English uses 
[wou] quite often, as just seen.

In (27) I summarize the analysis of GVX forms.

(27) Summary of the analysis of GVX for ms
 Reason Number of forms
 Rhyme-Harmony 28
  Merge 8
  G-Spreading 6
  Other missing ones 23
 Occurring 35
 Total 100
 65% of all missing forms are accounted for
 77% of all forms are accounted for

3 . 7 .  A L L O P H O N I C  VA R I AT I O N S

Let  us now consider surface variations of SC sounds, or allophonic varia-
tions. I focus on the G-Spreading eff ect and surface variations in the mid 
and low vowels.

3.7.1. G-Spreading

G-Spreading req uires a high nuclear vowel to spread to the onset. As a 
 result, there is a lack of contrast between many pairs of forms, such as [sin] 
vs. [sjin] or [ɕin]. The process is graphically shown in (28), where O is the 
onset, N the nucleus, and C the coda. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, in 
a CGVX syllable both C and G are in the onset.

(28) [sin] [sjin] or [ in]

ONC ONC

s i n s i n

→

Because of G-Spreading, ther e is no surface [sin] but only [sjin], which is 
used by some speakers, and [ɕin], which has further undergone palataliza-
tion and is used by most speakers (see Chapter 2).



G-Spreading  may also be responsible for the lack of contrast between 
[win] and [wjin] or [ɥin], or between [ juŋ] and [ jwuŋ] or [ɥuŋ], if it can 
apply, at least sometimes, when the onset already has G. Assuming that [ɥ] 
is a combination of [ j] and [w], [ juŋ] can be analysed as in (29).

[ juŋ] [ jwuŋ] or [Ëuŋ]
ONC ONC

j u ŋ j u ŋ

(29) →

Chinese also lacks the contrast between V and GV, or VC and GVC, where 
V is a high vowel and G is the corresponding glide, such as the pairs in (30).

(30) Contrasts not found in Chinese
 [i]–[ ji] [u]–[wu] [y]–[ɥy]
 [in]–[ jin] [uŋ]–[wuŋ] etc.

One possibility is that every syllable has an onset, so that a high vowel 
is always preceded by G. For example, [in] is in fact [Øin], which has an 
empty onset Ø, and it becomes [ jin] under G-Spreading,  as shown in (31).

(31) [in] [ jin]
ONC ONC

i n i n

→

Another possibility, to be proposed in Chapter 4, is that an onset is not 
required for every syllable and Chinese does not use the empty onset. If 
so, Chinese simply lacks syllables like [ ji], [wu], [ɥy], [ jin], etc., because 
there is no onset slot for the high nuclear vowel to spread to.

3.7.2. Surface variation in vowels

Fir st, consider the mid vowel. In an open syllable, where the vowel is long, 
the mid vowel has three values, shown in (32).

(32) Environment Value
 After [ j] [eː]
 After [ɥ] [eː]
 After [w] [oː]
 Elsewhere [ɤː]

The mid vowel is also [oː] after a labial consonant, to be discussed below. 
The three variants are phonologically different because they fall into three 
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different rhyming groups. In addition, the variation is phonologically natural. 
In [eː] the mid vowel gets [−back] from the preceding [ j] or [ɥ]. In [oː] the 
mid vowel gets [+round] (and possibly also [+back]) from the preceding 
[w]. Otherwise the mid vowel gets [+back] by default.

One problem for the above analysis is that, if the vowel can get [−back] 
and [+round] from the preceding glide, we would expect [ɥe] to surface as 
[ɥöː]. Instead, it surfaces as [ɥeː]. A possible answer, suggested by Y. Lin 
(19 97), is that SC simply does not use the vowel [ö].

In closed syllables, the mid vowel may have different shades of varia-
tion in different environments, but there is no evidence that such variation 
is relevant or required. For example, the mid vowel is somewhat rounded 
in [əu], but there is no phonological evidence that it has become [o].

Let us now consider the analysis of other long vowels, which are [iː], 
[uː], [yː], and [aː]. There is no evidence that they undergo any phonologi-
cally relevant variation. It is easy to understand why the high vowels resist 
change. In SC the high vowels are probably specifi ed for both [back] and 
[round] in order to contrast with each other, and specifi ed features are gen-
erally resistant to change. However, the lack of change in the low vowel 
requires a different account. Since SC has only one low vowel, it need 
not be specifi ed for [back] or [round]. If so, there seems to be no reason 
why it cannot change [back] and [round] according to the environment, as 
shown in (33).

(33) Environment Possible change (not found)
 [ ja] [ jæː] ([æː] = [−back, −round])
 [ɥa] [ɥɶː] ([ɶː] = [−back, +round])
 [wa] [wɒː] ([ɒː] = [+back, +round])
 [xa] [xɑː] ([ɑː] = [+back, −round])

Of the four hypothetical variants, only [ɑː] is close to the transcriptions 
(see (16)). It seems that SC simply chooses not to use [ɶː], [ɒː], and [æː].

3 . 8 .  T R A N S C R I P T I O N  O F   S U R FA C E 
S TA N D A R D  C H I N E S E  S O U N D S

As discussed in section 3.2, the transcription of surface sounds depends on 
which variations are phonologically relevant. This issue cannot always be 
resolved by looking at the phonetic values of the sounds. In this section 
I discuss the transcription of SC sounds in two parts; the fi rst refl ects oblig-
atory phonological changes, the second, possible optional variations.



3.8.1. Required surface variations

The transcription in (34) shows the required surface variations of the 35 
(G)V(X) forms in SC, listed by rhyming groups. Since vowel length is pre-
dictable (long in open syllables, short in closed syllables), it is omitted here. 
In the cases where G-Spreading has  applied, such as [i] → [ ji], it is assumed 
that there is an onset C. If there is no onset, G-Spreading will not apply.
(34) Transcription of (G)V(X) for ms (by rhyming groups, omitting vowel length)
 Underlying (UR)  Surface (SR)
 i    ji   
 u    wu   
 y    ɥy   
 a ia ua  ɑ jɑ wɑ (a ja wa)
 ə    ɤ   
 iə   yə je   ɥe  
 uə    wo   
 ai  uai  ai  wai 
 əi  uəi  əi  wəi  
 au iau   au jau  
 əu iəu   əu jəu  
 in   yin jin   ɥin
 ən  uən  ən  wən  
 an ian uan yan an jan wan ɥan
 əŋ iəŋ uəŋ  əŋ jəŋ wəŋ 
 aŋ iaŋ uaŋ  aŋ jaŋ waŋ 
 uŋ iuŋ   wuŋ jwuŋ  

The underlying sounds are as discussed in Chapter 2, where [ə] and [a] are 
unspecifi ed for frontness and rounding. The low vowel in an open syllable 
can be [ɑ] if the default value for a long vowel is [+back, −round], other-
wise it can be transcribed as [a]. The differences between the underlying 
and the surface transcriptions are summarized in (35).
(35) Differences between UR and SR in (G)V(X) forms
 (a) [i, u, y]:   realized as [ ji, wu, ɥy] under G-Spreading (wh en there is 

an onset); written as [ j w ɥ] before the nuclear vowel;
 (b) [ə]:  changes to [e] after [ j] or [ɥ] in an open syllable;

changes to [o] after [w] in an open syllable; 
changes to [ɤ] (back and unrounded) in other open syllables; 
no necessary change otherwise;

 (c) [a]:  possibly changes to [ɑ] (back and unrounded) in an open syllable; 
no necessary change otherwise (but see below for nasal codas);
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 (d ) [n, ŋ]: no necessary change (but see below for coda position);
 (e) [iuŋ]: realized as [ jwuŋ] or [ɥuŋ] after G-Spreading.

Un der G-Spreading, a  high nuclear vowel will spread to the onset con-
sonant, creating a secondary articulation on it, or palatalizing it. For ex-
ample, underlying [mi] ‘rice’ is at surface [mjiː], and underlying [ni] ‘you’ 
is at surface [njiː] or [ɲiː].

It has been observed that the nasals [n, ŋ] often do not have complete 
oral closure whe n they occur in the coda (Y. Xu 198 6; J. Wang 199 3), es-
pecially after the low vowel. If  so, the rhyme may become a long nasalized 
vowel. Also, because [n] is [−back] and [ŋ] is [+back], they can affect the 
frontness of the low vowel, as shown in (36).

(36) Underlying Surface
 [ən] [ən], [ə̃ː], or [ẽː]
 [əŋ] [əŋ] or [ɤ̃ː]
 [an] [æ̃ː]
 [aŋ] [ɑ̃ː]

The analysis agrees with J. Wang’s (19 93) suggestion that the mid and the 
low vowels do not have values for [back] or [round] when they are short, 
but do when they are long. In addition, it explains why previous transcrip-
tions often use a fronter low vowel before [n] and a backer low vowel before 
[ŋ]. Finally, it agrees with a well-known phonetic effect that low vowels are 
more likely to be nasalized (Whalen and  Beddor 198 9), which in turn may 
explain why nasal codas are more likely to be deleted after low vowels.

3.8.2. Optional surface variations

Bes ides the required variations, a number of variations may occur, as 
 refl ected in various previous transcriptions (see also (16)). These are 
 summarized in (37).

(37) Optional surface variations in (G)V(X) forms
 (a) Short [ə] or [a] may be somewhat rounded and backed before the coda [u].
 (b) Short [ə] or [a] may be somewhat fronted before the coda [i].
 (c) Vowels are nasalized before a nasal coda.
 (d ) Short [a] may be raised between a high front vowel and the coda [n].

The optional variations may refl ect optional phonological rules or con-
straints, by which such changes either take place or not. Or, SC phonology 
may have no requirements for such variations, leaving it open for indi-
vidual speakers to decide what to do.



3 . 9 .  TO N E  A N D  V O W E L  H E I G H T

It  has been noted (e.g. L. Wang 198 0: 15; S. Xu 198 0: 75) that, when a syl-
lable has a high tone (T1 or T2 in SC), the mid vowel tends to be deleted if 
it occurs after a glide and before a high vowel, as shown in (38).

(38) Underlying With high tone With low tone
 [wəi] [wiː] ‘danger’ [wəi] ‘tail’
 [ jəu] [ juː] ‘superior’ [ jəu] ‘have’

L. Wang (19 80: 15) also gives the example [uen] → [un] ‘warm’, which 
can be interpreted in the present analysis as [wən] → [wn], where the na-
sal becomes syllabic. There is no obvious phonological explanation for 
such variation. Phonetically, if tone is related to vertical larynx movement, 
then there is a possible answer. In a high tone, the larynx is raised, which 
 possibly also pushes up the tongue root, giving a higher vowel. In a low 
tone, the larynx is lowered, which possibly also pulls down the tongue 
root, giving a lower vowel. The effect of tone on the height of other vowels 
may also exist, although there is no systematic study of it.

3 . 1 0 .  L A B I A L  O N S E T S

As  discussed above, the mid vowel has three variants in open syllables, 
repeated in (39).

(39) Environment Value
 After [ j] or [ɥ] [eː]
 After [w] [oː]
 Elsewhere [ɤː]

For many SC speakers, the mid vowel is [oː] in an open syllable after the 
labials [p, ph, m, f], where the labials become rounded, too. On the other 
hand, some speakers use [ɤː] in this environment, where the labial is not 
rounded. This is shown in (40).

(40) The mid vowel after a labial onset in SC
 Variety A Variety B
 [pwoː] [pɤː] ‘waves’
 [pwhoː] [phɤː] ‘slope’
 [mwoː] [mɤː] ‘to touch’
 [f woː] [fɤː] ‘Buddha’
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These words can be compared with the corresponding words in the Cheng-
du dia lect (also a member of the Mandarin family), where the labials are 
not rounded but the vowel is, as shown in (41).

(41) The vowel [o] after a labial onset in Chengdu
 [poː] ‘waves’
 [phoː] ‘slope’
 [moː] ‘to touch’
 [foː] ‘negate’

The patterns in Variety A raise two questions. First, SC labials are not 
rounded elsewhere, as seen in [ma] ‘mother’ and [mi] ‘rice’, instead of 
[mwa] and [mwi]. What then makes labials rounded before the mid vowel 
and cause it to become [oː]? Second, labials usually do not combine with 
[w] in SC, although coronals and dorsals do (see Chapter 2). For example, 
while both [tan] ‘egg’ and [twan] ‘break’ are found, there is only [pan] 
‘half’ but no [pwan], nor is there [phwan], [mwan], or [f wan]. Why then could 
labials occur with [w] in Variety A? Some proposals have been made (e.g. 
Duanmu 199 0; Duanmu 200 0), but it remains unclear what the right 
 answers are.

3 . 11 .  S U M M A RY

In this chapter I have discussed variation of SC sounds, how they combine 
with each other, and how they should be transcribed. I have shown that 
phonological variations can be distinguished from phonetic variations. In 
particular, rhyming groups and the distribution of GVX forms can help 
determine which variations should be recognized phonologically. In addi-
tion, I have shown that most missing GVX forms can be accounted for by 
three constraints: Rhyme-Harmony, Merge, an d G-Spreading. Fi nally, the 
analysis offers specifi c ways to transcribe SC sounds and syllable types 
and provides a solution to discrepancies in previous transcriptions.



4

The Syllable

4 . 1 .  S Y L L A B L E  B O U N D A R I E S 

Syllable boundaries in Chinese are mostly unambiguous, regardless of the 
dialect. The majority of Chinese words are monosyllabic. The maximal 
size of a syllable in SC is either CGVV or CGVC, where C is a conso-
nant, G a glide, and VV either a long vowel or a diphthong. I refer to such 
 syllables as CGVX, where CG is realized as a complex sound  CG (see 
below). In polysyllabic words, which are often foreign names, syllable 
boundaries are also unambiguous. In particular, the durational patterns 
and allophonic changes provide cues for word-medial syllable boundaries. 
Some examples in SC are shown in (1).

(1) Word-medial syllable boundaries
 Sounds Boundary Gloss
 [maaii] [maa.ii] ‘ant’
 [maanau] [maa.nau] ‘amber’
 [mæ̃nkuu] [mæ̃n.kuu] ‘Bangkok’

In ‘ant’ the length of [aa] indicates that the medial syllable boundary 
must be [maa.ii]. In ‘amber’ the length of [aa], its lack of nasalization, 
and its lack of fronting indicate that the medial syllable boundary must be 
[maa.nau]. In ‘Bangkok’ the fi rst vowel is an allophone of [a]; its front-
ing to [æ] and its nasalization indicate that the medial syllable boundary 
is [mæ̃n.kuu]. In addition, the lack of word initial [nk] points to the same 
 conclusion.

SC has no segmental prefi xes. There is a suffi x [ɚ] (diminutive), but 
it does not expand the syllable structure. Instead, the [ɚ] suffi x replaces 
the coda of its host syllable, as in [njau] + [ɚ] → [njaɚ] ‘(little) bird’ (see 
Chapter 9). The resulting syllable is still within CGVX.



Most Chinese words are stressed syllables; they are also called regular 
or full syllables. Unstressed syllables are usually grammatical words; they 
are also called weak syllables. Stressed syllables carry lexical tones and 
are longer than unstressed syllables, which do not carry lexical tones. In 
addition, unstressed syllables undergo rhyme reduction. I will argue that 
stressed and unstressed syllables have different structures, in that stressed 
syllables are heavy and unstressed syllables, light. Syllable structure can 
also be affected by casualness of speech and lengthening at pre-pause 
boundaries. We begin, however, with two controversial issues: (a) whether 
an onset is required and (b) whether G is an independent sound.

4 . 2 .  T H E  O N S E T :  O B L I G ATO RY  O R  O P T I O N A L ?

It has been observed that when a syllable begins with a non-high vowel, 
an onset of some sort is often added, most commonly [ʔ]. Two examples 
from SC are shown in (2), where [Ø] is what Chao  (1968) calls a ‘true 
vowel’ onset.

(2) The zero onset  effect
 [ʔɤɤ]/[ɣɤɤ]/[ŋɤɤ]/[Øɤɤ] ‘goose’
 [ʔæ̃n]/[ɣæ̃n]/[ŋæ̃n]/[Øæ̃n] ‘peace’

There are some speakers who use [ŋ] for such syllables throughout, so for 
them the onset has a real phoneme [ŋ]. However, for the majority of speak-
ers the variation in (2) is found. It is worth noting that in onset position, [ʔ, 
ɣ, ŋ] occur only in such syllables, optionally, and they do not contrast with 
each other. The presence of such sounds has lead some linguists to con-
clude that every syllable has an onset, and those syllables that do not have 
a regular initial C or G have a ‘zero onset ’ (Chao  1948, 1968; F. Li  1966).

We could propose that the zero onset  is a variation of [ŋ],  which is sup-
ported by two arguments. First, since [ŋ] occurs in codas independently, 
proposing an onset [ŋ] makes the distribution of [ŋ] complete. Second, [ŋ] is 
one of the variants of the zero onset. However, the proposal also has some 
drawbacks: there is no explana tion why [ŋ] never occurs before the vowels 
[i, u, y] for any SC speaker, while the other two nasal onsets [n, m] do; deriv-
ing [ɣ, ʔ, Ø] from [ŋ] requires unnatural rules; and for most speakers the zero 
onset is not used when the syllable is not initial, to be seen shortly. The same 
criticisms apply to the proposal that the zero onset is a special consonant.

Duanmu  (1990, 2000) proposes that the zero-onset  effect is the result of 
an obligatory onset slot in the syllable structure, which needs to be fi lled 
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with something. The analysis of [an] ‘peace’ is shown in (3), where Ø is 
the zero onset.

[Øan]

(3) S

XXX

a n ‘peace’

The surface variants of the zero onset  are what fi lls the empty onset slot. 
When the nucleus has a high vowel, it is thought to spread to the empty 
onset. There are two possible cases, exemplifi ed in (4).

[Øii] [ jii] [? j
ii](4) or

S

XXX

S

XXX

S

XXX

‘one’

i i i?

→

In [jii], spreading alone fi lls the onset; in [ʔjii], the onset is fi lled by both 
[ʔ] and spreading. The onset in (4) cannot be [ŋ] or [ɣ], presumably 
because of a confl ict in frontness ([i] is front and [ŋ] and [ɣ] are back). 
The need for an onset is widely thought to be natural since Kahn (1976) , 
although the reason for the need remains unclear. The zero onset effect  
is found in English, too. For example, vowel-initial words such as out 
and Ann are often pronounced as [ʔaut] and [ʔæn], where an initial glot-
tal stop is added.

However, there are two ways to look at the zero onset effect . One 
is that it represents a real, intended position for a sound. The other is 
that it is an unintended gesture: the vocal tract cannot assume the vowel 
gesture all of a sudden, and the zero onset refl ects an unintended state 
before the vowel is pronounced. The two interpretations make different 
predictions. According to the fi rst, the zero onset effect should be present 
whether there is a preceding syllable or not. According to the second, the 
zero onset effect should go away when there is a preceding syllable. Evi-
dence seems to support the second view. Consider the American English 
examples in (5).

(5) No glottal stop
 [rænaut]/*[rænʔaut] ‘ran out’
 [khɪkaut]/*[khɪkʔaut]/*[khɪkhaut] ‘kick out’
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When a vowel-initial word follows another word, the glottal stop cannot 
be added. One might suggest that perhaps the fi nal consonant of the fi rst 
word is shifted to the onset position of the second word, but that does not 
seem to be the case. For example, in American English, [k] is aspirated 
before a stressed vowel, yet in kick out the second [k] is not aspirated, 
which suggests that it is still in the coda of the fi rst word. The examples 
in (6) illustrate the same point.

(6) [tháini] ‘tiny’
 [pəthéɾo] ‘potato’
 [ɪɾɪ́z]/*[ɪtʔɪ́z]/*[ɪthɪ́z] ‘It is.’
 [gɛɾǽn]/*[gɛtʔǽn]/*[gɛthǽn] ‘Get Ann.’

In American English, [th] and [ɾ] are allophones of the same phoneme. In 
tiny, the initial [th] is in the onset. In potato, the fi rst [th] is also in the onset 
(there is no reason for the unstressed fi rst syllable to need a coda). This 
shows that in the onset of a stressed syllable, we should use [th], not [ɾ]. 
Now, consider it is and get Ann. First of all, one cannot insert a glottal stop 
before the word-initial vowels. In addition, [th] is not used, even though 
the following vowel is stressed. This suggests again that either syllables 
do not need an onset, or the need is not strong enough for a vowel-initial 
word to grab a consonant from across a word boundary. Finally, it is worth 
noting that [ɾ] is not a geminate sound and so it should not be both in the 
coda and in the onset at the same time.

In Chinese, when an unstressed vowel-initial syllable follows a conso-
nant-fi nal syllable, there is no glottal stop between the consonant and the 
vowel either, to be discussed shortly. However, Chao (1968: 20) observes 
that when a stressed vowel-initial Chinese syllable follows a consonant-
fi nal syllable, the consonant does not directly link with the vowel. Instead, 
the zero onset seems  to intervene in between. Consider the example in (7) 
from SC.
(7)  [mjæ̃n] + [au] →  *[mjæ̃nau] (cf. English: ran out  [rænaut])

‘cotton jacket’

Here [au] cannot directly link with [n], although it can in English. Duanmu 
(1990,  2000) suggests the analysis in (8).

(8) [mjæ̃n] + [Øau] → (a)  [mjæ̃nʔau]
 ‘cotton jacket’ (b)  [mjæ̃nɣau]
  (c)   [mjæ̃ŋɣau]
  (d ) [mjæ̃ŋŋau]
  (e)   *[mjæ̃nau]
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In the analysis, various realizations of the zero onset interv enes between 
[n] and [au], so that [n] and [au] do not link with each other. In the case of 
(8c) and (8d ), the zero onset further causes [n] to change to [ŋ].

However, as Y. Xu (1986)  and J. Wang (1993) report, in connected 
speech none of the output forms in (8) is natural. Instead, when the words 
are spoken together the most natural pronunciation is (9), in which there is 
no nasal closure or any version of the zero onset.

(9) [mjæ ̃ n] + [au] → [mjæ̃:au]
 ‘cotton jacket’ 

Y. Xu furthe r points out that there is a three-way contrast in a VNV 
sequence—VN.V, V.NV, and VN.NV, which are exemplifi ed in (10). For 
the sake of parallel comparison, ‘overturn trouble’ is a made-up phrase, 
semantically odd but phonologically natural (Y. Xu’s orig inal example 
was [pæ̃n.njæ̃n] ‘half year’, which has different tones from the other two 
examples).

(10) Three-way contrast in VNV
 V.NV [fa:] + [næ̃n]   → [fa:.næ̃n] ‘raise trouble’
 VN.V [fæ̃n] +[æ̃n]   → [fæ̃:.æ̃n] ‘overturn case’
 VN.NV [fæ̃n] + [næ̃n] → [fæ̃n.næ̃n] ‘overturn trouble’

An oral closure is req uired for a nasal only when it is in the onset posi-
tion. When a nasal coda occurs before vowel-initial full syllable, oral 
closure is not  allowed. When a nasal coda occurs before a pause, oral 
closure is opt ional. When a nasal coda occurs before another nasal, 
it may add an additional duration for oral closure. Thus,  there is no 
oral closure in VN. V, and the oral closure in VN. NV is longer than 
that in V.NV; in addition, VN.V and V.NV differ in the preceding 
vowel. In summary, there is no evidence for the zero onset, and t he con-
trast between V.NV and VN.V shows that vowel-initial syllables cannot 
move a nasal coda into its own onset position. The examples in (11) also 
show the lack of the zero onset, even when the nucleus has a high vowel.

(11) No zero onset
 [taa. ɤɤ]/*[taa.ʔɤɤ]/*?[taa.ɣɤɤ]/*[taa.ŋɤɤ] ‘big goose’
 [maa.æ̃n]/*[maa.ʔæ̃n]/*?[maa.ɣæ̃n]/*[maa.ŋæ̃n] ‘horse saddle’
 [taa.ii]/*?[taa.jii]/*[taa.ʔii]/*[taa.ɣii]/*[taa.ŋii] ‘big clothes (coat)’

In (11), [ʔ] cannot be added (unless one is speaking slowly), nor is there 
clear evidence for the presence of [ɣ] for the non-high vowels or [j] for 
the high vowel (although it may be hard to tell). For most speakers [ŋ] 
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 cannot be used either (except for those who always use [ŋ] before non-high 
vowels).

However, there is one case when VN.V does have oral closure, namely , 
when the second V is unstressed, such as the interjection [a]. Some exam-
ples are shown in (12).

(12) Oral closure for N  before unstressed V
 [næ̃n] + [a] → [næ̃na]  ‘Hard!’
 [thjæ̃n] + [a] → [thjæ̃na] ‘Heavens!’
 [mãŋ] + [a] → [mãŋa] ‘Busy!’

Chao (1968) calls such cases ‘linking’, whereby the vowel of the sec-
ond syllable is directly connected with the coda of the fi rst. The result 
of linking is the auditory impression that the second syllable [a] now has 
an onset, so that it sounds like [na] and [ŋa] in the above examples. In 
Duanmu (1990,  2000) it was suggested that when linking happens the 
medial nasal is lengthened to a geminate and serves as both the coda of the 
fi rst syllable and the onset of the second. It was further suggested that the 
same is true for glides and high vowels, so that VG.V changes to VG.GV, 
as shown in (13).

(13) The geminate analysis
 [næ̃n] + [a] → [næ̃nna] ‘Hard!’
 [thjæ̃n] + [a] → [thjæ̃nna] ‘Heavens!’
 [mãŋ] + [a] → [mãŋŋa] ‘Busy!’
 [xau] + [a] → [xauwa] ‘Good!’
 [tuu] + [a] → [tuuwa] ‘Read!’
 [pii] + [a] → [piija] ‘Compare!
 [lai] + [a] → [laija] ‘Come!’

However, in order to establish the geminate analysis, one needs to show 
evidence that (a) there is an increase in duration for the intervocalic nasal 
or glide and (b) there is a contrast between VN.a and VN.Na, or Vu.a and 
Vu.wa, or Vi.a and Vi.ja—but there is no such evidence. Therefore, a non-
geminate analysis is suffi cient, which is shown in (14).

(14) The non-geminate analysis
 [næ̃n] + [a] → [næ̃n.a] ‘Hard!’
 [thjæ̃n] + [a] → [thjæ̃n.a] ‘Heavens!’
 [mãŋ] + [a] → [mãŋ.a] ‘Busy!’
 [xau] + [a] → [xau.a] ‘Good!’
 [tuu] + [a] → [tuu.a] ‘Read!’
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 [pii] + [a] → [pii.a] ‘Compare!
 [lai] + [a] → [lai.a] ‘Come!’

The non-geminate analysis is the same as that for ran out or ran a (race) 
in English, which we saw earlier. However, there remains a question: why 
does the nasal coda have oral closure before  an unstressed vowel but not 
before a stressed vowel in SC? The answer seems to be a case of assimi-
lation. Assuming that a nasal with no oral closure is mor e sonorous than 
one with oral closure, and t hat a stressed vowel is more sonorous than an 
unstressed one, it is plausible for a nasal coda to become more sonorous 
(lose oral closure) betwe en two sonorous vowels.

One might still wonder why a nasal coda in English always has 
oral closure, wheth er the following vowel is stressed or not. I suggest 
that the answer lies in the frequency of use. English has more syllable 
types (about 10,000 monosyllables) than SC (about 400). Therefore, 
each syllable type is used much more frequently in SC than in English. 
According to Bybee (2001) , frequent words are more likely to undergo 
reduction than infrequent words, which explains the difference between 
Chinese VN (frequent and reduced) and English VN (not frequent and 
not reduced). It is relevant to note that many Chinese dialects, Shanghai 
among them, have lost altogether nasal codas in which VN has become 
nasalized V or just V. Other Chinese dialects seem to be moving towards 
this direction as well.

Next we consider some cases that appear to require an obligatory onset 
slot. Duanmu (1990)  offers some examples in SC that seem to support an 
empty onset; they are shown in (15).
(15) [thaa-Øa] → [thaa-ɦa] or [thaa-ja] ‘Him!’
 [twoo-Øa] → [twoo-ɦa] or [twoo-ja] ‘Many!’
 [xɤɤ-Øa] → [xɤɤ-ɦa] or [xɤɤ-ja] ‘River!’
 [ɕjee-Øa] → [ɕjee -ɦa] or [ɕjee-ja] ‘Shoe!’

The examples are meant to show that the zero onset (shown  as [Ø]) trig-
gers either [ɦ] or [j]. The occurrence of [ɦ] is not easy to confi rm, since 
it is hard to distinguish [ɦ] from a simple transition from one vowel to 
another. In contrast, the occurrence of [j] is easy to detect. There are, how-
ever, two problems with the data: the forms with [ja] is not the preferred 
or most common pronunciation; and the use of [j] is hard to explain by 
the zero onset; for example, one might expect [w] after [oo] and [ɣ] after 
[ɤɤ] instead. I suggest that (15) be analysed as (16), where there is no zero 
onset or epenthetic [ɦ] or [j].
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(16) [thaa-a] → [thaa-a] ‘Him!’
 [twoo-a] → [twoo-a] ‘Many!’
 [xɤɤ-a] → [xɤɤ-a] ‘River!’
 [ɕjee-a] → [ɕjee-a] ‘Shoe!’

The interjection [ja] does occur in SC, but it is a separate word, which usu-
ally occurs phrase initially. An example is given in (17).

(17) [ ja,   ɕa  ɕwe  lə!]
 INT fall snow ASP

 ‘Wow, it is snowing!’

Thus, the use of [ja] in (15) does not support an obligatory onset. Another 
case of interest is shown by the examples in (18), which contrast with each 
other.

(18)  [muu3 wai4] vs.  [muu3 ai4]
   mother outside     mother love
   ‘outside the mother’   ‘motherly love’

The two expressions are identical, including tones, except that the fi rst one 
has a medial [w] but the second one does not. Since the expressions do not 
sound the same, we must represent them differently. One proposal is that 
‘love’ has an obligatory onset; alternatively, we might say that ‘love’ lacks 
an onset. The two analyses are compared in (19).

(19) Onset optional Onset required 
 ‘outside the mother’ [muu.wai] [muu.wai]
 ‘mother love’ [muu.ai] [muu.Øai]

Since both analyses can represent the difference, there is no need to assume 
that the onset is obligatory.

Next consider the English words [ist] east and [jist] yeast, which contrast 
with each other. There are again two possible analyses, shown in (20).

(20)  Onset optional Onset required 
 ‘east’ [ist] [Øist]
 ‘yeast’ [Øist] → [jist] [jist]

If English has G-Spreading, which  spreads a high vowel to the onset (see 
Chapter 3), we must assume that the onset is optional, so that yeast has it 
but east does not. If we assume that the onset is required, then we must 
assume that English has both [j] and [i] as separate phonemes and English 
has no G-Spreading, or that G-Spreading can be used contrastively, so that 
it applies in yeast but not in east.
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The example in (20) raises a question for Chinese. If [ist] and [jist] 
can contrast in English, why do we not fi nd similar contrasts in Chi-
nese, such as [ii] vs. [jii], or [uu] vs. [wuu]? One possibility is that 
English does not require an obligatory onset but Chinese does, so that 
[ii] and [uu] always become [jii] and [wuu] in Chinese by G-Spreading. 
Anoth er possibility is that, whereas English sometimes uses an empty 
onset, as in [Øist] yeast, Chinese simply does not use it at all. The 
preceding discussion on the lack of the zero onset favours the second 
possibility.

In summary, the zero onset effect  in utterance-initial position is prob-
ably unintended, and in medial positions there is no evidence for the 
zero onset or for resyllabifi cation across a word boundary. Moreover, as 
far as I am aware, there is no real phonological reason for a syllable to 
need an onset. For example, while the presence of the second rhyme slot 
increases the chance for a syllable to attract stress or to carry an extra 
tone, the presence of an onset slot does not. Given such considerations, I 
propose that the onset slot is optional for syllable structure. It is relevant 
to note that Poser (1984:  24–5) also argues that the onset is optional in 
Japanese, contr ary to previous claims that vowel initial words starts with 
a glottal stop.

4 . 3 .  T H E  A N A LY S I S  O F  C O N S O N A N T – G L I D E

A syll able can be divided into an onset and a rhyme. It is clear that in 
CGVX, the rhyme includes VX only. This can be seen in words that 
rhyme in SC, exemplifi ed in (21), where the common rhyming part is VX, 
or [æ̃n].
(21) Words that rhyme in Standard Chinese
 [mæ̃n] slow
 [mjæ̃n] noodles
 [jæ̃n ] bright colored
 [tæ̃n] egg
 [tjæ̃n] shop
 [wæ̃n] ten thousand
 [twæ̃n] broken

More controversial is the analysis of the CG part. Some consider CG 
to share one onset slot (Cheung 1986; Duanmu 1990;  Ao 1992; J. Wang 
1993), some think that G shares the nuclear slot with V (Bao 1990b:  342; 
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Goh 2000),  and some believe that G has its own slot. Within the third view, 
some consider G to be structurally closer to C (Firth and Ro gers 1937;  Bao 
1990b: 328; J. Fu 1990;  H. Wang 1999),  others deem it to be structurally 
closer to V (R. Cheng 1966,  1968; C. Cheng 1973;  L. Wang 1980;  Ji 1988; 
 Y. Lin 1989; Baxter 1992),  and some think it is variably related to C or V 
(Chao 1934; R. Li 1983; Y. Lin 1989; Bao 1990b; J. Fu 1990).  Evidence 
has been drawn from various sources, including phonemic economy, co-
occurrence restrictions, and language games, but the interpretations of the 
evidence remain divided (see Duanmu 1990,  2000 for a review).

I want to argue that CG forms a single new sound CG . The fi rst argument 
comes from an observation by Chao (1934) that [sw] sounds quite differ-
ently in English (as in [swei] ‘sway’) and Chinese (as in [swei] ‘age’). 
In English, [sw] sounds like two separate sounds, in that the rounding of 
[w] starts after [s]. In Chinese [sw] sounds like a single sound, in that the 
rounding of [w] starts at the same time as [s]. The simplest way to repre-
sent the difference, therefore, is to use [sw] (two sounds) for English and 
[sw] (one sound) for Chinese (or CG for Chinese CG in general). The sec-
ond argument is that every CG (or CG) in Chinese can be represented as a 
single sound in feature structure (see Chapter 2). Thus, there is no need for 
CG to be represented as two sounds. In addition, the CG analysis automati-
cally accounts for the absence of CG clusters that cannot be represented 
as a single sound. The third argument is that the presence of G does not 
increase the length of a syllable in any appreciable way. Rather, CVX and 
CGVX are more or less similar in duration. In addition, in CVX the onset 
C takes about a third of the total duration (Howie 1976). It is therefore 
better to use the same syllable structure for both, with just one onset slot, 
which can be fi lled by CG.

The fourth argument is that sometimes CG alternates with C. For exam-
ple, in SC, [nj] can alternate with [ɲ] (as in [njau]/[ɲau] ‘bird’), [sj], with 
[ɕ] (as in [sjau]/[ɕau] ‘small’). In terms of feature structure, the analysis is 
quite simple (see Chapter 2); see (22).

(22) Sounds Feature structure
 [ɕ] Cor—[+fricative]
  Dorsal—[+fricative, –back]
 [sj] Cor—[+fricative]
  Dorsal—[–back]
 [ɲ] Cor—[+stop]
  Dorsal—[+stop, –back]
  Soft-palate—[+nasal]
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 [nj] Cor—[+stop]
  Dorsal—[–back]
  Soft-palate—[+nasal]

The difference between [ɕ] and [sj] is that the feature for Dorsal is [+fricative] 
in the former but not in the latter. Similarly, the difference between [ ɲ] and 
[nj] is that the feature for Dorsal is [+stop] in the former but not in the latter.

The fi fth argument is that when G is present, the zero onset  cannot be 
used. This can be seen in the examples in (23).

(23) Lack of zero onset  when G is present
[waa] (*[ɦwaa] *[ɣwaa] *[ʔwaa] *[ŋwaa]) ‘frog’
[jaa] (*[ɦjaa] *[ɣjaa] *[ʔjaa] *[ŋjaa]) ‘crow’

If CG occupy two separate slots, the lack of the combination between a 
zero onset  and a glide is unexpected. In contrast, if CG share a single slot, 
the lack of such a combination is expected.

The sixth argument for the CG analysis is that there is simply no compelling 
evidence for assuming otherwise. For example, language games have often 
been used to argue for a particular analysis of CG, but as I will discuss below, 
language games do not offer conclusive evidence one way or another.

A common criticism against the CG analysis is that it assumes too many 
phonemes. In particular, in the CG analysis we must assume not only [p, t, 
k, s, f, …, j, w] but also [p j, t j, tw kw, sw, sj, f j, …]. In contrast, if CG is made 
of two sounds, we only need to assume the fi rst set. However, it is a fact 
that CG is phonetically a single sound, and all analyses should  acknowledge 
that both [p, t, k, s, f, …, j, w] and [p j, t j, tw kw, sw, sj, f j, …] exist in SC. In 
addition, accepting the existence of [p j, t j, tw kw, sw, s j, f j, …] need not imply 
accepting them as additional phonemes. Rather, it is possible for two pho-
nemes to merge into a single sound, as discussed in Chapter 2. Therefore, 
acknowledging [pj, tj, tw kw, sw, sj, f j …] as single sounds at the phonetic level 
need not imply an increase in the phonemic inventory. In fact, the CG analy-
sis assumes fewer phonemes than traditional analyses by deriving the pala-
tals [tɕ tɕh ɕ] from CG combinations—that is from [ts tsh s] plus [j] or [ɥ].

4 . 4 .  S T R U C T U R E  O F  S T R E S S E D  S Y L L A B L E S 

In traditional transcriptions (e.g. R. Cheng  1966, 1968; C. Cheng  1973), a 
stressed syllable in SC can range from one to four sounds. Some examples 
are shown in (24).
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(24) Traditional transcription
 C V GV VC CV VG 
 [m] [ɤ] [wa] [an] [ta] [ai] 
 ‘yes?’ ‘goose’ ‘frog’ ‘peace’ ‘big’ ‘love’

 CVG GVG CVC CGV CGVC CGVG
 [fei] [wai] [thaŋ] [kwa] [xwaŋ] [njau]
 ‘fl y’ ‘outside’ ‘sugar’ ‘melon’ ‘yellow’ ‘bird’

However, it is well known that all stressed syllables are long (e.g. Kratoch-
vil  1968; Woo  1969; Howie  1976; M. Lin , Yan , and Sun  1984; M. Lin  and 
Yan  1988). In addition, I have argued that CG is a single sound CG. Given 
such considerations, I offer the analysis in (25).

(25) Present analysis
 [mː] [ɤː] [waː] [ãn] [taː] [ai]
 ‘yes?’ ‘goose’ ‘frog’ ‘peace’ ‘big’ ‘love’
 [fei] [wai] [thãŋ] [kwaː] [xwãŋ] [njau]
 ‘fl y’ ‘outside’ ‘sugar’ ‘melon’ ‘yellow’ ‘bird’

All the syllables have the rhyme VX, although some also have an onset 
and some do not. The full syllable structure is shown in (26).

(26) Structure for stressed syllables (onset is optional)

σ

(O) R

X XX

Onset–Rhyme

Timing slots

Th e structure can be abbreviated as (C)VX, where VX can be fi lled with a 
syllabic consonant, or as (O)NC (Onset–Nucleus–Coda). For illustration, 
some words are represented in (27).

(27) Sample representations

σ σ σ σ σ σ

ONC ONC ONC NC NC NC

nj a u w a
‘bird’ ‘frog’ ‘fly’ ‘love’ ‘goose’ ‘yes?’

f e i ia m
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When both CG are present, they share the onset slot. When only C or G 
is present, it occupies the onset slot alone. A single vowel is long because 
it occupies both rhyme slots. For the same reason, a syllabic consonant is 
also long. Syllabic consonants may seem to be  marginal in SC, because 
they only occur as interjections. In fact, some scholars believe that every 
syllable must have a vowel (Cheung 1986; Hsueh 1986; Coleman  1996, 
2001). H owever, in some dialects syllabic consonants can occur as l exical 
words. For example, in Shanghai, [ŋ] can mean ‘fi sh’ or ‘fi ve’ depending 
on its tone. In addition, according to Ramsey (1987) and Duanmu (2000), 
fricat ives can occur as syllabic consonants in SC, too. For example, the 
analysis of [szː] ‘four’ is shown in (28).

(28) Syllabic consonant

σ

ONC

s z ‘four’

In traditional analyses, which assume that every syllable must have a 
vowel, the sound in the rhyme of ‘four’ has been thought to be a special 
kind of vowel, called an ‘apical vowel’, which is pronounced with a con-
sonant-like gesture but serves as a vowel. But if consonants can serve as 
the rhyme of stressed syllables (consider [ŋ] ‘fi sh’ in Shanghai), there is 
no need to assume apical vowels.

4 . 5 .  S T R U C T U R E  O F  U N S T R E S S E D  S Y L L A B L E S

In traditional t  ranscriptions, an unstressed Chinese syllable can range from 
one to four sounds. Some examples in Standard Chinese are shown in (29) 
(ASP is an aspect marker).
(29) Traditional transcription
  Word  Example
 V [a] interjection [nan-a] ‘hard-a (Hard!)’
 CV [lə] ASP  [mai-lə] ‘buy-ASP (bought already)’
 CGV [kwo] ASP [mai-kwo] ‘buy-ASP (bought before)’
 CVG [thəu] ‘head’ [mu-thəu] ‘wood-head (wood)’
 CGVC [thjan] ‘day’ [ʈʂhwən-thjan] ‘spring-day (spring)’
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However, phonetic studies show that unstressed syllables are short and 
have a reduced rhyme (Woo 1969; M. Lin and Yan 1988). In particular, 
when VC and VG rhymes are unstressed, the coda is dropped and the 
rhyme duration is reduced by about 50 per cent. An example from M. Lin 
and Yan (1988) i s shown  in (30).

(30) Rhyme reduction in unstressed sy llables
 [tiː]+[f ãŋ] → [tiː.f ə̃ ] ‘land-direction (place)’

When [f ãŋ] is unstressed, the coda [ŋ] is dropped, and the vowel 
(still nasalized) is reduced to a schwa. Similar observations have been made 
before. For example, Gao and Shi (1963: 8 4–5) gav e the examples in (31).

(31) [muu] + [thou] → [muu.tho] ‘wood-head (wood)’
 [nau] + [tai] → [nau.te] ‘head-bag (head)’

The expressions are pseudo-compounds. A pseudo-compou nd is a com-
pound in structure but a single word in meaning. The second syllable of a 
disyllabic compound is often unstressed, and when it happens, its rhyme is 
shortened. In the present analysis, an unstressed syllable loses the second 
rhyme slot. Its syllable structure is shown in (32).

(32) Structure for unstressed syllables (onset is optional)

σ

(O)R

X X

Onset/Rhyme

Timing slots

The structure can  be abbreviated as (C)V, although V can be fi lled with a 
syllabic consonant. It can also be abbreviated as (O)N (Onset–Nucleus). 
Some sample words are represented in (33), where ASP is an aspect 
marker.

(33) Sample representations

σ σ σ σ

ΟΝ ΟΝ

ο

ΟΝ Ν

th lthj @ a
‘head’ ‘day’ ASP interjection

~ @
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4 . 6 .  L A N G U A G E  G A M E S

Language games (also call ed secret languages) have sometimes been used 
as evidence in phonological analysis (e.g. Yip 1982; Bao 1990b). The 
ass umption is  that the phonology of a language game is basically the same 
as the phonology of the source language (see, however, Manaster-Ramer 
1995, who questions the a ssumption). In this section I discuss some lan-
guage games in Chinese and show that they are consistent with the syllable 
structure I propose.

The most popular language games in Chinese are Fanqie languages, in 
which a given syllable is fi rst copied, then the onset of one of the syllables 
is modifi ed, and fi nally the rhyme of the other syllable is modifi ed. Fol-
lowing Chao (1931), which is the fi rs t detailed study of Fanqie languages, 
the output of the syllable [ma] ‘mother’ in a Fanqie language is used as the 
name of that language. Thus, Na-ma, Mai-ka, and Mo-pa will ch ange [ma ] 
‘mother’  as in (34), where changed sounds are italicized.

(34) Language Input  Reduplicate Onset change Rhyme change
 Na-ma [ma] → [ma-ma] → [na-ma] → N/A
 Mo-pa [ma] → [ma-ma] → [ma-pa] → [mo-pa]
 Mai-ka [ma] → [ma-ma] → [ma-ka] → [mai-ka]

In Na-ma, only the fi rst onset is changed; in Mo-pa and Mai-ka, both the 
fi rst rhyme and the second onset are changed.

A problem in the analysis of Fanqie languages is the behaviour of the 
prenuclear G. In particular, sometimes   the prenuclear G seems to be in the 
onset, sometimes it appears to be in the rhyme, and sometimes it seems to 
be in both. Consider the cases in (35).

(35) Na-ma: [tuei]    → [nei-tuei] ‘correct’  (N. Liu 1944: 74)
 Mo-pa: [liaŋ]     → [lo-tiaŋ] ‘two’  (Chao 1931: 338)
 Mai-ka: [xuei ]   → [xuai-kuei] ‘return’  (Chao 1931: 324)

In Na-ma, base d on the Chengdu dialect, the prenuclear [ u] seems to 
belong to the onset, in that [t] and [u] are replaced together by [n] in the 
fi rst syllable. In Mo-pa, based on the Kunshan dialect, the prenuclear [ i] 
seems to belong to the rhyme, in that [i] and [aŋ] are replaced together by 
[o] in the fi rst syllable, and [iaŋ] stays together in the second syllable. In 
Mai-ka, based on SC, the prenuclear [u] seems to belong to both the onset 
and the rhyme, in that in the fi rst syllable it stays with the onset [x], and in 
the second syllable it stays with the rhyme [ei].
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One can account for the different behaviours of the prenuclear G by mak-
ing two assumptions. The fi rst is that the prenuclear G can be an indepen-
dent segment; the second assumption is that different Chinese dialects and/or 
Fanqie games can have different syllable structures, especially with regard 
to the position of the prenuclear G (see Yip 1982 and Bao 1990b). Alte rna-
tively, on e can maintain a stronger claim, namely, in all Chinese languages, 
including language games, the prenuclear G is in the onset. I will argue that 
such an analysis is both possible and in some ways superior to the previous 
account. A central assumption in the present analysis is that replaced fea-
tures can be reattached to a new host, provided that they are not in confl ict 
with those in the latter and that the resulting segment is well formed. Similar 
processes have been called ‘structure preservation’ in traditional phonology. 
Let us call the process ‘feature recycling’ and state it in (36).

(36)  Feature Recycling
 (a)  Features in a fl oating sound (i.e. replaced) may be re attached (i.e. recy-

cled) to a non-fl oating segment, without changing the existing features 
in the latter.

 (b)  Feature recycling observes the phonotactics of the language in 
 question.

 (c) Feature recycling is local.

Feature recycling observes the general constraint in feature theory that 
each feature of an articulator can occur only once in a segment. For example, 
if a non-fl oating segment is [+round], it cannot receive [–round] from a 
fl oating segment. The purpose of (36c), which is similar to the constraint 
against line crossing in autosegmental phonology, is to prevent long-dis-
tance recycling, such as reattaching a feature from a replaced coda to the 
onset across the nuclear vowel. Let us now reconsider the three Fanqie 
languages in turn.

4.6.1. Na-ma

Na-ma is based on Chengdu  (N. Liu 1944), a sister dialect o f SC. Its rules 
can be stated in (37); examples are shown in (38).

(37) (a) Reduplicate the syllable.
 (b) Replace the fi rst onset with [n].

(38) (a) [ie] → [ne-ie]    (*[nie-ie]) ‘grandf ather’
 (b) [liaŋ] → [naŋ-liaŋ] (*[niaŋ-liaŋ]) ‘goodness’
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 (c) [tuei] → [nei-tuei] (*[nuei-tuei]) ‘correct’
 (d) [kuai] → [nai-kuai] (*[nuai-kuai]) ‘strange’
 (e) [ɕɥe] → [ne-ɕɥe] (*[nɥe-ɕɥe]) ‘snow’ 
 (  f  ) [tɕɥan] → [nan- tɕɥan] (*[nɥan- tɕɥan]) ‘curl’

In all cases, the prenuclear G is replaced with the onset. The question is 
why feature recycling does not take place here. For example, in (38c), if 
[tu-] is a single sound, and if feature recycling applies, the result should 
be (39), where the fl oating sound is shown in parentheses.
 (39) Inp]ut  Copy  Replace  Recycle
 [twei] → [twei-twei] → [n(tw)ei-twei] → *[nwei-twei]

The [+round] ([w]) of the replaced onset [tw] should be able to reattach 
to the new onset [n], giving [nw], which is a good sound in Chengdu 
but not what is found in the game. There are two possible explana-
tions; in the fi rst place, feature recycling does not happen in Na-ma; 
and secondly, feature recycling is an automatic process, but Na-ma 
has an additional rule to simplify the fi rst onset. There are two reasons 
to choose the second explanation. First, since feature recycling takes 
place in both Mai-ka and Mo-pa (see below), it is a stronger position 
to assume that it is a general process. Secondly, there is evidence of 
onset simplifi cation in Mo-pa (see below). Let  us then revise the rules 
for Na-ma in (40).

(40) Na-ma rules
 (a) Reduplicate the syllable.
 (b) Replace the fi rst onset with [n].
 (c) Simplify the fi rst onset (i.e. delete the secondary articulator).

Since feature recycling is assumed to be automatic, it is not included in 
the rules.

4.6.2. Mai-ka

Mai-ka is based on SC (Ch ao 1931). The problem of int erest here is to 
explain why the prenuclear G survives both the onset replacement and the 
rhyme replacement. Its rules can be stated in (41).
(41) Mai-ka rules
 (a) Reduplicate the syllable.
 (b) Replace the fi rst rhyme with [ai].
 (c) Replace the second onset with [k].
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All the three rules are regular Fanqie rules (reduplication, onset change, 
and rhyme change). The analysis of [xwei] ‘return’ is shown in (42).

(42) Input Copy Replace Recycle
 [xwei]   → [xwei-xwei]   → [xwai(ei)-k(xw)ei]   → [xwai-kwei]

It can be seen that [ei] cannot be recycled without changing the features 
in the existing vowels [ai]. On the other hand, since [k] does not have 
[+round], it can pick up the feature from [xw], giving [kw].

4.6.3. Mo-pa 

Mo-pa is based on Kunshan  (Chao 1931), which is a Wu dial ect. It can be 
analysed by the rules in (43).

(43) Mo-pa rules
 (a) Reduplicate the syllable.
 (b) Replace the fi rst rhyme with [o].
 (c)  Switch the value of [stop] of the second onset, and  

[α stop] → [–α voice].
 (d ) Simplify the fi rst onset (i.e. delete the secondary articulator).

The fi rst three rules are again regular Fanqie rules (reduplication, onset 
change, and rhyme change). Rule (43c) is rather complex, but for our 
 purpose it suffi ces to know that [l] changes to [t] in the second onset. The 
last rule is similar to that in Na-ma, and will be further justifi ed shortly. 
The analysis of [ljaŋ] ‘two’ is shown in (44).

(44) Input Copy Change Recycle Simplify onset
 [ljaŋ]  → [ljaŋ-ljaŋ]   → [ljo(aŋ)-tjaŋ]  → [ljo-tjaŋ]    → [lo-tjaŋ]

Let us see what can be recycled. The fi rst syllable produces fl oating [aŋ]. 
[ŋ] cannot be recycled, since Mo-pa does not have [oŋ] (Chao 1931: 
3 35–9); [a] cannot  be recycled either, since [a] is [+low] and [o] is 
[–low]. So nothing in [aŋ] is recyclable. In the second syllable, the onset is 
modifi ed, not replac ed. So there is no fl oating item to recycle. The result 
[ljo-tjaŋ] further undergoes onset simplifi cation, by which the secondary 
articulator of the fi rst onset is deleted, giving the fi nal output [lo-tjaŋ].

In previous analyses of Mo-pa and similar Fanqie languages such as La-
pi (based on Taiwanese), the  prenuclear G is assumed to be in the rhyme 
(Chao 1931; P. Li 1985; Bao 199 0b). Their a pproach gi ves a simpler anal-
ysis of the prenuclear G in words like [ljaŋ] ‘two’. Take Bao’s (1990b: 
346) analysis fo r example, shown in (45) and (46).
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(45) Mo-pa rules
 (a) Reduplicate the syllable.
 (b) Replace the fi rst rhyme (including the prenuclear G) with [o].
 (c)  Switch the value of [stop] of the second onset, and  [α stop] → [−α 

voice].

(46) Input Copy Rhyme change Onset change
 [liaŋ]   → [liaŋ-liaŋ]   → [lo-liaŋ]      → [lo-tiaŋ]

Bao’s analysis is simpler in  two ways; there is no assumption of feature 
recycling and there is no assumption of onset simplifi cation. On the other 
hand, Bao’s analysis assumes that M o-pa (and its source Kunshan) has a 
different syllabic structure from languages like SC and Chengdu. In con-
trast, the present analysis assumes that the prenuclear G is in the onset in 
all Chinese languages, including Fanqie languages. A crucial difference 
between the two approaches lies in whether there is onset simplifi cation 
and whether the prenuclear G in Kunshan is in the rhyme.

To choose between the two theories, one needs to fi nd a case where 
they make different predictions. The case is found in the GV syllable. 
In the present analysis, the prenuclear G is in the onset, and since it is a 
simple onset, onset simplifi cation does not apply, and G should appear 
in the fi rst output syllable. In Bao’s analysis, G is in the r hyme, and so it 
should be replaced by V (in this case [o]) in the fi rst syllable. Moreover, in 
the  present analysis, G (being an onset) should switch [stop] and [voice] 
in the second  syllable, while in Bao’s analysis, G (being in t he rhyme) 
should not be changed in the second syllable. The two analyses are 
 compared in (47), using [iɔ] ‘want’ as an example.

(47)  G in onset G in rhyme
 Input: [ jɔ] [iɔ]
 Reduplicate: [ jɔ-jɔ] [iɔ-iɔ]
 Change rhyme: [ jo(ɔ)-jɔ] [o-iɔ]
 Change onset: [ jo(ɔ)-tɕɔ] − 
 Feature recycling: − − 
 Simplify onset: − − 
 Output: [ jo-tɕɔ] [o-iɔ]

(48) [iɔ] → [io-tɕɔ] ‘want’ (Chao  1931: 336)

In the present analysis, the fl oating [ɔ] in the fi rst syllable cannot be recy-
cled. In addition, since [ j] is the onset, it should change to [tɕ] in the 
 second syllable after switching [stop]  and [voice]. In Bao ’s analysis, [i] is 
in the rhyme, and so it should be replaced in the fi rst syllable and remains 
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unchanged in the second. As the actual example in (48) shows, the present 
analysis makes the correct prediction.

4.6.4. Summary

I have shown that language games are consistent with the present analy-
sis of the SC syllable. Alternative analyses that assume different syllable 
structures do not offer a better solution.

4 . 7 .  F I N A L  V S .  N O N - F I N A L   P O S I T I O N S

In the preceding discussion I proposed that SC has only two syllables 
types, the heavy (C)VX and the light (C)V. In a heavy syllable, the rhyme 
has just two slots. One would expect then that all heavy syllables have 
similar durations, and so do all light syllables. This seems to be the case in 
controlled environments, such as read speech in a carrier sentence (Howie 
1976; M. Lin and Yan 1988). However, it is also well known that syllables 
in a pre-pause position can be longer than those in non-fi nal positions. For 
example, Woo  (1969) has shown that in Standard Chinese syllables with 
the third tone (T3) have an extra tone feature H in pre-pause positions, 
and their average rhyme duration is about 50 per cent longer than that of 
non-fi nal syllables. Woo  suggests that a fi nal T3 syllable has three slots in 
its rhyme. The difference between fi nal and non-fi nal T3 syllables can be 
represented in (49), illustrated by the word [ma3] ‘horse’.

(49) Non-final Final

L LH

maa maaa

Indeed, some linguists, such as Chao (1933: 132), point out that the full 
fi nal T3 sounds like two syllables. Therefore, a lengthened pre-pause 
 syllable can be analysed in (50).

(50) CVX.V

ma a. a

In this analysis, there is a heavy syllable CVX and a light syllable V. Both 
agree with the proposed syllable types.
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4 . 8 .  C A S U A L  S P E E C H  A  N D  V O W E L - L E S S 
S Y L L A B L E S

I n casual speech, some sounds can be deleted or changed, and this can 
 create new syllable types that do not occur in careful speech (see Chapter 
13 for more discussion). For example, in careful speech no syllable in SC 
has the rhyme [Vm], where V is a vowel, but in casual speech such rhymes 
can be found. An example is shown in (51).

(51) wo mən → wom
 I     plural
 ‘we’

In careful speech, ‘we’ has two syllables [woo.mən], but in casual speech 
the two syllables often merge into one [wom]. Similarly, devoicing of 
non-low vowels and syllabic consonants o ften happens for syllables that 
have an aspirated onset (including voiceless fricatives) and a low tone. As a 
result, many voiceless syllables can be created. Some examples are shown 
in (52), where vowel length is not shown. When a sound is devoiced, the 
tone cannot be heard, which is indicated by Ø.

(52)  HL-L HL-Ø
 [ʋ] →  [f] [təu-fʋ]        →  [tou-ff] ‘tofu’
  HL-L HL-Ø
 [z]  →  [s] [ʂaŋ-tshz]     →  [ʂaŋ-tshs] ‘last time’
  HL-L HL-Ø
 [ʐ]  → [ʂ] [li-ʂʐ]           →  [li-ʂʂ] ‘history’
  L-LH          Ø-LH
 [ɤ]  → [x] [khɤ-nəŋ]     →  [khx-nəŋ] ‘possible’
  HL-L          HL-Ø
 [i]  →  [ɕ] [i-tɕhi]          →  [i-tɕhɕ] ‘together’
  L-HL             Ø-HL
 [i]  →  [ɕ] [tɕhi-twuŋ]    →  [tɕhɕ-twuŋ] ‘start’
  H-L             H-Ø
 [y] →  [ɕw] [ʈʂəŋ-tɕhwy]  →  [ʈʂəŋ-tɕhwɕw] ‘strive for’
  L-H            Ø-H
 [y] →  [ɕw] [ɕwy-two]      →  [ɕwɕw-two] ‘many’
  L-HL          Ø-HL
 [u] →  [xw] [ʂwu-tɕa]      →  [ʂwxw-tɕa] ‘summer vacation’
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  H-L               H-Ø
 [u]  →  [xw] [ɕin-khwu]  →  [ɕin-khwxw] ‘working hard’
  L-HL        Ø-HL
 [u]  →  [xw] [thwu-tji]     →  [thwxw-tji] ‘land’

Devoicing can happen to syllables in any position (initial, medial, or 
fi nal). Devoiced [ʐ , i, ɤ, u, y] sound like [ʂ, ɕ, x, xw, ɕw], respectively. 
The devoiced full syllables have similar durations as the originals 
(all of which should be CVX, although rhyme length is not always 
 indicated in the above transcription), and therefore they still sound like 
separate  syllables. Such voiceless or vowel-less syllables a re not unique 
to Chinese; similar cases have been reported in other languages, such as 
Japanese a nd Berber.

 4 . 9 .  O T H E R  V I E W S  O  N  T H E  C H I N E S E  S Y L L A B L E

Some researchers have previously conceived the idea of a fi xed syllable 
structure.  For example, Chao ( 1968: 18–23) divides the SC syllable into 
four components, ‘initial’, ‘medial’, ‘vowel’, and ‘ending’, and suggests that 
syllables without an overt initial have the ‘zero initial’,  syllables without an 
overt medial have the ‘zero medial’,  and syllables without an overt ending 
have the ‘zero ending’.  Similarly, Yip ( 1982: 647) states that ‘I take it that 
morphemes in Chinese consist of an invariant monosyllabic skeleton.’ How-
ever, there are several weaknesses in their proposals. First, their proposals 
were not made explicit. For example, Yip a llows some slots in the syllabic 
skeleton to be unfi lled (p. 647), which weakens the claim of a fi xed skeleton 
since one can always propose a large skeleton and derive shorter structures 
by leaving some slots unfi lled. Secondly, both Chao a nd Yip c onsider the 
prenuclear glide to have an independent position, whereas I have argued 
that there is no evidence for such a position. Thirdly, Chao a nd Yip d id 
not  propose a structural difference between full and weak syllables. Finally, 
while Chao and Yip b elieve that the onset is obligatory, a view shared by 
Duanmu ( 1990, 2000), I have come to think that it is probably optional.

Cheung ( 1986) proposes that Cantonese h as a fi xed syllable structure 
OV(Cd) (Onset, Vowel, and optional Coda), which is similar to the CVX I 
propose. However, there remain some differences. In the fi rst place, Cheung 
assumes that V must be fi lled by a vowel. For example, the syllabic nasal 
[ m] ‘not’ is analysed as [mi:m] underlyingly (p. 150), even though there is no 
vowel phonetically. Secondly, in the present analysis C has no mora and V and 
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X have one mora each. In Cheung’s analysis OV(Cd) share two moras in one 
of three ways, such as half a mora for O, one for V, and half for Cd ( p. 146). 
Thirdly, in Cheung’s analysis the zero onset c orresponds to a real phoneme—
the velar nasal (p. 37), whereas in the present analysis the zero onset is not a 
phoneme. Cheung (p. 175) suggests that the syllable is the basic unit of pho-
nological analysis whereas syllable constituents (e.g. onset, nucleus, coda, 
and tone), phonemes, and distinctive features are secondary properties 
that serve to classify syllables—this view is not unusual (see Ladefoged 
2 001 for a recent statement). In the present analysis, a syllable is made 
of phonemes, and a phoneme is made of distinctive features (articulatory 
gestures). Thus, phonemes and features are also basic phonological units.

Chung ( 1996) also argues for a fi xed syllable template in Chinese, which 
he calls CVX. However, he allows considerable variations for the tem-
plate. For example, the prenuclear G can be linked to C, or to V, or to both 
C and V at the same time. It is thus hard to interpret the notion of a sound 
or its duration. For example, when a glide and a vowel are both linked 
to V, such as [ia], is it one sound or two? In the feature theory I propose, 
[ia] cannot be represented as one sound (see Chapter 2). Similarly, when 
a glide is linked to both C and V, which Chung b elieves to be the case in 
SC, is it a long sound? There is no evidence that the G is long. But if it is 
not long, what do the CVX slots mean? In the present analysis, each slot 
represents a time unit. In addition, G is always linked to the onset slot, and 
every representation of a sound follows the principles of feature theory.

Yet another view has been proposed by Goh ( 2000), which is similar to 
that of Lowenstamm ( 1996, 1999). On this view, the only possible syllable 
is CV, where V is a short vowel and either C or V can be empty. Some 
examples in SC are shown in (53), from Goh ( 2000: 242–5).

(53) Traditional CV only Gloss
 [kan]  [ka.nØ] ‘dry’
 [kuu] [ku.Øu]  ‘drum’
 [kau]  [ka.Øu] ‘tall’

The word [kan] shows that the coda consonant in the traditional analysis is 
an onset of a vowelless syllable in the CV analysis. The words [kuu] and 
[kau] show that the second half of a long vowel or diphthong in the tradi-
tional analysis is the nucleus of an onsetless syllable in the CV analysis. In 
other words, every full syllable in Chinese is disyllabic. A similar analysis 
for English is offered in Lowenstamm ( 1999: 154), shown in (54). For 
each word, Lowenstamm also assumes an additional empty CV at the left 
edge, which I have omitted.
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(54) Word  Traditional CV only 
 kit [kɪt] [kɪ.tØ]
 brick  [brɪk]  [bØ.rɪ.kØ] 
 it  [ɪt] [Øɪ.tØ] 

A notable property of the CV analysis is the abstractness of the empty 
element, which can have no phonetic correlates. For example, there is no 
phonetic evidence for the empty onset in the Chinese word for ‘drum’ or 
‘tall’, nor is there phonetic evidence for the empty vowel after [b] in the 
English word brick. On might argue that the fi nal [t] looks like an onset 
if it is released, as in [khɪth] kit. However, very often the pronunciation is 
[khɪt¬] or [khɪʔ] instead, where the fi nal [t] is unreleased or realized as a 
glottal stop, yet the CV analysis still considers it to be in the onset. In con-
trast, in the analysis I propose, the relation between phonetics and phonol-
ogy is more direct. For example, a long vowel or consonant occupies two 
timing slots,  and an empty timing slot m ust correspond to either a pause or 
the lengthening of the preceding syllable (Chapter 6).

4 . 1 0 .  H O M O P H O N E  D E N S I T Y,   F R E Q U E N C Y,  
A N D  S Y L L A B L E  L O S S

A ccording to a text corpus of over 45 million Chinese character tokens 
(Da 1 998), there are more than 6,000 different Chinese characters, most 
of which are monosyllabic words. This means that each SC syllable 
 represents about 15 words excluding tones, or fi ve words including tones. 
The homophone load is not distributed evenly, as Figure 4.1 shows, cal-
culated by myself.

The top 15 SC syllables are shown in (55), in phonetic symbols, 
where the number of words a syllable represents (ignoring tones) is 
shown in parentheses. They cover a total of 1,028 words, or a sixth of the 
vocabulary.

(55) Top 15 most frequent syllables in terms of homophone density
 [i] (106), [tɕi] (93), [y] (90), [fu] (73), [ʈʂʐ] (72), [li] (71), [tɕhi] (66), 

[ɥan] (64), [ɕi] (64), [tɕan] (61), [ʂʐ] (58), [u] (55), [wəi] (53), [tɕy] (51), 
[pi] (51)

Phonologists often believe that some syllables are more ‘natural’ or less 
‘marked’ than others. ‘Natural’ or ‘unmarked’ syllables are usually thought 
to be those that children learn fi rst or those that are most common in the 
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world’s languages, such as [ba], [ma], and [ta]. One might expect that 
the most frequent syllables in SC are the most ‘natural’ or ‘unmarked’. 
However, many of those in (55) do not seem to be what are commonly 
thought to be unmarked syllables.

Compared with English, the average homophone density of fi ve words 
per syllable in SC (including tonal distinctions) is quite high. According to 
the CELEX lexicon (Baayen et al. 1 993), English has 52,447 basic words 
(lexical items not including regular infl ections), of which 6,760 are mono-
syllables. Among the monosyllables, there are 4,333 different spellings 
and 4,227 different primary pronunciations. This means that among the 
monosyllables, the average homophone density is 1.4, which is less than 
a third of that in SC.

Since Chinese has so many homophones, one might expect Chinese 
speakers to pronounce their syllables very carefully and to maintain the 
already small syllable inventory. Surprisingly, neither seems to be the case. 
For example, in a natural speech corpus of Chinese (Duanmu e t al. 1998), 
about a third of all syllables are unstressed and reduced. In addition, while 
Middle Chinese (about AD 600) had over 3,000 syllables (including tonal 
distinctions), modern SC has just over 1,300. Thus, over a period of 1,500 
years, Chinese lost more than half of its syllables. Moreover, the syllable 
inventory of modern Chinese continues to shrink. For example, SC no 
longer uses [p, t, k] or [m] in syllable fi nal position, although some dia-
lects still do. Shanghai has lost all diphthongs, and its tonal inventory has 
reduced to just two. In all likelihood, SC is moving in the direction of 
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further reduction. For example, SC does not make use of such contrasts 
as [wi] vs. [wəi], or [ji] vs. [i], which English does (consider we vs. way, 
and yeast vs. east). In addition, about 200 of the 1,300 syllables in SC 
are now rarely used. From a functional point of view, what is happening 
in Chinese is quite counter-intuitive and mysterious: why is it that the 
high homophone density has not prevented syllable loss i n SC or at least 
slowed it down? I suggest that there are two parts to the answer. In the 
fi rst place, most lexical ambiguities are clarifi ed by context. For example, 
although sun and son are homophones in English, there is hardly any con-
text in which they would cause ambiguity. Therefore, homophone density 
rarely impedes how people speak. Secondly, paradoxically, high homo-
phone density may in fact speed up syllable loss.  Studies on frequency 
effects show that frequent words are more likely to undergo reduction than 
infrequent words (Bybee 2 001). Because Chinese has fewer syllables than 
English, Chinese syllables are used more frequently, and so they are more 
likely to undergo reduction and loss of contrasts.

4 . 11 .  S U M M A RY

In traditional analyses, both full (tone-bearing) and weak (toneless)  syl-
lables have variable structures, ranging from a minimum of C or V to a 
maximum of CGVX. I have proposed instead that there are two syllable 
types in Chinese: all full syllables are heavy (C)VX and all weak syllables 
are light (C)V. The onset C is optional; it can be absent, or fi lled by C, or 
by G, or by CG (a merger of C and G). The rhyme VX or V can sometimes 
be fi lled by consonants. As far as I can see, the only argument for the 
traditional analysis is phonemic economy. However, the present analysis 
accounts for more phonetic and phonological facts at no cost to phonemic 
economy.
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5

Words and Compounds

5 . 1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

This chapter deals with the notion of ‘word’ in Chinese, in particular the 
notion of ‘compound’, which is grammatically like a word. The issue may 
seem outside of phonology, but there are two reasons to include it here. In 
the fi rst place, some phonological rules are sensitive to whether an expres-
sion is a word (compound ) or a phrase. Consider the examples in (1) from 
Shanghai .

(1) Phrase  Compound
 LH LH LH LH L H
 [tsho ve] [tsho ve]   → [tsho ve]
 fry rice fry rice 
 ‘to fry rice’ ‘fried rice’

Both [tsho] and [ve] have a rising tone, represented as LH (see Chapter 
10 for the representation of tone). When they form a phrase, they keep 
their rising tones, but when they form a compound, the fi rst word is 
L (low), the second, H (high). A phonological analysis of such problems 
requires knowing the distinction between a compound and a phrase. As 
will be seen in Chapter 6, the analysis of stress involves the notion of 
word and compound, and stress in turn provides the key to the analy-
sis of the word length problem (Chapter 7), the word-order problem 
(Chapter 8), and tone (Chapters 10 and 11). The second reason why we 
include words is that there is considerable disagreement among Chinese 
linguists on what a word is. It would be useful, therefore, to offer a clear 
position on this issue.

In languages like English, ‘word’ is a familiar linguistic term, although it 
is by no means easy to defi ne. In Chinese the corresponding term is absent; 
in its place is the term zi ‘character’ —a monosyllabic written graph that 



in most cases is also a morpheme. According to Lü  (1990: 367, n. 3), the 
fi rst Chinese scholar to discuss ci ‘word’ , in contrast to zi ‘character’, was 
Shizhao Zhang  (1907). Prompted by the desire to establish an alphabetic 
writing system, many scholars became interested in defi ning the notion 
‘word’. This is because SC has only around 1,300 syllables including tone, 
and an alphabetical system that is based on syllables (i.e. written with a 
space between syllables) will have too many homophones. If the system is 
based on words and compounds, then many ambiguities can be avoided. 
However, defi ning the word has proved unexpectedly hard, mainly because 
Chinese has little overt infl ection . Besides, testing criteria often confl icted 
with each other. The diffi culty made some scholars doubt that it is possible 
to defi ne ‘word’ in Chinese. For example, Chao  (1968: 136) says, ‘Not 
every language has a kind of unit which behaves in most (not to speak all) 
respects as does the unit called “word”… It is therefore a matter of fi at and 
not a question of fact whether to apply the word “word” to a type of sub-
unit in the Chinese sentence.’ Similarly, Lü  (1981: 45) says, ‘The reason 
why one cannot fi nd a satisfactory defi nition for the Chinese “word” is that 
there is nothing as such in the fi rst place. As a matter of fact, one does not 
need the notion “word” in order to discuss Chinese grammar.’ H. Wang  
(1999: 273) reiterates the same position and says that ‘there is no clear 
distinction between words and phrases in Chinese.’

However, the distinction between words and phrases is important for 
both morphology and phonology. Without knowing what a word is, one 
cannot seriously talk about morphology or syntax. Similarly, many phono-
logical facts cannot be properly understood unless we know what a word 
or compound is.

The defi nition of ‘word’ in fact involves two problems. The fi rst is to 
distinguish a word from a morpheme, the second, to distinguish a word 
from a phrase. I have little to say about the fi rst and focus on the second 
instead.

I use ‘word’  to refer to both simple words and compounds, and ‘phrase’ 
when talking about either a phrase or a clause in the ordinary sense. For 
example, da de shu ‘big DE tree’ will simply be called a phrase, whether 
one analyses it as ‘a big tree’ or ‘a tree that is big’ (see Sproat  and Shih  
1991 for the latter position). Similarly, for a word that contains two or 
more morphemes, such as gao-xing ‘high-mood (glad)’, I will simply call 
it a compound, even though one of them may not be free, such as xing 
‘mood’ (see Chapter 7 for why some monosyllabic words are not free). I 
will also assume that a word can be made of words, departing from Z. Lu ’s  
(1964) position that a word can only be made of morphemes. Finally, for 
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lack of space, I will not discuss all kinds of compounds, but will focus on 
nominal compounds, which constitute the majority of all compounds.

I start with a review of previous testing criteria for wordhood in Chinese 
and the confl icts among them. Then I discuss which criteria should be 
abandoned, which modifi ed, and which adopted. Unlike Chao  (1968) and 
Lü  (1981), I conclude that wordhood in Chinese is defi nable. In particular, 
a modifi er–noun [M N] nominal  without the particle de is a compound , so 
are its derivatives [M [M N]], [[M N] N], [[M N][M N]], etc., as proposed 
by Fan  (1958), B. Lu  (1990), and Dai  (1992).

5 . 2 .  P R E V I O U S  C R I T E R I A  F O R  W O R D H O O D  

In this section I review eleven previous criteria that have been proposed 
for testing wordhood in Chinese.

5.2.1. The Lexical Integrity Hypothesis 

Huang  (1984: 64) suggests that most differences between a word and a 
phrase in Chinese can be attributed to the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis 
(LIH), which ‘is the single most important hypothesis underlying much 
work on Chinese compounds.’ Similarly, Dai  (1992: 80) suggests that ‘the 
LIH is a theoretical universal, slight variants of which underlie most cur-
rent linguistic theories.’ Following Jackendoff  (1972) and Selkirk  (1984), 
Huang  (1984: 60) states the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis in (2).

(2) The Lexical Integrity Hypothesis
 No phrase-level rule may affect a proper subpart of a word.

Intuitively, the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis is obvious. For phrasal rules, 
words are the minimal units whose internal structures are not accessible. In 
practice, however, it is not always easy to decide which rules are phrasal, 
and different test criteria may give confl icting results. In what follows, 
therefore, I will review various test criteria separately.

5.2.2. Conjunction Reduction

Huang  (1984) suggests that in both Chinese and English, Conjunction 
Reduction can be applied to coordinated phrases but not to coordinated 
words. For example, consider (3)–(5), transcribed in Pinyin (the latter two 
are taken from Huang  1984: 61).
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(3) (a) [ jiu  de  shu]    he   [xin  de  shu] (b)  [jiu   de   he   xin   de]  shu
     old   DE  book  and  new  DE  book    old   DE  and  new  DE  book

     ‘old books and new books’  ‘old and new books’

(4) (a) [huo-che]  he  [qi-che] (b) *[huo   he    qi]    che
    fi re-car    and   gas-car    fi re   and   gas  car
    ‘train and automobile’   ‘train and automobile’

(5) (a)   [New York] and [New Orleans]
(b) *New [York and Orleans]

Because (3a) is a conjunction of two phrases, Conjunction Reduction 
can apply to delete the fi rst shu ‘book’, giving (3b). In contrast, (4a) is a 
conjunction of two compounds, so Conjunction Reduction cannot apply, as 
shown by the ill-formed (4b). The same is true in English. Example (5a) is a 
conjunction of two proper names, which behave like compounds, therefore 
Conjunction Reduction cannot apply, as shown by the ill-formed (5b).

As Huang  suggests, Conjunction Reduction is a phrase-level rule. By 
the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis, Conjunction Reduction cannot apply to 
coordinated words. In other words, the Conjunction Reduction effect is a 
refl ex of the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis.

The Conjunction Reduction effect has been observed before. For exam-
ple, Fan  (1958) suggests that there are two kinds of nominals in Chinese, 
shown in (6), where M is a modifi er, N a noun, and de a particle.  
(6) (a) [M de N]
 (b) [M N]

Fan  observes that these nominals behave differently. Among the differ-
ences, Conjunction Reduction can apply to (6a) but not to (6b), as seen in 
(3)–(5). Further examples are shown in (7) and (8).
(7) (a) [xin  de  yi-fu]   he [xin   de  xie]

    new DE clothes and   new DE shoe
   ‘new clothes and new shoes’

 (b)  xin  de [yi-fu     he     xie]
   new   DE  clothes  and  shoe
 ‘new [clothes and shoes]’

(8) (a) [yang  mao] he  [yang    rou]
     sheep   wool  and sheep meat
   ‘sheep wool and sheep meat’

 (b) *yang  [mao  he  rou]
     sheep  wool and meat
      ‘sheep [wool and meat]’
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Since (7a) is a conjunction of two [M de N] nominals, Conjunction 
Reduction can apply to give (7b). In contrast, (8a) is a conjunction of 
two [M N] nominals, so Conjunction Reduction cannot apply to give the 
intended (8b).

By Conjunction Reduction, all [M de N] nominals  are phrases, and all 
[M N] nominal s are words. In addition, the Conjunction Reduction cri-
terion can apply iteratively, so that [M [M N]], [[M N] N], [[M N][M 
N]], etc., are also words. For example, not only is xin shu ‘new book’ a 
compound, but [xiao [xin shu]] ‘small new book’ and [[chang mao] [xiao 
gou]] ‘long-haired small dog’ are also compounds. Dai  (1992: ch. 3) cites 
some interesting compounds that seem to pose a problem for Conjunc-
tion Reduction, such as television and VCR table (p. 65) and anti- and 
pro-democracy (p. 123), which contain compound-internal conjunction . 
I return to them later in this chapter.

5.2.3. Freedom of Parts

The Freedom-of-Parts criterion, termed after Chao  (1968: 361), says that 
if one or both parts of an expression are ‘bound’, it is a word. A bound 
form  is one that cannot be used alone. A form that can be used alone is 
free . Thus, in English, affi xes such as un- (as in unlike) and -er (as in 
farmer) are bound. However, forms like a, the, and from are rarely used 
alone but are still considered free words. In Chinese, forms like jin ‘gold’ 
are often thought to be bound, since one would usually say jin-zi (where 
zi is a meaningless syllable) instead of jin alone. In contrast, forms like 
ji ‘chicken’ are free, since one can say ji alone. It should be noted that 
although jin ‘gold’ cannot be used alone, it is not an affi x either; I will 
return to this issue in Chapter 7.

Freedom of Parts has been proposed in earlier works such as Z. Lu  
(1964) and Cen  (1956). By this criterion, jin-zi ‘gold’ and gao-xing ‘high-
mood (glad)’ are words: in the former neither part is free, and in the latter 
the second part is not free. Huang  (1984: 63) suggests that Freedom of 
Parts is related to the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis, presumably because a 
phrase consists of words, and all words are free. If an expression contains 
a bound form, then it cannot be a phrase.

Lü  (1979: 21) points out that Freedom of Parts can lead to wrong results, 
a problem also noted by Z. Lu  (1964). For example, the Chinese question 
marker ma is a bound form, but it makes no sense to consider a whole 
question sentence to be a word only because ma is attached to it. In addi-
tion, the reverse of Freedom of Parts does not hold, that is, one cannot 
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assume that if all parts of an expression are free, then the expression is a 
phrase. In English, for example, both black and bird are free, yet blackbird 
is a compound. Similarly, consider the Chinese examples in (9).

(9) (a) Free–free (b) Bound–free
  ji dan  ya dan
  ‘chicken egg’  ‘duck egg’

It happens that ji ‘chicken’ is a free form, but ya ‘duck’ usually must be 
used with a meaningless syllable zi. As Lü  points out, if the reverse of 
Freedom of Parts is true, one arrives at the rather odd conclusion that ji 
dan ‘chicken egg’ is a phrase but ya dan ‘duck egg’ is a word.

It is generally true, however, that if one part of an expression is bound, 
and if the other part is not a phrase, then the expression is a word. But if 
both parts are free, we must use other criteria.

5.2.4. Semantic Composition

Chao  (1968: 363) proposes that if the parts of an expression are free, we 
should check whether the meaning is compositional—in other words, 
we should check whether the meaning of the whole is directly deducible 
from the meanings of the parts. If the meaning is not compositional then the 
expression is usually a word. If the meaning is compositional, then the expres-
sion is usually a phrase. Let us call this criterion Semantic  Composition. For 
illustration, consider (10), taken from Chao  (1968: 363).

(10) da yi
 big   garment
 ‘overcoat’ (*‘big garment’)

Since the meaning of (10) is not a composition of its parts, (10) is a com-
pound. Consider also (11) and (12).

(11) (a) da  che (b) huang    jiu
  big  car  yellow    wine
  ‘cart’  ‘(yellow) rice-wine’

(12) (a) da    shu (b) bai      zhi
  big tree  white paper
  ‘big tree’  ‘white paper’

The meanings of (11a, b) are not compositional, so they are words. The 
meanings of (12a, b) are compositional, so they are phrases. Since the mean-
ing of a compound need not be compositional, an [A N]  (Adjective Noun) 



compound can take an additional A whose meaning may otherwise contra-
dict that of the original A. This is shown in (13).
(13) (a) *bai     de  hei        de ban

  white  DE  black  DE board
 ‘white black board’

  (b) bai         de  hei-ban
 white  DE  black-board
‘white blackboard’

  (c) bai      hei-ban
    white  black-board
‘white blackboard’

In (13a), hei de ban ‘black board’ is a phrase, so it cannot take the addi-
tional adjective bai ‘white’, which contradicts the original adjective hei 
‘black’. In contrast, in (13b, c) hei-ban ‘blackboard’ is a compound, 
so adding the additional bai ‘white’ (with or without the particle de) is 
possible, even though bai ‘white’ contradicts hei ‘black’. Huang  (1984: 
61) suggests that rules for semantic interpretation are phrasal rules which 
cannot see the internal semantics of a word. Therefore Semantic Composition 
follows from the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis.

The Semantic Composition test has limitations. To begin with, as noted 
by Chao  (1968: 364) and Huang  (1984: 63), the meaning of an idiomatic 
expression is not compositional, yet many idioms are phrases. For exam-
ple, neither kick the bucket nor let the cat out of the bag is a compound. 
Secondly, even when idioms are excluded, and when Semantic Composi-
tion is used together with Freedom of Parts, ji dan ‘chicken egg’ will still 
be deemed a phrase while ya dan ‘duck egg’ will be deemed a word, which 
is a rather odd conclusion. Third, in English expressions such as apple pie 
and weekend, both words are free and the meaning is compositional, yet 
they are still compounds. Thus, Semantic Composition does not seem to 
play much of a role. Finally, the results of Semantic Composition confl ict 
with those of Conjunction Reduction; the latter considers both ji dan and 
ya dan as well as (11a, b) and (12a, b) to be compounds.

5.2.5. Syllable count

Lü  (1979: 21–2) suggests that in deciding whether an expression is a 
word or a phrase, one should consider the length of the expression. As 
Lü  puts it (1979: 21), ‘The word in the mind of the average speaker is 
a sound–meaning unit that is not too long and not too complicated, about 
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the size of a word in the dictionary entry.’ Specifi cally, Lü  suggests that 
disyllabic [M N] nominals should be treated as words, while quadrisyl-
labic or longer nominals should be treated as phrases. In this analysis, ji 
dan ‘chicken egg’, ya dan ‘duck egg’, (11a, b), and (12a, b) are all com-
pounds. On the other hand, all the expressions in (14) are phrases.

(14) (a) ren-zao     xian-wei
man-make  fi ber
‘man-made fi ber’

 (b) xiu-zhen  ci-dian
pocket     dictionary
‘pocket dictionary’

 (c) luo-xuan     tui-jin-qi
snail-turn   push-advance-instrument
‘screw propeller’

 (d ) Beijing  shi-fan  da-xue
Beijing  normal  university
‘Beijing Normal University’

 (e) lian-he  guo   jiao-yu   ke-xue    wen-hua  zu-zhi
united    nation  education  science  culture    organization
‘United Nations Educational, Scientifi c, and Cultural Organization’

It will be noted that in each of (14a–c), the fi rst immediate component is 
not a free form. In (14d, e), the expressions are proper names. For Chao  
(1968), all the expressions are compounds: for Lü , however, they are too 
long to be compounds.

Z. Lu  (1964: 22–7) proposed a different version of Syllable Count. For him, 
whether an [N N] (Noun–Noun) nominal is a word or a phrase depends on the 
length of each noun. In particular, [1 1], [1 2], [1 3], [2 1], and [3 1] (where the 
digits indicate the number of syllables in each N) are words regardless of other 
criteria, while [2 2] could be a word or a phrase depending on other criteria.

Syllable Count has two problems; it is in confl ict with other criteria, 
such as Freedom of Parts, and it is arbitrary in nature. There is no explana-
tion why the upper limit for compounds is set at three (or four) syllables, 
especially in view of the fact that even single morphemes can exceed that 
length, such as jiekesiluofake ‘Czechoslovakia’, which has six syllables.

5.2.6. Insertion

The Insertion test (also called the ‘expansion’ test) was proposed by 
L. Wang  (1944: 16). Z. Lu  (1964) considers it to be the most important 



test for wordhood. The Insertion test says that if an expression allows an 
item to be inserted between its parts, then it is a phrase; otherwise it is a 
word. For nominals, the typical item to be inserted is the particle de, by 
which [M N] becomes [M de N]. In fact, according to Z. Lu  (1964: 21), 
de-insertion is the only workable test for [M N] nominals. For illustration, 
consider two cases from H. Zhang  (1992: 33), shown in (15) and (16).

(15) (a) bai   zhi (b) bai     de  zhi
 white  paper  white  DE  paper
 ‘white paper’  ‘white paper’

(16) (a) xin   zhi (b) *xin de  zhi
 letter paper       letter  DE paper
 ‘letter paper’  ‘letter paper’

In (15a) de-insertion is possible, but in (16a) it is not (for the intended 
meaning). Therefore, H. Zhang  considers bai zhi ‘white paper’ to be a 
phrase and xin zhi ‘letter paper’ a compound.

Z. Lu  (1964: 8) points out that for the Insertion test to work, it is nec-
essary that the inserted material not change the structure of the original 
expression. To what extent two expressions have the same structure is not 
made explicit, but a few illustrations are given. For example, Z. Lu con-
siders pairs like (15a, b) to have the same structure, both being [modifi er 
noun], and the particle de apparently having no signifi cance. On the other 
hand, the expressions in (17), from Z. Lu  (1964: 8), do not have the same 
structures.
(17) (a) yang    rou

sheep meat
‘mutton’

 (b) yang   de  shen-shang   you     rou
sheep DE body      have meat
‘The sheep’s body has meat.’

Although (17a) can be expanded into (17b), the original structure has 
changed from a nominal in (17a) to a sentence in (17b). Therefore (17) is 
not a genuine case of insertion.

A further restriction on the Insertion test is that the inserted material 
should not change the meaning of the original expression (see Z. Lu  1964: 
32 and Chao  1968: 362). For example, consider the data in (18).

(18) (a) you zui (b) you de zui
 oil  mouth  oil   DE mouth
 ‘glib talker’  ‘greasy mouth’ (*‘glib talker’)
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Although de can be inserted into (18a) to give (18b), the meaning has 
clearly changed. Therefore we should consider (18a) to have failed the 
Insertion test. Let us now state the two conditions on the Insertion test in (19).

(19) Conditions on the Insertion test
 (a) The resulting expression should have the same structure as the original.
 (b) The resulting expression should have the same meaning as the original.

Proponents of de-insertion assume that it is possible, at least in some cases, 
that de-insertion will not change either the meaning or the structure of the 
original expression. But the assumption is not shared by others, since sig-
nifi cant semantic and structural differences between [M N] and [M de N] 
have been documented (see below).

Z. Lu  (1964: 8) notes a further problem with the Insertion test. Some-
times the results of de-insertion confl ict with each other depending on 
whether the host expression occurs alone or in a larger structure. Consider 
(20) and (21) (from Z. Lu  1964: 8).

(20) (a) yang   rou (b) yang   de  rou
 sheep  meat  sheep DE meat
 ‘mutton’  ‘sheep’s meat (mutton)’

(21) (a) mai yi-jin   yang    rou
 buy one-jin sheep meat
 ‘to buy a jin of mutton’ (a jin is 500 grams)

 (b) ??mai yi-jin    yang de rou
buy   one-jin sheep  DE meat
‘to buy a jin of sheep’s meat (mutton)’

In (20a, b), both expressions are good (although one may argue about whether 
the meanings are quite the same). In (21), however, de-insertion makes (21b) 
odd. Examples (20) and (21) show that passing de-insertion in one environ-
ment does not guarantee passing it in another. In view of this problem, H. 
Zhang  (1992: 52) proposes the condition in (22).

(22) Condition on de-insertion
 An [M N] nominal is a phrase iff it can be changed into [M de N] in the 

accusative position.

In other words, the proper place to apply de-insertion is a situation like 
(21), but not one like (20). According to (22), then, yang rou ‘mutton’ fails 
the de-insertion test, so it is a compound. Similarly, both ji dan ‘chicken 
egg’ and ya dan ‘duck egg’ are compounds. On the other hand, xin shu 
‘new book’ is a phrase, as shown in (23) (H. Zhang  1992: 52).
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(23) (a)  wo mai-le   yi-ben   xin    shu
I    bought one-copy new book
‘I bought a new book.’

 (b)  wo mai-le   yi-ben    xin  de shu
I   bought one-copy new   DE book
‘I bought a new book.’

For H. Zhang , the meanings of (23a, b) are identical, so xin shu ‘new book’ 
passes the de-insertion test and is a phrase. Similarly, da shu ‘big tree’, bai 
zhi ‘white paper’, hei mao ‘black cat’, etc. are considered phrases.

But why is the accusative position, and the accusative position alone, 
selected for de-insertion? Zhang  offers no explanation, but it is probably 
because it is hardest to apply de-insertion there. In any case, some prob-
lems remain. For example, it is not easy to tell whether pairs like (20a, b) or 
(23a, b) have the same meaning. For example, D. Zhu  (1980) argues that xin 
shu and xin de shu have different meanings, as do [M N] and [M de N] in 
general. Similarly, according to Sproat  and Shih  (1991), xin shu means ‘new 
book’ but xin de shu means ‘(a) book which is new’. Moreover, the Insertion 
test is in confl ict with Conjunction Reduction, as shown in (24) and (25).
(24) xin  shu  he  jiu   shu

new book and old book
‘new book and old book’

(25) * [xin    he    jiu] shu
new  and old       book
‘new and old books’

Since (24) cannot be reduced to (25), Conjunction Reduction regards both 
xin shu and jiu shu as compounds. Hence, Conjunction Reduction and the 
de-insertion provide confl icting results.

There is another problem with the de-insertion test. For Lu  and Zhang , 
both da shu ‘big tree’ and da de shu ‘big tree’ are phrases, and the pres-
ence or absence of de has no effect. But consider (26) and (27).
(26) * da [tie  de  shi-zi]

big iron DE lion
‘big iron lion’

(27) da   de [tie  de shi-zi]
big DE   iron DE lion
‘big iron lion’

If da shu ‘big tree’ is a phrase, da [tie de shi-zi] ‘big iron lion’ should also 
be a phrase. Yet (26) is bad. For it to be good, de must be added, as shown 
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in (27). This effect has been observed before (Fan  1958; Chao  1968: 288; 
Sproat  and Shih  1991; Dai  1992). For proponents of de-insertion there is no 
explanation why (26) is bad. For others the reason is simple: [M de N] and 
[M N] are different structures. [M de N] is a phrase and [M N] a compound. 
Even if there is no apparent semantic difference, de-insertion changes the 
structure of an [M N] nominal. In particular, in (26), [tie de shi-zi] is a phrase, 
but it occurs inside a compound structure [A N], giving a bad expression.

A further problem with the Insertion test is that even if insertion applies, 
a compound need not become a phrase. For example, in English both eve-
ning class and evening chemistry class are compounds (Halle  and Vergnaud  
1987), even though the latter is an expansion of the former. Thus, one 
 cannot assume that a compound can not be expanded.

In summary, the Insertion test can at best be used in a limited way. 
If the Insertion test cannot apply to an expression, then the expression is 
 probably a word. If the test does apply, nothing can be inferred.

5.2.7. Exocentric Structure

This test is suggested by Chao  (1968: 362). An expression is endocentric  if 
its category is related to the category of one of its parts. For example, drink 
milk, a verb phrase, is related to its part drink, which is a verb. An expres-
sion is exocentric  (i.e. not endocentric ) if its category is not directly related 
to the category of any of its parts. Examples (28) to (31) are instances of 
exocentric  expressions.
(28) NV → N

huo shao
fi re  burn
‘baked wheaten cake’

(29) VN → N
tian fang
fi ll  room
‘second wife (to a widower)’

(30) VV → N
kai     guan
open  close
‘switch’

(31) NV → A
shou-ti     (shi)
hand-carry  (style)
‘portable (style)’



Example (28) is a noun, so is its component huo, but the two nouns are 
unrelated. Example (29) is a noun, so is its second component, but the two 
nouns are again unrelated. Example (30) is a noun, but its components are 
verbs. In (31), shou-ti is made of a noun and a verb, but the combination 
serves as an adjective.

According to Chao , if an expression is exocentric , it is a compound. Let 
us call it the Exocentric Structure criterion, according to which (28) to (31) 
are all compounds. Huang  (1984: 63) attributes the Exocentric Structure 
criterion to the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis, because well-formed phrases 
are typically endocentric . In order for an exocentric  expression to appear, 
it must be converted to a compound so that its internal structure is no lon-
ger visible to phrasal rules. I am not aware of counter-examples for this 
criterion.

5.2.8. Adverbial modification

Fan  (1958: 214) notes that [A de N] may take an adverb (typically an 
adverb of degree) that modifi es A, but [A N]  cannot. In other words, 
[[Adv A] de N] is good, as shown in (32), but [[Adv A] N] is bad, as 
shown in (33).

(32) (a) xin   de shu
new DE book
‘new book’

 (b) [hen xin]/[geng xin]/[zui xin]/[zheme xin] de shu
[very new]/[more new]/[most new]/[such new] DE book
‘[very new]/[newer]/[newest]/[such new] books’

(33) (a) xin    shu
new  book
‘new book’

 (b) * [hen xin]/*[geng xin]/*[zui xin]/*[zheme xin] shu
[very new]/[more new]/[most new]/[such new] book
‘[very new]/[newer]/[newest]/[such new] books’

Let us call this test Adverbial Modifi cation. Dai  (1992: 108) suggests that 
the badness of (33b) is due to the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis, in that A in 
[A N] is protected by Lexical Integrity and is not accessible to an external 
modifi er. For example, xin shu ‘[new book]’ is a compound, so hen cannot 
get inside it to give hen xin shu ‘[[very new] book]’. However, it is unclear 
why Dai  considers hen to be added after xin shu is formed, instead of hen 
xin combining fi rst before shu is added. Perhaps M in [M N] should be 
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a single word? But this is not true either. Example (34) shows that M can 
expand into [A N] or [N N].

(34) [N N] → [[A N] N] / [[N N] N]
  bu shou-tao  [lan    bu]   shou-tao/[mian  bu]    shou-tao
  cloth glove     blue cloth glove/cotton   cloth  glove
  ‘cloth glove’  ‘blue-cloth glove’/‘cotton-cloth glove’

Why then cannot M be expanded in (33)? One possibility is that the 
[adverb adjective] structure is a phrase, and because it is a phrase, it can-
not occur inside a compound. A few exceptions can be found, such as zui 
gao ji ‘[[most high] level] (highest level)’, but as Fan  (1958: 214) points 
out, they are rare and unproductive. In contrast, [A N] and [N N] in (34) 
are compounds, so they can readily occur inside a compound. Another 
possible reason for the badness of [[Adv A] N] is that [A N] is not a pro-
ductive compound structure (see below).

5.2.9. XP substitution

Fan  (1958: 214) notes that N in [M de N] can be replaced by [X N], 
where X is a [Numeral-Classifi er N] unit or a [Demonstrative N] unit, 
but N in [M N] cannot. Since there is little doubt that both [Numeral-
Classifi er N] and [Demonstrative N] are phrases (denoted as XPs in 
syntax), I will call this process XP Substitution. The schematic forms 
of XP Substitution are given in (35) and two examples are shown in 
(36) and (37).

(35) (a) [M de N] →   [M de XP]
 (b) [M N] →/  *[M XP]

(36)     [M de XP]
(a) xin  de [san   ben   shu]
   new  DE      three copy book
  ‘three books that are new’

 (b) xin     de [nei  ben   shu]
   new DE       that copy book
  ‘that book which is new’

(37)         *[M XP]
 (a) *xin [san     ben   shu]
      new  three  copy book
 (b) *xin  [nei  ben      shu]
             new   that       copy book



Sproat  and Shih  (1991) and Dai  (1992) have observed similar effects. 
For example, consider (38) and (39), where only intended meanings are 
shown (other meanings may be available but are irrelevant to the present 
 discussion).

(38) (a) [[M de N] de N]
[xin-xian       de   dou-sha]      de  yue-bing
 fresh     DE   bean-paste DE moon-cake
‘mooncake with fresh bean-paste fi lling’

 (b) [M de [M de N]]
 xiao  de [xin        de  shu]
 small   DE    new DE     book
‘small new book’

(39) (a) *[[M de N] N]
*[xin-xian   de dou-sha]    yue-bing
   fresh    DE bean-paste moon-cake
  ‘mooncake with fresh bean-paste fi lling’

 (b) *[M [M de N]]
*xiao  [xin    de    shu]
  small   new DE book
 ‘small new book’

The examples in (38) show that both M and N in [M de N] can be replaced 
by a de-phrase. On the other hand, the examples in (39) show that neither 
M nor N in [M N] can be replaced by a de-phrase.

The contrast between [M de N] and [M N] under XP Substitution is 
compatible with the assumption that [M N] is a compound and [M de N] 
is a phrase. Since a phrase cannot occur inside a compound, the badness of 
(37) and (39) is expected. If [M de N] and [M N] have the same structure, 
as proponents of de-insertion assume, then the contrast between (36) and 
(37) and between (38) and (39) is unexpected.

5.2.10. Productivity

It is reasonable to assume that phrasal rules are productive. For example, if 
a language has the rule NP → [A N], by which an adjective and a noun can 
make a noun phrase, one expects most [A N] combinations to be possible. 
On the other hand, if most [A N] combinations are not possible, one would 
assume that [A N] is not a phrase.

In English, [A N] is productive. In Chinese, many adjectives, such as 
da ‘big’, xiao ‘small’, xin ‘new’, jiu ‘old’, bai ‘white’, hong ‘red’, chang 
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‘long’, and duan ‘short’,  are quite productive in that they can form [A 
N] with many nouns. If all [A N] structures are compounds in Chinese, 
as proposed by Fan  (1958) and Dai  (1992), then the defi nition seems too 
loose. Why, for example, are all the expressions in (40) compounds in 
Chinese, while their structures, their meanings, and their English transla-
tions seem phrasal?

(40) (a) gui         dong-xi (b) bao  zhi
expensive article  thin paper
‘expensive article’  ‘thin paper’

 (c) cong-ming hai-zi (d ) hua-ji dian-ying
clever    child  funny movie
‘clever child’  ‘funny movie’

 (e) huang  zhi-fu (  f  ) shen shui
yellow uniform  deep water
‘yellow uniform’  ‘deep water’

 ( g) duan   xiu-zi (h) bai     zhi
short  sleeve  white paper
‘short sleeve’  ‘white paper’

However, the picture in (40) is deceptive. As D. Zhu  (1980) points out, 
Chinese [A N] is not fully productive but has many gaps. For example, 
all the expressions in (41) are unnatural, even though they are parallel in 
structure to those in (40) and their English translations are perfectly well-
formed (from D. Zhu  1980: 9–10; judgements are Zhu’s).

(41) (a) * gui      shou-juar (b)  *bao   hui-chen
expensive handkerchief      thin dust
‘expensive handkerchief’    ‘thin dust’

 (c) * cong-ming dong-wu (d )  *hua-ji ren
clever     animal     funny person
‘clever animal’        ‘funny person’

 (e) * huang   qi-chuan (  f  ) *shen  shu
yellow steam-boat    deep   book
‘yellow steam-boat’    ‘diffi cult book’

 ( g) *duan chen-mo (h)   *bai    shou
  short silence     white  hand
  ‘short silence’    ‘white hand’

One may wonder if there are constraints on the collocation between the 
adjectives and nouns in (41). The answer is no. The examples in (41) will 
become good if de is added (although as Zhu points out, expressions with 



a monosyllabic adjective can be made more colloquial by reduplicating 
the adjective as well), as shown in (42).

(42) (a) gui       de  shou-juar (b)  bao  de   hui-chen
   expensive DE handkerchief       thin   DE dust
   ‘expensive handkerchief’      ‘thin dust’
 (c) cong-ming de dong-wu (d)  hua-ji de ren

clever     DE animal       funny   DE person
‘clever animal’      ‘funny person’

 (e) huang   de  qi-chuan (  f  ) shen de shu
yellow DE steam-boat       deep   DE book
‘yellow steam-boat’      ‘diffi cult book’

 ( g) duan de  chen-mo (h)  bai    de   shou
short DE silence        white   DE              hand
‘short silence’      ‘white hand’

Examples like the above indicate that while [A de N] is fully productive in 
Chinese, [A N] is not. The gaps in (41) are not exceptions but the norm. To 
appreciate how defective [A N] is, consider (43) and (44).

(43) (a) gao shan (b) gao lou
 tall  mountain  tall  building
 ‘tall mountain’  ‘tall building’

(44) (a) * gao shu (b) *gao ren
tall   tree      tall   person
‘tall tree’  ‘tall person’

In (43), gao ‘tall’ appears productive. But (44a, b), perfectly normal from 
an English point of view, are simply bad. One might suspect that the lack 
of ‘tall tree’ and ‘tall person’ might be due to semantic blocking. In partic-
ular, gao ren has the special meaning ‘highly skilled master’, and perhaps 
that is why it is not used for the literal meaning of ‘tall person’. Similarly, 
there is an expression da shu ‘big tree’, which can mean ‘tall tree’, and 
perhaps that is why we do not need the expression gao shu ‘tall tree’ to 
express the same meaning. However, there is an expression da ren, which 
can be used for both its literal meaning ‘big person’ and a specialized 
meaning ‘sir’ or ‘your honour’. This shows that blocking may not be the 
real reason for the lack of gao ren ‘tall person’ or gao shu ‘tall tree’.

Alternatively, one may suspect that, since English has two words for 
height, high (which goes with standard, speed, and mountain) and tall 
(which goes with building, tree, and person), perhaps there is another Chinese 
word for height which can go with shu ‘tree’ and ren ‘person’. But there 
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is not. To express ‘tall tree’ and ‘tall person’ in Chinese, gao must be 
followed by de, as shown in (45).
(45) (a) gao de shu (b) gao  de ren

 tall  DE tree  tall  DE person
 ‘tall tree’  ‘tall person’

In other words, there is no way to express simple ideas like ‘tall tree’ and 
‘tall person’ in Chinese with an [A N] structure. If [A N] is productive in 
Chinese, such gaps cannot be explained.

In conclusion, evidence from productivity supports the view that [M de N] 
is a phrase and [M N] is a word.

5.2.11. Intuition

A number of researchers have assumed that Chinese speakers, or educated lin-
guists at least, have  intuitions about what a word is, and that the  predictions 
of one’s theory should agree with these intuitions. For example, Lü  (1979: 
21–2) says that in the mind of the average speaker a ‘word’ is something 
that is ‘not too long’, and he proposes an upper limit of four syllables, 
beyond which an expression should be viewed as a phrase regardless of 
other criteria.

However, it is doubtful whether Chinese speakers have clear intuitions 
for what a word is. It is relevant to note that the notion ‘word’ was absent 
in Chinese linguistics until it was introduced in the twentieth century. The 
fact that there is still no consensus on the defi nition of the word in Chinese 
shows that people’s intuitions do not always agree. Thus, unless intuition 
can be demonstrated, it should not be used as an argument for or against 
other criteria.

5.2.12. Summary 

I have reviewed ten tests for wordhood in Chinese, focusing on [M N] 
nominals. The results are summarized in (46).

(46) Test [M N] [M de N]
 Conjunction Reduction word phrase

Freedom of Parts both phrase
Semantic Composition both phrase
Syllable Count both phrase
Insertion both phrase
Exocentric Structure ?? phrase



Adverbial Modifi cation word phrase
XP Substitution word phrase
Productivity word phrase
Intuition ?? phrase

By these tests [M de N] is always a phrase. For [M N], results differ. Four 
tests (Conjunction Reduction, Adverbial Modifi cation, XP Substitution, 
and Productivity) consider all [M N]s to be words. The Intuition test 
gives no defi nite answer, since people’s intuitions do not always agree. 
The Exocentric Structure test considers exocentric  [M N]s to be words 
but says nothing about other [M N]s. The remaining four tests (Freedom 
of Parts, Semantic Composition, Syllable Count, and Insertion) consider 
some [M N]s to be words and some to be phrases; however, they differ 
on which [M N]s are words and which phrases.

5 . 3 .  T H E  P R E S E N T  A N A LY S I S

In this section I discuss which criteria should be rejected, which adopted 
with limitations, and which adopted without reservations.

5.3.1. Tests to be rejected

I suggest that Syllable Count, Insertion, and Intuition be rejected. Consider 
Intuition fi rst. There are two reasons for rejecting it: as noted by Z. Lu  (1964), 
people’s intuitions do not always agree, especially with [M N] nominals; and, 
when intuitions do agree, one can usually interpret them in concrete terms. 
For example, all people agree that you zui ‘oil mouth (glib talker)’ and tian 
fang ‘fi ll room (second wife to a widower)’ are compounds. The former 
 follows from Semantic Composition, the latter from Exocentric Structure. It is  
therefore better to refer directly to the conditions that underlie intuition.

Next, consider Syllable Count. The main problem is that it is arbitrary. 
Why, for example, should the threshold for phrases be set at four sylla-
bles, instead of three or fi ve? And why is there no such condition in other 
 languages?

Finally, consider Insertion. As discussed above, the Insertion test 
 crucially requires two conditions, repeated in (47).

(47) Conditions on the Insertion test
(a) The resulting expression should have the same structure as the original.
(b) The resulting expression should have the same meaning as the original.
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But the fi rst condition is unlikely to be met in de-insertion. This is because 
any nominal with de would be a phrase, whereas a nominal without it could 
be a word. Besides, [M N] and [M de N] show different syntactic behav-
iour so they cannot have the same structure. The second condition is also 
hard to apply, because it is often hard to tell when two expressions have the 
same meaning. For example, does ‘a big tree’ have the same meaning as 
‘a tree that is big’? The semantic judgement required here is very subtle. 
The same is true in Chinese. For some, such as D. Zhu  (1980), [M N] and 
[M de N] never have exactly the same meanings. For others, [M N] and [M 
de N] can have the same meanings. But even if ‘a big tree’ and ‘a tree that 
is big’ have the same meaning, it does not follow that they have the same 
structure. Therefore, there is no reason to assume that pairs like da shu 
‘big tree’ and da de shu ‘big DE tree’ have the same structure just because 
they have similar meanings.

A further reason to reject Intuition, Syllable Count, and Insertion is that 
they are in confl ict not only with each other but also with other criteria (see 
section 5.2). As we will see below, once these three criteria are rejected, all 
the remaining criteria give converging results.

5.3.2. Tests to be adopted with limitations

Now consider Freedom of Parts, Semantic Composition, and Exocentric 
Structure. These tests assume that phrases should have regular syntactic 
and semantic behaviour: they should be made of free parts, be semanti-
cally compositional, and be structurally endocentric . If an expression fails 
any of these tests, it is not a phrase. All researchers agree on this issue. 
But what if an expression passes these tests? Obviously, we cannot say 
that it must be a phrase, unless we assume that no compound is made of 
free parts, is semantically compositional, and is structurally endocentric . 
But the assumption cannot be maintained, because many compounds have 
regular syntactic and semantic behaviours. An example is shown in (48).

(48) apple pie

The English compound is made of two free parts, with a compositional 
meaning, and with an endocentric  structure. The example shows that when 
an expression passes Freedom of Parts, Semantic Composition, and Exo-
centric Structure, it can still be a compound. In other words, Freedom of 
Parts, Semantic Composition, and Exocentric Structure can detect com-
pounds that have peculiar syntactic and semantic properties, but they say 
nothing about expressions with regular syntactic and semantic properties.



5.3.3. Tests to be adopted

Let us now consider the remaining four criteria, Conjunction Reduction, 
Adverbial Modifi cation, XP Substitution, and Productivity. They are based 
on the assumptions that Conjunction Reduction applies to phrases but not 
to compounds (but see some counter-examples below), that at least one 
part of a phrase should be an XP and so is replaceable by an XP (including 
an adverbial), and that phrasal constructions are productive. As discussed 
in section 5.2, these criteria offer the same conclusion that in Chinese all 
[M de N]s are phrases and all [M N]s are words.

It is interesting to note a difference between [A N] in English and that in 
Chinese. The English [A N] can be either a compound (e.g. black market) 
or a phrase (e.g. black dogs), but the Chinese [A N] can only be a com-
pound. The difference is clearly shown by productivity. The English [A N] 
is productive, where A readily accepts an adverbial, as shown in (49).

(49) diffi cult discussions
very/more/most diffi cult discussions

In contrast, the Chinese [A N] is unproductive for many adjectives (e.g. 
*jian-ku tao-lun ‘diffi cult discussions’, *kuan-da jian ‘large room’). For 
some adjectives, such as da ‘big’ and xiao ‘small’, [A N] seems to be 
 productive, but A still cannot take an adverbial, as shown in (50).

(50) da gou *  [hen da]/*[geng da]/*[zui da] gou
 big dog     [very big]/[more big]/[most big] dog
 ‘big dog’    ‘[very big]/[bigger]/[biggest] dog’

However, A can take an adverbial if de is present, as shown in (51).

(51) [hen da]/[geng da]/[zui da] de gou
 [very big]/[more big]/[most big] DE dog
 ‘[very big]/[bigger]/[biggest] dog’

If the Chinese [A N] is the same as the English [A N], such facts are hard 
to explain. 

Paul  (2005) argues that some Chinese [M N]s are phrases. She offers 
two arguments. First, with regard to syntactic restrictions on Chinese 
[M N]s, Paul argues that English [M N]s also have syntactic restric-
tions; for example, she cites some cases from Bolinger  (1967) such as 
the then president vs. *the now president, and a nearby building vs. 
*a nearby bus). However, as can be seen in the examples I discussed, 
the restrictions on the Chinese [M N] are extensive and systematic 
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 (especially with regard to Conjunction Reduction, Adverbial Modifi -
cation, XP Substitution, and Productivity), whereas those on the Eng-
lish [M N] seem to be sporadic. To equate the Chinese [M N] with the 
English [M N] would leave some signifi cant differences unaccounted 
for. Paul’s second argument is more interesting. She argues that some 
syntactic structures seem to show that [M N] can be a phrase in Chinese. 
Consider the example in (52).

(52) Bu mai mutou zhuozi, mai tie de Ø
 not buy wood table buy iron DE Ø
 ‘Don’t buy a wood table; buy an iron one.’

Paul  argues that the empty noun Ø in the second clause refers to ‘table’ in 
the fi rst clause. If mutou zhuozi ‘wood table’ is a compound, its inter-
nal structure should be invisible (protected by Lexical Integrity), and the 
empty noun can only refer to ‘wood table’ as a whole instead of ‘table’ 
alone. However, it is not clear whether structures like (52) are a good test 
for compounds. Consider a parallel example in English, shown in (53).

(53) I don’t like meat pies; I like the one without meat.

By all standards, meat pie is a compound. Still, the anaphor one in (53) can 
refer to pie, instead of meat pie as a whole. This shows that structures like 
(52) and (53) are not good tests for compounds, and there is no compelling 
evidence for treating [M N] as phrases in Chinese.

5.3.4. Summary

I have offered arguments for rejecting Syllable Count, Insertion, and Intu-
ition as tests for wordhood in Chinese. Once this is done, the remaining 
criteria provide converging results. In particular, all [M N] nominals, as 
well as their iterative derivatives, such as [M [M N]] and [[M N] N], are 
compounds.

The lack of [M N] phrases in Chinese may seem unusual, but there 
is a possible explanation. Assume that the main difference between 
a phrase and a compound is that a phrase has infl ection or a function 
word (such as ’s and of in English or de in Chinese) but a compound 
does not. For example, bird’s house and birds’ house are phrases, but 
bird house is a compound. Since the Chinese [M N] lacks infl ection 
or a function word, it cannot be a phrase. Instead, Chinese nominal 
phrases are expressed by [M de N], as are nominals with a relative 
clause.



5 . 4 .  C O M P O U N D  I N T E R N A L  C O N J U N C T I O N

As discussed above, Conjunction Reduction should apply to phrases but 
not to compounds. However, there are some apparent counter-examples. 
First, consider the examples in (54), which have an internal conjunction, 
yet they are usually treated as compounds.

(54) (a) meat-and-potato eater (Dai  1992: 112, citing Bates  1988: 228)
 (b) television and VCR table (Dai  1992: 65)

I suggest that (54a) does not come from Conjunction Reduction, since 
meat-and-potato eaters does not mean meat eaters and potato eaters. 
Example (54b) does not come from Conjunction Reduction either, since 
television and VCR tables does not mean television tables and VCR tables. 
If so, one can still maintain the claim that Conjunction Reduction does not 
apply to compounds, and the conclusion that [M N] is a word and [M de 
N] a phrase remains unaffected. Next, consider (55), cited in Cen  (1956: 
13), where the plural marker men is a bound form.

(55) xue-sheng he lao-shi men
 student and teacher PL

 ‘students and teachers’

Unlike (54), (55) seems to come from xue-sheng men he lao-shi men via 
Conjunction Reduction (by deleting the fi rst men). However, it is also pos-
sible that men is attached to the phrase ‘student and teacher’ directly. The 
reason is that some bound forms can attach to a phrase. For example, the 
question marker ma is a bound form and it attaches to a sentence. If so, (55) 
need not have come from Conjunction Reduction, nor is (55)  necessarily a 
compound. Finally, consider the example in (56), cited in Dai  (1992: 123).

(56) pro- and anti-democracy

If (56) means the same as pro-democracy and anti-democracy, it must 
have undergone Conjunction Reduction. Now if (56) is a compound, it 
violates the assumption that Conjunction Reduction applies to phrases 
only. A possible solution is that pro- and anti- are used here not as prefi xes 
but as prepositions, so that (56) is similar to (57).

(57) for and against democracy

If so, (56) can be treated as a phrase, as (57) is. Thus, (56) does not con-
tradict the claim that Conjunction Reduction applies to phrases but not to 
compounds.
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If expressions like [[meat and potato] eaters] are compounds and if 
the internal conjunction is a phrase, then a compound can sometimes 
contain a phrase. A similar example is [[American history] teacher], 
which is usually considered to be a compound, yet the internal constitu-
ent American history is a phrase. Now if compounds can contain phrases, 
then phrases should be able to contain phrases all the more. The fact that 
Chinese [M N] in general cannot contain phrases, as shown by Conjunc-
tion Reduction and XP Substitution, suggests that [M N] is a compound 
and not a phrase.

5 . 5 .  [ M  D E  N ]  I N S I D E  [ M  N ]

It was suggested under Adverbial Modifi cation and XP Substitution that 
[M de N] cannot occur inside [M N]. However, Chao  (1968: 288) notes an 
apparent exception, shown in (58), which has two possible readings.

(58) zheng de cao-mei gao
 whole DE strawberry cake
 (a) ‘strawberry cake which is whole’

(b) ‘strawberry cake with whole strawberries’

The reading (58a) is expected, because its structure is [A de [N N]], where 
a compound [N N] occurs inside a phrase. However, (58b) is unexpected, 
because its structure seems to be [[A de N] N], where a phrase [A de N] 
occurs inside a compound. Chao  offers an explanation for the use of (58b). 
Speakers may prefer to keep the compound cao-mei gao ‘strawberry cake’ 
together, but in the ‘expected’ structure for (58b), cao-mei gao is split by 
de, as shown in (59).

(59)  [zheng cao-mei] de gao
   whole strawberry DE cake
  ‘cake with whole strawberries’

Now, to keep cao-mei gao together, one can repeat the word cao-mei, 
as in (60).

(60)  [zheng cao-mei] de [cao-mei gao]
   whole strawberry DE   strawberry cake
   ‘strawberry cake with whole strawberries’

However, (60) is rather wordy. If we omit the fi rst cao-mei, the result is 
(58b). In other words, the intended structure of (58b) is not [[A de N] N] 



but [[A Ø] de [N N]], where Ø is the omitted cao-mei. If so, it is still true 
that [M de N] cannot occur inside [M N].

5 . 6 .  L O C AT I V E S

A Chinese nominal can be followed by a locative, which indicates the 
location in relation to the object referred to by the nominal. The locatives 
can be monosyllabic or disyllabic. The disyllabic form usually contains an 
extra syllable mian ‘side’ or bian ‘side’, as shown in (61).
(61) Monosyllabic Disyllabic 
 qian qian-mian ‘front(-side)’
 hou hou-mian ‘back(-side)’
 li li-mian ‘in(-side)’
 wai wai-mian ‘out(-side)’

Some linguists consider Chinese locatives to be postpositions; others see 
them as nominals (see McCawley  1992: 228–31). The two give different 
interpretations to a locative construction, exemplifi ed in (62).
(62) beizi li
 cup in(-side)
 (a) ‘inside the cup’
 (b) ‘the inside of the cup’

The main argument for the postposition view, shown in (62a), is that the 
monosyllabic locative is a bound form, which, like a preposition or postpo-
sition, cannot be used alone but must attach to a nominal. However, it will be 
argued in Chapter 7 that there is a phonological reason why a monosyllabic 
locative cannot be used alone. Thus, there is no need to consider a locative 
to be a postposition just because it is not free. In contrast, there are several 
reasons to consider a locative to be a nominal. To begin with, the disyllabic 
form is in all respects a noun. Consider the examples in (63) and (64).
(63) Qian-mian you hua yuan.
 Front-side have fl ower garden
 ‘The front has a garden.’

(64) Wuzi de qian-mian you hua yuan.
 House DE front-side have fl ower garden
 ‘The front of the house has a garden.’

In (63) the locative can serve as the subject of a sentence. In (64) the loca-
tive can occur after de, a position that requires a nominal.
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Now if locatives are nominals, there is the question of whether a locative 
construction is a compound or a phrase. There are two cases. The locative 
(L) can combine directly with a noun (N), or they can combine with the 
particle de in between. The simplest assumption, therefore, is that [N L] is a 
compound and [N de L] is a phrase. However, examples like (65), offered by 
Chen  (2000), and (66), offered by B. Lu  (p.c.), pose a problem.
(65) [wo de xuexiao] li
  I DE school in(-side)
  ‘the inside of my school’

(66) [wo mai de [na ben shu]] li
  I buy DE   that copy book in(-side)
  ‘the inside of the book that I bought’

In (65), the locative is attached to [M de N], which is an XP. In (66), the 
locative is attached to a classifi er phrase with a relative clause, which is also 
an XP. The examples suggest that a locative can directly attach to either a 
word or an XP, and consequently, the result can be either a word or an XP.

5 . 7 .  D E - O M I S S I O N

In our discussion, the presence or absence of de in a Chinese nominal is 
crucial. However, there is evidence that de may occasionally be omitted. 
Consider (67) (from A. Hashimoto 1969: 88).

(67) Wo de shi   ji fan.
  Wo  shi   ji fan
  I DE be chicken rice
  ‘Mine is chicken rice.’

The sentence in (67) can be said with or without de. With de the meaning is 
‘Mine (my order for the meal) is chicken rice’. Without de the meaning can 
be the same, although it can also be ‘I am chicken rice’. For the two forms to 
have the same meaning, it is reasonable to assume that there is an underly-
ing de in the second form, which is (optionally) omitted. The availability of 
de-omission  can help explain some problematic cases, to be seen below.

5 . 8 .  P S E U D O - C O M P O U N D S  A N D  P S E U D O - W O R D S

Many Chinese words can occur either as a monosyllable or as a disyllable. 
The disyllable is a compound in structure but semantically the same as 



one of its components. I will call such words pseudo-compounds . Some 
examples are shown in (68), where the redundant part in the pseudo-
compound is italicized. In some cases, such as qian-cai ‘money-wealth’, 
either part can be dropped, but only one is shown.

(68) Pseudo-compounds  Literal meaning Gloss
 li-bie leave-depart ‘to depart’
 fu-fan repeat-return ‘to return’
 yun-cai cloud-colour ‘cloud’
 jin-jia metal-armour ‘armour’
 mei-tan coal-charcoal ‘coal’
 shi-jian time-interval ‘time’
 shang-dian business-store ‘store’
 jin-qian gold-money ‘money’
 qian-cai money-wealth ‘wealth’
 cai-chan wealth-product ‘wealth’
 xue-xiao study-school ‘school’
 jia-li home-inside ‘home’ 
 guo-jia country-home ‘country’
 shu-zi number-character ‘number’
 er-zi son-child ‘child’
 su-du speed-measure ‘speed’
 xie-hui association-society ‘association’

Some of the compounds are semantically repetitive, such as li-bie ‘leave-
depart’, jin-jia ‘metal-armour’, and mei-tan ‘coal-charcoal’, and the redun-
dant word can be either the fi rst or the second. A. Cheng  and Yu  (1979) 
suggest that in such compounds the word order is usually determined by 
historical tones and syllable types, whereby the historical level tone pre-
cedes the historical rise, which in turn precedes the historical fall, which in 
turn precedes the historically ‘checked syllables’, those that end in a stop 
consonant. Y. Zhang  (1980) observes that many disyllabic compounds can 
have either word order, with no difference in meaning. For example, li-qi 
‘force-air’ and qi-li ‘air-force’ both mean ‘strength’. If these are true com-
pounds, the word-order variation is hard to explain. If these are pseudo-
compounds , the word-order variation is expected, because the disyllable is 
created only for its length and not for its internal structure.

Pseudo-compounds  are quite easy to fi nd in Chinese. To see how often 
they occur, I examined one news article and eight modern folk poems. 
The news article was taken from the June 2, 2005 issue of Beijing Ribao 
‘Beijing Daily’; it is about the Chinese government’s decision to give pan-
das to Taiwan and has a total of 1,693 syllables. The poems were collected 
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using an online search; they refer to social issues and have a total of 54 
lines and 365 syllables. The texts were segmented by hand into words, 
and the percentages of pseudo-compounds in disyllabic nominals were 
counted. The results are shown in (69), where NN refers to disyllabic nom-
inal compounds.

(69)  Poems News token News type
 All NN 65 337 135
 Pseudo NN 32 128   39
 % of pseudo NN 49% 38% 29%

In the poems, 49 per cent of the disyllabic nominals were pseudo-
compounds . In the news article, with repeated tokens, 38 per cent of 
the  disyllabic nominals were pseudo-compounds, and without repeated 
tokens 29 per cent of the disyllabic nominals were pseudo-compounds. If 
these data are representative, 30 to 50 per cent of all compounds in Chi-
nese are pseudo-compounds. Considering the rarity of pseudo-compounds 
in English, the rate in Chinese is strikingly high.

It is commonly thought that the creation of pseudo-compounds  is 
triggered by homophone density. In particular, most Chinese words are 
monosyllabic, yet Chinese has a very small syllable inventory; as a 
result, many words sound alike. To avoid ambiguity, disyllabic pseudo-
compounds were created. However, I will argue in Chapter 7 that 
pseudo-compounds are created not for ambiguity avoidance  but for 
metrical requirements.

Besides creating pseudo-compounds , Chinese also has the opposite pro-
cess, in which disyllabic (or longer) words are shortened to monosyllables 
through truncation. Some examples are shown in (70).

(70) Monosyllabic pseudo-words  created by truncation
 Disyllabic Monosyllabic
 zhong-xue zhong
 middle-school middle ‘middle school’
 da-xue da
 big-school big ‘university’
 fei-ji ji
 fl y-machine machine ‘airplane’
 lun-chuan lun 
 wheel-boat wheel ‘(powered) ship’
 dian-shi dian
 electricity-vision electricity ‘TV’



 Helan He
 Holland  ‘Holland’
 Yinggelan Ying
 England  ‘England’

While the monosyllables created by truncation may seem ambiguous 
by themselves, they are not when used in combination, such as those 
in (71).

(71) san zhong
 three middle ‘The Third Middle School’
 shi da
 teacher big ‘teachers college’ 
 ji zhang 
 machine head ‘airplane pilot’
 ke lun 
 guest wheel ‘passenger ship’
 cai dian 
 color electricity ‘color TV’
 He fang 
 Holland side ‘the Holland side’
 Ying Fa 
 England France ‘England and France’

However, the truncated monosyllables are rarely used alone (for the 
intended meaning), but usually in combination with other words. For this 
reason, they can be called pseudo-words .

5 . 9 .  [ A  N ]  A N D  F O O T  S H E LT E R

[N N] compounds are quite easy to fi nd, but [A N] compounds are less 
productive. Compare the data in (72) and (73).

(72) [N N]
 jingji/gongzuo/xuexi wenti
 ‘economics/work/study problem’

(73) [A N]
 ?kunnan/?jiandan/?qiguai wenti
 ‘diffi cult/simple/strange problem’

Those in (73) will be perfect if de is added, as shown in (74).
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(74) [A de N]
 kunnan/jiandan/qiguai de wenti
 ‘diffi cult/simple/strange problem’

The marginal status of [A N] suggests a constraint against it, which I state 
in (75).

(75) *[A N] :
  [A N] cannot form a compound.

Cases like those in (73), should they occur, are probably phrases, which 
may have de underlyingly but in which de-omission  has taken place. There 
is an apparent problem for (75) though. While perfect [2 2] of [A N] is 
not common, [1 1] of [A N] is more productive. Consider the examples in 
(76), which parallel those in (74).

(76) nan/?*jian/guai ti
 ‘diffi cult/simple/strange problem’

Two of the cases are now perfect. Adding de does not improve the bad 
case, as shown in (77).

(77) nan/?*jian/guai de ti
 ‘diffi cult/simple/strange problem’

The fact that [1 1] can be exempt from *[A N]  requires an explanation. 
I suggest that there is a special provision that allows [A N], stated in (78).

(78) Foot Shelter 
 A foot or potential foot can be treated as a word whose internal morpho-

syntactic structure can be ignored.

A disyllabic unit with initial stress is a foot (SS). A disyllabic unit with 
fi nal stress is S(SØ), which I call a potential foot because when it occurs 
in non-initial positions, where the empty beat  is unavailable, it will 
become (SS). In other words, Foot Shelter  can apply to any disyllabic 
unit. Therefore, [1 1] can be treated as a word and its internal structure 
ignored (though collocational conditions may still exist, which account 
for the lack of ?*jian ti ‘simple question’ or *gao shu ‘tall tree’). Foot 
Shelter also explains two further facts, namely, [1 1] compounds can 
tolerate  various unusual structures discussed under Exocentric Structure 
above, and [A N] cannot be changed to [[Adv A] N], as discussed under 
Adverbial Modifi cation, above. For example, while [xiao gou] ‘small 
dog’ is good, *[[hen xiao] gou] ‘very small dog’ is bad. The reason 
is that [xiao gou] is disyllabic and can be protected by Foot Shelter. 



In contrast, [[hen xiao] gou] is too long, where [hen xiao] forms a foot 
and gou can form a foot with an empty beat, so the expression is not 
protected by Foot Shelter and *[A N]  is violated.

Z. Xu  (2005) proposes that *[A N] and Foot Shelter  can be replaced by 
*[A(σσ) N], which prohibits a disyllabic adjective from combining with 
a noun. Z. Xu’s proposal achieves similar results but has two shortcom-
ings. First, the constraint is in principle not limited to disyllabic adjectives: 
any adjective longer than one syllable is disallowed (although long adjec-
tives are rare in Chinese). Secondly, in the present analysis, Foot Shelter  
predicts that most syntactically idiosyncratic expressions are disyllabic, 
such as the exocentric compounds tian fang ‘fi ll house (second wife to a 
widower)’ and cha shao ‘fork burn (a kind of roasted meat)’. In contrast, 
*[A(σσ) N] does not predict this fact.

5 . 1 0 .  [ P R O N O U N  N ] 

Personal pronouns like wo ‘I’ and ni ‘you’ usually cannot occur directly 
before a noun but must be followed by the particle de, as shown in (79) 
and (80).

(79) *wo  shu *wo  shou *ni    shu *ni   shou
   I  book   I  hand   you  book   you  hand
   ‘my book’   ‘my hand’   ‘your book’   ‘your hand’

(80) wo de   shu wo  de  shou ni    de  shu ni   de  shou
 I  DE  book I  DE  hand you  DE  book you  DE  hand
 ‘my book’ ‘my hand’ ‘your book’ ‘your hand’

Such facts can be explained if pronouns are XPs, so that they cannot occur 
inside a compound [Pronoun N] but must occur in a phrase [Pronoun de N]. 
However, there are some exceptions, as seen in (81).

(81) wo  ba wo xiao ni  ba ni  xiao
 I  dad I  school you  dad you  school
 ‘my dad’ ‘my school’ ‘your dad’ ‘your school’

Such cases cannot be explained by de-omission , since adding de will make 
them worse, as shown in (82).

(82) ?*wo  de  ba *wo   de xiao
  I  DE  dad   I   DE school
     ‘my dad’   ‘my school’
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Instead, (81) can be explained by Foot Shelter : a disyllabic unit can be 
treated as a single word, and so its internal syntax is ignored. The exam-
ples in (83) seem to be of a different kind.

(83) wo  (de)  baba women  (de)  xuexiao
 I  (DE)  dad we      (DE)  school
 ‘my dad’ ‘our school’

Here the expressions are good with or without de. The simplest analysis is 
to say that they involve optional de-omission .

5 . 11 .  S U M M A RY

I have argued that there is good evidence for a distinction between com-
pounds   and phrases in Chinese. In particular, [M de N] is a phrase but 
[M N] is a compound. Similarly, [M [M N]], [[M N] N], [[M N][M N]], etc., 
are compounds, as argued by Fan  (1958), B. Lu  (1990), and Dai  (1992). 
Under this analysis, Chinese words and compounds cover a broader range 
of structures than has been recognized in most other works, such as Z. Lu  
(1964), Chao  (1968), and Lü  (1979). Moreover, a preliminary study by 
myself shows that about 80 per cent of words form compounds in modern 
Chinese  texts, whereas just about 20 per cent do so in English  texts. The 
difference is strikingly large. In Chapter 7 I will discuss the reasons for the 
frequent use of compounds and pseudo-compounds  in Chinese.
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6

Stress

6 . 1 .  J U D G E M E N T  O N  S T R E S S 

In some languages, such as English, it is often easy to tell which syllables 
have stress. In other languages, such as Chinese, it is a lot harder to do 
so. For example, Chao  (1968: 38) notes the diffi culty in obtaining agree-
ment from SC speakers on the relative stress among full syllables. Simi-
larly, Selkirk  and Shen  (1990: 315) report that native speakers of Shanghai  
Chinese have no judgement on stress. Moreover, Hyman (1977) classifi es 
Chinese as a language without stress. 

It is possible that the realization of stress can vary in different languages, 
as some linguists assume (e.g. Beckman 1986; Hayes 1995). For example, 
it is possible that stress in English is realized phonetically, so that it is easy 
to perceive, while stress in Chinese is realized abstractly, making it 
hard to perceive. However, I will argue that stress is in fact realized in the 
same way in English and Chinese. 

Interestingly, it is not always easy to judge stress in English, nor is it 
always hard to judge stress in Chinese. When a full syllable occurs with a 
light syllable in SC, such as maa-ma ‘mother’, it is easy to tell that the full 
syllable has stress and the light syllable does not. In fact, some minimally 
contrastive pairs are available in SC. Two are shown in (1).
(1) HL-HL vs. HL-Ø
 [taa  ii]     [taa   i]
   big  idea    big  idea
 ‘main idea’  ‘careless’
 HL-LH vs. HL-Ø
  [taa  jee]      [taa    je]
  big grandpa   big grandpa
   ‘spoiled man’   ‘uncle (who is older than father)’

In ‘main idea’ and ‘spoiled man’, the syllables are full–full, and it is not 
easy to tell which has more stress. In ‘careless’ and ‘uncle’, the syllables 



are full–light, and it is easy to determine that the fi rst syllable has more 
stress. Apart from the fact that full syllables have lexical tones and light 
syllables do not, full syllables are louder and have greater duration and 
amplitude than light syllables. For example, the rhyme duration of full 
syllables is on the order of 200 ms, whereas that of light syllables is on the 
order of 100 ms. In addition, light syllables show considerable reduction 
in the rhyme (M. Lin  and Yan  1980). In this regard, all full syllables are 
phonetically stressed and all light syllables are phonetically unstressed. 
One might argue that it is not the lack of stress, but the lack of tone, that 
characterizes light syllables. However, this view has three shortcomings: 
it must explain why toneless syllables are phonetically short and have 
a reduced vowel; when a light syllable sometimes gets tone, as when it 
occurs after Tone 3 (see Chapter 10), it remains short; and stress must be 
assumed for Chinese anyway (to be discussed later). 

In English , judgement for stress is clear in words like panda, Japan, 
Chicago, and pancake, where the stressed vowel is underlined. However, 
opinions differ in other cases, such as those in (2).
(2) English examples where stress judgement  is less obvious
 Red Cross
 real deal

According to Kenyon  and Knott  (1944) and Jones (1950), in expressions 
like Red Cross and real deal the two words have equal stress. However, 
according to Chomsky  and Halle  (1968), the second word has more stress 
than the fi rst one. Such examples are similar to full–full disyllables in Chi-
nese, in that some linguists think they have equal stress, whereas others 
think the second syllable has slightly more stress (Chao 1968).

We have seen then that in both English and Chinese, stress judgement  
is sometimes clear and sometimes unclear—the question is why. The 
answer lies in the phonetic cues for stress. According to Fry  (1958), the 
most important phonetic cues for stress are F0 contour and   duration  
(intensity was found to be the least important)  . In addition, we also know 
that rhyme reduction occurs in unstressed syllables. Now consider various 
cases of stress judgement  with regard to these cues. First, consider heavy–
light disyllables, shown in (3) and (4).
(3) English heavy–light: stress is clear
  Pe- ter ‘Peter’
 Length long short 
 Reduction no yes
 Tone yes no
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(4) SC heavy–light: stress is clear
   [maa- mə] ‘mom’
 Length long short 
 Reduction no yes
 Tone yes no

In English, the heavy syllable is longer, has an unreduced vowel, and a 
tone (which is called ‘pitch accent ’ in intonational phonology; Pierrehu-
mbert  1980). In contrast, the weak syllable is short, has a reduced vowel, 
and no pitch accent. Similarly, in Chinese, the heavy syllable is longer, has 
an unreduced vowel, and a lexical tone, whereas the weak syllable is short, 
has a reduced vowel, and no lexical tone (M. Lin and Yan 1988). Thus, 
in both languages the difference between the two syllables is clear. Next 
consider heavy–heavy disyllables, shown in (5)–(7).

(5) English heavy–heavy: stress is clear
   meat ball
 Length long long 
 Reduction no no
 Tone yes no

(6) English heavy–heavy: stress is less clear
   Red Cross
 Length long long 
 Reduction no no
 Tone yes yes

(7) SC heavy–heavy: stress is less clear
   [ʐəu wan] ‘meat ball’
 Length long long 
 Reduction no no
 Tone yes yes

In (5), both syllables are long and have unreduced vowels. However, the 
fi rst syllable also has a pitch accent , whereas the second does not. Thus, 
the stress difference is still clear. In (6), both syllables are long and have 
unreduced vowels. In addition, both have a pitch accent. Thus, the stress 
difference is less obvious. The SC case in (7) is similar to that of (6), 
where both syllables have lexical tones, and so the stress difference is 
less clear. 

If the manifestation of stress is the same in English and Chinese, as 
we have seen, why is stress judgement  so much easier in English overall? 
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The main reason, I suggest, is that (a) Chinese is a tone language but Eng-
lish is not and (b) most Chinese words are monosyllabic but most English 
words are polysyllabic. Thus, in Chinese there are far more chances of 
getting case (7) than case (4). For example, according to W. Li  (1981: 
37), there are some 30,000 disyllabic compounds (or pseudo-compounds ) 
in a large dictionary of SC, and just about 2,000 are clearly heavy–light 
(the rest are either heavy–heavy or optionally heavy–heavy). In contrast, 
in English just about 13 per cent of the words are monosyllabic (based on 
a basic lexicon of 52,447 words, Baayen et al.  1993), and so most cases 
are like (3) (one pitch accent  in a polysyllabic word), and cases like (6) are 
far less common (heavy–heavy with two pitch accents). 

6 . 2 .  S T R E S S  A N D  S Y L L A B I C  W E I G H T   

The weight of a syllable refers to whether the syllable has one or two 
moras  . A mora is essentially a segment slot in the rhyme (see Chapter 4). 
Syllables like [maa], [mai], [man], and [mat] have two moras and are called 
heavy . Syllables like [ma] and [a] have one mora and are called light . In 
many languages heavy syllables attract stress, which Prince  (1990) attri-
butes to the principle stated in (8).

(8) The Weight-to-Stress Principle 
 If a syllable is heavy, then it is stressed. 

There are some exceptions to the Weight-to-Stress Principle. For example, 
in words like campus, the second syllable seems to be heavy CVC but 
is unstressed. Similarly, in words like McDonald and exchange, the fi rst 
syllable seems to be heavy CVC but is again unstressed. In order to main-
tain the Weight-to-Stress Principle, some refi nements are needed, such as 
assuming extrametricality for the fi nal and initial syllable, or assuming 
that the fi nal C at a word or morpheme boundary need not be syllabifi ed 
with the preceding V.

Assuming that the Weight-to-Stress Principle is essentially correct, 
one may wonder whether the reverse is also true, namely, if a syllable is 
stressed, then it is heavy. An apparent problem comes from words like 
city. If we assume that a syllable must have an onset, the syllabifi cation is 
ci.ty (Halle  and Vergnaud  1987; Hayes 1995; and others). If so, the fi rst 
syllable is light, yet it carries stress, but if we assume that syllabifi cation is 
sensitive to stress, then city can be syllabifi ed as cit.y, where the fi rst syl-
lable is heavy (Prokosch  1939; Bailey  1978; Selkirk  1982; Blevins  1995; 
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Hammond  1999; and others). If the second analysis is correct, then all 
stressed syllables are heavy, and a simple generalization can be made with 
regard to weight and stress, namely, a syllable is heavy if and only if it is 
stressed.

6 . 3 .  S T R E S S  A N D  F E E T 

The theory of stress is called metrical phonology  (M. Liberman  1975; 
Prince  1980; Halle  and Vergnaud  1987; Hayes  1995; Halle  and Idsardi  
1995; Halle  1998). A fundamental property of stress and rhythm is the 
alternation between strong and weak beats . Each alternation constitutes a 
basic unit called foot. A typical foot is represented in (9), where the paren-
theses indicate its boundaries , each x inside the boundaries denotes a beat , 
and the x on Line 1 indicates the strong beat . The strong beat is also called 
the stress or the head . 

(9) A left-headed foot (trochee )
 Line 1  x Head (stress)
 Line 0 (x x) Boundaries and beats

In this representation, stress is part of a foot, and the presence of stress 
implies the presence of a foot and vice versa. It is therefore not correct 
to discuss one without the other. In the analysis of Halle  and Vergnaud  
(1987), there can be many lines in the metrical representation. An example 
with three lines is shown in (10). 

(10) Line 2  x
 Line 1 (x x  )
 Line 0 (x x) (x x)

Each x on line 1 is the head of a foot on Line 0. The x marks on Line 1 in 
turn form another foot, whose head is the x on Line 2. There are, there-
fore, three feet, or metrical constituents, in (10). In common practice, 
however, the term ‘foot’ refers to metrical constituents on Line 0 only. In 
addition, it is not clear whether metrical constituents above the syllabic 
foot are needed. I return to this shortly. 

Some researchers propose that only one side of the foot boundaries  
needs to be marked (Idsardi  1992; Halle  and Idsardi  1995). In addition, 
some researchers believe that feet can be built over every three beats 
(Halle  and Vergnaud  1987; Burzio  1994). Since such issues do not seem to 
be relevant for Chinese, I do not discuss them here.
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6 . 4 .  P I T C H  A C C E N T,  D O W N S T E P ,  U P S T E P, 
A N D  L E V E L S  O F  S T R E S S

To see how many levels of stress are needed, consider the analysis of the 
English word compensation by Halle  and Vergnaud  (1987), shown in (11), 
where S represents a syllable.

(11) Line 2  x
 Line 1 (x x   )
 Line 0 (S S) (S S)
   compensation

The syllables serve as the beats on Line 0 and form two feet, of which the 
second has more stress, indicated by an x on Line 2. The representation shows 
three degrees of stress: the third syllable has main stress, the fi rst syllable 
has secondary stress, and the second and the fi nal syllables have no stress. 

According to Chomsky  and Halle  (1968), M. Liberman  (1975), Halle  
and Vergnaud  (1987), and others, the number of stress levels is in prin-
ciple unlimited. In practice, however, speakers could only judge a limited 
number of stress levels. For this reason, Gussenhoven  (1991) argues that 
there should be just two degrees of stress—a syllable is either stressed or 
not. Judgement beyond two degrees should be represented in other ways. 
For example, his analysis of compensation is shown in (12), where S 
represents a syllable.

(12)  H
   x  x
 (S S) (S S)
 compensation

In this word, the fi rst and third syllables are stressed, the second and fourth 
are not. The third syllable seems to have more stress than the fi rst not 
because it actually does but because it has a pitch accent  H, which usually 
falls on the last foot of a word in English. 

Next, consider the analysis of panda and alpine by Gussenhoven  (1991) 
and Halle  and Vergnaud  (1987), shown in (13).

(13) Both Gussenhoven  Halle  and Vergnaud 
     x
   x   x (x  x ) 
 (S S) (S S) (S) (S)
 panda alpine alpine



Both analyses agree that panda has one stress and that the first sylla-
ble of alpine has stress. For Halle  and Vergnaud  (1987) the second syl-
lable of alpine also has stress (secondary stress), but for Gussenhoven  
(1991) it does not. Instead, Gussenhoven  argues that the perceived 
secondary stress on the second syllable of alpine is due to the fact that 
it has a full vowel, and the perceived lack of stress on the second syl-
lable of panda is due to the fact that it has a reduced vowel. There is 
therefore no need to represent the difference twice, once in the vowel 
and once in stress.

Another case of interest comes from the SC examples in (14). Each 
expression forms two syllabic feet. Hoa  (1983: 102) suggests that in the 
phrase the second foot has more stress, but in the compound the fi rst foot 
has more stress. I agree with her judgement. 
(14) Downstep  (↓) and upstep (↑):
 Phrase  Compound
   x   x   x   x
 (S S) (S S) (S S) (S S)
 HL-↓HL ↑H-L↓H HL-↓HL ↓H-L↓H
 chuang-zao tian-cai chuang-zao tian-cai
 create genius create genius
 ‘to create genius’ ‘creative genius’

If we do not have an additional stress level above the syllabic foot, how 
do we distinguish the phrasal prosody from the compound prosody? In my 
judgement the difference lies in downstep , whereby a high tone H is real-
ized at a reduced pitch level, and upstep  (or pitch reset), whereby a high 
tone is realized at the normal high pitch level. In both cases, downstep 
occurs on the second and fourth syllables, indicated by the down arrow. 
However, the third syllable shows upstep in the phrase, indicated by the up 
arrow, but downstep in the compound. 

In the following discussion, I will follow Gussenhoven  and assume that 
the number of stress levels is limited. However, I will argue that we need 
to represent three degrees of stress instead of just two. 

6 . 5 .  F O O T  B I N A R I T Y   A N D  T H E  E M P T Y  B E AT 

Since rhythm is the alternation between strong and weak beats, a typical 
foot requires two beats. In metrical phonology this has been called the 
Foot Binarity requirement. An apparent exception is monosyllabic words. 
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For example, English has many monosyllabic words, such as cat, bee, yes, 
and John. Since they have stress, they must form a foot. Some researchers 
assume that such a foot is a unary foot , with only one beat (e.g. Halle  and 
Vergnaud  1987). Others argue that such a foot still has two beats. On the 
latter view, an empty beat  is assumed (also called zero beat, silent beat, 
empty syllable, or zero syllable)—a beat that does not correspond to an 
overt syllable. The two analyses are compared in (15), where Ø indicates 
an empty beat.

(15) Unary foot Binary foot
   x  x
 (S) (SØ)
 cat cat

Many people have argued for the empty beat  (e.g. Abercrombie  1967; M. 
Liberman  1975; Selkirk  1984; Giegerich  1985; Hogg  and McCully  1987; 
Burzio  1994; Harris  1994). Abercrombie  (1967: 35–6) gives an excellent 
example which shows that a syllable need not be audible. He points out 
that the English expression thank you is often pronounced as [’kju], where 
the fi rst syllable than(k) is acoustically silent. But there is still muscu-
lar action during the silent syllable, which resembles the production of 
a stressed syllable. Similarly, as far as duration is concerned, a stressed 
monosyllable can count as two beats in verse, which supports the view that 
it is followed by an empty beat. An example is shown in (16).  

(16) (Ding Ø) (dong Ø) (bell Ø)
 (Kit-ty’s) (in the) (well Ø)

Here each line has three feet. On the fi rst line each foot consists of a mono-
syllable and an empty beat . On the second line the fi rst two feet consist 
of two syllables each, the third foot consists of a monosyllable and an 
empty beat. The empty beat need not be realized as silence, but can be 
fi lled by lengthening the preceding syllable. Thus, the fi rst two feet on the 
fi rst line can be read as a prolonged ding and a prolonged dong, without 
pauses. 

Some linguists use the empty element in more abstract and liberal ways. 
For example, Burzio (1994) allows an empty beat  to occur both initially 
and fi nally, as shown in (17). 

(17)    x   x     x   x
 (Ø S) (S Ø) (Ø S) (S S)

 sardine  bandanna
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Similarly, Lowenstamm  (1996) assumes that the only possible syllable is 
CV. Words that are not made of sequences of CVs contain empty Cs and 
Vs.  Three examples are shown in (18).

(18) CVCV CVCVCV CVCVCVCV
 Øɪ.tØ bØ.rɪ.kØ tɛ.kØ.sØ.tØ
 it brick text

Goh  (2000) applies the theory of Lowenstamm  (1996) to Chinese and 
offers the analysis in (19), in which every Chinese syllable is disyllabic.

(19)  CVCV CVCV CVCV
 Analysis ku.Øu ka.nØ ka.Øu
 Phonetic kuu kan kau
  ‘drum’ ‘dry’ ‘tall’

In what follows I also assume the empty beat , but only in a phonetically 
concrete way. In particular, I assume that the empty beat can occur in 
phrase-fi nal positions, where it is realized either as a pause or as the length-
ening of the preceding syllable, in agreement with the phonetic facts (Klatt  
1975, 1976 for English; M. Lin, Yan, and Sun 1984, J. Yan and Lin 1988, 
Yang 1992, Y. Xu  and Wang  2005 for Chinese). On the other hand, I avoid 
assuming empty elements that do not have phonetic correlates. Thus, the 
empty beat is not available phrase-medially or compound-medially; this 
agrees with the fact that when a word is read in a carrier frame, the length-
ening effect disappears (L. Feng  1985; J. Wang  and Wang  1993). Nor is 
the empty beat available in word-initial positions. The present position 
faces an apparent challenge in the analysis of words like sardine, pancake, 
and electricity. In sardine and pancake, if both syllables have stress, there 
is the question of how to ensure Foot Binarity for the fi rst foot. In electric-
ity, if the second and the third syllables both have stress, there is also the 
question of how to ensure Foot Binarity and left-headedness for the fi rst 
foot. I return to them below.

6 . 6 .  F O O T  S T R U C T U R E   A N D  T H E  D U A L  T R O C H E E 

Some linguists believe that languages can vary in foot structure. For exam-
ple, the beats   can be syllables or moras, and the head can be on the fi rst 
beat (left-headed  or trochee) or the second beat (right-headed  or iamb) 
(McCawley  1978; Halle  and Vergnaud  1987; Kager  1993; Hayes  1995). 
The two variations give four possible foot types, shown in (20).
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(20)  Beats are syllables Beats are moras
 Stress on left Syllabic trochee  Moraic trochee 
 Stress on right Syllabic iamb  Moraic iamb 

If the beats are moras, then stress is sensitive to syllable weight because 
every heavy syllable has two beats, and so every heavy syllable can form 
a foot and have stress. If the beats are syllables and if the language does 
not count moras, then stress ought not be sensitive to syllable weight.

There are three problems with the above typology. In the fi rst place, 
clear cases of moraic and syllabic iambs are rare, and some linguists 
argue that they either do not exist or can be analysed in terms of tro-
chees (e.g. Hayes  1995 and van de Vijver  1998). Secondly, it is not 
always easy to tell the foot type of a language. Consider the English 
word in (21).

(21) Syllabic iamb Syllabic trochee Moraic trochee (m = mora)
 x x x

 (S S) S (S Ø) m . (mm)
 today today today

Superfi cially, today seems to be a syllabic iamb. However, according to 
Giegerich  (1985), Burzio  (1994), and others, today contains a free syllable 
plus a syllabic trochee with an empty beat ; according to Mester  (1994) and 
Hayes  (1995) it contains a free mora plus a moraic trochee. The example 
shows that even for well-studied languages it is not easy to decide what 
the proper analysis is. The third problem with the foot typology is the tacit 
assumption that a given language can count moras or syllables but not 
both. However, in many languages stress is sensitive to both. For example, 
as Kager  (1992) argues, in what seem to be syllable-counting languages, 
such as Estonian (Prince  1980) and English, stressed monosyllables must 
be heavy; this suggests that such languages also count moras, so that a 
word has at least two moraic beats. On the other hand, all mora-counting 
languages obey the syllable integrity  constraint by which the two moras 
of a heavy syllable cannot be split into two feet; this means that stress is 
sensitive to syllables even in mora-counting languages. 

In what follows I will ignore iambic feet. In addition, I assume that 
stress is sensitive to both moras and syllables (Duanmu  1999a; Kim  2000), 
in that a language can have both moraic feet and syllabic feet. Moreover, 
I take it that a foot must have (at least) two beats. Finally, I assume that 
stressed syllables must be heavy. This analysis predicts two good  disyllabic 
structures, shown in (22), and two bad ones, shown in (23). Since the foot 
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contains both the moraic trochee and the syllabic trochee, it will be called 
the Dual Trochee .

(22) The Dual Trochee 
   x    x
 (S    S  ) (S S)  Syllabic foot 
 (m m) . (m m) (m m) . m  Moraic foot 
  x    x   x
 heavy–heavy heavy–light
 (HH)  (HL)  Shorthand

(23) Bad foot structures 
   x   x
 (S      S) (S     S     ) Syllabic foot 
   m . m  m . (m m) Moraic foot 
    x
 light–light light–heavy

Since a heavy syllable forms a moraic foot, it always has some stress. The 
proposal is similar to that of Duanmu  (1999a), although the latter did not 
explain the reason for the bad feet in (23) clearly. In the present analysis, 
the light–light and light–heavy patterns are bad because stress falls on a 
light syllable. There is also some evidence from Japanese  for the Dual 
Trochee . In particular, although Japanese is widely thought to count moras 
and have moraic feet (McCawley  1968; Poser  1990), Kubozono  (2003) 
has shown that it also makes use of a disyllabic unit that is HH or HL, with 
the accent on the fi rst syllable. In the present analysis, the HH and HL in 
Japanese are Dual Trochees.

The proposed foot types can be abbreviated as (HH) and (HL), where H 
is a heavy syllable, which always forms a moraic foot and has stress, and 
L is a light syllable and has no stress. Let us now examine some apparent 
problems in English, such as the words in (24).

(24) H(HØ)  (HH) LH(HL)L
     x   x        x
  S (S    Ø) (S    S ) S  S    (S    S)  S
 (mm) . (mm) . Ø (mm) . (mm) m . (mm) . (mm) . m . m
   x   x    x     x     x      x
  sardine  alpine electricity

In previous analyses, sardine is a problem because the fi rst syllable has 
stress but is not in a binary foot. In the present analysis, the fi rst syllable of 
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sardine is a bimoraic foot. In previous analyses, alpine is also a problem 
because the fi rst syllable has stress but cannot form a binary foot with the 
second syllable, because the latter has stress and so has its own foot. In 
the present analysis, the two syllables of alpine form a syllabic foot. The 
second syllable has stress because it is a moraic foot. Finally, in electricity, 
the second syllable need not be in a syllabic foot because its stress comes 
from it being a moraic foot. 

6 . 7 .  W O R D  S T R E S S 

A main difference between English and Chinese is that in English a light 
syllable can occur in any position of a word. For example, in banana, 
a light syllable occurs in the fi rst and third positions, and in America, a 
light syllable occurs in the fi rst, third, and fourth positions. In contrast, 
a light syllable in Chinese does not occur word initially. As a result, there 
are fewer word-stress patterns in Chinese than in English. The reason Chi-
nese does not have unstressed initial syllables seems to be that in non-fi nal 
positions all disyllabic words have initial stress, even though some such 
words have fi nal stress in isolation. For example, in SC xin-zang ‘heart’ has 
fi nal stress in isolation but initial stress in xin-zang bing ‘heart disease’. 

Let us consider monosyllables fi rst. In English, a monosyllable can be 
stressed, as in cat, or unstressed, as in the. The same is true in Chinese. 
Indeed, there are minimal pairs that are distinguished by stress alone. 
 Consider the pair in (25) from SC. 

(25) Stressed (heavy) Unstressed (light) 
 LH Ø
 [ʈʂau] [ʈʂə]
 ‘contact’ ‘be doing’

The words are written with the same character. The vowel difference is 
due to reduction in the unstressed word. If ‘be doing’ is read with stress, it 
would become [ʈʂau] and carry the tone LH.

Next consider disyllabic words, including commonly used compounds 
and pseudo-compounds  (see Chapter 5). As noted by W. Li  (1981) and 
Hoa  (1983), there is some variation among speakers. For example, mian-
hua ‘cotton-fl ower (cotton)’ can be heard as heavy–heavy or heavy–light 
from news readers in SC. Nevertheless, Hoa  (1983) reports three general 
patterns based on her own speech and a dozen other Beijing  speakers: 
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1-0 (heavy–light), 1-2 (heavy–heavy where the fi rst syllable has more 
stress), and 2-1 (heavy–heavy where the second syllable has more 
stress). They are exemplifi ed and analysed in (26). The top line shows 
the foot structure in shorthand. Below it is the full foot structure. Hoa ’s 
stress notation is shown immediately above the phonetic transcription, 
and tones are shown below the transcription.
(26) (HL)    (HH) H(HØ)
   x    x         x
 (S   S) (S  S    )   S     (S   Ø)
 (mm) .  m (mm) . (mm) (mm) . (mm) . Ø 
   x    x   x    x    x
 1-0  1-2 2-1
 [paa.pa]  [tɕii.xwaa] [swuu.ʂɤɤ]
 HL-Ø  HL-HL HL-HL
 ‘dad’  ‘plan’ ‘dorm’

Word stress  in Chinese is unpredictable and some minimal pairs can be 
found that are distinguished by stress, such as those in (27).
(27) H-LH vs. H-Ø
 [pau-xan]  [pau-xã]
 ‘include’ ‘forgiving’

Some linguists, such as Chao  (1968), only distinguish two stress patterns 
for disyllabic words, heavy–light (HL) and heavy–heavy H(HØ).  However, 
Hoa ’s proposal seems to be more accurate, which is also shared by 
Z. Yin  (1982) and S. Xu  (1982). Xu   offers a rough count of the three  patterns 
in a total of 20,000 commonly used disyllabic words and  compounds; the 
result is shown in (28).

(28) Pattern Count %
 (HL)  1,500  7.5%
 (HH)     4,500  22.5%
 H(HØ)  14,000  70.0%
 All  20,000 100.0%

Clearly, H(HØ) is the dominant pattern in SC. This is similar to the case in 
Southern Min (Wright  1983; Yue-Hashimoto 1987), but different from the 
case in Shanghai or Chengdu. In the latter two dialects all disyllabic words 
are (HL) or (HH). It is worth noting that in non-fi nal positions—when 
 followed by another word in a compound—only (HL) and (HH) are used 
in SC. I return to this in section 6.9.
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Duanmu  (2000, 2005) assumes just two foot structures for disyllabic 
words, (HL) and (HH), both of which have initial stress. The perceived 
fi nal stress in Hoa ’s 2-1 is attributed to fi nal lengthening. A major rea-
son is that 2-1 changes to initial stress (either 1-2 or 2-3) when another 
word follows. For example, xin-zang ‘heart’ is 2-1 but xin-zang bing 
‘heart disease’ is 2-3-1. However, to distinguish three stress patterns in 
isolated disyllabic words, we still need three representations: (HL) for 
1-0, (HH) for 1-2, and (HH+) for 2-1, where H+ is a lengthened heavy 
syllable. In addition, one must explain why the fi nal H lengthens in 2-1 
but not in 1-2. Therefore, it is better to recognize fi nal stress directly as 
a third stress pattern.

In compounds of three syllables or longer, the stress pattern is 
affected by the internal syntax, to be discussed in section 6.9. Simple 
words of three syllables or longer are either foreign names or number 
digits. For words made of full syllables, Chao  (1968) assumes that in 
all cases the stress pattern is 2-x-1, where 1 is stronger than 2 and x 
is one or more syllables weaker than 2. Other analyses assume that in 
such words disyllabic feet are formed from left to right (Shih 1986; 
S. Feng  1998a; Chen  2000; Duanmu  2000). Hoa  (1983: ch. V) offers 
the most detailed judgement, shown in (29), where 1 is stronger than 2, 
2 is stronger than 3, and x is weaker than 3 but is still a full syllable. 
The examples are transcribed in Pinyin. Hoa  (1983: 187) also offers 
x-2-x-1 as an optional pattern for some quadrisyllabic words, but the 
examples all have a low tone on the fi rst syllable, and so the pattern is 
not included here.

(29) Simple words made of full syllables
 Length Hoa ’s pattern Example Gloss
 2 syllables 2-1 Yuedan Jordan
 3 syllables 2-x-1 Makesi Marx 
 4 syllables 2-x-x-1 Heluxiaofu Khrushchev
 5 syllables 2-x-3-x-1 Laikeyaweike Reykjavik
 6 syllables 2-x-3-x-x-1 7-3-6-5-4-2 7-3-6-5-4-2
  3-x-2-x-x-1 7-3-6-5-4-2 7-3-6-5-4-2
  2-x-x-3-x-1 7-3-6-5-4-2 7-3-6-5-4-2
 7 syllables 3-x-2-x-3-x-1 Gelannuoliye’ersi Granolliers
  2-x-3-x-3-x-1 Gelannuoliye’ersi Granolliers
  2-x-x-3-x-x-1 Gelannuoliye’ersi Granolliers

It is interesting to note that even for the same words alternative pat-
terns are possible, as shown by the six- and seven-syllable examples. 
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This is probably because long words are rather rare in SC and speakers 
are not quite sure what foot structure to use. In any case, a few gener-
alizations can be observed. First, a foot is usually formed from the left; 
secondly, the fi nal syllable usually forms another foot (with the empty 
beat ); thirdly, binary feet are formed for other syllables, with some fl ex-
ibility, as long as there is no stress clash (two adjacent stresses) or two 
free syllables in succession. Ignoring the distinction between 2 and 3, 
which is rather subtle and often optional, the foot structures of the pat-
terns are shown in (30), where I replace Hoa ’s digits with S for strong 
and W for weak. 

(30) Length Hoa ’s pattern Foot structure
 2 syllables WS H(HØ)
 3 syllables SWS (HH)(HØ)
 4 syllables SWWS (HH)H(HØ)
 5 syllables SWSWS (HH)(HH)(HØ)
 6 syllables SWSWWS (HH)(HH)H(HØ)
  SWWSWS (HH)H(HH)(HØ)
 7 syllables SWSWSWS (HH)(HH)(HH)(HØ)
  SWWSWWS (HH)H(HH)H(HØ)

The fi nal syllable may sound stronger probably because it is longer, owing 
to the empty beat , although the fi rst syllable in fact has greater amplitude 
and higher F0 peak (M. Lin et al. 1984; J. Yan and Lin 1988; Yang 1992; 
Y. Xu  and Wang  2005). Therefore, no additional stress is needed in the 
representation. Also, the stress on the fi nal syllable will be lost when 
the word is followed by another in a compound (owing to the lack of the 
empty beat), to be discussed under phrasal stress. 

6 . 8 .  T H E  I N F O R M AT I O N - S T R E S S  P R I N C I P L E  

Most literature on stress deals with word stress. It is less obvious whether 
all languages have phrasal stress (including compound stress), and if they 
do, whether they all have the same rule for phrasal stress. I will argue that 
the answer is yes, because all languages observe a principle that I call the 
Information-Stress Principle . 

Let us begin with contrastive stress, which all languages seem to have. 
An example in Chinese is shown in (31), where contrastive stress is shown 
in uppercase. Phonetically, syllables with contrastive stress in SC have a 
greater pitch range  than those that do not (J. Shen  1985).
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(31) Wo xing  HUANG, bu xing WANG.
 I  name  HUANG   not  name  WANG
 ‘I (am) named HUANG, not named WANG.’

I assume that in all languages contrasted words have extra stress and that 
no language does it the other way round. But why is it so? Apparently, 
contrasted words carry more information of interest and we give more 
stress to words that have more information and less stress to words that 
have less information. This may seem like common sense, but I will show 
that it explains many well-known stress effects. So let me state the prin-
ciple explicitly in (32).

(32) The Information-Stress Principle 
 A word or phrase that carries more information than its neighbour(s) 

should be stressed.

The Information-Stress Principle  explains two well-known facts right 
away. First, pronouns usually do not carry stress, because pronouns are 
used for entities that are either obvious or have already been mentioned, 
so they do not carry much information. Second, as noted by Hayes (1995: 
373) and others, phrasal stress is often quite fl exible. In the present analy-
sis, it is because the information load  of a word is not fi xed but dependent 
on the context, including the speaker and the listener. 

Next consider how information load  is determined. Following Informa-
tion Theory (Shannon 1948 ), the information load of a form is defi ned by 
its probability of occurrence, which is given in (33). 

(33) Information load 
 The more predictable a form is, the less information it carries.

Consider a simple phrase [Art N] (article–noun), such as the car, shown 
in (34).

(34)   (John is in)  the  car
 Category:  Article Noun
 Choices:  2 thousands
 Information:  low high 

In English, there are only two choices for an article before a singular noun, 
the or a. Each has a probability of 1/2 in this environment. In contrast, 
 English has thousands of nouns and each has a very small probability of 
occurring after an article. Therefore, in this structure the article carries far 
less information than the noun. Not surprisingly, if we omit the article, there 
is not much loss of information, but if we omit the noun, the  information 
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loss is more serious. Similarly, consider the difference between preposi-
tions and verbs. Suppose that a language has six prepositions and 1,000 
verbs (and suppose that we can determine the category of a word through 
syntactic context). Their information load  is analysed in (35).

(35) Category P V
 Number of words 6 1,000
 Probability of each word 1/6 1/1,000
 Information of each word low high

The information load  of an average verb far exceeds that of an aver-
age preposition. This explains a well-known stress difference between 
functional (or closed-class) words and lexical (or open-class) words. 
A functional word is usually unstressed because its information load is low. 
In contrast, the information load of a lexical word is high, so it is usually 
stressed. 

The Information-Stress Principle  can also explain a well-known cor-
relation between frequency and reduction, namely, frequent words tend to 
undergo stress loss and vowel reduction more often than infrequent words 
(Bybee  2001). An example is shown in (36).

(36)  Infrequent  Frequent  
 Predictability  low high
 Information  high low
 Stress more less
 Example importation information
  [oɚ] [ɚ]

The second syllable is unstressed and reduced in information but not 
in importation, because information is a frequent word while importa-
tion is not. In the present analysis, a frequent word has less information 
so it tends to have less stress and more likely to undergo reduction. 
Another word of interest is trombone, whose first vowel is [ɒ] for 
most people but [ə] for trombonists. This is because trombone is an 
infrequent word for most people but a frequent one for trombonists 
(Fidelholtz  1975).

The frequency effect is relevant for the discussion of phrasal stress. In 
particular, in an infrequent compound like [N1 N2], phrasal stress should 
go to the nonhead N1 because it contains more information (see below). 
However, in a frequent or commonly used compound, N1 need not contain 
more information, and so the compound may be treated like a word and 
follow the pattern of word stress. 
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6 . 9 .  P H R A S A L  S T R E S S  

Duanmu  (1990, 2000) proposes a general rule for assigning compound 
and phrasal stress, Nonhead Stress , shown in (37).

(37) Nonhead Stress 
 In the syntactic structure [X XP] (or [XP X]), where X is the syntactic 

head and XP the syntactic nonhead, XP should be stressed.

In the present analysis, Nonhead Stress  is a consequence of the Informa-
tion-Stress Principle . The reason is shown in (38).
(38) Deriving Nonhead Stress from the Information-Stress Principle 
  [X XP]
 Syntax head nonhead
 Choices  fewer  more  
 Predictability  high low
 Information  low high
 Stress less more

In standard X-bar syntax, the head X is an element at the word (or affi x) 
level, the nonhead XP, an element at the phrase level. Since there are more 
possible phrases than possible words (or affi xes), the occurrence of a non-
head (phrase) is less predictable than the occurrence of a head (word or 
affi x). Therefore, the information load  of XP is far greater than that of X. 
By the Information-Stress Principle , therefore, the default phrasal stress 
should go to XP. 

The analysis of compound stress is similar. A compound [N1 N2] is 
parallel to a phrase [XP X], where N1 is the counterpart of XP and N2 that 
of X. Therefore, N1 should receive phrasal stress.

Y. Yuan  (1999) proposes that there is a general relation between infor-
mation and word order in Chinese: a word that has less information should 
come before a word that has more information. It can be seen that Yuan’s 
proposal is compatible with verb–object phrases but not with [N N] com-
pounds.

6.9.1. Phrasal stress in English  

The above proposal offers fairly good results for English. In (39) I com-
pare the predictions with those of Chomsky  and Halle  (1968). For clarity 
syntactic heads are underlined. Also, following Gussenhoven  (1991), rela-
tive stress among stressed elements is not represented.
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(39) Syntax Nonhead Stress  Chomsky  and Halle 
 [V N] buy CARS (same) 
 [P N] in SCHOOL (same) 
 [N N] WRIST-watch (same) 
 [N [N N]] GOLD WRIST-watch (same)
 [[N N] N] WRIST-watch store WRIST-watch STORE
 [N [V N]] COWS eat GRASS (same) 
 [N [A [V N]] COWS OFTEN eat GRASS (same)
 [D N] the CAR (same) 
 [N’s N] JOHN ’s FRIEND John’s FRIEND
 [A (F) N] RED (F) CARS red CARS 

In the fi rst seven cases, the syntactic heads are as traditionally understood. 
In [D N] the syntactic head is D, following Abney  (1987). In [N’s N] the 
syntactic head is the possessive {s}, following Pollock (1989). The noun 
phrase [A N] is [A (F) N], where the syntactic head is the infl ectional ele-
ment {F}. This follows from the view that noun phrases are headed by 
a functional element, not always present in English but required in some 
other languages (Ritter  1991; Cinque  1993). For example, the Chinese 
counterpart to an English [A N] phrase is [A de N], where the head de is a 
functional element (Dai 1992, Duanmu  2000). 

In most cases the analyses predict similar results. Where they differ, the 
Nonhead Stress  analysis seems to be more accurate. For example, in [N’s 
N] and [A N], both words have stress in the Nonhead Stress analysis, in 
agreement with the traditional judgement (Kenyon  and Knott  1944; Jones 
1950). Similarly, as Hayes (1995: 373–82) argues, in structures like [[N 
N] N] and [[[N N] N] N], no stress should be assigned after the main stress 
(here the fi rst N). Finally, the present analysis agrees with the observation 
that verbs are less likely to be stressed than nouns (Ladd  1980: 90–2). 
This is because (a) verbs often occur as syntactic heads, which do not 
receive Nonhead Stress, and (b) there are usually more nouns than verbs 
in a language, and so an average noun carries more information than an 
average verb. For example, in the 3,600 commonly used words in Chinese 
(ZWGW 1959), there are about 900 verbs and twice as many nouns. Simi-
larly, my calculation shows that the ratio between nouns and verbs in the 
CELEX lexicon of English (Baayen et al.  1993) is 3:1.

The idea that there might be a universal rule for compound and phrasal 
stress has been proposed in different forms by Cinque  (1993) and Zubi-
zarreta  (1998). According to them, the degree of stress is related to the 
depth of a syntactic tree: the deeper a branch, the more stress it has. Since 
a syntactic head generally does not branch, and the syntactic nonhead is 
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a phrase, which can always branch, the syntactic nonhead is generally 
deeper and has more stress than the syntactic head. Thus, their theories 
predict similar stress patterns as Nonhead Stress . However, since they do 
not relate phrasal stress to information load, they need additional assump-
tions to account for other stress facts, such as the lack of stress on pronouns 
and the fact that emphasis or contrastive stress can fall on any syntactic 
position.

6.9.2. Phrasal stress in Chinese  

We have seen in English that in a compound [N1 N2] phrasal stress goes 
to N1 and in a phrase [V N] it goes to N. The same is true in Chinese. For 
example, Hoa  (1983: 102) gives the examples in (40), transcribed in Pin-
yin. Above the transcription is Hoa ’s stress judgement , where 1 is stronger 
than 2, and then the foot structure in the present analysis.

(40) Phrase Compound
 H(HØ) (HH)
 2-1 1-2
 guai4 ren2    guai4 ren2
 blame person strange person
 ‘blame others’ ‘strange person’

Hoa ’s stress judgement  for the phrase is 2-1, the metrical structure of which 
is H(HØ). Her judgement  for the compound is 1-2, the metrical structure 
of which is (HH). Both patterns agree with Nonhead Stress . The stress 
difference between a phrase and a compound may also provide an answer 
to another problem in SC. Chao  (1968: 27) observes that Tone 3 Sandhi, 
which changes T3-T3 to T2-T3 (see Chapter 11), can neutralize the dif-
ference in many disyllabic pairs, such as zhao3 huo3 → zhao2 huo3 ‘seek 
fi re’ and zhao2 huo3 ‘catch fi re’, which sounds the same. However, Chao  
(1968: 55) notices that you3 jing3 → you2 jing3 ‘have well’ remains dif-
ferent from you2 jing3 ‘oil well’, even though Tone 3 Sandhi has applied. 
Chao offers several ways to represent the difference, but none of which 
seems satisfactory. In the end, Chao decides to represent the difference in 
terms of syntactic boundaries: ‘oil well’ is a compound and has no internal 
boundary, and ‘have well’ is a phrase and does have an internal boundary. 
However, it remains unclear how syntactic boundaries affect pronuncia-
tion; if the present analysis is correct, the difference lies in stress: ‘oil well’ 
is a compound and has initial stress (HH), whereas ‘have well’ is a phrase 
and has fi nal stress H(HØ).
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Another pair of examples from Hoa  is shown in (41), where 1 is stron-
ger than 2 and 2 is stronger than x. 
(41) Phrase Compound
 (HH)↑(HH) (HH)↓(HH)
 2-x-1-x 1-x-2-x
 chuang4-zao4 tian1-cai2     chuang4-zao4 tian1-cai2
 create genius create genius
 ‘to create genius’ ‘creative genius’

If there is no additional stress level above the syllabic foot, there are two 
questions for the present analysis. First, Is Nonhead Stress  still observed? 
And secondly, How do we distinguish the two cases? The answer to the 
fi rst question is ‘yes’. Nonhead Stress does not require the syntactic non-
head to have more stress than the syntactic head; it only requires the syn-
tactic nonhead to have stress, which is the case. For the second question, 
the answer lies in downstep  and upstep , as discussed earlier. In the com-
pound the second foot undergoes downstep, indicated by the down arrow. 
In contrast, in the phrase the object undergoes upstep or pitch reset and 
starts at a higher level, indicated by the up arrow. 

Although the compounds in (40) and (41) follow Nonhead Stress , many 
disyllabic compounds do not seem to. For example, in the survey of 20,000 
disyllabic words by S. Xu  (1982), most of which being compounds, 70 per 
cent have fi nal stress. Some examples are shown in (42).
(42) H(HØ) H(HØ) H(HØ) H(HØ)
 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1
 huo3 che1   qi4 che1 huo4 che1 gong1 ji1
 fi re car gas car cargo car male chicken
 ‘train’ ‘car’ ‘truck’ ‘rooster’

Why does Nonhead Stress  not apply to such compounds? The reason 
seems to lie in frequency. When a disyllabic compound is frequently used, 
such as those surveyed by Xu , they are treated as words and follow the 
pattern of word stress, which can be (HL), (HH), or H(HØ). In contrast, 
when a compound is not frequently used, such as those in (39) and (40), 
they follow Nonhead Stress. The most telling examples can be seen in (43) 
and (44), from Hoa  (1983: 110).
(43) Frequent Infrequent Infrequent
 H(HØ) (HH) (HH)
 2-1 1-2 1-2 
 Huang2 He2   Liao2 He2 Huai2 He2 
 ‘Yellow River’ ‘Liao River’ ‘Huai River’ 
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(44) Frequent Infrequent Infrequent
 H(HØ) (HH) (HH)
 2-1 1-2 1-2 
 Xiang1 Shan1   Huang2 Shan1 Tian1 Shan1 
 ‘Fragrant Mountain’ ‘Yellow Mountain’ ‘Heaven Mountain’ 

Both ‘Yellow River’ (the cradle of the Chinese people) and ‘Fragrant 
Mountain’ (a place in Beijing) are frequent expressions, and so they 
have the stress pattern WS or H(HØ). In contrast, other river names and 
mountain names are less frequent, and so they follow Nonhead Stress  
and have the stress pattern SW or (HH). In summary, while Nonhead 
Stress is not always observed, all stress patterns follow from the inter-
action between the Information-Stress Principle  and the frequency of 
occurrence. 

Let us now consider trisyllabic compounds. According to Hoa  (1983), 
if we ignore light syllables, a common pattern is 2-x-1, regardless of the 
internal syntax. Consider the examples in (45) and (46). 

(45) (HH)(HØ) cf. H(HØ)
 2-x-1  2-1
 xin1-zang4 bing4  xin1-zang4
 ‘heart disease’  ‘heart’

(46) (HH)(HØ)  cf. H(HØ) 
 2-x-1  2-1 
 da4 gong1-ji1      gong1-ji1
 ‘big rooster’  ‘rooster’

The word xin1-zang4 ‘heart’ is H(HØ) in isolation. However, it is not 
H(HØ) but (HH) when followed by ‘disease’, because the empty beat  is not 
available compound-medially. It is fi ne for bing4 ‘disease’ to form (HØ), 
because the empty beat is available for it. Thus, the result is (HH)(HØ). 
The word gong1-ji1 ‘rooster’ is H(HØ) in isolation. In the compound, the 
free H gong1 can form a foot with da4. So the result is again (HH)(HØ). 
As discussed earlier, (HH)(HØ) is the proper interpretation of 2-x-1: the 
fi nal syllable may seem stronger because it is longer than the fi rst, owing 
to the empty beat.

Hoa  (1983: 103–8) also notes that compounds like (45) need not always 
be 2-x-1 but can also be 1-x-2. In the present analysis, it is because the 
third syllable need not be stressed and lengthened, because it is not a syn-
tactic nonhead. Some examples are shown in (47), where 1-x-2 is inter-
preted as (HH)H.
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(47) (HH)H (HH)H (HH)H
 1-x-2 1-x-2 1-x-2
 tuo3-yuan2 xing2 ke1-xue2 jia1     Sai4-na4 he2
 ‘oval shape’ ‘science expert’ ‘Seine River’

In the trisyllabic compounds so far, the nonhead is stressed, in agree-
ment with Nonhead Stress , but some trisyllabic compounds seem to 
violate Nonhead Stress. Three examples are shown in (48), where the third 
syllable is light. Hoa  (1983: 229) marks them as 2-1-0. In the present anal-
ysis, they are interpreted as H(HL).
(48) H(HL) H(HL) H(HL)
 2-1-0 2-1-0 2-1-0
 lao3 gan4-bu0 jin1 jie4-zi0 xiao3 mi4-shu0
 ‘old carder’ ‘gold ring’ ‘little secretary’

In these cases, the fi rst word, which is the syntactic nonhead, remains without 
phrasal stress. Why does Nonhead Stress  fail here? I suggest that it is again 
because such compounds are frequent expressions and so the syntactic nonhead 
does not carry much information. In particular, ‘old carder’ is like an offi cial title, 
rather than a true compound. Similarly, ‘gold ring’ is a common expression for 
‘ring’, where ‘gold’ is rather redundant. The expression ‘little secretary’ is used 
to imply that the job of a secretary is insignifi cant, and therefore ‘little’ is rather 
redundant, too. It is interesting to compare the compounds in (48) with those 
in (49), which look similar in structure but have a different stress pattern. Hoa  
(1983) does not give such examples but would probably mark them as 1-2-0.
(49) (HHL) (HHL) (HHL)
 1-2-0 1-2-0 1-2-0
 xin1 gan4-bu0 hong2 jie4-zi0 zheng4 mi4-shu0
 ‘new carder’ ‘red ring’ ‘head secretary’

The compounds in (49) are infrequent (or less frequent) expressions, and 
phrasal stress applies regularly and does go to the fi rst word, in agreement 
with Nonhead Stress .  

Next, consider compounds made of two disyllabic words without light syl-
lables. Hoa  (1983)   offers a few patterns, shown in (50)–(52). The judgement 
on (50) also agrees with Luo  and J. Wang  (1981: 146) for similar examples.
(50) Second word is 1-2 
 (HH)(HH) 
 1-x-2-x 
 chuang4-zao4 tian1-cai2 
 ‘creative genius’ 
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(51) First word is 1-2; second word is 2-1
 (HH)H(HØ) 
 2-x-x-1 
 ke1-xue2 hui4-yi4 
 ‘science meeting’

(52) Both words are 2-1
 (HH)H(HØ), or ?H(HH)(HØ) 
 2-x-x-1 or ?x-2-x-1 
 ren2-zao4 wei4-xing1
 ‘man-made satellite’

Apart from x-2-x-1 in (52), which seems to be marginal, the generalization 
seems to be that the fi rst word is (HH), owing to the lack of the empty beat , 
and the second word keeps its original stress location. The pattern x-2-x-1 
in (52) is metrically fi ne; the preference for 2-x-x-1 over x-2-x-1 suggests 
that, if there is an option, it is better to build separate feet for separate 
words, rather than building a foot across two words. 

Finally, consider a compound made of a monosyllable and a trisyllable, 
shown in (53), which has the stress pattern SWWS (ignoring relative stress 
between the Ss). 
(53) (HH)H(HØ) Compare: (HH)(HØ)
 SWWS  SWS
 da4 xi1-hong2-shi4  xi1-hong2-shi4
 ‘big tomato’  ‘tomato’

According to Nonhead Stress , da4 ‘big’ should be stressed. For this stress 
to form a foot, the original stress on the second syllable, xi1, must be 
deleted, and the result is SWWS. It is worth noting that in (53) the fi rst 
word is monosyllabic, so the fi rst foot has to cross a word boundary. 

Hoa  (1983) discusses a wealth of other stress patterns in other syntactic 
structures, but  for lack of space they are not discussed here. It suffi ces to 
say that three requirements seem to govern all the patterns:  Nonhead Stress , 
Foot Binarity, and the availability of the empty beat in fi nal position only.

6 . 1 0 .  S T R E S S  E F F E C T S  I N  C H I N E S E 

Besides being compatible with the phonetic judgement of stress, the pro-
posed analysis can also account for a number of phonological effects in 
Chinese. First, consider the difference between full (heavy) and weak 
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(light) syllables: full syllables have stress and light syllables do not. The 
difference follows if SC counts moras. Since each full syllable has two 
moras, it forms a moraic foot and has stress. Since a light syllable has 
just one mora, it cannot form a moraic foot and will remain unstressed.  
Another consideration is the fact that a disyllabic word can be HH or HL 
but not LH. The reason again seems to be related to stress. While words 
and frequent compounds can be H(HØ) in isolation, they are generally 
(HH) when followed by another word, where the initial syllable has stress. 
For infrequent compounds, Nonhead Stress  goes to the fi rst syllable. Thus, 
the fi rst syllable often has to carry stress and cannot be light. The pro-
posed foot structure can also help account for the well-known Tone 3 San-
dhi in SC (also called Third-Tone Sandhi), to be discussed in Chapter 11. 
Another well-known sandhi process in SC is that the second tone LH can 
reduce to H when it occurs between A and B, where A is a full syllable 
whose tone is either H or LH and B a full syllable with any tone (to be dis-
cussed in Chapter 10). In general, reduction occurs in a position that lacks 
stress. In the present analysis a trisyllabic word is usually SWS, where the 
second syllable has no phrasal stress. It is natural, therefore, that this is in 
the position that tonal reduction occurs.

Disyllabic minimal-word  requirement (Chapter 5) is another issue. In 
the present analysis, the disyllabic requirement follows from the fact that 
a stressed word is at least one syllabic foot, which needs two syllables in 
non-fi nal positions. If Chinese has no metrical structure, it is not clear why 
a minimal word must be disyllabic. 

Next consider restrictions on word length. Many Chinese words have 
two forms, one disyllabic and one monosyllabic, with little semantic or 
syntactic distinction between them. Some examples are shown in (54).

(54) suan da-suan ‘garlic’
 zhong zhong-zhi ‘to plant’
 mei mei-tan ‘coal’
 dian shang-dian ‘store’

It has been proposed that the reason for this apparent redundancy is that 
modern Chinese has lost many syllabic contrasts, giving too many mono-
syllabic homophones. As a result, disyllabic forms are created to avoid 
ambiguities (see Chapter 7). However, the choice between the two forms 
of a word is not always free. Consider the examples in (55) and (56).

(55)  [Verb   Object] 
 (a) zhong-zhi da-suan
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 (b) *zhong-zhi suan
 (c) zhong    da-suan
 (d) zhong suan
  plant garlic ‘to plant garlic’

(56)  [Modifi er  Noun]
 (a) mei-tan shang-dian
 (b) mei-tan dian
 (c) *mei         shang-dian
 (d) mei        dian
  coal        store ‘coal store’

In [V O] (Verb–Object), [2 1] (disyllabic monosyllabic) is bad, but in [M 
N] (Modifi er–Noun), [1 2] is bad. In general, [2 1] is bad for [V O] and 
[1 2] is bad for [M N]. This asymmetry was noted by Lü  (1963) but has 
remained a mystery. In particular, if the disyllabic form is created to avoid 
ambiguity, why should (55b) and (56c) be bad? In the present analysis, the 
proper choice of word length is determined by stress. Briefl y, by Nonhead 
Stress , M has main stress in [M N], O in [V O]. Since stress should fall on 
a disyllabic unit, [1 2] is usually bad for [M N] and [2 1] is usually bad for 
[V O]. The details will be given in Chapter 7.

Restrictions on word order are an issue, too. Word order in Chinese 
compounds is variable under some restrictions: consider the examples in 
(57) and (58).

(57) qie cai dao (*cai qie dao)
 cut vegetable knife
 ‘knife for cutting vegetables’ 

(58) pingguo jiagong dao (*jiagong pingguo dao)
 apple process knife
 ‘knife for processing apples’

Both compounds are made up of a verb (V), an object of the verb (O), and 
a noun (N). However, the word order must be [V O N] in (57) but [O V N] 
in (58). The reason for the difference is that V and O are monosyllabic in 
(57) but disyllabic in (58). However, the relation between word length and 
word order is diffi cult to explain unless we consider metrical structure, to 
be discussed in Chapter 8.

Finally, the analysis of stress helps the analysis of poetic rhythm. In 
particular, it is not obvious what the relation is between the syntax of a line 
and its rhythm. For example, consider the lines in (59).
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(59)  [[Fenghuang Shan] [you [bai fenghuang]]]
 Phoenix Mountain have white phoenix
 ‘The Phoenix Mountain has a white phoenix.’
 [[Fenghuang Shan] [gang [you fenghuang]]]
 Phoenix Mountain just have phoenix
 ‘The Phoenix Mountain has just had a phoenix.’

The lines look similar syntactically, but they do not have the same rhythm. 
Why is that? What rhythm does each line have and how is it determined? 
Such questions will be discussed in Chapter 12, where I will show that 
phrasal stress plays a key role. 

6 . 11 .  O T H E R  V I E W S  O F  S T R E S S   A N D 
F O O T  I N  C H I N E S E 

As Chao  (1968: 38) observes, Chinese speakers often fi nd it hard to judge 
stress. Naturally, some linguists believe that Chinese has no stress (Gao  and 
Shi  1963; Hyman 1977; Selkirk  and Shen 1990). When a full syllable occurs 
with a light syllable, the full syllable does seem to have more stress, but 
there is also a difference in tone: the full syllable has a lexical tone but the 
light syllable does not. Thus, the difference between the two can be attrib-
uted to tone, instead of stress. However, this view has several shortcomings. 
To begin with, it must explain why toneless syllables are phonetically short 
and have a reduced vowel. In addition, it cannot account for subtle stress 
differences among full syllables, such as H(HØ) vs. (HH), or other patterns 
provided by Hoa  (1983). Finally, every language uses contrastive stress, 
including Chinese, so stress must be assumed for Chinese anyway.

While acknowledging that stress judgement  can be diffi cult in SC, Chao  
(1968) proposes that there is a general pattern: in a string of full syllables, 
the last has most stress, the fi rst has slightly less stress, and the intermediate 
ones have the least stress. Some examples are shown in (60), where M means 
medium stress, W means weak stress (i.e. weaker than what is on other full 
syllables, but as a full syllable it is still stronger than what is on a light syl-
lable), and S means strong stress. This has been called the MWS theory.
(60) The MWS theory (Chao  1968: 35)
 Length Pattern Example Gloss
 2 syllables M-S hao ren ‘good person’
 3 syllables M-W-S Shanhaiguan ‘Shanhaiguan’
 4 syllables M-W-W-S dong nan xi bei ‘east, south, west, and north’
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The main criticism for the MWS theory is that it is too simple. For exam-
ple, it does not account for the difference between H(HØ) and (HH) in 
disyllabic words, or the difference between SWWS and SWSW in quadri-
syllabic words, or the effect of internal syntax on stress. 

Hoa  (1983)  offers perhaps the most detailed phonological study of 
stress patterns in SC. In fact, my analysis has been signifi cantly revised 
because of her work. There remain some important differences though. 
Hoa  uses a numeric representation of stress, following M. Liberman  and 
Prince  (1977), which in principle allows an infi nite number of stress lev-
els. In contrast, I only assume three levels of stress . Another difference is 
that Hoa  does not assume feet, whereas I do. And fi nally, Hoa  uses a rule 
to reverse the stress of a word when it is not fi nal. For example, Beijing 
‘Peking’ is WS in isolation but reverses to SW in Beijing hua ‘Peking 
dialect’ SW-S and Beijing Daxue ‘Peking University’ SW-WS. In Hoa ’s 
analysis the rule is arbitrary. In the present analysis, it is due to the fact that 
a foot must be binary and an empty beat  is available compound-fi nally but 
not compound-medially.

Shih (1986, 1997) and Chen  (2000) both assume a foot formation pro-
cess in SC. However, feet are formed without regard to stress. For example, 
a foot can be (SW), (WS), (SWS), (WSW), etc. Their feet are supposed to 
help account for the Third Tone Sandhi in SC, but I will argue in Chapter 
11 that the sandhi process can be accounted for with regular metrical feet 
that are (SW). 

H. Wang  (2004) proposes that feet are formed differently in English 
and Chinese. In English, syllables form feet according to stress. However, 
in Chinese, syllables form feet according to their syntactic ‘closeness’, a 
view shared by B. Lu  (1989). Syllables that are syntactically close belong 
to the same foot, and syllables that are not syntactically close belong to dif-
ferent feet. This analysis faces some questions. First, all disyllabic words 
should form one foot. However, disyllabic words can be SW or WS (S. Xu  
1982; Hoa  1983). This means that either the proposed feet are insensitive 
to stress, or some other explanations are needed. Second, it is not obvious 
how feet should be formed in polysyllabic words or fl at structures (such as 
a string of digits), which do not have internal syntax. Finally, the analysis 
overlooks some important similarities between English and Chinese, espe-
cially with regard to phrasal stress. 

S. Feng  (1998a, 2004) proposes that Chinese has directional foot forma-
tion that is sensitive to syntax. In polysyllabic words, compounds, and fl at 
structures, foot formation is left-to-right, whereas in phrases foot forma-
tion is right-to-left. Like Shih (1986, 1997), Chen  (2000), and H. Wang  
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(2004), S. Feng  (2004) does not think that stress plays a role in foot forma-
tion in Chinese. For example, in his analysis every disyllabic unit forms a 
foot, whether it is a word or a phase, and whether it is SW or WS. There-
fore, his analysis faces the same questions as those of Shih (1986, 1997), 
Chen  (2000), and H. Wang  (2004).

In Duanmu  (2000) I proposed that all Chinese words have initial stress. 
In particular, I suggested that SW is the only stress pattern for disyllabic 
words. However, the analysis cannot account for the fact that SC has 
both SW and WS words, as reported in S. Xu  (1982) and Hoa  (1983). In 
 addition, to account for poetic rhythm, one must assume fi nal stress for 
line-fi nal disyllabic words, to be discussed in Chapter 12.

6 . 1 2 .  S U M M A RY

The two most important ideas in this chapter are (a) the Dual Trochee  foot 
structure and (b) the Information-Stress Principle . I have shown how they 
lead to an analysis of word and phrasal stress in SC, which agrees well 
with the stress judgements in previous studies, in particular Hoa  (1983). 

The understanding of stress in SC provides the key to the analysis 
of several other problems in SC, in particular the word-length problem 
(see Chapter 7), the word-order problem (discussed in Chapter 8), the 
tone-sandhi problem (see Chapter 11), and poetic rhythm (the topic of 
Chapter 12).
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7

The Word-Length Problem

7 . 1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

The word-length problem in Chinese refers to the fact that though the 
same expression can be composed of different numbers of syllables, there 
are restrictions on word-length combinations. The problem is illustrated 
in (1), transcribed in Pinyin. The number of syllables in each parallel sen-
tence is given in parentheses.
(1) The word-length problem 
 Gloss S1 S2 S3 *S4
 come qian-lai lai lai qian-lai 
 visit fang-wen fang fang-wen fang 
 DE  de de de de 
 important zun-gui gui zun-gui gui
 guest ke-ren ke ke-ren ke-ren 
 tomorrow ming-tian ming ming ming-tian 
 evening wan-shang wan wan wan
 reach dao-da dao dao dao-da 
 Beijing Beijing Jing Beijing Jing 
   (17) (9) (13) (13)

‘The important guest who is coming to visit arrives in Beijing tomorrow 
evening.’

The sentences show an interesting property of Chinese that is not found 
in English: many monosyllabic words can alternate with a synonymous 
disyllabic word, often a pseudo-compound. For example, in S1 all words 
except the particle de are disyllabic, whereas in S2 every word is monosyl-
labic. More surprisingly, however, is the fact that word length choices  are 
not always free. For example, S1, S2, and S3 are all good, but S4 is bad, 
even though it has the same number of syllables as S3. A similar example 
is shown in (2).



(2) Gloss S1 S2 S3 *S4
 house zhu-fang fang zhu-fang fang
 price jia-ge jia jia jia-ge
 unexpectedly jing-ran jing jing-ran jing
 like jiu-xiang xiang xiang jiu-xiang
 ride zuo-le zuo zuo-le zuo-le
 elevator dian-ti, dian-ti, dian-ti, dian-ti,
 more yue yue yue yue
 rise sheng sheng sheng sheng
 more yue yue yue yue
 high gao gao gao gao
  (16) (11) (14) (14)
 ‘Unexpectedly, housing prices are like riding an elevator, rising higher and 

higher.’

Despite the variation in word length, S1, S2, and S3 are again all good. 
However, S4 is bad, even though it has the same number of syllables as S3.

The above examples pose problems for two popular views about Chinese. 
The fi rst is that most Chinese  words are monosyllabic. For example, Karlgren  
(1949: p. iii) considers Chinese to be ‘the most typical example of a mono-
syllabic and isolating tongue’. Similarly, Jespersen  (1922: 369) says, ‘Each 
[Chinese] word consists of one syllable, neither more nor less.’ This view fails 
to note the extensive use of disyllabic words, or the restrictions on word-length 
choices . The second popular view is that Chinese developed disyllabic words  in 
order to compensate for its small syllable inventory. Otherwise, too many ambi-
guities will arise. This view is intuitively plausible but rarely given any proof. 
In addition, it cannot explain why word-length choices are not always free.

In this chapter I address three questions; How extensive are disyl-
labic words used in Chinese? Why are there so many disyllabic words in 
Chinese if there is already a corresponding monosyllabic set? And, what 
are the restrictions on word-length choices ? I will argue that the variation 
in word length is governed by stress. In particular, the need for a disyl-
labic word in stressed positions can stretch a monosyllable to a disyllable 
through compounding. Similarly, the need for shorter words in unstressed 
positions can shorten a disyllable to a monosyllable through truncation.

7 . 2 .  A B U N D A N C E  O F  D I S Y L L A B I C  W O R D S 
I N  C H I N E S E 

To count disyllabic words, we must know what a word is. Traditional 
 Chinese dictionaries contain only characters (monosyllabic morphemes), 
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and the notion ‘word’ did not occur in Chinese linguistics until the twentieth 
century. By the 1950s, some initial consensus was reached on the defi nition 
of word in Chinese  (although disagreements still remain, especially with 
trisyllabic and longer expressions, see Chapter 5). In 1959, the fi rst system-
atic study on Chinese words, entitled Putonghua San Qian Chang Yong Ci 
Biao ‘3,000 Commonly Used Words in Standard Chinese’, was completed 
by Zhongguo Wenzi Gaige Weiyuanhui Yanjiu Tuiguang Chu  ‘Chinese 
Language Reform Committee Research and Popularization Offi ce’, here-
after ZWGW (1959). The study involved about forty scholars over nearly 
three years, and the word list was checked for statistical accuracy with a 
selection of modern written texts that totalled 130,000 characters. Modern 
written Chinese  is often called baihuawen ‘plain speech writing (vernacu-
lar writing)’, which represents the language as people use it today.

For the fi rst time, ZWGW (1959) offers clear evidence that monosyl-
labic words  constitute only a small part of modern Chinese usage. ZWGW 
(1959) lists a total of 3,624 words, which represent about 80 per cent of 
all occurrences of words in modern SC. Of the list, monosyllabic words 
comprise just 29 per cent. This is shown in (3).

(3) Commonly used words in modern SC (ZWGW 1959)
 Category Total Monosyllabic % monosyllabic
 Noun 1,690   262 16
 Verb   925   380 41
 Adjective   451   140 31
 Adverb   194   41 21
 Others   364   223 60
 All  3,624 1,046 29

Of all the words, the majority are disyllabic (and occasionally trisyllabic). 
Since proper names have generally been excluded, the disyllabic (or trisyl-
labic) words are mostly compounds. A similar result is found by K. He  and 
Li  (1987), who compiled a frequency list of 3,000 most common Chinese 
words, based on a modern SC text corpus of 1,070,000 character tokens. 
Their result is shown in (4).

(4) Length 1 syllable 2 syllables 3 syllables 4 syllables All
 Count 809 2,094 89 8 3,000

% 27.0 69.8 3.0 0.3 100.0

Once again, monosyllabic words make up just 27 per cent of the total, 
disyllabic words dominating the vocabulary. One might notice that ZWGW 
(1959) and K. He  and Li  (1987) gave only a small number of trisyllabic 
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words, fewer still quadrisyllabic words, and none that has more than four 
syllables. The reason is probably that long compounds are not frequent 
enough to make the list.

Most new words introduced in the past century are disyllabic. For exam-
ple, consider the two kinds of verbs in (5), taken from ZWGW (1959).
(5)  Total % monosyllabic
 (a) Bodily and daily activities  280 73
 (b) Political and legislative activities 135  3

There are 280 verbs that refer to bodily or daily activities, which obviously 
belong to the native vocabulary. Of them, 73 per cent are monosyllabic. 
In fact, the other 27 per cent ‘disyllabic verbs’ contain some verb–object 
structures that in some ways behave like a phrase. Some examples are 
shown in (6).
(6) wo shou li  fa ban  jia
 hold hand cut  hair move house
 ‘to shake hands’ ‘to have haircut’ ‘to move house’
 sao   di shua ya xi   lian
 sweep fl oor brush  teeth wash face
 ‘to sweep the fl oor’ ‘to brush teeth’ ‘to wash face’

If such items are excluded, then monosyllabic verbs in (5a) will rise to 
about 85 per cent. In contrast, there are 135 verbs that refer to politics and 
legislature activities, most of which were introduced in the past century. 
Of them, only three are monosyllabic. Further evidence for the lack of 
monosyllabic words in the new vocabulary can be seen in Z. Li  and Bai  
(1987) and Yu  (1993), which record new words, including some phrases, 
such as wu gaizi ‘hold down the lid (hide problems)’. Their results are 
summarized in (7). In both studies, there is a total lack of monosyllabic 
words in the new vocabulary.
(7)  Year introduced Total terms % monosyllabic
 Z. Li  and Bai  (1987) mostly since 1949 982 0
 Yu  (1993) 1992 448 0

7 . 3 .  T H E  D U A L  V O C A B U L A RY 

Interestingly, most disyllabic words in Chinese also alternate with mono-
syllables. Indeed, many disyllables are just alternative forms of monosyl-
labic words. Consider the examples in (8).
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(8) Dual vocabulary  based on compounding
  Disyllabic Monosyllabic
 (a)  mei-tan mei
   coal-charcoal coal ‘coal’
 (b)  shang-dian dian
   business-store store ‘store’ 
 (c)  da-suan suan
   big-garlic garlic ‘garlic’
 (d)  zhong-zhi zhong 
   plant-colonize plant ‘to plant’
 (e)  gong-ji gong 
   attack-hit attack ‘to attack’
 ( f  ) er-duo er
   ear-petal ear ‘ear’

In these words, the extra syllable in the disyllabic form is semantically 
redundant. For example, in (8a) mei-tan does not mean ‘coal and charcoal’ 
but just ‘coal’. Similarly, in (8c) da does not add the meaning ‘big’, and 
even small garlic is called da suan. For this reason, such disyllables are not 
real compounds but pseudo-compounds .

Sproat  and Shih  (1996: 58) suggest that in some monosyllabic–disyllabic 
pairs, such as yi–mayi ‘ant’, there are morphological and semantic distinc-
tions. Morphologically, the monosyllable is a root, which cannot be used 
alone, but a disyllable is a word. Semantically, the monosyllable denotes a 
type whereas the disyllable denotes a canonical instance of the type. How-
ever, most monosyllabic–disyllabic pairs cannot be explained this way. For 
example, both cai ‘vegetable’ and shucai ‘vegetable’ are words, since one 
can say mai cai or mai shucai for ‘buy vegetables’. Similarly, mei ‘coal’ 
and meitan ‘coal’ are both words, and there is no apparent semantic distinc-
tion between mei dian ‘coal store’ and meitan dian ‘coal store’.

The presence of two synonymous forms, one monosyllabic and one 
disyllabic, creates an unusual dual vocabulary . It is not clear how many 
Chinese words have dual forms, since a quantitative study is lacking. My 
own intuition is that most Chinese words do, because most of the time, 
when I randomly think of a monosyllabic word, I can also think of a disyl-
labic word that has a similar meaning. This property is not found in poly-
syllabic languages such as English and French and seems to be unique to 
Chinese. It is possible that this property also exists in other monosyllabic 
languages such as Vietnamese, although I have not seen such reports.
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The dual vocabulary  is not created just by stretching monosyllabic words 
through compounding though. The opposite process is just as active, in 
which disyllabic (or longer) words are shortened to monosyllables through 
truncation. Some examples are shown in (9).

(9) Dual vocabulary  based on truncation
  Disyllabic     → Monosyllabic
 (a) zhong-xue zhong
  middle-school middle ‘middle school’
 (b) da-xue da
  big school big ‘university’ 
 (c) fei-ji ji
  fl y-machine machine ‘airplane’
 (d ) lun-chuan lun 
  wheel-boat wheel ‘(powered) ship’
 (e) dian-shi dian
  electricity-vision electricity ‘TV’
 (f ) Helan He
  Holland  ‘Holland’
 (g) Yinggelan Ying
  England  ‘England’

While the truncated monosyllables may seem ambiguous by themselves, 
they are not when used in combination, such as those in (10).

(10) (a) san zhong 
  three middle ‘The Third Middle School’
 (b) shi da
  teacher big ‘teachers college’ 
 (c) ji zhang 
  machine head ‘airplane pilot’
 (d ) ke lun 
  guest wheel ‘passenger ship’
 (e) cai dian 
  color electricity ‘color TV’
 ( f  ) He fang 
  Holland side ‘the Holland side’
 (g) Ying Fa 
  England France ‘England and France’
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The truncated monosyllables were called pseudo-words  in Chapter 5 
because they are mostly used in combination with another word and are 
rarely used alone (for the intended meaning).

It is unclear whether the dual vocabulary  has existed in Chinese all 
along. Dobson  (1959: 6) suggests that compounds in Late Archaic Chinese 
(LAC, fourth and third centuries BC) were never higher than 3 per cent, 
far below the percentage in modern SC (see above). Similarly, S. Feng  
(1998b: 219) suggests that by the Han Dynasty (AD 100), Chinese had less 
than 3 per cent compounds. If so, most words in classical Chinese must 
be monosyllabic, there cannot be a large dual vocabulary. However, the 
defi nition of compounds used by Dobson  and S. Feng  is rather narrow: the 
only expressions they regard as compound are those whose meanings are 
specialized (that is, using the Semantic Composition test in Chapter 5). For 
example, expressions like you deng ‘oil lamp’ and shui jing ‘water well’ 
are treated not as compounds but as phrases because the meaning is trans-
parent. As a result, their estimates of disyllabic words and compounds in 
classical Chinese must be too low.

There is also another diffi culty. Because of the scarcity of writing materi-
als, historical Chinese texts may not refl ect the spoken language, but, rather, 
a highly condensed writing style. For example, no linguist would assume that 
the language of the oracle bones (between 1400 BC and 1100 BC) represented 
the spoken language. In addition, because of the reverence for ancient texts, 
the original writing style may have infl uenced the entire literary tradition. As 
Karlgren  (1949: 57) observes, ‘in the written  language of the pre-Christian 
era right down to our own day, people have continued to use the original 
short and concise word material.’ This tradition dominated until the twenti-
eth century, when baihuawen ‘plain-speech writing’ fi nally replaced it.

Nevertheless, Guo  (1938) observes that classical Chinese also had words 
with fl exible length. Some examples are shown in (11), transcribed in Pinyin.

(11) Flexible word length  in classical Chinese (Guo  1938)
 Type Disyllabic Monosyllabic Gloss
 Reduplication ai-ai ai ‘sad’
 Merger nai-he ne ‘helpless’
 Truncation you-yu yu ‘hesitate’
 Truncation (name) Guan-Zhong Guan ‘Guan-Zhong’
  Yan-Ying Ying ‘Yan-Ying’
 Addition (name) a-Wu Wu ‘Wu’
 Repetition xu-ju xu, ju 
  save-gather save, gather ‘save’
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 Opposites yi-tong yi, tong 
  different-same different, same ‘difference’
  huan-ji huan, ji 
  slow-urgent slow, urgent ‘urgency’

Such data show that a dual vocabulary  must have existed in the past, too, 
although the exact extent remains unknown.

The presence of the dual vocabulary  makes it hard or meaningless to 
answer a seemingly simple question, namely, are most Chinese words 
monosyllabic or disyllabic? We might be able to answer this etymologi-
cally if for each word in the dual vocabulary we can tell whether the mono-
syllable or the disyllable is the original. For example, we might decide that 
all pseudo-compounds  are derived and their corresponding monosyllables 
are the original (e.g. mei ‘coal’ is the original and mei-tan is derived). Sim-
ilarly, we might decide that all truncated monosyllabic words are derived 
and their corresponding disyllables (or polysyllables) are the original (e.g. 
zhong xue ‘middle school’ is the original and zhong is derived). However, 
such information is not always provided in the dictionary, and speakers 
may not always be sure of it. What we can say is that nearly all syllables 
in Chinese are words, although most of them can also appear as disyl-
lables. Also, in a modern text or in speech, most words used are disyllabic, 
although most of them also have a monosyllabic form.

7 . 4 .  A M B I G U I T Y  AV O I D A N C E ?

Many people believe that disyllabic words are created in Chinese in order 
to avoid ambiguity (Guo  1938; L. Wang  1944; Karlgren  1949; Lü  1963; 
C. Li  and Thompson  1981; and many others). Two typical statements of 
this view are given in (12) and (13).

(12) Lü  (1963: 21), ‘Why is there a strong tendency for disyllabic words in 
modern Chinese? The large number of homophones should be an impor-
tant factor. Because of sound change, many characters that used to sound 
different historically have now become homophones, and the creation of 
disyllabic forms is a compensating measure.’

(13) C. Li  and Thompson  (1981: 14), ‘The threat of too many homophonous 
syllables has forced the (Chinese) language to increase dramatically the 
proportion of polysyllabic words, principally by means of the compounding 
process . . .’
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The decrease of syllable inventory  in modern Chinese is quite dramatic. 
For example, Middle Chinese (about AD 600) had over 3,000 syllables 
(including tonal contrasts), but modern SC has just over 1,300. Thus, in the 
past one thousand years or so Chinese lost more than half of its syllables. 
This has created a large number of homophones . For example, modern SC 
has about 7,000 characters (excluding 2,000 rare ones), most of which are 
monosyllabic morphemes (see Guojia Yuyan Wenzi Gongzuo Weiyuan-
hui 1989). This gives an average of 5.4 homophonous morphemes per 
syllable. In addition, because the distribution is not even, some syllables 
represent more morphemes than others. For example, [i4] ([i] with the 
fourth tone) represents 63 common morphemes, or over 90 morphemes if 
rare words are included.

Given the large number of homophonous morphemes, many of which 
are independent words, it is not hard to imagine situations in which ambi-
guity arises and disyllabic expressions are used to avoid it. For example, 
in SC ‘crow’ and ‘duck’ are separate morphemes (written with different 
characters), but they are both pronounced as [ja1]. If one wants to say the 
former without ambiguity, one can use [u-ja] ‘(black) crow’. For the ambi-
guity-avoidance approach, this is how disyllabic words are created.

Although the ambiguity-based argument seems plausible, there are 
several problems. To begin with, most homophones can be disambigu-
ated by context. For example, it is rare that the English homophones sun 
and son, or bear and bare, cause ambiguity in actual speech. In addition, 
when ambiguities do arise, a speaker can resort to a variety of ways to 
clarify them. It is unlikely, therefore, that the entire speech community 
would come to decide on a single way of disambiguating each of the 
many homophones. For example, pen and pin are homophones in some 
English dialects. Suppose ambiguity arises in 5 per cent of the contexts. 
In these 5 per cent of cases, one can clarify the ambiguity by saying ink 
pen, fountain pen, ball pen, pen to write with, etc. It is unlikely that one 
of these options will be chosen and established as the only usage. 
More likely, no compound will be established, because most of the time 
there is no ambiguity.

Secondly, there is evidence that many words remain monosyllabic even 
though they have many chances of causing ambiguities. For example, in 
SC ‘he’, ‘she’, and ‘it’ are different words (written with different charac-
ters), but they are all pronounced as [tha1]. Since they are high-frequency 
words, their chances of causing ambiguities are high. However, all three 
remain monosyllabic. Similarly, most native verbs have remained mono-
syllabic, as seen in (5). This fact is not expected by ambiguity  avoidance .
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The third problem, as Lü  (1963) points out, is that most of the increase 
in disyllabic words  took place in the past 100 years or so, during which 
period there has been little change in the phonology of Chinese. This fact 
is another puzzle for ambiguity avoidance .

Fourth, many proponents of ambiguity avoidance , such as Karlgren  
(1949) and Dobson  (1959), assume that classical Chinese mostly consisted 
of monosyllabic words. However, when Chinese characters were created, 
which was before the oldest written records (around 1400 BC), Chinese 
already had numerous homophones. This is evidenced by the fact that 
over 80 per cent of Chinese characters are partly phonetic. For example, 
the character for ‘to shampoo’ is made of a semantic part and a phonetic 
part. The semantic part is the character for ‘water’; the phonetic part is 
the character for ‘wood’, because ‘to shampoo’ and ‘wood’ had the same 
pronunciation. Since more than 80 per cent of the characters were created 
this way, at least 80 per cent of all characters (or words) sounded similar 
or identical to another character. In other words, there must have been 
many homophones from the beginning. Why, then, did people not create 
disyllabic words to avoid ambiguity then? The answer, as suggested by 
Guo  (1938), must be that classical written  texts did not refl ect the spoken 
language, in part because of the scarcity of writing materials, and in part 
because characters offer more distinctions than speech. And even so, many 
disyllabic words can still be found in classical texts, as Guo  documents 
extensively, not because of homophone avoidance, but because of rhyth-
mic considerations (see below). In any case, there is no solid evidence that 
classical spoken Chinese mostly consisted of monosyllabic words.

Fifth, ambiguity avoidance  does not explain why the need to avoid ambi-
guity has not prevented the loss of syllabic contrasts. Indeed, it begs the ques-
tion of why Chinese started as a monosyllabic language in the fi rst place.

Sixth, there are restrictions on the use of disyllabic words, as seen in (1) 
and (2) . Further examples are shown in the [N N] pattern in (14) and the 
[V O]  pattern in (15), where 1 indicates a monosyllable, 2 a disyllable.

(14)  [N N   ]
   [2 2] mei-tan shang-dian
   [2 1] mei-tan dian
 *[1 2] mei shang-dian
   [1 1] mei dian
  ‘coal  store’
 Other examples:
 ji-shu gong-ren, ji-shu gong, *ji gong-ren, ji gong ‘skilled worker’
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 shou-biao gong-chang, shou-biao chang, *biao gong-chang, biao chang 
 ‘watch factory’

 yi-yao shang-pin, yi-yao pin, *yao shang-pin, yao pin ‘medical goods’

(15)  [V  O      ]
   [2 2]  cheng-zuo fei-ji
 *[2 1] cheng-zuo ji
   [1 2] cheng fei-ji
 ?[1 1] cheng ji
  ‘(to) ride  airplane’
 Other examples:
 xue-xi hui-hua, *xue-xi hua, xue hui-hua, ?xue hua ‘study painting’
 gou-mai liang-shi, *gou-mai liang, mai liang-shi, ?mai liang ‘buy grains’
 shou-ge mai-zi, *shou-ge mai, ge mai-zi, ?ge mai ‘cut wheat’
 zhong-zhi da-suan, *zhong-zhi suan, zhong da-suan, zhong suan ‘plant

 garlic’

When both words have a monosyllabic form and a disyllabic form, there 
are four possible combinations: [2 2], [2 1], [1 2], and [1 1]. But while 
three of them are good in [N N], [1 2] is bad. Similarly, of the four com-
binations of [V O], three are good (or marginal, indicated by a question 
mark), and one is bad. Moreover, the bad pattern in [N N] is the opposite 
of that in [V O]. As noted by Lü  (1963), this contrast is quite general: in 
[N N], [1 2] is usually bad, and in [V O], [2 1] is—native intuition on such 
cases is quite sharp. However, the ambiguity-avoidance  approach offers 
no account for such facts. (For fi xed-length words, their combinations can 
differ from these in (14) and (15); I return to them below.)

Seventh, the ambiguity-avoidance  approach predicts a correlation 
between the number of homophones and the number of disyllabic words. 
The more homophones there are, the more likely disyllabic words would 
be created. However, no evidence for such a correlation has been shown. 
For example, Lü  (1963: 21) suggests that, because Cantonese  has more 
syllables than SC (about 1,800 in Cantonese vs. about 1,300 in SC), there 
should be fewer disyllabic words in Cantonese than in SC. A similar claim 
is made by Chao  (1973), citing some data in S. W. Williams  (1889), who 
translated a classic passage of about 219 words into several dialects. How-
ever, the data is inconclusive. For example, although Cantonese  indeed 
has fewer disyllabic words than Beijing Mandarin (presumably because 
Cantonese has a larger syllable inventory), the Hankow dialect has fewer 
disyllabic words than Beijing Mandarin, even though Hankow has a smaller 
syllable inventory than Beijing Mandarin. Thus, there is no  evidence for 
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the correlation between the size of syllable inventory and the amount of 
disyllabic words. On the other hand, though the SC words in (16) have no 
homophones, they still have disyllabic forms.

(16) hou3/hou3-jiao4 chong3/chong3-ai4
 yell/yell-call spoil/spoil-love
 ‘to yell’ ‘to spoil (by loving too much)’

Similarly, the syllable bao2  represents only two words, the noun ‘hail’ 
and the adjective ‘thin’. Since they hardly occur in the same environment, 
there is little chance they would be confused. Nevertheless, ‘hail’ has a 
disyllabic form, shown in (17).

(17) bao2/bing1-bao2
 hail/ice-hail
 ‘hail’

Such examples show that there must be other reasons why disyllabic words 
were created.

Finally, the ambiguity-avoidance  approach may have a problem explain-
ing the creation of monosyllabic words through truncation, such as lun 
chuan ‘wheel boat (powered ship)’ → lun. If there are already too many 
monosyllabic homophones, why does Chinese keep adding more through 
truncation? The fact that truncation frequently happens shows that most of 
the time there is no ambiguity.

7 . 5 .  O T H E R  V I E W S  O N  T H E  U S E  O F 
D I S Y L L A B I C  W O R D S

There are a few other views on the creation of disyllabic words in Chinese. For 
convenience, I call them (a) the speech-tempo approach, (b) the grammatical 
approach, (c) the rhythm approach, (d) the morphologization approach, and 
(e) the stress-length approach. These approaches are not all proposed by dif-
ferent people. For example, Guo  (1938) suggests that both (a) and ambiguity 
avoidance  play a role, Lü  (1963) suggests that both (a) and (b) are involved, 
and L. Li  (1990) suggests that both (b) and (c) play a role.

7.5.1. The speech-tempo approach

Guo  (1938) suggests that word-length variation in Chinese is motivated 
by the tempo of speech. When the tempo is high, one uses monosyllabic 
words, and when it is low, one uses disyllabic words.
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The main problem with Guo ’s proposal is that it does not specify at 
which points the tempo can be high and at which points it can be low. As 
a result, there is no explanation for the restrictions on word length—for 
example, why in [N N] both nouns can be spoken slowly, giving [2 2], 
or both spoken quickly, giving [1 1], or the fi rst slowly and the second 
quickly, giving [2 1], but not the fi rst quickly and the second slowly. Nor 
is there any explanation for the asymmetry between [N N] and [V O].

7.5.2. The grammatical approach

The grammatical approach attempts to explain the use of a disyllabic word 
in terms of grammatical or semantic considerations. For example, L. Li  
(1990) offers a number of interesting examples. Consider (18) and (19) 
fi rst ( judgement was Li’s).

(18) mai/*mai-zang  le  si  mao
 bury  ASP  dead  cat
 ‘buried a dead cat’

(19) *mai/mai-zang  le  jiu  shehui
 bury  ASP  old  society
 ‘buried the old society’

Although both mai and mai-zang mean ‘to bury’, there is a subtle semantic 
difference, namely, mai means to bury something concrete, while mai-
zang means to bury something abstract. Therefore, mai-zang cannot be 
used with ‘cat’, and mai cannot be used with ‘old society’. Next, consider 
(20) and (21).

(20) mai/gou-mai  le  yi  dun  zhi
 buy  ASP  one  ton  paper
 ‘bought a ton of paper’

(21) mai/*gou-mai  le  yi  zhang  zhi
 buy  ASP  one   sheet  paper
 ‘bought a sheet of paper’

While both mai and gou-mai mean ‘to buy’, the latter has the additional 
meaning of ‘(to buy) in large quantities’. Therefore, gou-mai cannot be 
used with ‘a sheet of paper’.

The examples in (18)–(21) show that some monosyllabic–disyllabic 
pairs are not completely synonymous. However, other monosyllabic–
disyllabic pairs cannot be accounted for this way. Li  is aware of it and 
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suggests that in some cases there is a grammatical difference between 
the members of a monosyllabic–disyllabic pair. Consider (22) and (23).

(22) Huai  ren  pian/qi-pian  le  wo-men
 bad  person cheat  ASP  us
 ‘The bad person cheated us.’

(23) huai  ren  de  *pian/qi-pian
 bad  person  ’s  cheat
 ‘bad person’s cheating’

In (22) both pian and qi-pian mean ‘to cheat’. Unlike previous cases, there 
is no apparent semantic difference between the forms here. However, in 
(23) one must use qi-pian and not pian. The reason, Li  suggests, is that 
the disyllabic form is preferred in a nominal position. A further example 
is shown in (24).

(24) di-ren de gong-ji/*gong
 enemy  ’s  attack
 ‘enemy’s attack’

Although both gong and gong-ji mean ‘to attack’, in the nominal position 
in (24), only the disyllabic gong-ji can be used.

F. Liu  (1992) reiterates Li ’s proposal that monosyllabic verbs cannot be 
used as a nominal. Consider (25) and (26), adapted from Liu.

(25) zhong-zhi/zhong shu-cai
 plant  vegetable
 ‘to plant vegetables’

(26) zhong-zhi/*zhong fang-fa
 plant  method
 ‘(the) planting method’

In (25) both zhong-zhi and zhong mean ‘to plant’. However, in (26) only 
zhong-zhi can be used. For Liu , this is because the modifi er in (26) is a 
nominal, which requires a disyllabic form.

The grammatical approach has both theoretical and empirical problems. 
Theoretically, why should a nominal verb require, or prefer, a disyllabic 
form? There is no explanation. Empirically, there is no evidence that a 
nominalized verb must be disyllabic. Consider (27).

(27) (a) ta  si  le (b) ta   de   si
   he   die  ASP  he   ’s   die
  ‘He died.’  ‘his death’
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The word si is a verb in ‘he dies’ and a nominal in ‘his death’, but it is 
monosyllabic in both cases. This is generally true for verbs that do not 
have a disyllabic form. Even for verbs that have a disyllabic form, the 
disyllabic form cannot always be used in a nominal position. This is shown 
in (28), which is identical to (24) except that (28) has an extra modifi er 
meng ‘fi erce’.

(28) di-ren  de  meng  gong/*gong-ji
 enemy ’s  fi erce  attack
 ‘enemy’s fi erce attack’

While ‘attack’ must be disyllabic in (24), it cannot be disyllabic in (28), 
even though it is a nominal in both cases. The difference is unexpected 
if a nominalized verb must be disyllabic. Finally, consider (29), which is 
identical to (26), except that ‘method’ is a monosyllabic, fa, in (29) but a 
disyllabic, fang-fa, in (26).

(29) zhong-zhi/zhong  fa
 plant  method
 ‘(the) planting method’

Unlike in (26), where ‘plant(ing)’ must be disyllabic, in (29) it can be 
either monosyllabic or disyllabic. Now, if ‘plant(ing)’ is a nominal, as 
assumed by Liu , and if a nominal verb must be disyllabic, it is unexplained 
why ‘plant(ing)’ can be monosyllabic in (29).

7.5.3. The rhythm approach

Many linguists have noticed a rhythmic preference for [1 1] or [2 2] in Chi-
nese, including L. Li  (1990) and F. Liu  (1992). However, this approach has 
two problems; it does not specify what rhythm is and it does not explain 
the restrictions on word-length choices . In particular, since neither [1 2] 
nor [2 1] satisfi es the ideal rhythm [1 1] or [2 2], one would expect both 
[1 2] and [2 1] to be bad. However, while [1 2] is bad for [N N], [2 1] 
is good. Moreover, in [V O], the reverse happens: [2 1] is bad and [1 2] 
is good. The asymmetry between [N N] and [V O] remains a mystery for 
the rhythmic approach.

7.5.4. The morphologization approach

Dai  (1990: 20) suggests that Chinese is undergoing a process in which ‘a 
syntactic coordinate phrase (A, B) fi rst becomes a compound (A-B), then 
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one of its components is morphologized to a bound form  (A-B or A-B), 
and fi nally the other one is, too (A-B)’. A bound form is one that cannot 
be used alone; according to Dai , it is either a root or an affi x. Because what 
used to be free words are now bound roots or affi xes, the process is called 
‘morphologization’. As a result, many morphemes cannot occur alone any 
more, which gives rise to disyllabic words in Chinese.

Most of Dai ’s examples are verbs. But as discussed above, the majority 
of old verbs remain monosyllabic, the majority of disyllabic verbs being 
new compounds. It is not obvious, therefore, to what extent morphologiza-
tion explains the increase of disyllabic verbs.

Dai  (1990: 35) suggests that morphologization also affects Chinese nom-
inals. For example, in lao-hu ‘old tiger (tiger)’, both parts are bound. Dai  
suggests that lao, which is semantically empty here, is a prefi x and hu is 
a bound root, which must occur with an affi x. There are several problems 
with this analysis. The fi rst is that lao is not needed by disyllabic nouns. 
A real affi x should be added regardless of word length. One might point 
out that some English morphemes are also sensitive to word length (Z. Xu  
2005), such as the comparative -er and the superlative -est, which do not go 
with words longer than two syllables. However, for words longer than two 
syllables, -er and -est are realized as more and most, which means that the 
affi xes are still needed. Secondly, an affi x usually plays either a semantic 
or a grammatical role. For example, un- in the English word unlike means 
‘not’, and -ness in the English word quickness changes an adjective to a 
noun. In contrast, lao plays no such role in lao-hu. The third problem is 
that a bound root usually requires a prefi x or a suffi x, but hu can occur with 
any syllable, on either side, even if it is not an affi x. For example, meng-hu 
‘fi erce tiger’ and hu-shan ‘tiger mountain’ are both good, where neither 
meng ‘fi erce’ nor shan ‘mountain’ is an affi x. In summary, most disyllabic 
words cannot be explained by morphologization. In addition, morphologi-
zation offers no explanation for restrictions on word length choices .

7.5.5. The stress-length approach

Duanmu  and Lu  (1990) argue that word-length choices in Chinese are 
related to stress. Their proposal is summarized in (30).

(30) In a two-word construction, the word with more stress should not be 
shorter than the word with less stress.

Let us call it the stress-length approach. This approach can explain the 
word-length difference between [N N] and [V O]. Assuming Nonhead 
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Stress  (see Chapter 6), in [N1 N2], N1 has more stress, therefore N1 should 
not be shorter than N2. In [1 2], N1 is shorter than N2, so it is bad. In [2 2], 
[2 1], and [1 1], N1 is not shorter than N2, so they are all good. Similarly, 
in [V O], O has more stress, so [2 1] is bad and the  others are good.

The stress-length approach leaves several questions unaddressed; it 
does not discuss the details of foot structure; it does not explain why the 
less-stressed word is not shorter in [2 2]; it does not explain why the more-
stressed word is not longer in [1 1]; and it does not explain some fi ner 
differences between [N N] and [V O]. For example, while [1 1] is always 
good for [N N], it is sometimes marginal for [V O], such as mai liang ‘buy 
grain’ and cheng ji ‘ride airplane’.

7 . 6 .  S T R E S S ,  F O O T,  A N D  W O R D - L E N G T H  C H O I C E S

Word-length variation in Chinese is governed by stress. In particular, 
I propose the requirements in (31) and (32), where Anti-Allomorphy is 
a term borrowed from Burzio (1994), although the defi nition is differ-
ent. In the present defi nition, an allomorph is a variation of a word, and 
Anti-Allomorphy requires a word not to change its shape when it has 
phrasal stress.
(31) Stress Length 
 Phrasal stress  should be carried by a syllabic foot.

(32) Anti-Allomorphy 
 A stressed word should keep the same phonological shape. (If a word has a 

disyllabic shape, it should be used when the word has phrasal stress.)

Stress Length  can be satisfi ed either by two syllables (SS) or by one syl-
lable (SØ), where Ø is an empty beat  (see Chapter 6). However, Anti-
Allomorphy requires that if a word has a disyllabic form, it should be 
used when the word carries phrasal stress. The reason is that a disyllabic 
word is always (SS) in stressed non-fi nal positions. Therefore, it should be 
disyllabic in stressed fi nal positions, too, whether it is (SS) or S(SØ).

Let us consider how the requirements apply to the patterns of [N N] and 
[V O], as seen in (14) and (15), where both words have fl exible length. 
Cases where one or both words lack fl exible length will be discussed in 
a later section, along with other special cases. Let us begin with [N N] 
compounds, where [2 2], [2 1], and [1 1] are good and [1 2] is bad. Unlike 
Duanmu  (2000), who assumes that all SC words have initial stress, I  follow 
S. Xu  (1982) and Hoa  (1983) and assume that a disyllabic word can have 
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either initial stress (SS) or fi nal stress S(SØ), where S is a syllable and Ø 
is an empty beat . In addition, a disyllabic word is always (SS) in non-fi nal 
positions. Given these considerations, the analysis of [N N] compounds is 
shown in (33), where a hyphen indicates a word boundary.
(33) Second noun is (SS) or (SØ)  
 [2 2] [2 1] [1 1] *[1 2 ]
   x   x  x   x  x   x   x
 (SS)-(SS) (SS)-(SØ) (S-S) (S)-(SS)
 Second noun is S(SØ)
 [2-2 ]  *[1-2 ]
 x x    x     x

 (SS)-S(SØ) (S)-S(SØ)

In [N N], the fi rst noun has phrasal stress (Chapter 6), and according to 
Stress Length , the fi rst noun should be a foot, which is true in [2 2] and [2 
1]. In [1 1], the two syllables can be treated as a single word under Foot 
Shelter  (Chapter 5); so there is no problem either. This leaves the two 
cases of [1-2], where the fi rst foot is not binary, which violates foot struc-
ture (Chapter 6). One might wonder whether (S)-S(SØ) can be restruc-
tured to (S-S)(SØ), which is metrically fi ne. The avoidance of (S-S)(SØ) 
is probably due to syntactic or perceptual reasons: because of Foot Shelter, 
(S-S)(SØ) is likely to be perceived as [2 1].

Now consider [V O] phrases, where [2 2] and [1 2] are generally good, 
[1 1] somewhat marginal, and [2 1] generally bad. The metrical struc-
ture is shown in (34). In the present analysis, the object has phrasal stress 
(Chapter 6). The verb has no phrasal stress but can have word stress if it 
is disyllabic.
(34) Object is (SS) or (SØ)
 [2 2] *?[2 1] ?[1 1] [1 2]
 x x x x x x

 (SS)-(SS) (SS)-(SØ) S-(SØ) S-(SS)
 Object is S(SØ)
  [2 2] [1 2]
  x x x

 (SS)-S(SØ) S-S(SØ)

In all cases the object contains a binary foot, so Stress Length  is satisfi ed. 
This explains why [2 2] and [1 2] are good. As for [2 1] and [1 1], there is 
a violation of Anti-Allomorphy, because the object has a disyllabic form, 
which should be used. This explains why [2 1] is bad. But why is [1 1] not 
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as bad? The reason, I suggest, is Foot Shelter : because [1 1] is disyllabic, 
it can be treated as a word—a VO compound. This compound is unrelated 
to the disyllabic object so there is no violation of Anti-Allomorphy.

Let us now consider other examples discussed earlier. First, consider 
compounds where the fi rst word is a (nominal) verb, repeated in (35).

(35)   zhong-zhi fang-fa
   zhong-zhi fa
 *zhong fang-fa
   zhong fa
   plant method
 ‘(the) planting method’

According to L. Li (1990) and F. Liu (1992), a nominal verb should be 
disyllabic. However, their proposal cannot explain why [1 1] is good. In the 
present analysis, the explanation for the length patterns is the same as for 
other [N N] compounds, where [1 2] is bad but others are good. Therefore, 
there is no need to assume that a change in word category must be accompa-
nied by a change in word length, or vice versa. Next consider (36).

(36) huai  ren   de  *pian/qi-pian
 bad person  ’s    cheat
 ‘bad person’s cheating’

In current syntactic theory, de is the head of [X de Y] and X and Y are the 
nonheads, therefore both X ‘bad person’ and Y ‘cheat’ receive phrasal 
stress (via Nonhead Stress ). And because ‘cheat’ has a disyllabic form, 
it is required by the Anti-Allomorphy requirement. The same analysis 
applies to (24). Now consider (37).

(37)   x    x
 (ta de)  (si Ø)
 he ’s    die
 ‘his death’

This structure is again [X de Y], so phrasal stress falls on ta and si. The 
former can form a foot with de, the latter, one with an empty beat . Now, 
because si ‘die’ does not have a synonymous disyllabic form (there is a 
disyllabic word si-wang, which is not quite synonymous with si), the Anti-
Allomorphy requirement is not violated, and (37) is still usable.

Sproat  and Shih  (1996: 66) notice a similar example: hong de mayi ‘red 
ant’ is good but hong de yi ‘red ant’ is bad, even though mayi and yi 
seem to be synonymous. They suggest that mayi is a word and yi is a root 
and that de must be followed by a word. However, their analysis cannot 
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explain why (36a) in which pian is a word, is bad. In my analysis, what 
follows de has phrasal stress and a disyllabic word is preferred. Therefore 
the disyllabic mayi is better than the monosyllabic yi.

As a fi nal example, consider another problem. Lü  (1963: 13) observes that 
when a noun is used as a classifi er (or measure word), a monosyllable is bet-
ter, but when it is not used as a classifi er, a disyllabic form is better. For exam-
ple, in (38a) bei is better than bei-zi, but in (38b) bei-zi is better than bei.

(38) (a) yi  bei/?bei-zi  niu-nai (b) yi  ge   ?bei/bei-zi
  one  cup     milk one CLASS.   cup
  ‘a cup of milk’ ‘a cup’

In my analysis these are classifi er phrases  in which the classifi er is the syntac-
tic head. In (38a) ‘cup’ is the head, and in (38b), ge is. The metrical structure 
of (38a) is shown in (39), where phrasal stress falls on ‘one’ and ‘milk’.

(39) (a)   x            x (b)  x      x           x
  (yi bei) (niu-nai)  (yi) (bei-zi) (niu-nai)
        one cup milk    one cup milk

If bei is used, it has no stress and can form a foot with yi, and so the struc-
ture has no problem. If bei-zi is used, it forms a foot by itself, and so yi 
cannot form a binary foot. Thus, (39a) is better. Next consider the analysis 
of (38b), shown in (40).

(40) (a)   x           x (b)     x          x
  (yi ge) (bei-zi)  (yi ge) (bei Ø)
  one Class. Cup    one Class. cup

Here ‘cup’ has phrasal stress and a disyllabic form, and so by Anti-
Allomorphy the disyllabic form is preferred.

7 . 7 .  T H E  M I N I M A L  W O R D   A N D  N A M E  U S A G E 

The analysis just discussed can account for another property in Chinese, 
which is a strong tendency to avoid using a monosyllabic word alone. 
Consider the examples in (41)–(45).

(41) Lao Li Xiao Li *Li
 ‘Old Li’ ‘Little Li’ ‘Li’

(42) Wuxi Shanghai *Sha (Sha Shi )
 ‘Wuxi’ ‘Shanghai’  ‘Sha (Sha City)’
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(43) Riben Helan *Fa (Fa Guo)
 ‘Japan’ ‘Holland’ ‘France (France Country)’

(44) lao hu lao shu zhuo zi xue xi 
 ‘(old) tiger’ ‘(old) rat’ ‘table (son)’ ‘study (practice)’

(45) shu cai mei tan hui hua zhong zhi
 ‘vegetable’ ‘coal’ ‘to paint’ ‘to plant’

If the name of a person, city, or country is monosyllabic, a semantically 
redundant syllable (‘old’, ‘little’, ‘city’, ‘country’) is added, as shown 
in (41)–(43). In (44), a semantically empty morpheme (italicized and in 
parentheses) is added to a monosyllabic word. In (45), each disyllabic 
word consists of two semantically repetitive morphemes.

It is well known cross-linguistically that a word has to be of a certain 
minimal size; this has been called the ‘minimal word ’ (McCarthy  and Prince  
1986). It is not as obvious what motivates the minimal-word effect. In par-
ticular, according to McCarthy  and Prince  (1986), a minimal word is a foot 
which contains at least two moras. But since a full Chinese syllable already 
has two moras, why is another syllable needed? Duanmu  (2000) proposes 
that the minimal expression has phrasal stress, which requires a syllabic 
foot; a disyllabic word is required because it is a syllabic foot. However, 
as discussed in Chapter 6, in pre-pause positions a monosyllable can form 
a syllabic foot with an empty beat . If so, there is no need to use another 
syllable. Also, a disyllabic word in SC can have either initial stress or fi nal 
stress (Chao  1968; S. Xu  1982; Hoa  1983; and others), as shown in (46).

(46) Final stress Initial stress monosyllable
   x   x   x
 S (SØ)  (SS) (SØ)
 shu cai  Fa Guo yu
 ‘vegetable’ ‘France’ ‘fi sh’

In ‘vegetable’, cai is a foot with an empty beat , and shu is outside the foot. 
If so, why is shu needed? Indeed, there are some words, such as yu ‘fi sh’, 
that do not need another syllable. Therefore, the disyllabic requirement 
still seems to be a mystery.

In the present analysis, the minimal-word  effect is the result of Anti-
Allomorphy, which requires a stressed word to keep its original shape. 
When a word is used in isolation, it has stress. Therefore, the disyllabic 
form should be used if the word has one.

The minimal-word  effect can also explain how people address others 
in Chinese. As in English, when addressing people formally, the complete 
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names should be used, along with a proper title. However, when address-
ing people informally, the default choices depend on the length of the fam-
ily name and the given name. There are four common cases, shown in 
(47), where F is a monosyllabic family name, FF a disyllabic family name, 
G a monosyllabic given name, GG a disyllabic given name, and X pseudo-
title, which can be Lao ‘Old’ if the addressee is older than you, or Xiao 
‘Little’ if the addressee is younger than you, or simply a in some dialects, 
such as Shanghai or Southern Min. The full name comes before the given 
name in Chinese.

(47) Informal ways of addressing people in Chinese
 Full names Example Address Example
 FG  Wang Li FG Wang Li
   XF Lao Wang, Xiao Wang
 FGG Deng Xiaoping GG Xiaoping
   XF Lao Deng, Xiao Deng
 FFG Duanmu  San FF Duanmu 
   *XFF *Lao Duanmu, *Xiao Duanmu
   ?XF ?Lao Duan, ?Xiao Duan
   ?FG ?Mu San
 FFGG Ouyang Jueya FF Ouyang
   GG Jueya
   *XFF *Lao Ouyang, *Xiao Ouyang
   *XF *Lao Ou, *Xiao Ou

The examples show that overall it is not so important whether the family 
name (e.g. Ouyang), or the given name (e.g. Xiaoping), or both (e.g. Wang 
Li) are used. Rather, it is important that the address contains two syllables. 
The trisyllabic form XFF is too long. It is also interesting to compare FFG 
and FFGG. For FFG, XF and FG are sometimes used, often by people who 
are not aware that the family name is disyllabic. In contrast, in FFGG, there 
is no ambiguity that the family name is FF, and so XF is rarely used.

7 . 8 .  N O N - M E T R I C A L  FA C TO R S

In section 7.2 we have seen that most newly introduced words are disyl-
labic. In fact, most of them come from borrowings  after the Opium War. 
By some estimates (e.g. B. Wang  1998: 71), 70 per cent of modern  Chinese 
terms, mostly compounds, in the humanities and social sciences are bor-
rowed from Japanese  alone.
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After the Opium War, many Chinese students went abroad to study 
modern knowledge, and they introduced a large amount of new vocabu-
lary into Chinese. People who studied in the west introduced new terms 
directly from English. People who studied in Japan contributed new 
terms from Japanese, which itself had borrowed them from English. The 
second way soon won over, because when Japanese borrowed a term 
from English, it often created a compound out of Chinese characters 
that it had borrowed from China before. As a result, many Japanese bor-
rowings from English look like Chinese compounds—if Chinese had 
 borrowed them directly from English, it would probably have created 
them the same way. An example is shown in (48).

(48) dian    hua
 electricity voice
 ‘telephone’

Japanese had borrowed the characters dian ‘electricity’ and hua ‘voice’ 
from Chinese before. When Japanese borrowed the English word telephone, 
it created a compound dian hua, which is a good translation of the original 
with a transparent meaning for anyone who knows Chinese characters.

Disyllabic (or longer) words that are directly introduced into Chinese 
often belong to one of the three cases in (49). 

(49) Origins of disyllabic (or longer) words
 (a) The source is a disyllabic (or polysyllabic) name
  zhi-jia-ge ‘Chicago’
 (b) The source word is made of two morphemes
  dian-shi  ‘electricity vision (television)’
 (c) The word is a description of the original object
  lun chuan  ‘wheel boat (powered ship)’
  tian dian  ‘sweet snack (dessert)’

In fact, most loan words from Japanese  are a case of (49b). It is hard to 
imagine how cases like those in (49) can be introduced with a monosyl-
labic word. For example, if a disyllabic name is changed to a monosyllabic 
loan word, it will sound too removed from the original. Similarly, every 
existing monosyllabic word already has a specifi c referent, and using it to 
refer to a new object will be confusing. For example, Chinese has a native 
word chuan for a boat or a non-motorized ship. If a steamboat is also 
called chuan, the listener cannot tell whether the referent is a traditional 
Chinese ship or a steamboat. In other words, expressions like those in (49) 
must be introduced as (at least) disyllabic words in any language.
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Sometimes new characters are created to accommodate new words. For 
example, most new chemical elements are named by creating a new char-
acter, which usually consists of two parts. One part is phonetic, represent-
ing the sound of the syllable. The other part is categorical, with either 
the symbol for ‘gas’, denoting a gas, or the symbol for ‘gold’, denoting a 
metal, or the symbol for ‘stone’, denoting a non-metal solid. However, this 
method is rarely used elsewhere. Besides, there is a reason why chemical 
elements are introduced as monosyllables. By convention, chemical ele-
ments are abbreviated as one or two letters in formulas and the periodic 
table. It will be very cumbersome to read the name of a formula by pro-
nouncing the full names of the elements.

Sometimes when a foreign word is introduced as a disyllabic word, yet 
another morpheme is still added. An example is shown in (50).

(50) ji-pu che
 ‘Jeep car’

The addition of che ‘car’ is clearly not due to the possibility of ambiguity, 
since ji-pu has no homophone in Chinese. However, for a person who does 
not know what a Jeep is, the extra morpheme che provides a helpful clue. 
Similarly, consider (51).

(51) pi jiu
 ‘pi wine (beer)’

For beer, a new Chinese character pi has been created. There is, therefore, 
no ambiguity with other words in writing. In speech, there is hardly any 
ambiguity either, since although there are twenty or so words that sound 
the same as pi (with the same tone), none of them refers to a beverage. 
Nevertheless, jiu ‘wine (alcoholic drink)’ is often added to pi. There are 
two reasons; for someone who does not know what beer is, jiu offers a clue 
that it is an alcoholic beverage, and pi jiu can serve as a disyllabic foot 
when metrical structure needs it.

The above discussion shows that while non-metrical considerations are 
involved in creating disyllabic words in modern Chinese, they have little 
to do with ambiguity avoidance  or the size of syllable inventory. In par-
ticular, for the cases in (49), any language would have created disyllabic or 
longer words, whether its syllable inventory is large or small.

Despite the fact that most new words were introduced as polysyllabic, 
many soon acquire a monosyllabic form through truncation and join in 
the dual vocabulary , as a result of metrical forces on word length choices . 
Some examples are shown in (52).
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(52) Polysyllabic Monosyllabic Example
 dian-shi dian cai dian
 electricity vision electricity color electricity
 ‘TV’  ‘color TV’
 zhi-jia-ge zhi zhi da
 ‘Chicago’  ‘Chicago University’
 lun chuan lun you lun
 wheel boat wheel tour wheel
 ‘powered ship’  ‘cruise ship’

As discussed earlier, the truncated monosyllables are not used alone. But 
when they are used in combination with another word, they carry the full 
meaning of the untruncated words.

7 . 9 .  M O N O S Y L L A B L E S  I N  D I F F E R E N T 
W O R D  C AT E G O R I E S 

ZWGW (1959) divides 3,624 commonly used Chinese words into eleven 
categories. The percentages of monosyllabic words in them vary sharply, 
as shown in (53).
(53) Percentages of monosyllabic words by word category
 Category Total Monosyllabic % monosyllabic 
 Noun 1,690 262 16 
 Verb   925 380 41 
 Adjective    451 140 31 
 Adverb   194   41 21 
 Classifi er   112 106 95 
 Numeral   68   33 49 
 Pronoun   46   11 24 
 Preposition   47  32 68 
 Conjunction   45  7 16 
 Aspect    21  20 95 
 Exclamation   25  14 56 
 All 3,624 1,046 29

Classifi ers and aspect markers show the highest percentages of monosylla-
bles, at 95 per cent each. In contrast, nouns show only 16 per cent. Among 
content words there is also considerable variation. For example, there are 
only 16 per cent of monosyllables in nouns, but 41 per cent in verbs. The 
variation calls for an explanation.
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I propose that the percentage of monosyllables in a word category is 
related to whether the category usually functions as a syntactic head or 
nonhead. In the present analysis, syntactic nonheads have stress, syn-
tactic heads need not (see Chapter 6). Therefore, syntactic nonheads 
usually need to be disyllabic, whereas syntactic heads need not. An 
initial comparison between the present predictions and the actual data 
is shown in (54).
(54) Relation between word length and syntactic function
 (a) Syntactic nonheads: stressed and low percentages of monosyllables
  Noun 16% 
  Adjective 31% 
  Adverb 21% 
 (b) Syntactic heads: no phrasal stress and high percentages of 

 monosyllables
  Classifi er 95% 
  Preposition 68% 
  Aspect 95% 
 (c) Unaccounted for
  Verb 41% 
  Numeral 49% 
  Pronoun 24% 
  Conjunction 16% 
  Exclamation 56% 

Nouns usually occur as the object or the subject, adjectives as modifi ers of 
nouns, and adverbs are typically used as modifi ers of verbs. So the three 
categories are often used as nonheads. We see in (54a) that they indeed 
show the lowest percentages of monosyllables. Next consider heads. In 
current syntactic theory, classifi ers are heads of classifi er phrases, prepo-
sitions are heads of preposition phrases, and aspect markers are heads of 
aspect or infl ectional phrases. We see in (54b) that these three categories 
indeed have the highest percentages of monosyllables.

Still unaccounted for are the fi ve categories in (54c). Since the syntactic 
status of exclamations is unclear, I will not discuss them. In the pronoun 
category, ZWGW (1959) includes not only regular pronouns such as wo 
‘I’ and ni ‘you’, but also demonstratives (zhe ge ‘this one’, na yang ‘that 
way’), question words (na ge ‘which one’, duo-shao ‘how many’), and 
other words, such as bie ren ‘other people’ and da-jia ‘everybody’. Obvi-
ously, this is not a homogeneous category, and I do not discuss it further. 
The numeral category also contains some arbitrary items. For example, 
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besides the numbers 1 to 10, it also includes 11 to 20, and then the tens 
(30, 40,  …, 100), but no other numbers in between. Thus, nothing specifi c 
can be said about this category. Finally, the category ‘conjunction’ is also 
questionable. It contains a few true conjunctions, such as he ‘and’ and er 
‘but’, but also other items which might better be called adverbials, such as 
tong-shi ‘at the same time’, jin-guan ‘even though’, jia-ru ‘suppose’, bi-
ru ‘for example’, and zhi-yao ‘as long as’. If such items are not syntactic 
heads, then their high disyllabic rate is expected.

Let us now consider the last category, the verb. In my analysis, verbs 
usually occur as the head of a verb phrase, and only occasionally as 
a nominalized subject or object, which are nonheads. Therefore, verbs 
should mostly be monosyllabic, though that seems not to be the case. 
However, there are two kinds of vocabulary, the native (or old) vocabulary
and the new vocabulary. ZWGW (1959) divides most word categories  
into smaller groups. Some groups contain both old and new vocabulary.
For example, the noun group ‘household items’ contains old words 
such as zhuo-zi ‘table’ and chuang ‘bed’, and new words such as fei-zao 
‘soap’ and ya-gao ‘toothpaste’. Some groups contain mostly old vocabu-
lary, such as the noun groups ‘plants’, ‘animals’, and ‘body parts’, or the 
verb groups ‘arm and hand movements’, ‘leg and foot movements’, and 
‘daily activities’. Some groups contain mostly new vocabulary, such as 
the noun group ‘political, legal, and economic terms’ and the verb group 
‘political, legislative, and social activities’ (see Z. Liu et al.  1984). The 
data in (55)–(57) show a comparison between old and new vocabulary 
in nouns and verbs.
(55) Percentage of monosyllabic words in old and new verbs  
 (a) Old verbs (bodily and daily activities)
  Total % monosyllabic
  280 73
 (b) New verbs (political and legislative activities)
  Total % monosyllabic
  135 2

(56) Percentage of monosyllabic words in old and new nouns  
 (a) Old nouns (time, animals, plants, natural foods, body parts, kinship terms)
  Total % monosyllabic
  453 17
 (b) New nouns (political, legal, and economic terms)
  Total % monosyllabic
  106 5
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(57) Comparison between verbs and nouns (% of monosyllables)
   Old New
 Verbs 73% 2%
 Nouns 17% 5% 

The data show that in the new vocabulary both verbs and nouns are mostly 
disyllabic, and that in the old vocabulary most verbs are monosyllabic 
while nouns are usually disyllabic. In the present analysis, the results are 
expected. For non-metrical reasons, new words are mostly disyllabic or 
longer. For metrical reasons, nouns are mostly disyllabic because they 
mostly occur in nonhead positions, and verbs are mostly monosyllabic 
because they mostly occur in head positions.

In summary, my analysis explains variations in the percentage of mono-
syllables across different word categories , an issue that has not been 
accounted for in other approaches.

7 . 1 0 .  F I X E D - L E N G T H  W O R D S 

We have seen earlier that, for words with fl exible length, [1 2] is bad for 
[N N], [2 1] for [V O]. However, fi xed-length words can behave differ-
ently. First, consider the examples in (58), where lü ‘aluminum’ has no 
disyllabic form.

(58)  [V O ]
 sheng-chan lü
 chan lü
 produce aluminum
 ‘to process aluminum’

The question here is why [2 1] is good. In the present analysis, the object 
can form a binary foot with the empty beat , which satisfi es Stress Length . 
In addition, because lü ‘aluminum’ has no disyllabic form, it does not vio-
late Anti-Allomorphy, so [2 1] is good.

Turning to [1 2] of [N N], shown in (59), we see that xi ‘department’ 
does not have a disyllabic form and zhu-ren ‘head’ does not have a mono-
syllabic form.
(59) [N N ]
 xi  zhu-ren
 department  head
 ‘department chair’
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The metrical analysis is shown in (60), where a hyphen indicates a word 
boundary.

(60) [1 2] of [N N]
    x  x    x
 (S-S) (SØ)      or (S-S) S

Here the fi rst two syllables form a foot; the third may or may not, because 
the latter need not be stressed. The availability of (60) can account for other 
[N N] compounds that are [1 2], such as shi zhengfu ‘city government’, pi 
dayi ‘leather coat’, jin xianglian ‘gold necklace’, shui longtou ‘water tap’, 
dian bingxiang ‘electric refrigerator’, zhi laohu ‘paper tiger’, men bashou 
‘door handle’, and he qianting ‘nuclear submarine’, as pointed out by an 
anonymous reviewer. However, such compounds should not obscure the 
fact that when both words have fl exible length, [1 2] is the disfavoured 
length pattern for [N N].

Not all usage is explained by metrical requirements alone though. For 
example, we have seen earlier that maizang jiu shehui ‘bury old society’ 
is good but maizang si mao ‘bury dead cat’ is not (L. Li 1990), because 
maizang usually requires an abstract object. Similarly, the [V O] example 
in (61) does not quite fi t metrical predictions.

(61) ?[2 2] da-sao shang-dian
 ?[1 2] sao shang-dian
 *[2 1] da-sao dian
   ??[1 1] sao dian
  ‘sweep store’

Metrically, [2 1] is bad for [V O] if the object has a disyllabic form, and 
[2 2] and [1 2] should be good. So why are [2 2] and [1 2] marginal here? 
The reason seems to be that shang-dian ‘store’ usually refers to the func-
tion of a store—a place to buy things—rather than the physical aspect of a 
store, a place that can be cleaned. Similarly, [1 1] should be good if it can 
be treated as a compound word. But since ‘sweep store’ is not a natural 
expression, its compound status is also marginal.

7 . 11 .  [ A  N ]  C O M P O U N D S 

We saw in Chapter 5 that it is easier to make [N N] compounds than [A N] 
compounds. In particular, [2 2], [2 1], and [1 1] are always good for [N N] 
but not always for [A N], as can be seen in (62)–(64).
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(62) [A N] with [2 2]
 ?kun-nan wen-ti  ‘diffi cult problem’
 ?mei-li feng-jing ‘beautiful scenery’
 ?qian-xu xue-sheng ‘modest students’

(63) [A N] with [2 1]
 ?*mei-li jing ‘beautiful scenery’
 ?*kun-nan ti ‘diffi cult problem’

(64) [A N] with [1 1] 
 ?*gao shu ‘tall tree’
 ?*duan he  ‘short river’
 ?*nan shu ‘diffi cult book’
 ?*chang hu ‘long lake’

For this reason, I proposed in Chapter 5 that [A N] is a bad compound, 
repeated in (65).

(65) *[A N] 
   [A N] cannot form a compound.

However, many [A N] with [1 1] do occur. Some examples are shown 
in (66).

(66)  [A N] with [1 1] 
 gao shan ‘tall mountain’
 duan ku  ‘short pants’
 nan ti ‘diffi cult problem’
 chang zhuo ‘long table’
 hao ren ‘good person’

To account for such cases, I proposed Foot Shelter  in Chapter 5, repeated 
in (67).

(67) Foot Shelter 
 A foot or potential foot can be treated as a word, whose internal morpho-

syntactic structure can be ignored.

Foot Shelter  allows disyllabic units to be used as words, regardless of their 
internal syntax. However, Foot Shelter does not guarantee that every [1 1] 
is good or will be used in the language. For example, those in (64) are not 
used in SC, although they probably could be.

There is an apparent exception to *[A N]  and Foot Shelter . In particular, 
there are some [2 2] compounds that are [A N] but good, such as zhongda 
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sunshi ‘heavy loss’, zhongyao zhishi ‘important instruction’, chenfu guan-
nian ‘stale mentality’, cuotuo suiyue ‘wasted years’, fengliu caizi ‘scholar 
with celebrity and talent’, zuigao sudu ‘top speed’, fenhong yanse ‘pink 
color’, etc. There are two possible ways to explain them. First, in some 
cases the fi rst word is probably a noun, such as zuigao ‘top’, fenhong 
‘pink’, and fengliu ‘talent and celebrity’. Secondly, some of them may 
have undergone de-omission  (see Chapter 5). For example, zhongyao zhi-
shi ‘important instruction’ is probably zhongyao de zhishi underlyingly, 
and chenfu guannian ‘stale mentality’ is probably chenfu de guannian 
underlyingly.

A more diffi cult problem is that although some adjectives are not pro-
ductive, such as those in (64), others seem to be fully productive. Consider 
those in (68), which can occur not only with monosyllabic nouns but also 
with disyllabic nouns.

(68) xiao/da/lao/hao/huai ren ‘small/big/old/good/bad person’
 xiao/da/lao/hao/huai shu ‘small/big/old/good/bad tree’
 xiao/da/lao/hao/huai fang-zi ‘small/big/old/good/bad house’
 xiao/da/lao/hao/huai xue-sheng ‘small/big/old/good/bad student’

It is not obvious how to account for the differences among adjectives. 
S. Feng  (1997: 19) suggests that some monosyllabic adjectives, such as 
xiao ‘small’ and da ‘big’, are prefi xes, which can freely attach to a noun. 
However, there is no independent evidence for this. In addition, such 
adjectives can be modifi ed by an adverb (hen ‘very’, xiangdang ‘quite’) 
which shows that they are words. Moreover, there is no explanation why 
the difference between a prefi x and an adjective should depend on syllable 
count. For example, why should mei-li ‘beautiful’ be an adjective and mei 
‘beautiful’ be a prefi x? In a different proposal, S. Feng  (1998a: 45) sug-
gests that compounds do not allow [1 2] but phrases do; [A N] allows 
[1 2] because it is a phrase. However, there are questions for this proposal, 
too. The fi rst question is, Why do compounds and phrases prefer different 
word-length patterns? In my analysis it is due to a difference in phrasal 
stress; in Feng ’s analysis, which is not based on stress, the reason remains 
unclear. Another question is, If [A N] is a phrase, why is it less produc-
tive than [N N], which is a compound? One would expect the opposite, 
namely, that phrases are more productive than compounds.

Overall, therefore, it does not seem better to treat [A N] as a productive 
form. My analysis does have the problem of explaining the productive mono-
syllables (da ‘big’, xiao ‘small’, hong ‘red’, huang ‘yellow’, etc.). It would 
be good if such words are nouns. It is easier to say that hong ‘red’ and huang 
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‘yellow’ are nouns, harder to argue that da ‘big’ and xiao ‘small’ are nouns. 
On the other hand, perhaps xiao is like a nominal prefi x ‘mini-’ and da is 
like a nominal prefi x ‘mega-’. If so, the pattern is really simple: [N N] is in 
general good, [A N] bad, with some exceptions.

It is important to note that, apart from some [2 2] expressions that prob-
ably involve de-omission , the A in [A N] compounds that do occur is 
always monosyllabic. This means that A is never a foot by itself. In par-
ticular, [1 1] can be treated as a word, and [1 2] has two foot structures in 
SC, shown in (69), where a hyphen indicates a word boundary.

(69) [A N] with [1 2] 
 x    x    x

 S-(SS) (S-S) (SØ)
 xiao tuzi xiao maolü
 ‘little rabbit’ ‘little donkey’

In neither case does A form a foot by itself, which shows that in such 
forms it is not treated as a real independent word, which in turn shows that 
[A N] is not a productive structure.

The inability for A to form a foot explains the lack of ambiguity in some 
cases. Consider the example in (70).

(70) S(SØ)   (S-S)(SØ) S-S(SØ) or (S-S)(SØ) 
 [hong hua] *[[da hong] hua] [da [hong hua]] 
 red fl ower   big red fl ower big red fl ower 
 ‘red fl ower’   ‘bright-red fl ower’ ‘big red fl ower’ 

Syntactically, ‘big red fl ower’ has two interpretations, either [1 2] or 
[2 1]. In practice, however, only [1 2] is available. In [2 1], the disyllabic 
adjective forms a foot and the noun forms another. As a result, *[A N]  is 
violated, which explains why it is not available. In [1 2], main stress seems 
to remain on the noun ‘fl ower’, although the fi rst two syllables may form 
another foot. In either case, neither da nor hong forms a foot by itself. 
Therefore, [1 2] is useable probably because it is treated as a trisyllabic 
word.

7 . 1 2 .  S U M M A RY

I have shown that Chinese has a large dual vocabulary  where each word 
has a monosyllabic form and a disyllabic (or polysyllabic) form. The dual 
vocabulary is not motivated by ambiguity avoidance . Instead, it is  motivated 
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in part by metrical needs, according to which a word with phrasal stress 
should be disyllabic. As a result, many disyllabic pseudo-compounds  are 
created for monosyllabic words. Truncation is another process in the cre-
ation of the dual vocabulary in which polysyllables are truncated to mono-
syllabic pseudo-words , which are used to generate other  compounds.

I have also offered a stress-based analysis of word-length choices . The 
analysis explains various length patterns in different syntactic structures, 
the percentages of monosyllabic words in different word categories , and 
the fact that many monosyllabic words cannot be used alone.

It would be interesting to know whether other ‘monosyllabic’ languages—
those in which most syllables are words—also have a dual vocabulary . 
The answer will be left for future research.
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8

The Word-Order Problem

8 . 1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

This chapter discusses word-order variation  in two types of Chinese com-
pound. I call the fi rst [V–O N] compounds,  the second, [X Y N] com-
pounds . [V–O N] compounds are exemplifi ed in (1).

(1) Phrase   Compound
 [[V O] N] [V O N]
 qie cai      de dao qie cai     dao
 cut vegetable DE knife cut vegetable knife
 ‘knife that cuts vegetables’ ‘vegetable-cutting knife’
 [[V O] N] [O V N]
 jiagong luobo   de dao luobo   jiagong dao
 process turnip DE knife turnip process knife
 ‘knife that processes turnip’ ‘turnip-processing knife’

The column on the left shows nominal phrases with a relative clause that 
contains a verb (V) and an object (O). The particle de can be considered 
as a relativizer, the equivalent of that in English. The column on the right 
shows the corresponding compounds. The phrase column has one word 
order, [V O N], but the compound column can be either [V O N] or [O V N]. 
The compound word order depends on the word length of the constitu-
ents. For example, when V and O are both monosyllabic, [V O N] is 
the only possible order, but when V and O are both disyllabic, [O V N] is the 
only possible order.

Now consider [X Y N] compounds , exemplifi ed with two dictionary 
titles in (2) and (3), where X and Y are modifi ers of N.

(2)  Daxing   Hanyu  Cidian  *Hanyu  Daxing    Cidian
  large-scale  Chinese dictionary   Chinese large-scale   dictionary
  ‘A Large Chinese Dictionary’   ‘A Large Chinese Dictionary’



(3) ??Da    Hanyu  Cidian Hanyu  Da    Cidian
     large Chinese dictionary Chinese large dictionary
           ‘A Large Chinese Dictionary’ ‘A Large Chinese Dictionary’

In (2), ‘large’ must precede ‘Chinese’, but in (3) the reverse order is 
 preferred. The difference again depends on word length: in (2) ‘large’ is 
disyllabic, but in (3) it is monosyllabic. Judgements on such word orders 
are quite sharp, but the explanation has not been previously understood.

The above data raise a number of questions . For example, why does 
word order vary in Chinese compounds? Why is it constant in the English 
counterparts? What is the full range of word-order patterns in Chinese 
compounds? What is the syntactic bracketing of the compounds? Does 
word order vary in English compounds? This chapter intends to address 
these questions.

Besides the two kinds of word-order variation, there is also a third case, 
which involves word-order variation in a disyllabic compound, such as 
li-qi vs. qi-li ‘strength’ (Y. Zhang  1980). This case was discussed under 
pseudo-compounds  in Chapter 5 and is not repeated here.

In section 8.2 I discuss [X Y N] compounds , turning to [V–O N] com-
pounds in section 8.3. Section 8.4 deals with [V–O N] compounds in 
 English, and some further issues are discussed in sections 8.4–7.

8 . 2 .  [ X  Y  N ]  C O M P O U N D S 

In [X Y N] compounds , X and Y are modifi ers of N. I assume that syntac-
tic structures are strictly binary branching (see Kayne  1994) and the basic 
bracketing  structure of [X Y N] compounds  is [X [Y N]]. The ordering 
of the modifi ers in English is restricted by their meanings. For example, 
a partial hierarchy of modifi er ordering  is Size > Shape > Colour > Prov-
enance, where ‘>’ stands for ‘precedes’ (see Quirk et al.  1972). In addi-
tion, Sproat  and Shih  (1991) have argued that the same hierarchy holds for 
all languages. If we consider both monosyllabic words (X, Y, and N) and 
disyllabic words (XX, YY, and NN), there are eight cases. Six have a fi xed 
word order, which is the same as in English, shown in (4). Two have an 
alternative word order, shown in parentheses, given in (5). 

(4) [X [Y N]] da mu chuan ‘big wood boat’
  bu shou tao ‘cloth hand glove’
 [X [Y NN]] xiao hong denglong ‘small red lantern’
 [XX [Y N]] xuesheng shi tang ‘student dining hall’
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 [XX [Y NN]] zhongguo mian dayi ‘Chinese cotton coat’
 [XX [YY N]] Shanghai Huoche Zhan ‘Shanghai Train Station’
 [XX [YY NN]] daxing hanyu cidian ‘large-scale Chinese dictionary’

(5) [X [YY N]] Dong Changan Jie ‘East Changan Road’
 ([YY [X N]]) Sichuan Bei Lu
  Sichuan North Road
  ‘North Sichuan Road’
 [X [YY NN]] Xin Ying–Han Cidian ‘New English–Chinese dictionary’
 ([YY [X NN]]) Hanyu Da  Cidian
  Chinese large dictionary
  ‘Large Chinese Dictionary’

The bracketing in (4) and (5) is based on constituent analysis and seman-
tics. For example, ‘big wood boat’ is not [[X Y] N] but [X [Y N]], because 
the former means ‘boat made of big wood’, which is not the intended 
meaning. Similarly, ‘Chinese large dictionary’ is not [[YY X] N] but [YY 
[X NN]], because ‘Chinese large’ is not a possible constituent but ‘large 
dictionary’ is. Also, whether a modifi er is X or Y is determined by seman-
tics. For example, ‘Sichuan North Road’, an actual street in Shanghai, is 
not part of ‘North Road’ but part of ‘Sichuan Road’. Therefore, the analy-
sis is not [XX [Y N]] but [YY [X N]], because the latter corresponds to the 
original meaning [X [YY N]] ‘North Sichuan Road’.

The typical foot boundaries of [X Y N] compounds  are shown in (6), 
largely based on stress judgement , such as Hoa  (1983). Some of the foot 
boundaries differ from those in Duanmu  (2000), which was not always 
based on stress judgement .

(6) [X [Y N]] (X Y)(NØ) 
 [X [Y NN]] (X Y)(NN), (X Y)N(NØ)
 [XX [Y N]] (XX)(Y N), (XX)Y(NØ)
 [XX [Y NN]] (XX)(Y N)(NØ) 
 [XX [YY N]] (XX)(YY)(NØ)
 [XX [YY NN]] (XX)(YY)(NN), (XX)(YY)N(NØ) 
 [X [YY N]] (X Y)Y (NØ)
 ([YY [X N]]) (YY)(X N), (YY)X(NØ)
 [X [YY NN]] (X Y)Y (NN), (X Y)Y N(NØ)
 ([YY [X NN]]) (YY)(X N)(NØ) 

In Chapter 6 we discussed the foot analysis of disyllabic and trisyllabic 
words, so here we focus on the fi rst two or three syllables. In the fi rst two 
cases, XY forms a foot, in the next four cases, XX does. Therefore, there 
is no need to change the position of X or XX. This leaves the two cases 
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that have alternative word orders, which both start with XYY, reminiscent 
of the problem with [1 2] for [N N] compounds (Chapter 6). In [X [YY 
N]], YY forms a foot; X cannot, unless the stress on YY is deleted. If YY 
is fronted, it can form a foot and XN can form another, which is metrically 
fi ne. Similarly, in [X [YY NN]], YY forms a foot—X cannot unless the 
stress on YY is deleted. If YY is fronted, it can form a foot and XNN can 
be footed as a trisyllabic word.

The analysis shows that although stress deletion (from YY in [X [YY N]] 
and [X [YY NN]]) and YY-fronting can improve metrical structure, they 
both have a cost. YY-fronting violates the default word order, so if the 
original foot structure is good, YY-fronting is not used (e.g. [YY XX NN] 
is bad, even though it has good metrical structure). Stress deletion also 
seems to have a cost; if it does not, YY-fronting (which has a cost) would 
not be an alternative.

B. Lu  (1989) proposes a different analysis. He suggests that Chinese 
has a preference to avoid ‘big-belly’ structures, in which a long word 
occurs in the middle of short words. Instead, Chinese favours small-
belly structures, in which long words occur at the beginning and the 
end of an expression and short words occur in the middle. It is true that 
both [X [YY N]] and [X [YY NN]] are big-belly structures, [YY [X N]] 
and [YY [X NN]], small-belly structures. However, Lu  cannot explain 
why [1 2] of [N N] is bad, which is not big belly. In the present analysis, 
[1 2] has the same problem as [X [YY N]] and [X [YY NN]]: in both 
cases, the fi rst word has phrasal stress, but it is monosyllabic and fol-
lowed by another foot, so it cannot form a foot by itself without some 
structural change.

Lu  (pers. comm.) offers an interesting case for the belly-shape analysis. 
Consider the examples in (7) and (8) (the judgement is Lu’s; ‘?*’ stands for 
marginal or unacceptable).

(7) (a) [gaoceng [shuini jianzhu]]
  ‘multi-story concrete building’ 
 (b) ?*[shuini [gaoceng jianzhu]]
       ‘concrete multi-story building’

(8) (a) [gaoceng [[gangjin shuini] jianzhu]]
  ‘multi-story steel-grid concrete building’ 
 (b) [[gangjin shuini] [gaoceng jianzhu]]
  ‘steel-grid concrete multi-story building’

The structure in (7) does not have a big belly, so it should use the default 
word order, in which the shape ‘multi-story’ comes before the material 
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‘concrete’. The structure in (8) has a big belly, ‘steel-grid concrete (rein-
forced concrete)’, so the long word can be fronted.

The examples raise a question for my analysis, namely, since every 
word in (8) is disyllabic and can form a foot, what motivates the word-
order change? I suggest that (8b) does not derive from (8a) but from (9).

(9) [[gangjin    shuini]  de [gaoceng       jianzhu]]
    steel-grid concrete DE  multi-story building
            ‘multi-story building of steel-grid concrete’

This structure contains an underlying de and can change to (8b) via de-
omission  (Chapter 5). If this suggestion is correct, (8) is not a compelling 
example against the present analysis.

8 . 3 .  [ V – O  N ]  C O M P O U N D S 

I describe the data fi rst. Then I present the analysis.

8.3.1. The data

For ease of exposition, I use V, M, O, and N for monosyllabic length (where 
M is a modifi er of O) and VV, MM, OO, and NN for disyllabic length. Thus, 
in [V O N] the verb, the object, and the head noun are all monosyllabic. In 
[M O VV NN] the object noun and its modifi er are monosyllabic, the verb 
and the head noun, disyllabic. The compound patterns are given in (10) and 
(11), along with their corresponding phrasal forms. Some disyllabic words 
can be further split into two morphemes; for example, gongju ‘tool’ is liter-
ally ‘work-tool’. However, the decomposition has little consequence and 
will be ignored (alternative patterns are given in parentheses).

(10) Compounds with a monosyllabic verb
 Phrase Compound

(a) [[V O] N] [[V O] N]
 qie cai    de dao qie cai    dao
 cut vegetable DE knife cut vegetable knife
 ‘knife that cuts vegetables’ ‘vegetable-cutting knife’

(b) [[V O] NN] [[V O] NN]
 qie cai    de gongju qie cai    gongju
 cut vegetable DE tool cut vegetable tool
 ‘tool that cuts vegetables’ ‘vegetable-cutting tool’
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(c) [[V OO] N] ?[[V OO] N]
  (?[OO [V N]])

 qie luobo de dao qie luobo dao
 cut turnip DE knife cut turnip knife
 ‘knife that cuts turnips’ ‘turnip-cutting knife’

(d ) [[V OO] NN] ?[[V OO] NN]
  (?[OO [V NN]])

 qie luobo de gongju qie luobo gongju
 cut turnip DE tool cut turnip tool
 ‘tool that cuts turnips’ ‘turnip-cutting tool’

(e) [[V [M O]] N]  ?[[V [M O]] N]
  (?[[M O][V N]])

 qie bai  cai      de  dao qie bai  cai    dao
 cut white vegetable DE knife cut white vegetable knife
 ‘knife that cuts cabbage’ ‘cabbage-cutting knife’

(  f  ) [[V [M O]] NN] ?[[V [M O]] NN]
  (?[[M O][V NN]])

 qie bai  cai    de gongju qie bai  cai     gongju
 cut white vegetable DE tool cut  white vegetable tool
 ‘tool that cuts cabbage’ ‘cabbage-cutting tool’

( g) [[V [M OO]] N] ?[[V [M OO]] N]
  (?[[M OO]][V N]])

 qie bai  luobo   de dao qie bai  luobo dao
 cut white turnip DE knife cut white turnip knife
 ‘knife that cuts white turnips’ ‘white turnip-cutting knife’

(h) [[V [M OO]] NN] ?[[V [M OO]] NN]
  (?[[M OO]][V NN]])

 qie bai  luobo de gongju qie bai  luobo gongju
 cut white turnip DE tool cut white turnip tool
 ‘tool that cuts white turnips’ ‘white turnip-cutting tool’

(i) [[V [MM O]] N] [MM [[V O] N]]
  (?[[MM O][V N]] or
  ?[[V [MM O]] N])

 xue   luobo  pi   de dao luobo xue    pi   dao
 peel turnip skin   DE  knife turnip peel skin knife
 ‘knife that peels turnip skin’ ‘turnip skin-peeling knife’

(  j) [[V [MM O]] NN] [MM [[V O] NN]]
  (?[[MM O][V NN]] or
  ?[[V [MM O]] NN])

 xue   luobo  pi     de gongju luobo  xue  pi     gongju
 peel turnip    skin DE tool turnip peel   skin tool
 ‘tool that peels turnip skin’ ‘turnip skin-peeling tool’
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(k) [[V [MM OO]] N] ?[[V [MM OO]] N]
  (?[[MM OO][V N]])

 xi     pingguo zhongzi de  gang xi    pingguo zhongzi gang
 wash apple    seed     DE  pot wash apple  seed  pot
 ‘pot that washes apple seeds’ ‘apple seed-washing pot’

(l ) [[V [MM OO]] NN] ?[[V [MM OO]] NN]
  (?[[MM OO][V NN]])

 xi   pingguo  zhongzi de  gongju xi   pingguo zhongzi gongju
 wash  apple      seed   DE  tool wash   apple   seed   tool
 ‘tool that washes apple seeds’ ‘apple seed-washing tool’

(11) Compounds with a disyllabic verb
 Phrase Compound
(a) [[VV O] N] ?[O [VV N]]

 jiagong cai    de dao cai     jiagong dao
 process vegetable DE knife vegetable process  knife
 ‘knife that processes vegetables’ ‘vegetable-processing knife’

(b) [[VV O] NN] ?[O [VV NN]]
 jiagong cai      de  gongju cai     jiagong gongju
 process vegetable DE   tool vegetable process   tool
 ‘tool that processes vegetables’ ‘vegetable-processing tool’

(c) [[VV OO] N] [OO [VV N]]
 jiagong luobo de dao luobo jiagong dao
 process turnip DE knife turnip process knife
 ‘knife that processes turnips’ ‘turnip-processing knife’

(d) [[VV OO] NN] [OO [VV NN]]
 jiagong luobo de gongju luobo jiagong gongju
 process turnip DE tool turnip process tool
 ‘tool that processes turnips’ ‘turnip-processing tool’
(e) [[VV [M O]] N] [[M O][VV N]]

 jiagong bai  cai    de dao bai  cai      jiagong    dao
 process white vegetable DE knife white vegetable process knife
 ‘knife that processes cabbage’ ‘cabbage-processing knife’
(  f  ) [[VV [M O]] NN] [[M O][VV NN]]

 jiagong bai      cai     de gongju bai     cai      jiagong gongju
 process white vegetable DE tool white vegetable process tool
 ‘tool that processes cabbage’ ‘cabbage-processing tool’

(g) [[VV [M OO]] N] [[M OO][VV N]]
 jiagong bai  luobo de dao bai  luobo  jiagong dao
 process white turnip DE knife white turnip process knife
 ‘knife that processes white turnips’ ‘white turnip-processing knife’
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(h) [[VV [M OO]] NN] [[M OO][VV NN]]
 jiagong bai  luobo de gongju bai  luobo  jiagong gongju
 process white turnip DE tool white turnip process tool
 ‘tool that processes white turnips’ ‘white turnip-processing tool’
  (i) [[VV [MM O]] N] [[MM O][VV N]]

 jiagong luobo pi  de dao luobo   pi  jiagong dao
 process turnip skin DE knife turnip skin process      knife
 ‘knife that processes turnip skin’ ‘turnip skin-processing knife’

 (  j) [[VV [MM O]] NN] [[MM O][VV NN]]
 jiagong luobo pi  de gongju luobo  pi     jiagong   gongju
 process turnip skin DE tool turnip skin process    tool
 ‘tool that processes turnip skin’ ‘turnip skin-processing tool’

(k) [[VV [MM OO]] N] [[MM OO][VV N]]
 jiagong  pingguo  zhongzi  de  dao pingguo zhongzi jiagong dao
 process  apple   seed    DE  knife apple   seed     process   knife
 ‘knife that processes apple seeds’ ‘apple seed-processing knife’

(l ) [[VV [MM OO]] NN] [[MM OO][VV NN]]
 jiagong pingguo zhongzi de gongju pingguo  zhongzi  jiagong  gongju
 process apple     seed   DE tool apple    seed    process  tool
 ‘tool that processes apple seeds’ ‘apple seed-processing tool’

Several comments are in order. First, totally bad forms are not listed. For 
example, (10a) cannot be [O V N], [V N O], or [N V O]. Forms with 
a question mark can be good or bad depending on a given expression; 
for example, [[V OO] NN] is marginal for qie luobo gongju ‘cut turnip 
tool (turnip-cutting tool)’, but there is an existing expression dong naojin 
yeye ‘move brain grandpa (the Wise Grandpa)’, a columnist in a children’s 
newspaper who answers science questions. Similarly, [OO [V N]] is mar-
ginal for luobo qie dao ‘turnip cut knife (turnip-cutting knife)’, and bad 
for malu sao ji ‘street sweep machine (street-sweeping machine)’, yet it is 
good for shitou diao che ‘stone lift car (stone-lifting machine)’. Many length 
combinations have no perfect word order, such as (10c–h) and (11a–b); in 
such cases, speakers can use a phrase instead. Examples (10a) and (10b) 
have no alternative patterns, (10i) and (10j) have two, and the rest in (10) 
have one. Most alternative patterns involve a constituent [V N] or [V NN], 
to which I will return. The cases in (11) have no alternative patterns.

Secondly, one may wonder whether [V–O N] compounds are related to 
[V–O N] phrases , or whether they are created independently. For example, 
is [OO [VV N]] in (11c) derived from the phrase [[VV OO] N] by fronting 
OO, or is it the result of adding OO directly to an independent compound 
[VV N]? I will assume the former and give the argument in section 8.5.
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Thirdly, when a compound word order differs from that of the phrase, 
the compound has two meanings. For example, (11c) can mean either ‘a 
processing knife made of turnip’ (despite its unlikelihood in real life) or ‘a 
knife for processing turnip’, shown in (12).

(12) (a) [MMj [[VV Øi] N]]
luobo  jiagong dao
turnip process knife
‘processing knife made of turnip’

 (b) [OOi [[VV Øi] N]]
luobo   jiagong dao
turnip process knife
‘knife for processing turnip’

Following a standard assumption in syntax (e.g. Chomsky  1981; Kayne 
1994), a transitive verb always has an object position, which can be fi lled 
by an overt word or an empty element. In (12a) luobo ‘turnip’ is the 
modifi er (MM) of [[VV Ø] N] and is unrelated to the empty object (Ø) 
of the verb, shown by different indexes. In (12b) luobo is co-indexed 
with the empty object of the verb. The meaning of (12b) is the same as 
the phrase, but that of (12a) is not. Compounds that have the same word 
order as the phrase, such as (10a), are not ambiguous. For each com-
pound in (10) and (11), only the meaning that corresponds to the phrasal 
meaning is given.

The fourth point to note is that the bracketing of the phrases is not contro-
versial. The bracketing  of a compound is based on standard constituent anal-
ysis. For example, in (10c), [OO V N] is not [[OO V] N] but [OO [V N]] 
because [OO V] cannot be a good constituent independently but [V N] can. 
In addition, I assume structural consistency, so that corresponding struc-
tures have the same constituent brackets. For example, because [OO V N] 
in (10c) is not [[OO V] N] but [OO [V N]], we assume that [OO VV N] in 
(11c) is not [[OO VV] N] but [OO [VV N]], even though both [OO VV] 
and [VV N] are good.

Finally, the compound word order is primarily determined by sylla-
ble count, not by semantics or syntax. For example, (10a) and (10c) are 
syntactically identical, yet (10a) has just one word order, which is well 
formed, whereas (10c) has two word orders, neither of which is always 
good. The difference between (10a) and (10c) is solely due to the fact that 
O is monosyllabic in (10a) but disyllabic in (10c). Similarly, the word-
order difference between (10a) and (11a) is solely due to the fact that V is 
monosyllabic in (10a) but disyllabic in (11a).
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8.3.2. The analysis

The analysis I offer here is considerably more simple than that in Duanmu  
(1997, 2000), where I assumed phonologically triggered syntactic move-
ment and multiple levels of stress, and I assumed that main stress in a 
compound must fall on the fi rst syllable. As R. Zhou  (2005) argued, that 
analysis is too complicated.

I now assume that a foot must be binary and that phrasal stress goes to 
the syntactic nonhead—these two assumptions seem to be non-controversial 
(Chapter 6). The essence of the proposal is given in (13) and (14).

(13) [verb object] is a phrase.

(14) (a) *Internal Phrase : a compound should not contain an internal phrase.
 (b)   Foot Shelter  (see Chapter 5).
 (c) *[V N] /*[V NN]: a foot cannot cross a clause boundary.

Both (13) and (14a) are self-evident and will not be further justifi ed here. 
They rule against compounds that contain the verb–object word order, 
such as [[VV OO] N] and [[VV O] N], except those protected by Foot 
Shelter , in particular the disyllabic VO, as in [[V O] N]. The main effect 
of (14c) is to rule out disyllabic [V N] and trisyllabic [V NN] and other 
compounds that contain them. The reason for the unacceptability of *[V 
N]  and *[V NN] is probably that the foot structure is (V N) or (V N)(NØ), 
where the foot (V N) crosses a clause boundary. Let us now consider how 
the analysis accounts for the data. First, consider (10), analysed in (15).

(15) Compounds with a monosyllabic verb
   Structure   Comments
 (a) [[V O] N]   [V O] protected by Foot Shelter 
 (b) [[V O] NN]   [V O] protected by Foot Shelter 
 (c) ?[[V OO] N] *Internal Phrase [V OO]
  ?[OO [V N]] *[V N] 
 (d) ?[[V OO] NN] *Internal Phrase [V OO]
  ?[OO [V NN]] *[V NN]
 (e) ?[[V [M O]] N] *Internal Phrase [V [M O]]
  ?[[M O][V N]] *[V N] 

 (  f  ) ?[[V [M O]] NN] *Internal Phrase [V [M O]]
  ?[[M O][V NN]] *[V NN]
 ( g) ?[[V [M OO]] N] *Internal Phrase [V [M OO]]
  ?[[[M OO]][V N]] *[V N] 



 (h) ?[[V [M OO]] NN] *Internal Phrase [V [M OO]]
  ?[[M OO]][V NN]] *[V NN]
 (i) ?[[V [MM O]] N] *Internal Phrase [V [MM O]]
    [MM [[V O] N]]     [V O] protected by Foot Shelter 

  ?[[MM O][V N]] *[V N] 
 (  j ) ?[[V [MM O]] NN] *Internal Phrase [V [MM O]]
    [MM [[V O] NN]]   [V O] protected by Foot Shelter 
  ?[[MM O][V NN]] *[V NN]
 (k) ?[[V [MM OO]] N]   *Internal Phrase [V [MM OO]]

  ?[[MM OO][V N]] *[V N] 
 (l ) ?[[V [MM OO]] NN] *Internal Phrase [V [MM OO]]

  ?[[MM OO][V NN]] *[V NN]

It can be seen that all the questionable forms violate either *[V N]/*[V 
NN] or *Internal Phrase , and the four good forms are all protected by Foot 
Shelter  for the [V O] portion. The questionable forms can be used in some 
special cases, to be discussed later. Let us now take a closer look at the 
metrical structure of the four good forms, shown in (16).

(16) Syntax Foot structure
 [[V O] N] (SS)(SØ)
 [[V O] NN] (SS)(SS), (SS)S(SØ)
 [MM [[V O] N]]   (SS)(SS)(SØ),
 [MM [[V O] NN]] (SS)(SS)(SS), (SS)(SS)S(SØ)

As discussed in Chapter 6, a disyllabic non-fi nal unit can form (SS), 
a fi nal N can form a foot with an empty beat , and a fi nal NN can form 
either (SS) or S(SØ). Thus, all the structures are metrically good. 
Now consider the analysis of compounds with a disyllabic verb, shown 
in (17).

(17) Compounds with a disyllabic verb
 Phrase   Compound
(a) *[[VV O] N] *Internal Phrase [VV O]
 ?[O [VV N]]   Foot Binarity
(b) *[[VV O] NN] *Internal Phrase [VV O]
 ?[O [VV NN]]   Foot Binarity
(c) ?[[VV OO] N] *Internal Phrase [VV OO]
   [OO [VV N]] 
(d ) ?[[VV OO] NN] *Internal Phrase [VV OO]
   [OO [VV NN]] 
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(e) ?[[VV [M O]] N] *Internal Phrase [VV [M O]]
   [[M O][VV N]] 
(  f   ) ?[[VV [M O]] NN] *Internal Phrase [VV [M O]]
   [[M O][VV NN]] 
(g) ?[[VV [M OO]] N] *Internal Phrase [VV [M OO]]
   [[M OO][VV N]] 
(h) ?[[VV [M OO]] NN] *Internal Phrase [VV [M OO]]
   [[M OO][VV NN]] 
(i) ?[[VV [MM O]] N] *Internal Phrase [VV [MM O]]

   [[MM O][VV N]] 
(  j ) ?[[VV [MM O]] NN] *Internal Phrase [VV [MM O]]
   [[MM O][VV NN]] 
(k) ?[[VV [MM OO]] N] *Internal Phrase [VV [MM OO]]

   [[MM OO][VV N]] 
(l) ?[[VV [MM OO]] NN] *Internal Phrase [VV [MM OO]]

   [[MM OO][VV NN]] 

Two forms start with [VV O], which are completely bad, probably not 
only because they violate *Internal Phrase , but the O has phrasal stress 
and cannot form a binary foot; in particular, the O cannot form a foot 
with the following N, because such a foot would cross a clause boundary. 
Two of the questionable forms start with a monosyllabic O followed by a 
disyllabic VV, in which case the O (which has phrasal stress) cannot form 
a binary foot, unless a structural change is made to delete the stress from 
the following VV. The same issue exists for those that start with [M OO], 
to be discussed shortly. The other questionable forms all violate *Inter-
nal Phrase. Again, the questionable forms can sometimes be used, which 
we return to later. Let us now consider the metrical structure of the good 
forms, shown in (18).

(18) Syntax Foot structure
 [OO [VV N]] (SS)(SS)(SØ)
 [OO [VV NN]] (SS)(SS)(SS), (SS)(SS)S(SØ)
 [[M O][VV N]] (SS)(SS)(SØ)
 [[M O][VV NN]] (SS)(SS)(SS), (SS)(SS)S(SØ)
 [[M OO][VV N]] (SS)S(SS)(SØ)
 [[M OO][VV NN]] (SS)S(SS)(SS), (SS)S(SS)S(SØ)
 [[MM O][VV N]] (SS)S(SS)(SØ)
 [[MM O][VV NN]] (SS)S(SS)(SS), (SS)S(SS)S(SØ)
 [[MM OO][VV N]] (SS)(SS)(SS)(SØ)
 [[MM OO][VV NN]] (SS)(SS)(SS)(SS), (SS)(SS)(SS)S(SØ)



Again, a disyllabic non-fi nal unit can form (SS), a fi nal N can form a 
foot with an empty beat , and a fi nal NN can form either (SS) or S(SØ). 
In addition, in [MM O], O is a syntactic head and need not be stressed. 
Finally, in those that have [M OO], the [M OO] must be an existing, 
well-formed compound, whose foot structure is (SS)(SØ) in fi nal positions 
and (SS)S in non-fi nal positions (Chapter 6). Thus, all the structures are 
metrically good.

8 . 4 .  [ V – O  N ]  C O M P O U N D S  I N  E N G L I S H  

We see in (10) and (11) that, although the Chinese compounds varied in word 
order, their English counterparts are consistently [(M) O V N]. The question is 
why. In fact, the present analysis already provides an answer. The English verb 
has the ending -ing, so it is at least disyllabic. Thus, the English counterparts are 
like the Chinese compounds in (11), where the order is also consistently [(M) O 
V N]. It is interesting that there are a few cases where the English verb is mono-
syllabic, without the ending -ing, and in such cases the word order [V–O N] can 
occur, as the present analysis predicts. Some examples are given in (19).

(19) breakneck speed
 makeshift plan
 killjoy person/attitude
 spoilsport person/attitude

Such English examples correspond to the Chinese [V O N] and [V O NN] 
compounds in (10a) and (10b), in which the object is not fronted.

My analysis also offers a better analysis of English compounds like 
truck driver than that offered by Lieber  (1983). According to Lieber , the 
argument structure of truck driver suggests that the bracketing is [[truck 
drive] -er]. However, it is unclear why the word order in the inner unit is 
[O V] instead of [V O]. In addition, as Booij  (1988) points out, the analysis 
of [[truck drive] -er] predicts that [truck drive] is a possible compound, 
which is not the case. In the present analysis, truck driver is like a [V–O 
N] compound; its underlying structure is shown in (20), where -er is co-
indexed with the empty subject of the verb.

(20) [[Øi [drive truck]] -eri]

However, (20) is ill-formed because -er needs to be attached to a verb. 
On the other hand, the structure (21a) is good, which is phonologically 
equivalent to (21b).
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(21) (a) [truck j [[Øi [drive Øj]] -eri]]
 (b) [truck [drive -er]]

Here, truck is the modifi er of the ‘compound’ [drive -er] and is co-indexed 
with the empty object of drive. In addition, -er can attach to the verb, so 
the structure is good. The analysis in (21) accounts for the apparent brack-
eting paradox that [drive truck] forms a closer unit syntactically, in that 
order, whereas [drive -er] forms a closer unit phonologically.

8 . 5 .  M O V E M E N T  O R  N O T ? 

When the word order of a compound differs from that of the corresponding 
phrase, we need to ask how the two expressions are related. For example, 
consider the pair in (22). The empty subject of the verb should also be 
co-indexed with N, which is not shown.

(22) Phrase Compound
 [[VV OO] N]] [OOi [[VV Øi] N]]
 jiagong luobo de dao luobo jiagong dao
 process turnip DE knife turnip process knife
 ‘knife that processes turnips’ ‘turnip-processing knife’

It seems that the compound is derived from the phrase by moving the 
object OO to the front—such movement is familiar in syntax. For example, 
Chomsky  (1994) discusses three kinds of movement: head movement, XP 
movement by substitution, and XP movement by adjunction. In the fi rst, a 
head moves to join another head; in the second, an XP moves to an empty 
XP position; and in the third, an XP is raised and adjoined to an XP node. 
The third case fi ts the analysis in (22) in two ways: an XP is a syntactic 
nonhead—which the object OO is—and the OO is adjoined to the original 
compound, which can be seen as an XP node (a maximal projection).

However, it is not necessary to assume movement literally. Instead, we can 
assume that, as a regular compounding process, a noun NN can be added to 
[VV N], which is independently good. The added NN may or may not be 
co-indexed with the empty object of the verb. The two cases are shown in (23).

(23) (a) Not co-indexed (b) Co-indexed (= [OOi [[VV Øi] N]])
  [NNj [[VV Øi] N]]  [NNi [[VV Øi] N]]
  luobo jiagong dao  luobo jiagong dao
  turnip process knife  turnip process knife
  ‘processing knife made of turnip’  ‘turnip-processing knife’



In (23a) ‘turnip’ is not the object of ‘process’, owing to lack of co-indexing. 
In (23b) ‘turnip’ is interpreted as the object of ‘process’. The ambiguity is 
available not because there is literal movement in (23b) but because there 
are two ways to index the NN. It is also possible to interpret movement 
abstractly, so that it is another term for co-indexing in any structure.

A similar analysis can be used to account for word order variation in 
[X Y N] compounds . For example, I have argued that ‘Sichuan North 
Road’ is related to ‘North Sichuan Road’, because it is part of ‘Sichuan 
Road’ and not part of ‘North Road’. The relation between the two word 
orders is shown in (24).

(24) (a) [X [YY N]]  (b) [YYi [X [Øi N]]]
  Bei Sichuan Lu   Sichuan Bei Lu
  North Sichuan Road   Sichuan North Road
  ‘North Sichuan Road’   ‘North Sichuan Road’

It is reasonable to assume that ‘Road’ always implies a name (i.e. ‘what 
Road’). In (24a) the name position is fi lled by ‘Sichuan’; in (24b) it is 
empty but co-indexed with ‘Sichuan’. Thus, the two structures are related 
by the co-indexing relation.

8 . 6 .  [ V  N ]  C O M P O U N D S 

In section 8.3 I proposed that [V N] and [V NN] are usually bad, where N 
or NN is the logical subject of the verb. However, the reason for the lack of 
[V N] and [V NN] is not so obvious. It does not seem to be due to syntax, since 
[VV N] and [VV NN] are both quite productive. This is shown in (25).

(25) [VV NN]   yunshu jiqi
 [VV N]   yunshu ji
 [V NN] *yun jiqi
 [V N] *yun ji
    transport machine
   ‘machine for transportation’

Because [VV NN] and [VV N] are good, we cannot rule out all verb–noun 
compounds. Metrical consideration is not suffi cient either. For example, one 
might notice that since the verb (or nominal verb) is the syntactic nonhead, 
it has phrasal stress (Chapter 6), and so it should be disyllabic. This seems to 
explain why [VV NN] and [VV N] are good and why [V NN] is bad. How-
ever, [V N] is disyllabic and ought to be protected by Foot Shelter  (Chapter 6). 
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Why then is [V N] bad? Let us take a closer look at the syntactic and metrical 
structure, shown in (26), where the inner clause is indicated by curly brackets.

(26)  (SS) (SS)
 [{Øi [VV Øj]} NNi]
  (SS) (SØ)
 [{Øi [VV Øj]} Ni]
      (S      S)(SØ)
 *[{Øi [V Øj]} NNi]
  (S      S)
 *[{Øi [V Øj]} Ni]

Following syntactic theory, I assume that a transitive verb always projects 
a subject position and an object position. In (26) the empty subject is co-
indexed with the noun, and the structure is similar to a nominal with a 
relative clause. In the two bad forms, there is a foot that crosses a clause 
boundary, which I suspect is the reason why they are bad.

Although [V N] and [V NN] compounds are generally rare, some do 
occur in Chinese. Some examples are shown in (27).

(27) [V N] tuo che  ‘pull car’
  diao che  ‘lift car’
  ti dao  ‘clip knife (clippers)’
  jian dao  ‘cut knife (scissors)’
 [V NN] kang xueqing ‘oppose serum (anti-serum)’

I was only able to fi nd one example of [V NN], thanks to Jerry Packard. 
The availability of the compounds in (27) allows other compounds that 
contain them, such as those in (28).

(28) [OO [V N]]  shitou diao che
  stone    lift  car
  ‘machine for lifting stone’
 [[M OO][V N]]  mu  fangzi      diao che
  wood   house lift  car
  ‘machine for lifting wood house’
 [[MM O][V N]] shuini  ban       diao che
  cement  board lift   car
  ‘machine for lifting cement board’
 [[MM OO][V N]] jingmi   yiqi       diao   che
  precision    instrument lift      car
  ‘machine for lifting precision instrument’



 [OO [V NN]] ganmao kang   xueqing
  cold     oppose  serum
  ‘antiserum for cold’
 [[M OO][V NN]]  fei    jiehe    kan         xueqing
  lung tuberculosis    oppose  serum
  ‘antiserum for pulmonary tuberculosis’
 [[MM O][V NN]] jiehe    bing   kan    xueqing
  tuberculosis disease oppose serum
  ‘antiserum for tuberculosis disease’
 [[MM OO][V NN]] liuxing  ganmao  kan   xueqing
  spreading cold   oppose   serum
  ‘antiserum for fl u’

However, the presence of the examples in (27) and (28) should not over-
shadow the fact that in most cases [V N] and [V NN] compounds are bad, 
so are compounds that contain them.

As in Chinese, [V N] and [V NN] compounds are quite rare in English. 
Some exceptions are found though, such as those in (29).

(29) [V N] compounds in English
 hit man ‘man who hits (someone)’
 watchman ‘man who watches (something)’
 tow-truck ‘truck that tows (cars)’
 tow-boat ‘boat that tows (ships)’

Again, the presence of such examples should not obscure the fact that 
[V N] and [V NN] compounds are in general unproductive in English. 
For example, those in (30) seem to parallel those in (29) but are 
all bad.

(30) *help-man ‘man who helps (someone)’
 *see-man ‘man who sees (something)’
 *move-truck ‘truck that moves (cars)’
 *move-boat ‘boat that moves (ships)’

It is possible that the V in (29) is in fact a noun, and the cases in 
(29) are in fact [N N] compounds. If so, there is more reason to believe 
that [V N] is bad. It is also relevant to note that I found only one case 
of [V NN] in Chinese and no case of [V NN] in English. It is possible 
that in the Chinese [V NN] kang xueqing ‘antiserum’, the V is not used 
as a verb but a prefi x, translated from its English source ‘anti-’. If so, 
there is no [V NN] but just [V N], which is the exact length for Foot 
Shelter .
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8 . 7 .  C O M P O U N D S  W I T H  I N T E R N A L  V O  P H R A S E S 

We saw in (10) and (11) that many compounds are questionable because 
they violate *Internal Phrase , in other words, they contain an internal VO 
phrase. It has been noted that some compounds seem to contain a VO 
phrase (Y. He  2004; D. Shi  2003; R. Zhou  2005). First consider the cases 
in (31), which contain [VV OO+], where OO+ is disyllabic or longer.

(31) Compounds with internal [VV OO+]
 [[VV NN] N] caozuo    diannao    zhe
  operate computer     person
  ‘person who operates computer’
 [[VV NN] N] zhizhao yaoyan zhe
  create    rumor  person
  ‘person who creates rumor’
 [[VV NN] N] guaipian ertong  fan
  swindle     child   criminal
  ‘criminal who swindles children’
 [[VV NN] N] qinfan  yinsi    an
  breach privacy case
  ‘privacy-breaching case’
 [[VV NN] N] zousi     duping zui
  smuggle drug     crime
  ‘crime of smuggling drugs’
 [[VV [NN NN]] N] xielou guojia jimi   zui
  leak     state  secret crime
  ‘crime to leak state secrets’
 [[VV [NN [NN N]]] N] chufan xingfa diliu   tiao  zhe
  break  law    sixth clause person
  ‘person who broke clause six of the law’
 [[VV [[Neg AA] NN]]] N] shoushou bu zhengdang  liyi      zhe
  accept   not    proper     benefi t  person
  ‘person who accepts improper benefi t’

The compound ‘breach privacy case’ is not a real [V–O N] compound, 
because the logical subject of the verb is not ‘case’ but the person who 
commits the case. However, the rest seem to be [V–O N] compounds. 
As Y. He  (2004) and R. Zhou  (2005) observe, all the compounds can 
use the [OO+ VV N] word order. In addition, such compounds seem to 
be limited to certain head nouns, in particular zhe ‘the person who ‘…’, 



zui ‘crime’, and fan ‘criminal’. Still, the examples in (31) seem to be 
quite acceptable. So how do we explain the fact that they contain a VO 
phrase?

One might question whether the cases in (31) are true compounds and 
whether the internal VO is a true phrase. However, cross-linguistically, 
compound-internal phrases are not uncommon. Some examples in English 
are shown in (32).

(32) Phrasal compounds   in English
 TV-and-VCR table
 meat-and-potato eater
 over-the-fence gossip
 over-the-counter drug
 nobody-cares attitude
 take-it-or-leave-it offer

Wiese  (1996) calls such compounds ‘phrasal compounds’. According to 
him, the internal phrase is not a true phrase but a ‘quotation’—an extra-
linguistic symbol inserted into a compound. As an argument, Wiese  shows 
that the ‘quotation’ can be a phrase, a non-language sound, or a piece of 
another language. If Wiese  is right, as it seems to me, then the VO phrases 
in (31) are also ‘quotations’.

R. Zhou  (2005) also cites some interesting compounds that contain 
[V OO+], which are shown in (33).

(33) Compounds with internal [V OO+]
 [[V NN] N] chou youyan ji
  suck smoke  machine
  ‘kitchen ventilator’
 [[V NN] N] qu   si-pi   qian
  remove dead-skin tweezers
  ‘tweezers for removing dead-skin’
 [[V NN] N] jiang   xue-ya      yao
  lower blood-pressure medicine
  ‘medicine for lowering blood-pressure’
 [[V NN] N] ling    huzhao  tiao
  receive passport slip
  ‘slip for picking up passport’
 [[V NN] NN] kang  bingdu   jiaonang
  oppose  virus  gel
  ‘anti-virus gel’
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 [[V NNN] NN] fan   faxisi    xuanyan
  oppose Fascist declaration
  ‘anti-Fascist declaration’
 [[V [NN NN]] NN] fang    laji   youjian chengxu
  prevent trash mail    program
  ‘program for preventing trash mail’

Some of the examples are not real [V–O N] compounds. For example, in 
‘receive passport slip’, ‘slip’ is not the logical subject of ‘receive’. Simi-
larly, in ‘oppose Fascist declaration’, it is hard to say whether ‘declaration’ 
is the logical subject of ‘oppose’ or whether the person who wrote it is. 
Nevertheless, all the examples in (33) seem to be compounds and contain 
[V OO+]. As with the previous set of examples, they can be accounted for 
by the ‘quotation’ analysis of Wiese  (1996).

As far as foot structure is concerned, all the above examples are good. 
In particular, in the [V OO+] or [VV OO+] part, phrasal stress goes to 
OO+. Since OO+ is disyllabic or longer, there is no problem carrying the 
phrasal stress, and there is no need for the empty beat . The fi nal N or NN 
can use the empty beat if needed, so there is no problem for their foot 
structure either.

Finally, consider another set of compounds cited in R. Zhou  (2005) 
which contain an internal [O V], shown in (34). It is important to note that 
the structure is not [O [V N]], to which I return shortly.
(34) Compounds with internal [O V]
 [[O V] N] yu   gua      qi
  rain scrape machine
  ‘screen wiper’
 [[O V] N] ke    yun   zhan
  guest transport station
  ‘passenger transportation station’
 [[O V] N] hou shi  jing
  rear view mirror
  ‘rear view mirror’

A couple of remarks are needed. First, [[O V] N] compounds are rare 
and unproductive. Secondly, in ‘rear view mirror’, ‘view’ is probably 
not V but N, and the compound is probably not [[O V] N] but [[A N] 
N]. However, the fi rst two examples seem to be [[O V] N] compounds. 
Thirdly, the fi rst two compounds can both use the word order [[V O] 
N]. The question is: if [[V O] N] is already good, why is [[O V] N] also 
possible?
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The question is a problem only if we assume that [[O V] N] is derived 
from [[V O] N] via movement, as proposed in Duanmu  (2000). In the 
present analysis, there is no derivation (see section 8.5). Two compounds 
may seem related if they have similar co-indexing relations, but each com-
pound is independently made in the regular compounding process. Now in 
the case of [[O V] N], [O V] is independently made. The details are shown 
in (35).

(35)  ( S    S)  (SØ)
 [[Oj [Øi [V Øj]]] Ni]

The O is co-indexed with the empty object, which is why the compound 
is related to [[V O] N]. Metrically, the fi rst foot crosses a clause boundary, 
which is why such compounds are rare. Also, [O V] is disyllabic, which is 
probably why it can be protected by Foot Shelter .

The compounds in (34) are not [O [V N]] but [[O V] N]. The reason is 
that [V N] is not independently good in the given cases, but [O V] is. The 
lack of [O [V N]] has a metrical explanation: [V N] is bad because the foot 
would cross a clause boundary, as discussed earlier. In addition, [O [V N]] 
is bad because O has phrasal stress but cannot form a binary foot, unless 
additional structural change is made to remove stress from V and create a 
foot (O V).

8 . 8 .  S U M M A RY

I have described some word order variations in [X Y N] compounds , 
where X and Y are modifi ers of N, and [V–O N] compounds, where O is 
the object of V and N is the logical subject. I have also offered an analysis 
that makes a few simple assumptions: a foot should be binary; a compound 
should not contain an internal phrase; and [V N] and [V NN] are bad 
 compounds probably because a foot cannot cross a clause  boundary—the 
analysis seems to apply to both Chinese and English. There are occasional 
cases where compound internal phrases are found which can be explained 
as ‘quotations’ (Wiese  1996). There are also occasional cases where a 
[V N] compound is used, which seems to happen to disyllabic units only 
and which are probably protected by Foot Shelter .
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9

The [ɚ] Suffix

9 . 1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

A main characteristic of the Beijing dialect  is the use of the [ɚ] suffi x , 
which is spelled as -er or -r and sometimes transcribed as [r]. The suffi x 
merges with the syllable it attaches to; two examples are shown in (1).

(1) Unsuffi xed Suffi xed
 [xwaa] [xwaɚ] ‘fl ower’
 [phan] [phaɚ]  ‘plate’

Historically, the [ɚ] suffi x is related to the word [ɚ] ‘son’, which can also 
mean ‘smallness’. For this reason the suffi x has been called the diminu-
tive suffi x. However, [ɚ] can also be added to adjectives (e.g. gao-gaor-de 
[kau-kaɚ-də] ‘rather tall’) and some verbs (e.g. wanr [waɚ] ‘to play’), 
which undergo the same merger  process. Many Chinese dialects do not use 
it as much, and some (such as Shanghai) do not use it at all. Besides, the 
suffi x does not always add a meaning of smallness, but is often a sty-
listic feature rather than a grammatical one. When people who are not 
from  Beijing speak SC, they often do not use the [ɚ] suffi x, which causes 
no problem in communication. The analysis of [ɚ]-coloured syllables is 
rather complicated and this chapter examines it in some detail.

9 . 2 .  B A S I C  FA C T S 

Syllables with the [ɚ] suffi x can be full (stressed) or weak (unstressed). 
According to Jia  (1992), there are two types of rhyme when [ɚ]-suffi xed 
syllables are weak : [ǝ̃r] for syllables whose original coda was [ŋ], [ər] 
for others. If a weak syllable has only one rhyme slot (see Chapter 4), 
the two rhymes ought to be [ɚ̃] and [ɚ] instead. In what follows I focus 



on [ɚ]-suffi xed full syllables. There is some variation among speakers. 
I will fi rst discuss the most common style, based on the studies of L. Wang  
and He  (1985) and T. Lin  and Shen  (1995). Variations are discussed in 
section 9.5.

Standard Chinese has 19 rhymes (without prenuclear glides), including 
two syllabic consonants  [z, ʐ  ] (Chapters 2 and 3). They are shown in (2), 
transcribed in phonetic symbols.

(2) z ʐ i u y a ɤ e o
 ai əi au əu in ən an əŋ aŋ uŋ

When the [ɚ] suffi x is added, some rhymes are merged. Two analyses are 
shown in (3). The transcription of unsuffi xed rhymes is based on the dis-
cussion in Chapter 3. The transcription of L. Wang  and He  (1985: 48) is 
their own, while the transcription of Chao  (1968: 46–52) is an interpreta-
tion of the spelling system he used; sample words will be given later.

(3) Unsuffi xed Chao  (1968) L. Wang  and N. He  (1985)
 z, ʐ , əi,  ən ər ər
 a, ai, an ar ar
 o or or
 u ur ur
 ɤ ɤr ɤr
 au aur aur
 əu əur our
 əŋ ə̃ r ə̃ r
 aŋ ãr ɑ̃ r
 uŋ u ̃r ũr
 e ɛr ɛr
 i, in iər iər
 y yər yər

Following Chapter 3, there is no need to distinguish between [əu] vs. [ou], 
[e] vs. [ɛ], or [a] vs. [ɑ]. Thus, (3) can be summarized in (4). 

(4) Unsuffi xed (19 rhymes) Suffi xed (11 rhymes)
 z, ʐ , əi,  ən ər
 a, ai, an ar
 o or
 u ur
 ɤ ɤr
 au aur
 əu əur
 əŋ ə̃ r
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 aŋ ãr
 uŋ ũr
 e er
 (i, in iər)
 (y yər)

The last two lines are in parentheses because the rhyme in the suffi xed 
form is [ər] (prenuclear glides are not in the rhyme), which is the same as 
that of the fi rst line. Thus, the nineteen unsuffi xed rhymes are reduced to 
eleven suffi xed ones. The issues that need to be addressed are listed in (5).

(5)  (a) Why is [ə] added for some forms (e.g. [in]) but not for others (e.g. [uŋ])?
  (b) Why are fi nal [i] and [n] deleted but fi nal [u] not?
  (c) Why is the nasality of [ŋ] preserved but that of [n] is not?
 (d )  How can suffi xed rhymes like [aur] and [əur] fi t into the CVX syllable 

structure discussed in Chapter 4, which has only two rhyme slots?

The discussion that follows assumes that sounds are made of features. 
Feature theory is introduced in Chapter 2.

9 . 3 .  P R E V I O U S  A N A LY S E S

There have been many studies on the [ɚ] suffi x. Some focus on the 
description or transcription (e.g. Chao  1927, 1968; S. Xu  1980; L. Wang  
and He  1985), others, on rule-based analyses (e.g. C. Cheng  1973; Y. Lin  
1989; Y. Yin  1989;  Duanmu  1990; J. Wang  1993). I will review three of 
them, Y. Lin  (1989), Duanmu  (1990), and J. Wang  (1993), as they offer a 
good illustration of the variety of proposals made and the kind of problems 
involved.

9.3.1. Y. Lin  (1989) 

Lin  transcribes the suffi x as [r], which is treated as a sound. It is merged 
with the host syllable in four steps, rephrased in (6) and illustrated in (7), 
where replaced sounds are shown in parentheses (Lin  1989: 112). Since 
Lin  considers [uŋ] to be [wəŋ], there is no rhyme [uŋ].

(6) (a)  Replace the coda of the host syllable with [r] (or add [r] to the coda if 
the syllable lacks a coda).

 (b) Reattach the replaced coda to the nucleus, if the coda is [+back].
 (c) Delete unattached sounds.
 (d) Add [ə] between a front high vowel and [r].



(7) Input Replace Reattach Delete Add [ə] Surface
 o or – – – or 
 u ur – – – ur 
 ɤ ɤr – – – ɤr 
 e er – – – er 
 a ar – – – ar 
 au a(u)r aur – – aur
 əu ə(u)r əur – – əur 
 əŋ ə(ŋ)r əŋr – – ə̃r 
 aŋ a(ŋ)r aŋr – – ãr
 əi ə(i)r – ər – ər 
 ən ə(n)r – ər – ər 
 an a(n)r – ar – ar 
 ai a(i)r – ar – ar 
 i ir – – iər iər 
 y yr – – yər yər 
 in i(n)r – ir iər iər 

For the two syllabic consonants [z] and [ʐ  ], Lin  assumes that they are 
spread from the onset consonant when the syllable lacks a vowel. Order-
ing [r]-suffi xation before consonant spreading, along with an [ə]-insertion 
rule, Lin  gets [ər] as the suffi xed form for syllabic consonants.

Lin ’s analysis has several problems: the reattachment rule, which links 
[u] and [ŋ] to the nucleus but disregards [i] and [n], is stipulative; and 
[ə]-insertion is not fully motivated. Lin  refers to a remark by Chao  (1968: 
46) that [i, y] and [r] have contradictory articulatory features. The tongue 
is fl at in [i] and [y] but retrofl exed in [r]. Therefore, [ə] is added to sep-
arate them. However, while it is true that contradictory features cannot 
occur in the same sound, there is no reason why they cannot occur in 
separate sounds. For example, SC has [ai], in which [a] is [+low] and [i] is 
[−low]. The third problem is that the reattachment rule creates the so-called 
short diphthongs in the nucleus, such as [au] and [əu]. A short diphthong 
is made of two vowels that are linked to one timing slot . The existence of 
short diphthongs is controversial in feature theory because they allow two 
 feature values in a single sound. For example, [au] is [-high, +high] and 
[−round, +round]. If a sound can take two feature values, we predict far 
more potential sounds than have been found in the world’s languages (see 
Duanmu  1994). The fi nal problem is that the reattachment of the velar 
nasal is not fully explained. For example, [aŋ] should become [aŋr] after 
the velar nasal is reattached to the nucleus, but Lin  transcribes the result as 
[ãr]. This suggests that only the feature [+nasal] is reattached and the velar 
closure is not. But if so, why is [+nasal] in [n] not reattached as well?
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9.3.2. Duanmu  (1990) 

The analysis of Duanmu  (1990) is summarized in (8) and illustrated in (9). 
The retrofl ex feature of the coda can spread to the nuclear vowel, which is 
not shown; the reattached nasal feature can spread to the coda [r], which 
is not shown either.

(8) (a) Replace the coda of the syllable with [r].
 (b) Reattach any compatible features.
 (c) Unattached features do not surface.

(9) Input Replace Reattach Surface
 a ar – ar
 i ir – ir
 au a(u)r arw arw

 aŋ a(ŋ)r ãr ãr
 an a(n)r – ar
 ai a(i)r – ar

Duanmu ’s analysis avoids some problems in Y. Lin  (1989). First, the 
fact that the coda [i] is discarded is because [i] is not retrofl ex but [r] 
is; the fact that the [+round] feature of [u] is preserved is because [r] is 
unspecifi ed for [round] and so can accept it. Second, there is no [ə] inser-
tion between [i] and [r]. Third, there is no short diphthong. For example, in 
[au] → [arw], the coda [rw] is a single sound, a rounded [r] (see Chapter 2 
for the representation of complex sounds ). Fourth, in [aŋ] → [ãr], the velar 
closure is not reattached, because [ŋ] is [+stop] but [r] is [−stop] (Duanmu  
1990 uses the feature [continuant]; I have replaced it with [stop] ).

There are two problems in Duanmu ’s analysis: as noted by Duanmu  
(1990: 55), it is not clear why [+nasal] can be saved out of [ŋ] but not out 
of [n]; and in most analyses the suffi xed form of [i] is [iər], instead of [ir], 
which needs to be explained.

9.3.3. J. Wang  (1993) 

In Wang ’s analysis the retrofl ex suffi x is not a sound but a single feature 
[−anterior], under the articulator Coronal (Wang  actually uses [posterior] 
for [−anterior] because she does not use binary features). This feature is 
directly added to the rhyme of the host syllable. There are three cases. In 
the fi rst, the sound in the host rhyme does not contain Coronal, and the 
suffi x feature is simply added. This case covers eight rhymes, shown in 
(10), where the absorbed [−ant] makes the original sounds retrofl exed, 
indicated by J. Wang  with a under dot.
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(10) Direct addition of [−ant] for eight rhymes without Coronal
 Unsuffi xed Suffi xed

 a ạ
 ɤ ɤ̣

 o o ̣

 u u ̣

 au ạụ

 əu ə̣ụ

 aŋ ạŋ̣̣

 əŋ ə̣ŋ̣̣

 (uŋ u ̣ŋ̣̣)

The rhyme [uŋ] is shown in parentheses because Wang  considers it to be a 
variant of [əŋ]. If [uŋ] is a separate rhyme, as the present analysis assumes 
(see Chapter 3), it should act as shown.

The second case involves fi ve rhymes that contain a Coronal articula-
tor and a non-high nuclear vowel (for Wang  the front vowel [e] also has a 
Coronal articulator). In this case the Coronal articulator of the suffi x will 
replace that of the host sound. The result is that the coda sound changes to 
[r] (after certain features are fi lled by default rules), and the nuclear vowel 
changes to non-front, as shown in (11).

(11) Feature change in fi ve rhymes with Coronal and a non-high vowel

 Unsuffi xed Suffi xed
 e ə̣

 əi ə̣r
 ən ə̣r
 ai ạr
 an ạr

The third case involves four rhymes that contain a Coronal articulator 
and no non-high vowel. In this case the Coronal of the suffi x will again 
replace that of the host sound. In addition, the nucleus will become mid. 
This is shown in (12).

(12) Feature change in four rhymes with Coronal and no non-high vowel
 Unsuffi xed Suffi xed
 z ə̣r
 r (ʐ  ) ə̣r
 i iə̣r
 y yə̣r
 (in iə̣r)
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The rhyme [r] is [ʐ  ] in my analysis. The rhyme [in] is shown in parenthe-
ses because Wang  analyses it as [iən], which belongs to [ən] of the second 
case. If [in] is a separate rhyme, as the present analysis assumes (Chapter 3), 
it should act as shown.

As Wang  suggests, there is a difference between her analysis and pre-
vious ones, in which the suffi x is a full sound that replaces the original 
coda, after which certain compatible features are reincorporated into the 
syllable. In J. Wang ’s analysis, the suffi x is not a sound but a feature, 
so it is added directly, and only incompatible features are replaced by it. 
No feature is recycled after it is replaced.

Wang ’s analysis also has some problems. First, she distinguishes the 
suffi xed forms of [a] and [an], which L. Wang  and He (1985) do not. Sec-
ondly, she does not distinguish the suffi xed forms of [ie] and [i], which 
Wang  and He  do. Thirdly, the loss of the coda [n] and the preservation 
of the coda [ŋ] is still unclear. According to Wang , the Coronal of [n] is 
not retrofl ex, so it is replaced by the Coronal of the [r] suffi x. But since 
Wang ’s analysis is based on features, she must explain why the nasal fea-
ture of [n] is also lost. Wang  suggests that ‘Beijing Mandarin does not 
allow a retrofl ex nasal in its sound system’, yet we do fi nd a retrofl ex nasal 
in the coda of the suffi xed forms [a ̣ŋ̣̣] (from [aŋ]) and [əŋ̣̣] (from [əŋ]). 
Finally, it is unclear why schwa is added in her third case, such as [i] → 
[iə̣r]. She  suggests that there is a constraint against *[+hi]–[+hi] (an OCP 
constraint). The rhyme [i] fi rst changes to [ir], where [i] is the prenuclear 
glide and [r] is the rhyme. Because [ir] violates *[+hi]–[+hi] (assuming 
that [r] is [+hi]), it is changed to [iə̣r]. But why does [ir] not change to [iə̣] 
instead? Similarly, since [sz] ‘silk’ also changes to [sə̣r] (instead of [sr]), 
J. Wang  must assume that [s] is [+hi]. If so, [t] is probably also [+hi]. But 
then why does [ti] ‘brother’ not violate *[+hi]–[+hi]?

9 . 4 .  T H E  P R E S E N T  A N A LY S I S 

In my analysis the suffi x is [ɚ], which I specify as Coronal-[+retrofl ex], 
similar to the proposal of J. Wang  (1993). It differs from [ʐ  ], which is 
Coronal-[+retrofl ex, +fricative]. It is clear that the retrofl ex suffi x must be 
realized and incompatible features in the original coda must be replaced. 
I assume that [n] and the high front vowels [i, y] are specifi ed for Coronal-
[−retrofl ex] and are incompatible with [ɚ], whereas [ŋ] and other vowels 
are unspecifi ed for Coronal and are compatible with [ɚ]. I propose the 
analysis in (13)–(15).



(13) Add [ɚ]: Add [ɚ] to the coda position. If a sound is incompatible with it, 
the sound is replaced. Otherwise [ɚ] is added onto the sound.

 

 V →
→

→
→

→
→NC

V2 (b)

NC NC NC NC NC

V2 (c) VXr

V V VX VX VX22 V 2

(a) VX VX

(14) Rhyme-Harmony: rhym e sounds cannot differ in [retrofl ex].

(15) Mid: The default height of the nucleus is mid.

The rule in (13) applies to the coda and states which sounds are replaced and 
which preserved; I follow J. Wang (1993 ) in assuming that once a sound (or 
feature) is replaced, it cannot be reattached. The constraint in (14) is an exten-
sion of the Rhyme-Harmony constraints discussed in Chapter 3; it affects the 
nucleus once [ɚ] is added to the coda. In particular, if the nucleus is [i] or [y] 
or a syllabic consonant [z] or [ʐ  ], the sound would be pushed into the onset 
by the [ɚ] in the coda. The analysis of the 19 rhymes is shown in (16), where 
[j, ɥ] are prenuclear glides and [r] the [+retrofl ex] feature on a given sound. 
For illustration, the requirements are shown in three steps, although they all 
hold on the surface form. Since [ɚ] is added to full syllables, all rhymes are 
in fact long (see Chapter 4), which is not always indicated. In the fi rst fi ve 
cases, sounds in parentheses are those pushed into the onset.

(16) Unsuffi xed Add [ɚ] Harmony Mid Surface Example
 z zɚ (z)ɚ (z)əɚ (z)əɚ tsz/tsəɚ ‘character’
 ʐ ʐɚ (ʐ)ɚ (ʐ)əɚ (ʐ)əɚ ʈʂʐ/ʈʂəɚ ‘twig’
 i iɚ ( j)ɚ (j)əɚ ( j)əɚ tɕi/tɕəɚ ‘chicken’
 in iɚ ( j)ɚ (j)əɚ ( j)əɚ tɕin/tɕəɚ ‘today’
 y yɚ (ɥ)ɚ (ɥ)əɚ (ɥ)əɚ y/ɥəɚ ‘fi sh’
 əi əɚ – – əɚ pəi/pəɚ ‘tablet’
 ən əɚ – – əɚ kən/kəɚ ‘root’
 u uɚ – – uɚ hu/huɚ ‘lake’
 o oɚ – – oɚ wo/woɚ ‘nest’
 e eɚ – – eɚ ɥe/ɥeɚ ‘moon’
 ɤ ɤɚ – – ɤɚ kɤ/kɤɚ ‘song’
 a aɚ – – aɚ pa/paɚ ‘handle’
 ai aɚ – – aɚ phai/phaɚ ‘plaque’
 an aɚ – – aɚ phan/phaɚ ‘dish’
 au aur – – aur tau/taur ‘knife’
 əu əur – – əur kəu/kəur ‘hook’
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 əŋ əŋr – – əŋr təŋ/təŋr ‘lamp’
 aŋ aŋr – – aŋr kaŋ/kaŋr ‘jar’
 uŋ uŋr – – uŋr khuŋ/khuŋr ‘free time’

Several comments are in order. First, although the output rhyme for [əi, 
ən] is the same as that for [i, in, yn], [əi, ən] are not preceded by [i] or 
[y] (or their glide forms). Therefore, there is no neutralization between 
the two sets of syllables. Second, most nuclear vowels are probably 
[+retrofl ex] in the suffi xed form. For example, [əɚ] is often realized as 
a monophthong mid vowel [ɚ:], and [aŋr] is in fact [ãrŋr] (or [ɑ̃rː]). For 
simplicity the retrofl exion and nasality of the nuclear vowel is not shown. 
Third, the difference between [əɚ] and [ɤɚ] is probably that the former 
is realized as a monophthong [ɚ] while the latter remains a diphthong. 
It is also possible that the vowel [ɤ], which does not contrast with the 
high vowel [ɯ] in SC, has created a prenuclear glide [ɣ]. Therefore, the 
contrast between [əɚ] and [ɤɚ] is [ɚː] and [ɣɚː]. Other output forms are 
mostly self-apparent.

I have explained why [ɚ] is added to some codas (as [r]) but replaces 
others.We can see how all the suffi xed forms agree with the CVX syllable 
structure (see Chapter 4). Let us consider some other questions:

(17) (a) Why is there no [ə] insertion in [uɚ] and [aɚ]?
 (b)  Why is there no [ə]-insertion in the unsuffi xed syllabic consonants [z] 

and [ʐ  ]?
 (c) Why are [əŋr, aŋr, uŋr] written as [ə̃r, ãr, ũr] in some other studies?

As to (17a), the insertion of [ə] follows from the requirement that the 
default height of the nucleus is mi d. This applies only to a nucleus that is 
unspecifi ed for height. Since [u] and [a] are specifi ed for height, no change 
is made. In contrast, [ɚ] is unspecifi ed for height, so it will become mid in 
the nuclear position. This is shown in (18), where R means [+retrofl ex], M 
means [−high, −low] (mid), N is the nucleus, and C the coda.

(18) Default mid for the nucleus ([@]-insertion)

[@2][2]

NC NC

R M R

→

Next consider why there is no [ə]-insertion in the unsuffi xed syllabic con-
sonants [z] and [ʐ  ]. A reasonable suggestion is that when [z, ʐ  ] occur in the 
onset, they are [+fricative], which by defi nition have considerable constriction 



in the vocal tract. In contrast, the feature mid (or [−high]) requires the mouth to 
be open. Thus, [fricative] is inco mpatible with mid. This is illustrated in (19).

(19) Incompatibility of consonants with mid

[szz] *[s@z] ‘silk’
[+fricative] [+fricative]

ONC ONC

[−high]

Next consider why many studies transcribe [əŋr, aŋr, uŋr] as [ə̃r, ãr, ũr] 
(see section 9.2). According  to Y. Xu (1986) an d J. Wang (1993), o ral 
closure is not re quired for nasal codas in SC. This means that they are 
not [+stop] but [−stop]. If so, [ŋr] is similar to [ɚ̃]. And given the fact that 
vowels are nasalized before a nasal coda, what I write as [əŋr, aŋr, uŋr] are 
similar to [ə̃ɚ̃, ãɚ̃, ũɚ̃] or what others write as [ə̃r, ãr, ũr].

To summarize, the 19 rhymes in SC can reduce to 11 after the [ɚ] suffi x, 
as shown in (20).

(20) Unsuffi xed (19 rhymes) Suffi xed (11 rhymes)
 z, r, əi,  ən, i, in, yn  əɚ (or [ɚː])
 u uɚ

 o oɚ

 e eɚ

 ɤ ɤɚ (or [ɣɚː])
 a, ai, an aɚ

 au aur

 əu əur

 əŋ əŋr

 aŋ aŋr

 uŋ uŋr

Some of the rhymes may be further distinguished and some may be 
merged; to be discussed next.

9 . 5 .  VA R I AT I O N S

L. Wang a nd He (1 985) di scuss some alternative pronunciations of suf-
fi xed rhymes, summarized in (21) and illustrated in (22). The alternatives 
do not necessarily come from one particular style. Prenuclear glides are 
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written as vowels. The suffi xed rhymes in Wang and He’s  analysi s are 
transcribed according to the present analysis. In [tɕe],  (22c), the prenu-
clear glide is realized on the palatal onset. The alternative in (21f  ) is in 
parentheses because its validity is in doubt (see below).

(21) Variations in the [ɚ] suffi x
  Unsuffi xed Wang  and He  Alternative
 (a) uən/uo uəɚ ≠ uoɚ uəɚ = uəɚ

 (b) ɤ/ən ɤɚ ≠ əɚ əɚ = əɚ

 (c) i/ie iəɚ ≠ ieɚ iəɚ = iəɚ

 (d) a/an aɚ = aɚ aɚ (central) ≠ æɚ (front)
 (e) əi/ən əɚ = əɚ eɚ ≠ əɚ

 (  f  ) y/yin yəɚ = yəɚ (yɚ ≠ yəɚ)

(22) Examples
  Unsuffi xed Wang  and He  Alternative 
 (a) kuəi/kuo kuəɚ ≠ kuoɚ  kuəɚ = kuəɚ

  ‘ghost’/‘fruit’
 (b) kɤ/kən kɤɚ ≠ kəɚ kəɚ = kəɚ

  ‘song’/‘root’
 (c) tɕi/tɕe tɕəɚ ≠ tɕeɚ tɕəɚ = tɕəɚ

  ‘chicken’/‘street’
 (d ) pa/pan paɚ = paɚ paɚ ≠ pæɚ

  ‘handle’/‘petal’ 
 (e) kuəi/kuən kuəɚ = kuəɚ kueɚ ≠ kuəɚ

  ‘ghost’/‘roll’
 (  f  ) y/yin yəɚ = yəɚ (yɚ ≠ yəɚ)
  ‘fi sh’/‘cloud’

For (22a–c), Chao  (1968) suggests that the contrast is disappearing among 
young speakers, but a survey of 50 young Beijing speakers by Wang  and 
He  shows that the three pairs are still distinct. S. Li  (1986) even suggests 
that young Beijing speakers make more distinctions than old speakers, but 
L. Wang  and H. Wang  (1991) disagree. In (23d–e), some studies suggest 
that there is a contrast in each pair, but in Wang  and He ’s perception study 
there is little contrast. A survey of 449 speakers in 1982–4 by T. Lin  and 
Shen  (1995) largely confi rms Wang  and He ’s result.

Let us focus on how the variation can be represented. For (22a–c), the 
alternative pronunciation seems to replace the entire rhyme with [ɚ], and 
as a result the mid vowel loses [back] and [round] features. For (22d ), 
we can account for the difference in the nuclear vowel by saying that it 



is front in [an] or [æn], owing to the infl uence of the coda [n]. The alterna-
tive in (22e) can be explained if those speakers pronounce [kuəi] as [kuei], 
where [−back] has spread from [i] to the nuclear vowel. As a result, the suf-
fi xed rhymes could be [eɚ] vs. [əɚ]. Another possibility for (22e) is that the 
unsuffi xed forms are [kwəi] and [kwn̩] and the suffi xed ones are [kwəɚ] (mid 
vowel) and [kwɚ] (high vowel). The alternative in (22f ) is more problematic. 
If [yɚ] is the rhyme, it violates Rhyme-Harmony. If [yɚ] becomes [yəɚ], 
the contrast between the pair cannot be maintained. In fact, the validity of 
(22f  ) is in doubt. Wang  and He  (1985: 33) point out that the only refer-
ence to a contrast between [yɚ] and [yəɚ] is Chao  (1979: 34), which is a 
Chinese translation of Chao  (1968). However, Chao  (1968) does not make 
the  distinction, it is likely, therefore, that [yɚ] is an error in the translation.

9 . 6 .  I N T E R A C T I O N  B E T W E E N  TO N E  A N D 
T H E  [ɚ] S U F F I X 

Chao  (1968: 51) observes that the [ɚ] suffi x interacts with tone for some 
rhymes. For example, the suffi xed forms of [i] and [ie] are distinct with T1 
and T2, but non-distinct with T3 and T4, as exemplifi ed in (23).

(23) (a) Distinct in T2
  Unsuffi xed i/ie ‘aunt’/‘grandpa’
  Suffi xed iəɚ ≠ ieɚ

 (b) Not distinct in T4
  Unsuffi xed  i/ie ‘meaning’/‘leaf’
  Suffi xed  iəɚ = iəɚ

Wang  and He  observe the same effect, which also applies to the pairs 
[ie]–[in], [y]–[ye], and [ye]–[yin]. The reason for the interaction remains 
unclear.

9 . 7 .  T H E  [ɚ] S U F F I X  I N  O T H E R 
M A N D A R I N  D I A L E C T S

Many dialects in the Mandarin family, of which Beijing is a member, have 
the diminutive suffi x. In some dialects, such as Jiyuan  and Yanggu , the 
process is quite complicated; in others the process is simple (see Y. Lin  
1989, 1993 and Duanmu  1990 for more discussion). Here I illustrate the 
diminutive suffi x in Chengdu, which is simpler than that in Beijing.
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The diminutive suffi x in Chengdu   is also [ɚ]. However, it replaces the 
entire rhyme of the host syllable except its tone, as shown in (24) (tones 
omitted).

(24) Unsuffi xed Suffi xed Gloss
 kən kɚ ‘root’
 kəu kɚ ‘ditch’
 pjan pjɚ ‘side’
 pan pɚ ‘class’
 pau pɚ ‘pocket’
 kwan kwɚ ‘hall’
 kan kɚ ‘stem’
 ja jɚ ‘bud’
 wan wɚ ‘bowl’
 ɥan ɥɚ ‘yard’

Prenuclear glides are not replaced by [ɚ], which is expected, since they are 
in the onset (see Chapter 4).

9 . 8 .  S U M M A RY

Following J. Wang  (1993), I assume that the diminutive suffi x [ɚ] is spec-
ifi ed only for the feature Coronal-[+retrofl ex]. Its merger with the host 
syllable follows the requirements in (13)–(15). If the sounds in the host 
rhyme are incompatible with [+retrofl ex], they will be replaced or pushed 
into the onset, otherwise [ɚ] is added to the coda or merged with the sound 
already there.
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10

Tone: Basic Properties

1 0 . 1 .  TO N E  A N D  TO N A L  T R A N S C R I P T I O N 

In producing voiced sounds, the vocal cords will vibrate to open and close 
the airfl ow in quick succession. The rate of the vibration is called the fun-
damental frequency, or F0. Pitch is the perceived height of F0; a higher F0 
will be heard as a higher pitch. However, F0 does not correspond to pitch 
proportionally. For example, when the F0 value doubles, the pitch is not 
twice as high. Having said this, we will not be concerned with the differ-
ence between F0 and pitch. All languages use pitch for various linguistic 
purposes such as intonation. When pitch is used to distinguish words, it 
is called tone.

SC is a typical tone language   in that the pitch contour over a syllable can 
distinguish word meanings. On full syllables there are four tones, which 
I refer to by T1 through T4 in (1), where vowel length is ignored.

(1) T1 T2 T3 T4
 ma ma ma ma
 ‘mother’ ‘hemp’ ‘horse’ ‘scold’

The tones in SC have been transcribed in various ways. Five systems are 
shown in (2).

(2)  T1 T2 T3 T4
 (a) ma1 ma2 ma3 ma4
 (b) ma˥ ma ˦˥ ma˧˩˧ ma˥˩

 (c) ma55 ma35 ma214 ma51
 (d ) mā má mǎ mà
 (e) mha mar maa mah
  ‘mother’ ‘hemp’ ‘horse’ ‘scold’

System (2a) numbers the four tones from 1 to 4, which is convenient 
typographically. System (2b) shows what is known as Chao  letters, fi rst 
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introduced by Chao  (1930) and later adopted by the International Phonetic 
Association. The system is visually intuitive. The vertical bar on the right 
indicates the pitch range , the contour line on the left indicates pitch move-
ment relative to the pitch range. Thus, T1 is a high level tone, T2 is a rising 
tone, T3 is a dip-rise, and T4 is a fall. System (2c), which is a numeric 
translation of (2b), can be called Chao digits, where 5 represents the high-
est pitch and 1 the lowest. Each tone is represented by a starting pitch and 
a fi nal pitch, and optionally a mid pitch. For example, [55] starts high and 
ends high, so it is a high level. Tone [214] starts fairly low, moves to the 
lowest, and ends fairly high, so it is a dip-rise. System (2d ) is a simplifi ed 
version of (2b) and is commonly used in Pinyin. System (2e) shows the 
National Romanization system (see Chao  1968: 29 for a description). It 
does not use separate diacritics for tone but encodes tone by spelling sylla-
bles differently. It has two merits: it uses Roman letters only, and it forces 
the learner, especially those who are not Chinese speakers, to remember 
tone as an integral part of the syllable instead of something extra that can 
be stripped away, as in the other systems. However, (2e) is less intuitive 
and can confuse those who do not know the encoding rules.

While the transcription systems in (2) offer practical convenience, they 
have various weaknesses . For example, (2a) and (2e) give no indication 
of the pitch values of the tones. Although Chao  letters (or their variants) 
do indicate pitch values, they have other shortcomings. First, Chao  let-
ters are intrinsically vague. In particular, the choice of fi ve levels is not 
based on phonological prin ciples, as Chao  acknowledges, but on a bal-
ance between phonetic details and phonological distinctions. In addition, 
as Chao  remarks, a distinction of one degree (e.g. between [44] and [55], 
between [24] and [35], or between [12] and [13]) is usually not signifi cant, 
but that of two degrees usually is. Such lack of precision is well known 
to those who work on Chinese tones, and it is common that two transcrip-
tions of the same dialect do not give the same digits for the same tones. 
For example, in nonfi nal posi tions, T3 in SC is transcribed as [21] in Chao  
(1968) but [11] in Chao  (1931) and L. Wang  (1979). Similarly, for the 
Shanghai  tone named ‘Yang Ru’, some transcribe it as [2] and some tran-
scribe it as [13]. Such fl exibility causes problems when one attempts to 
convert Chao  digits into a level tone system such as that of Yip  (1980), in 
which tonal primitives are upper and lower registers and H and L in each 
register (see below). For example, [2] could be L or H in the lower regis-
ter, and [13] must be LH in the lower register. But if a tone is [2] in one 
transcription and [13] in another, how should one interpret it? Similarly, 
in the lower register, [11] is clearly L, and [31] is probably HL, but what 



is [21]? It could be interpreted as HL (Bao  1990a: 105–11 for Wenzhou ) 
or L (Yip  1980: 280 for T3 in SC). Such ambiguities have caused much 
confusion in the literature.

A second problem with Chao  letters lies in their dubious status between 
a phonetic system and a phonemic one. For example, in transcribing Old 
Shanghai , T. Shen  (1981: 132) says (Yin Ping, Yin Qu, etc. are names of 
the tones; underlining indicates a short tone):

The real value of Yin Ping is 52; this paper marks it as 53. The real value of 
Yin Qu is 33 or 24; this paper marks it as 35. The real value of Yang Qu is 113 
or 13; this paper marks it as 13. The real value of Yin Qu is a short tone 5 or 4; 
this paper marks it as a short tone 55. The real value of Yang Ru is a short tone 
23; this paper marks it as a short tone 13.

Similarly, in his transcription of Lhasa  tones , T. Hu  (1980: 25) says: ‘In 
the marking system with fi ve levels, [the Lhasa high level tone] is 44. 
For visual clarity, it is written as 55.’ The practice of modifying tone let-
ters is extremely common. It is, to some extent, justifi ed. If [44] does not 
contrast with [55] in a language, why not write it as [55]? Besides, if there 
is no [55], it is likely that sometimes people will pronounce [44] as [55]. 
But the issue is not so simple. Take SC tones, for example. In nonfi nal 
positions, Chao  (1968) writes them as [55], [35], [21], and [51]. But why 
does Chao  not write them as [55], [15], [11], and [51], since there are no 
[15] and [11] in SC? One may suspect that [35] and [15] probably contrast 
in other Chinese languages, but in fact they never do (Bao  1990a: 123). 
Similarly, to my knowledge, [21] and [11] never contrast. On the other 
hand, [33] and [24] do contrast in Gao’an  (S. Yan  1981), but that did not 
prevent T. Shen  (1981: 132) from writing [33] as [24] in Old Shanghai  
(see above). It appears, then, that people can modify the phonetic values 
in their transcriptions as they please. In addition, many people do not indi-
cate whether they have or have not modifi ed their transcriptions. When 
one reads Chao  letters, therefore, one cannot be sure what the exact pitch 
values are, except that they are somewhere around the given digits. Some-
times this vagueness does not matter. But sometimes it does. For example, 
[24] is close to both [35] and [13]. Now [35] is an upper register tone, but 
[13] is a lower register one. If one wants to interpret [24], which direction 
should one choose? We saw above that Shen  has changed [24] to [35] yet 
[24] to [13]. Such changes have serious consequences for phonological 
interpretation.

A third problem with Chao  digits is that they are based on phonetic 
or perceptual terms. However, there is some evidence that phonological 
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features are based on articulation (see, for example, A. Liberman  and Mat-
tingly  1985 from the viewpoint of the motor theory, and Halle  1995 from 
the viewpoint of feature theory).

A fourth problem with Chao  digits is that they cannot explain the rela-
tions among tones. For example, if a language has [55], [33], [22], and [11], 
there is often a relation between [55] and [22], but not between [22] and 
[33]. Chao  digits cannot explain why [22] may relate to the more  distant 
[55] and not to the closer [33]. In contrast, in a register system, such as Yip  
(1980), the relation can be captured (see below).

We should add that Chao  letters were designed more than seventy years 
ago and were probably meant to be an aid to the fi eld linguist. Naturally, 
one should not expect them to translate readily into phonological features 
of the present day.

1 0 . 2 .  P H O N E T I C  C O R R E L AT E S   O F  TO N E

Tone has both articulatory and acoustic correlates. There are many stud-
ies on the articulatory characteristics of tone. In an earlier attempt, Halle  
and Stevens  (1971) suggest that tone is controlled by a single articula-
tory mechanism—the tension of the vocal cords. They further suggest that 
there are three states of vocal cord tension, stiff, slack, and neither stiff nor 
slack. The three states give rise to three tone levels, high, mid, and low.

Zemlin  (1981) surveyed previous works on articulatory pitch control 
and identifi ed two major mechanisms: the cricothyroid and vocalis mus-
cles. The former mechanism controls the elongation and the thickness 
of the vocal cords; the latter, the ‘isometric tension’ of the vocal cords. 
However, Zemlin  does not discuss how many states each mechanism 
can assume, or how many combined states there are between the two 
mechanisms.

The primary acoustic correlate of tone is fundamental frequency (F0), 
which probably corresponds to the cricothyroid mechanism. In some lan-
guages, there is also a second dimension, which has been called ‘murmur’  
or ‘breathiness ’, which probably corresponds to the vocalis mechanism. 
The second dimension often correlates with broader formant width and 
fl atter spectral envelope. Murmur and F0 interact closely, such that mur-
mured  tones usually have lower F0 contours and non-murmured tones 
usually have higher ones; a good example is Shanghai  (B. Xu  et al. 1988). 
In SC, murmur does not play a systematic role, nor is voice contrastive in 
consonants (sonorants are voiced, obstruents are unvoiced; see Chapter 2). 



Nevertheless, while T1, T2, and T4 in SC are not murmured, T3 is; it 
sounds very similar to [23] (or [113]) in Shanghai.

The F0 contour of a tone can be affected by many factors. Native speak-
ers are often unaware of such effects. For example, a sonorant syllable 
onset can give an unstable F0 contour that departs from the expected 
curve. Consonant voicing, aspiration, vowel height, the position of the 
syllable, stress, and rate of speech can also affect F0. Voiced obstruents 
tend to lower the initial F0. Aspirated obstruents tend to raise the initial 
F0. For the same tone, high vowels often give a higher F0 contour than 
low vowels. Also, for the same tone, the F0 contour is somewhat higher 
when a syllable occurs at the beginning of an intonation group than when 
it occurs towards the end. Lack of stress can lead to loss of underlying 
tone. In addition, the F0 contour of an unstressed syllable often depends 
on the tone of the preceding syllable. Finally, a syllable usually has higher 
amplitude when it occurs with a higher tone than a lower tone.

1 0 . 3 .  TO N A L  F E AT U R E S  :  P I T C H  A N D  R E G I S T E R

A phonological representation of tone must address four questions: How 
many components does tone have? How many degrees of contrast are there in 
each component? How should contour tones be represented? And, what is the 
tone-bearing unit? I address these questions next.

10.3.1. Pitch and register  

As discussed above, there are two major articulatory mechanisms for tone, 
the cricothyroid movement and the vocalis movement. In addition, there 
are two major acoustic correlates of tone, F0 and murmur. Phonologically, 
pitch and murmur are independent properties. Murmur is related to conso-
nant voicing, but pitch need not be. For example, in all Chinese dialects that 
have a voicing contrast in obstruents, murmur invariably co-occurs with a 
voiced onset consonant. In contrast, the pitch contour of a tone cannot always 
be predicted from consonant voicing. For example, in Shanghai, although a 
monosyllable with a voiced onset can have only a rising tone, a monosyl-
lable with a voiceless onset can have either a rising tone or a falling tone.

A murmured  vowel usually has lower pitch contours than a non-
murmured vowel. In other words, there is a generalization that voiced 
onset consonants tend to co-occur with murmured vowels, which in turn 
tend to have lower pitch, and voiceless onset consonants tend to co-occur 
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with non-murmured vowels, which in turn have higher pitch. The gen-
eralization has been called ‘voiceless–high and voiced–low’ . The same 
effect has been observed in African languages, such as Zulu , where voiced 
obstruents can depress the pitch of a neighbouring vowel and give it a 
murmured quality (see Laughren  1984).

In Chinese dialects that have lost voicing contrast in obstruents, the rela-
tion between voicing and murmur can be blurred. For example, both T1 
and T2 in SC come from the historical tone called Ping. Onset voicing later 
caused a split, whereby syllables with voiceless onsets became the present 
T1 and syllables with voiced onsets became the present T2. At the time of 
the split, T2 was probably murmured, but it is not today. Similarly, the SC 
T3 is murmured, even though SC has no voiced obstruents (see Chapter 2). 
Moreover, Yue-Hashimoto  (1986) surveyed 997 Chinese dialects and found 
340 cases where a tone with historically voiceless onsets has a lower pitch 
contour than a tone with historically voiced onsets. However, all the 340 
cases come from dialects that have lost voicing contrast. In dialects that have 
not, voiceless–high and voiced–low is always true. This suggests that viola-
tions of voiceless–high and voiced–low are due to subsequent change.

The above discussion suggests the analysis in (3), which combines 
articulatory, acoustic, and phonological properties of tone.

(3) Two components of tone 
  Pitch Register
 Acoustic F0 murmur (and F0)
 Articulatory cricothyroid vocalis
  (vocal-cord thickness) (vocal-cord tension)

Let us call the two phonological components Pitch  (in contrast to pitch, 
which is the perceived F0) and Register . Articulatorily, Pitch is related to 
cricothyroid movement, which affects the thickness of the vocal cords, 
Register is related to the vocalic movement, which affects the tension of the 
vocal cords (Zemlin  1981). A change in the thickness of the vocal cords 
affects F0 in the acoustic dimension. A change in the tension of the vocal 
cords primarily affects murmur in the acoustic dimension. However, since 
lax vocal cords vibrate slower than tense vocal cords, a change in the ten-
sion of the vocal cords also lowers F0 as a secondary acoustic effect.

10.3.2. Levels  of contrast

In Asian languages, three or four contrastive tone levels are quite common. 
Five contrastive levels have been reported (Chang  1953; F. Shi , L. Shi,  and 



Liao  1987), but the facts are sketchy. As far as clear evidence is concerned, 
four contrastive levels are suffi cient. This suggests two contrasts in 
 Register—stiff (non-murmured) and slack vocal cords (murmured)—and two 
contrasts in Pitch—thin vocal cords (high pitch, or H) and thick vocal 
cords (low pitch, or L). The four combinations are shown in (4); (5) shows 
their relative pitch height.

(4) Register Pitch 
 stiff thin  (non-murmured H)
 stiff thick  (non-murmured L)
 slack thin  (murmured H)
 slack thick  (murmured L)

(5) Predicted relative F0 levels (‘>’ means ‘has higher F0 than’)
 non-murmured H > non-murmured L > murmured L
 non-murmured H > murmured H > murmured L
 non-murmured L can overlap with murmured H

The model predicts that for the same vocal cord tension (Register), thin-
ner vocal cords give higher F0, and that for the same vocal cord thickness 
(Pitch), stiffer vocal cords give higher F0. Stiff and thin vocal cords give 
even higher F0 than slack and thick vocal cords. On the other hand, there 
is no specifi c prediction as to whether slack and thin vocal cords will give 
higher or lower F0 than stiff and thick vocal cords.

The model can also account for the interaction between consonant 
voicing on the one hand and vowel murmur and lower pitch on the 
other, following an idea from Halle  and Stevens  (1971). Since obstru-
ents have great constriction in the vocal tract, the transglottal pressure 
is low, and the stiffness of the vocal cords can prevent vocal cord vibra-
tion, giving voicelessness. In vowels, there is not much constriction in 
the vocal tract and the transglottal pressure is high. Whether the vocal 
cords are stiff or slack, they can still vibrate. However, the vibration of 
slack vocal cords leads to murmur in the vowel. Thus, the same articu-
latory action, vocal-cord tension, can give different acoustic effects: 
voicing in obstruents and murmur and lower pitch in vowels. What 
gives rise to voiceless–high and voiced–low, therefore, can be seen as 
the spreading of [stiff (vocal cords)] or [slack (vocal cords)] from the 
consonant to the vowel.

The model above is similar to that of Yip  (1980), rephrased in (6) and 
(7). Her [+upper], [−upper], [+raised] and [−raised] correspond, respec-
tively, to stiff, slack, thin, and thick in (4).
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(6) Tonal model of Yip  (1980) 
 Register Pitch  F0 level
 +upper +raised (H) I (high)
 +upper −raised (L) II (mid high)
 −upper +raised (H) III (mid low)
 −upper −raised (L) IV (low)

(7) Predicted relative F0 levels (‘>’ means ‘has higher F0 than’)
 I > II > III > IV

A major difference between the two models is that, in my model, Register 
primarily corresponds to murmur, whereas in Yip ’s model both Register and 
Pitch correspond to F0. In other words, Yip ’s model does not assume that 
[−upper] Register tones are murmured. The difference has three consequences. 
First, in Yip ’s model all tones are distinguished by F0 alone along a single 
scale I > II > III > IV. Specifi cally, II must have higher F0 than III. In con-
trast, in the present model II and III can overlap in F0. Evidence supports the 
present analysis. For example, Shanghai has two rising tones, which B. Xu  
et al. (1988) transcribe as [34] and [23]. [34] is not murmured and [23] is. In 
Yip ’s analysis, [34] is II–I, [23] is IV–III, where the beginning of [34] (II) 
should be higher than the end of [23] (III); however, both these points are 
transcribed with the same F0 level [3]. In fact, in the transcription of B. Xu , 
Tang , and Qian  (1981), the two rising tones are [24] and [13], where the low 
point of non-murmured [24] is lower than the high point of murmured [13]. 
In the present analysis, the overlap between II and III is expected.

Second, in Yip ’s model there is a heavier burden on the speaker and the 
listener, who has to handle four distinct levels of pitch. The task is rather 
daunting in view of the fact that both pitch height and pitch range  can vary 
from speaker to speaker, as a result of which tone levels must be inter-
preted in relative terms. In the present analysis, the task for the speaker 
and the listener is much easier. They only need to distinguish between 
murmur and non-murmur on the one hand, and between higher and lower 
pitch on the other.

Finally, Yip ’s model cannot account for the interaction between conso-
nants and vowels, voiceless–high and voiced–low. In my model, the inter-
action is a matter of feature spreading.

Let us now consider the structural  relation between Register  and Pitch . 
Two proposals have been made. First, Register and Pitch are in a sister rela-
tion (Yip  1980; Bao  1990a, 1999; Duanmu  1990), as shown in (8), where 
TBU is the tone-bearing unit (see below); Secondly, Register dominates 
Pitch (Yip  1989), as shown in (9).



(8) TBU

Pitch Register

(9) TBU

Register

Pitch

The evidence for (9) is not compelling. In addition, in articulator-based 
theory of phonological features (e.g. Sagey  1986; Ladefoged  and Halle 
 1988; Halle  1995, 2005), features can be dominated by articulators but 
not by other features. If so, (8) is a better model. Since Register plays little 
role in SC, the difference between (8) and (9) will not be elaborated on 
further.

1 0 . 4 .  C O N TO U R  TO N E S  A N D  T H E 
TO N E - B E A R I N G  U N I T

  A level tone is one whose pitch stays level through the syllable. A con-
tour tone is one whose pitch changes over the syllable. An important 
insight offered by Woo  (1969) is that all contour tones are combinations of 
level tones. For example, a rise is a combination of L (low) and H (high), 
and a fall is a combination of H and L. This view has since been widely 
adopted.

Let us assume that on a given syllable, HH is the same as a long [Hː] and LL 
is the same as a long [Lː]. Ignoring Register, my model has two levels of tone, 
H and L, which can combine to give four contour tones, shown in (10).

(10) Level tones Simple contours  Complex contours
  high low rise fall rise–fall fall–rise
 H L LH HL LHL HLH

Contour tones made of more than three level tones are not found in Chinese 
dialects. In fact, contour tones made of three level tones (complex contour 
tones) are not common and are found only in pre-pause positions.

In Chinese dialects, the Register of a syllable comes from the (historical) 
voicing of the onset. As a result, each syllable has just one Register value, 
either murmured or not. In principle, therefore, there are four possible 
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simple tones in the present model, two murmured and two not. Similarly, 
there are four possible simple contour tones, and four possible complex 
contour tones.

Now consider the tone-bearing unit (TBU). There are different views of 
what the TBU is. Five proposals are shown in (11), where S is the syllable 
node, O is the onset node, R is the rhyme node, and m is a mora. The SC 
syllable [mai] ‘sell’ has a falling tone, or HL.

(11) mai mai mai HLma i(a) (b) (c) (d ) (e)

S O R

HL HL H L H L mm

mm ma im m

In (11a) the two tones are carried by the syllable node; this view is 
similar to that of W. Wang (1967: 95)  and Chao (1968: 19,  25). In (11b) 
the two tones are carried by the rhyme node, while the onset carries no 
tone; this view is similar to that of Kratochvil (1970: 515 ) and Howie 
(1976: 218 ). In (11c) and (11d ) each tone is carried by a mora. The 
difference is that in (11c) the fi rst mora includes the onset consonant 
(Hyman 1985) whil e in (11d ) it does not (Hayes 1989a). In  (11e) each 
segment in the rhyme has a mora, yet tones are not linked to moras but 
to the rhyme segments; this view is similar to that of Woo (1969) and  
Duanmu (1990).

Ex ample (11a) represents the traditional view that tone is a supraseg-
mental property that belongs to units larger than segments. However, 
phonetic studies show that the F0 contour on the onset consonant is 
irregular, and that the expected contour does not start until the rhyme 
starts  (Kratochvil 1970; Howi e 1976; Y. X u 1999). In  this regard, (11b) 
is a better model than (11a), and (11d ) and (11e) are better models than 
(11c). The difference between (11d ) and (11e) is small and not crucial 
for the present discussion, therefore, they will be considered notation al 
variants.

The real choice, then, lies between (11b) and (11e). The difference 
between them is that in (11b) there is no relation between the length of 
a syllable and the number of tones it can carry. In contrast, (11e) predicts 
that a short syllable can carry just one tone and a long syllable can carry 
two. As far as I can see, the evidence supports (11e). For example, in Chinese 
languages, level tones and simple contour tones are common on full syllables. 
This is because a full syllable is bimoraic (Chapter 4) and has two TBUs. 



Complex contour tones are less common and generally occur in pre-pause 
positions only, where the syllable is lengthened. This is also expected, 
because a complex contour tone requires three moras and it is easy to 
lengthen a syllable before a pause but not elsewhere.

In autosegmental phonology (Leben 197 3; E. W illiams 1976; Gold smith 
1976; D. P ulleyblank 1986), it  is often assumed that a nonfi nal TBU can 
carry just one tone, but a fi nal TBU can carry two (or more) tones in some 
languages, such as Igbo, Mende, an d Tiv.  However,  the fi nal vowel in such 
languages is lengthened (Duanmu 1994: 601– 2 and references therein); 
therefore it is likely that the fi nal vowel has two (or more) TBUs instead 
of just one.

In summary, there is no compelling evidence that the TBU is the  syllable 
or the rhyme. Instead, there is evidence that the TBU is the moraic segment, 
and that each TBU can carry just one tone.

1 0 . 5 .  I S  TO N E  A  P R O S O D I C  F E AT U R E ?

Tradition ally, tone has been considered a prosodic feature which belongs to 
a unit larger than a segment (e.g. Chao 1930; Pike  1948; Firt h 1957; W. W ang 
1967). The re are several reasons for this view: a tone pattern usually remains 
constant independent of its carrier; tone can survive vowel deletion and 
relocate to another vowel; and tone is quite free to move or spread from one 
syllable to another. In contrast, segmental features are usually not so 
mobile.

On the other hand, there are reasons to consider tone a segmental fea-
ture. First, al though a tone pattern can extend over two (or more) syllables, 
each moraic segment carries just one tone, H or L. In this regard, a tone 
feature is like a segmental feature, which ultimately resides in a segment 
and which cannot occur twice within a segment. Secondly, in tonogenesis, 
tone and  consonant features interact. In particular, the feature [slack] is 
a voicing feature on the consonant and a Register feature on the vowel, 
and it can spread from the former to the latter. If we treat a feature con-
sistently, we ought to consider [slack] to be a segmental feature in both 
cases. Thirdly, tone is not unique in surviving segment deletion. Features 
like [nasal], [back], and [round] are also able to survive segment deletion. 
Finally, regarding the mobility of tone, we note that tone is not unique in 
spreading. Vowel features like [back] and [round] and consonant features 
like [nasal] and [retrofl ex] have all been found to spread. In feature theory, 
every feature lies on an independent tier. A feature F can spread when 
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there is nothing in its way, in other words, when there is no specifi cation 
of F in the intervening segments. Tone is mobile only because unstressed 
syllables are unspecifi ed for tone, and tone only spreads to unstressed 
 syllables (see the Tone–Stress Principle below). It  is worth noting that 
in tone spreading it is usually the Pitch feature th at spreads, and not the 
Register feature. T his follows if Register is the same as voicing, which is 
usually specifi ed for consonants. Since most syllables have a consonant, 
Register rarely spreads out of a syllable.

If the above reasoning is correct, tone features are not fundamentally 
different from segmental features, such as [nasal], [round], and [back]. In 
the phonemic tradition, tone has also been called a phoneme. The reason 
seems to be that lexical tones are contrastive and they did not appear to 
be part of the segments. In my view, tones reside on segments and tone 
features are essentially similar to other segmental features. There is there-
fore no motivation to call tones phonemes, as there is no motivation to call 
[nasal] or [round] a phoneme.

1 0 . 6 .  TO N E S  I N  S TA N D A R D  C H I N E S E

10.6.1. Tones on full syllables

On full SC  syllables, there are four tones, represented in (12), which 
are similar in duration in nonfi nal positions, on the order of 200 millisec-
onds (ms).

(12) SC tones on nonfinal full syllables
T1
55 35 21 51

T3 T4T2

H LH HLL

mm mm mm mm TBUs

−mur −mur −mur Register features

Pitch features

Chao digits

+mur

T3 is murmured, the other three a re not. But since T3 is L and other tones 
are not, murmur is not distinctive in SC. The representations of T1, T2, 
and T4 are not controversial, but representation of T3 requires some com-
ment. The pitch of a nonfi nal T3 is mostly low level, with a slight dip at the 
beginning. Although Chao (1968: 27) writes  it as [21], other studies, such 



as Chao (1931) and L. Wang  (1979), write it a s [211] or [11]. Since there 
is no evidence that the initial dip is relevant phonologically, the nonfi nal 
T3 is represented as a murmured L.

On monosyllables, T1, T2, and T4 do not change their values, but T3 
is often [214] or [114] (Taiwanese speakers of SC often still use L for a 
monosyllabic T3 instead of [214]; see Chapter 13). In addition, [214] is 
considerably longer than other tones. For this reason, some researchers 
consider [214] to have three moras (Woo 1969; Shih 1997).  Following 
t heir proposal, tones on monosyllables can be represented in (13).

(13) SC tones on full monosyllabes

T1 T2 T3 T4
55 35 214 51
H HLLH HL

mm

−mur −mur −mur+mur

mm mmmmm

Both T2 and T3 are rising tones on monosyllables, but they have four dif-
ferences: T2 rises right away, but T3 does not rise till after halfway; T2 
occurs with a higher pitch than T3; T2 is not murmured but T3 is; and 
T2 is shorter than T3.

Since T1, T2, and T4 basically remain the same, their underlying forms 
are H, LH, and HL, respectively (all non-murmured). For T3, there is the 
question of whether it is underlyingly [21] or [214]. The two options are 
shown in (14), where (H) is a fl oating H. 

(14) Milliken (1989) Duanmu (1999a)

L (H) L

mm mm

Milliken (1989) suggests that T3 is L  followed by a fl oating H. The fl oating 
H is realized in the [214] and [35] forms, as well as on the weak syllable 
after a T3. The advantage of this analysis is that it accounts for the appear-
ance of H in three separate cases. However, Duanmu (1999a) argues that 
T3 is ju st L (see also Yip 1980). The H in [214] and on  the weak syllable 
after a T3 comes from a polarity requirement that L should be followed by 
H in a disyllabic foot. In both approaches, T3 would occur with a H. The 
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difference lies in where the H comes from. The choice between the two is 
rather subtle and need not concern us here (see Duanmu 1999a).

The representation o f T4 also requires a comment. Since T4 is in the 
upper Register ([−murmur]), its values should strictly speaking be [53], 
instead of [51] (Yip 1980). Indeed, Chao (1968: 2 8–9) points out that  when 
T4 is followed by another T4, the sequence is [53 51], instead of [51 51]. 
It is likely that [51] is used only before T3 or before a pause or a toneless 
syllable, and [53] is a bett er pitch label for T4 overall.

10.6.2. Variation of T3

Among the four tones, T3 sho ws most variation. It was noted above 
that T3 is [21] in nonfi nal positions and [214] on a monosyllable. Let 
us now consider T3 in fi nal positions (but not a monosyllable). Chao 
(1968: 27) implies that the  fi nal T3 is always [214]. However, in natural 
speech a fi nal T3 need not be [214], but is often [21]. For example, I once 
surveyed six native SC speakers in 1998 (four of them being Chinese 
language teachers) and asked them to read at normal speed 16 expres-
sions that contain a fi nal T3, written in characters. The expressions are 
shown in (15), where [M N] is a modifi er–noun compound. The results 
are given in (16).

(15) (a) [V O] phrases in isolation
  T1 T3 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T3
  tiao ma qi ma yang ma fang ma
  ‘pick horse’ ‘ride horse’ ‘raise horse’ ‘graze horse’
 (b) [M N] compounds in isolation
  T1 T3 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T3
  hei ma bai ma hao ma kuai ma
  ‘black horse’ ‘white horse’ ‘good horse’ ‘fast horse’
 (c) [V O] phrases in a sentence
  T1  T4 T1/T2/T3/T4 T3
  ta zai tiao/qi/yang/fang ma
  he is pick/ride/raise/graze horse
  ‘He is picking/riding/raising/grazing horses.’
 (d ) [M N] compounds in a sentence
  T1  T4 T1/T2/T3/T4 T3
  ta yao hei/bai/hao/kuai ma
  he want black/white/good/fast horse
  ‘He wants a black/white/good/fast horse.’



(16) Expression Speakers using [21] Speakers using [214]
 [V O] in isolation 5 1
 [M N] in isolation 6 0
 [V O] in a sentence 6 0
 [M N] in a sentence 6 0

Five of the six speakers pronounced all the 16 fi nal T3s with [21]. One 
speaker, who once took an entrance exam at the Beijing Broadcasting 
Institute and was apparently very careful in her pronunciation, used [214] 
for the four fi nal T3s in (15a) but [21] for the other twelve cases. All the 
speakers agree that a fi nal [214] carries some emphasis, especially with 
the [M N] expressions in (15b) and (15d). The data in (17) illustrates the 
same point.

(17) Contrast between [M N] and [V O] for fi nal T3
 (a) [M N]  (b) [V O]
  51 21 (?214)  51 214 or 21
  sai  ma  sai  ma
  race horse  race horse
  ‘a race horse’  ‘to race horses’

In [M N], the fi nal T3 can be [21] but not [214] (unless it is emphasized). 
In [V O], the fi nal T3 can be [21] or [214]. This means that the value of a 
fi nal T3 is sensitive to syntax. In general, a fi nal T3 need not be [214], and 
it is harder to use [214] in a compound than in a [V O] phrase. The differ-
ence between [M N] and [V O] has been observed by Hoa (1983: 100), 
who reports tha t [M N] has initial stress but [V O] has fi nal stress. In the 
present analysis (Chapter 6), the difference follows from phrasal stress. In 
[M N] phrasal stress goes to M and in [V O] phrasal stress goes to O. I will 
return to this issue shortly.

A well-known rule of T3 is T3 Sandhi (T3S), by which a T3 fol-
lowed by another T3 changes to T2. When many T3s occur together, 
the effect of T3S can be quite complicated. This will be discussed in 
Chapter 11.

10.6.3. Variation of T2

Chao (1968: 27–8) describes  a cha nge concerning T2. In a trisyllabic 
expression, if (a) the fi rst syllable is T1 or T2, (b) the middle syllable is 
T2, and (c) the fi nal syllable is not weak, then the middle T2 can change to 
T1 in conversational speed. Chao’s examples are quoted in (18 ).
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(18) T2 → T1 in trisyllabic expressions
 T1-T2-T1    → T1-T1-T1 xi yang shen ‘(occidental) ginseng’
 T1-T2-T2    → T1-T1-T2 san nian ji ‘third-year grade’
 T1-T2-T3    → T1-T1-T3 cong you bing ‘onion oil cake’
 T1-T2-T4    → T1-T1-T4 Dong Heyar ‘East Riverside’
 T1-T3-T3    → T1-T1-T3 fen shui ling ‘watershed’
 T2-T2-T1    → T2-T1-T1 shei neng fei ‘Who can fl y?’
 T2-T2-T2    → T2-T1-T2 hai mei wan ‘not yet fi nished’
 T2-T2-T3    → T2-T1-T3 you zha gui ‘fried hollow doughnut’
 T2-T2-T4    → T2-T1-T4 Longfu Shi ‘Longfu Temple’
 T2-T3-T3    → T2-T1-T3 han shu biao ‘thermometer’
 T3-T3-T3    → T2-T1-T3 hao ji zhong ‘quite a few kinds’

A T2 that comes from T3 (by T3S) is treated the same as a re al T2. 
Thus, by T3S, T1-T3-T3 fi rst becomes T1-T2-T3, which then changes to 
T1-T1-T3. T2-T3-T3 fi rst becomes T2-T2-T3 and then changes to T2-T1-T3. 
T3-T3-T3 fi rst becomes T2-T2-T3 and then changes to T2-T1-T3.

Since T2 is LH, and since the fi rst syllable in the environment ends in H, 
the change in T2 appears to be a case of assimilation, whereby HLH → HHH. 
But there is the question of why the third syllable is needed when its tone 
is not relevant anyway. The answer seems to lie in stress. The foot struc-
ture of a typical trisyllabic expression in SC is (SS)(SØ), where the second 
syllable has least stress (Chapter 6). In contrast, the foot structure of a 
typical disyllabic expression in SC is S(SØ), where the second syllable 
has main stress. In this regard, the T2 sandhi seems to be a case of tonal 
simplifi cation, which occurs when T2 lacks stress. However, there remains 
the question of why other medial syllables do not undergo simplifi cation. 
For example, a medial T4 (HL) does not simplify to H or L.

According to Luo and Wang (1981: 133), for T2  Sandhi t o occur, the fi rst 
syllable need not be T1 and T2 but can also be T3 and T4. The case with 
an initial T3 is rather limited. In particular, when the fi rst syllable is T3, the 
second must also be T3, so that the fi rst T3 will change to T2 by T3 Sandhi 
(see the last example in (18)). When the fi rst syllable is T4, there is only 
one example, gong4-chan3 dang3 ‘communist party’, where T3 Sandhi 
fi rst applies to the last two syllables and changes the underlying HL-L-L 
to HL-LH-L, which then changes to HL-H-L. The change from HL-LH to 
HL-H in the fi rst two syllables seems to be another case of simplifi cation, 
although a slightly different one from those when the initial syllable is T1 
(i.e. H-LH → H-H) or T2 (i.e. LH-LH → LH-H). It remains to be seen 
whether there are more examples with initial T4. It is worth noting that 
gong4-chan3 dang3 ‘communist party’ is a high-frequency expression in 



SC and is more likely to undergo change (Bybee 2001). My own sense is 
that  T2 Sandhi is not a productive or required rule. Instead, it is likely to 
be conditioned by the speed of speech (Shih 2005) and frequency of the 
e xpression.

10.6.4. Tone on weak syllables 

According to Chao  (1968: 36), the tone of a weak syllable depends on the 
tone of the preceding syllable. This is shown in (19), where T0 is a weak 
syllable, whose pitch is represented by one Chao  digit, because the syl-
lable is short.

(19) T1 T0  55  2
 fei le → fei le ‘fl y ASP (fl ew)’
 T2   35 3
 lai le → lai le ‘come ASP (came)’
 T3   21 4
 mai le → mai le ‘buy ASP (bought)’
 T4   51 1
 mai le → mai le ‘sell ASP (sold)’

As Chao  observes, the weak syllable is high after T3 and (relatively) low 
after other tones.

There are two possible analyses of the underlying tone on weak syl-
lables: (a) weak syllables have L, and (b) they are toneless —the low pitch 
is a phonetic refl ection of the lack of tone. There are three arguments for 
the second analysis. First, if a weak syllable is L, it ought to have a low 
pitch consistently, as T3 does (except under T3S). However, (19) shows 
that its pitch is not stable but infl uenced by the preceding tone. Secondly, 
if a weak syllable is L, we must explain why it is H after T3. In particular, 
if T3 is L, the change in T3-T0 may appear to be a case of dissimila-
tion  , namely, L-L → L-H. However, there is the question of why T3-T3 
changes to T2-T3, i.e. L-L → LH-L, instead of T3-T1, i.e. not L-L → L-H. 
In addition, there is the question of why T0-T0 does not become L-H, as 
shown in (20).

(20) T4 T0 T0 51 1 1
 mai guo le  → mai guo le ‘sell ASP ASP (have sold)’

Thirdly, unstressed syllables generally lose their underlying tones. For 
example, in SC [tuŋ55 thjan55] ‘winter day (winter)’ can be read as [tuŋ55 
thjǝ̃2]. In the latter case, [thjǝ̃2] is unstressed (accompanied by rhyme 
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 reduction, see Chapter 4), and it loses its T1 and assumes a low pitch. If 
weak syllables cannot keep their underlying tones, how can they carry L? 
Moreover, since [thjan] is originally H, there is the question of where the 
L comes from. In summary, there is no evidence that a weak syllable has L. 
Instead, it is more reasonable to say that it is toneless .

As observed by X. Wang  (1992), when a weak syllable follows T1 or 
T2, it can sometimes become T4. For example, shi-liu ‘pomegranate’ was 
originally T2-T2, which later became T2-Ø, but now it is often T2-T4. 
When a weak syllable takes T4, it also returns to a full syllable by being 
longer and without rhyme reduction.

10.6.5. T3S and weak syllables 

C. Cheng  (1973: 45–6) notes an interesting contrast between the two 
expressions in (21).

(21) T3 T3 → 35  L T3 T3 → 21  H
 xiao-jie jie-jie
 little sister sister sister (reduplicated)
 ‘miss’ ‘sister’

Underlyingly, each expression has T3-T3. At the surface level, C. Cheng  
considers the second syllable in both expressions to be weak, because 
it is not [214]. The puzzle, however, is that in the fi rst expression, T3S 
occurred, because the fi rst T3 has changed to T2. In contrast, T3S does not 
occur in the second expression.

If the second syllable is weak in both cases, we must explain why it 
triggers T3S in one case but not in the other. There are three possible solu-
tions. The fi rst is offered by C. Cheng, which makes use of an internal 
word boundary . It assumes that the second syllables are both T3 underly-
ingly, while there is a word boundary (#) inside xiao-#-jie but not inside 
jie-jie. T3S applies only across a word boundary, namely, in xiao-#-jie but 
not jie-jie. After T3S, a de-stressing rule applies which changes the second 
syllables to weak syllables. The second solution assumes reduplication 
and orders it after T3S. The analysis is shown in (22).

(22)  ‘miss’ ‘sister’
 Underlying  T3-T3 T3
  xiao-jie jie
 T3S T2-T3 N/A
  xiao-jie 



 Reduplication N/A T3-T3
   jie-jie
 De-stressing T2- T0 T3-T0
  xiao-jie jie-jie
 Surface 35-L 21-H

The key is to order reduplication after T3S, so that jie-jie cannot trigger 
T3S. Then the second syllable is de-stressed, and its tone lost. Finally, T0 
is realized as [1] after T2 and [4] after T3.

Both solutions assume that the second syllables are unstressed at sur-
face. There is no question that the second syllable in jie-jie is T0, since it 
does not trigger T3S and its pitch is like that of a weak syllable (H after 
T3). However, it is not obvious that the second syllable in xiao-jie is T0. 
The reason Cheng  considers it to be T0 is probably due to the assumption 
that a fi nal T3 ought to be [214], which the second syllable in xiao-jie is 
not. However, as discussed above, a fi nal T3 need not be [214], especially 
in an [M N] compound. Since xiao-jie is an [M N] compound, its fi nal T3 
can be [21], or L. If so, there is no reason to consider the second syllable 
in xiao-jie to be T0. This gives the third solution, shown (23), where the 
second syllable is T3 in one case and T0 in the other.

(23) T3-T3 → T2-T3 T3-T0
 xiao-jie jie-jie
 ‘little sister (miss)’ ‘sister’

In this analysis, T3S is triggered only by T3, and not by T0. There is no need 
to assume special boundary markers or ordered steps of rule application.

10.6.6. Tone and vowel height 

It is well known that high vowels are inherently higher in pitch than low 
vowels. It is less known whether tone can affect vowel height. In SC, a 
high tone can raise the vowel and a low tone can lower the vowel (see 
Chapter 3). Consider the examples in (24).

(24) T1 (H) [wii] [ juu]
  ‘tiny’ ‘excellent’
 T3 (L) [wəi] [ jəu]
  ‘tail’ ‘have’

In SC there is no contrast between [wii] and [wəi]; [wii] usually occurs 
with a high tone and [wəi] usually occurs with a low tone. Similarly, there 
is no contrast between [ juu] and [ jəu]; [ juu] usually occurs with a high tone 
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and [ jəu] usually occurs with a low tone. In Chapter 9, we also discussed 
that the [ɚ]-suffi xed forms of [i] and [ je] in SC are distinct with T1 and T2, 
but non-distinct with T3 and T4. It is not clear how the interaction between 
tone and vowel height can be analysed in terms of distinctive features.

10.6.7. Tone and length 

The durational difference among T1, T2, T4 and the nonfi nal T3 [21] is 
rather small. According to Luo and Wang (1981: 127), T2 is 7 per cent 
longer than T4 and T1 is 2.6 per cent longer than T4. According to Howie  
(1976: 20, 220), T2 is 3 per cent longer than T4, T4 is 6 per cent longer 
than T1, and the non-fi nal T3 [21] is 10 per cent longer than T4. According 
to L. Feng  (1985: 178), T1, T3, and T4 are similar in duration, and T2 is 
4 per cent longer than them.

The [214] form of T3, which mostly occurs on a monosyllable and 
sometimes on a fi nal syllable, is much longer than other tones. For this 
reason, Woo  (1969) and Shih  (1997) consider [214] to have three moras, 
in contrast to other tones, which have two moras. In fact, Chao  (1933: 132) 
points out that a monosyllabic T3 ‘often breaks into two syllables’, with a 
glottal stop appearing in between. Two examples are shown in (25).

(25) L  L-H
 [xau] → [xaa-ʔu]
 ‘good’  
 L  L-H
 [nii] → [nii-ʔi]
 ‘you’

Chao ’s description is shared by other linguists in an email discussion (the 
Chinese list, April–May 1998). If [214] is indeed two syllables, there is an 
explanation of why it is easier for it to occur in a disyllabic [V O] than in a 
disyllabic [M N]. Consider the foot structures of [V O] and [M N] in (26), 
where S indicates a syllable (see Chapter 6).

(26) [V O] [M N]
 x x
 S (SØ) (SS)

In [V O], phrasal stress is on O, which can form a foot with an empty beat . 
The empty beat can be fi lled by a lengthened T3. This explains why a fi nal 
[214] can occur in [V O]. In contrast, [M N] forms a disyllabic foot, where 
no empty beat is needed, so the fi nal T3 is L only.



10.6.8. Some special syllables 

Some words in SC have special tone changes. Four well-known words are 
yi ‘one’, qi ‘seven’, ba ‘eight’, and bu ‘not’. Chao  (1968: 45) gives their 
patterns in (27), where the tones in parentheses are used by a minority of 
speakers.

(27)  Final Before T4 Before T1, T2, and T3
 yi ‘one’ T1 T2 T4
 qi ‘seven’ T1 T1 (T2) T1 (T4)
 ba ‘eight’ T1 T1 (T2) T1 (T4)
 bu ‘not’ T4 (T1) T2 T4

For ‘seven’ and ‘eight’, the use of T2 and T4 might still be heard from 
some Beijing speakers, but the dominant trend today is to use only T1 
in all environments. However, the alternations in ‘one’ and ‘not’ are 
still used by most SC speakers. Some examples in Pinyin are given 
in (28).

(28) Final Before T4 Before T1 Before T2  Before T3 
 55 55 35 51 51 55 51 35 51 21
 jia yi yi    ge yi       tian yi  nian yi  wan
 ‘add one’ ‘one unit’ ‘one day’ ‘one year’ ‘one bowl’
 35   51 35 51 51 55 51 35 51 21
 jue bu bu yao bu   jia bu lai bu mai
 ‘surely not’ ‘not want’ ‘not add’ ‘not come’ ‘not buy’

The tonal alternation just described is sensitive to syntactic structure . For 
example, consider the case in (29), transcribed in Pinyin, where the point 
of interest is the tone of yi ‘one’.

(29) T2-T1-T2 (*T2-T4-T2) T2-T4-T2 (*T2-T1-T2)
 [[shi  yi]    nian] [mang [ yi    nian]]
    ten one year    busy    one year
    ‘eleven years’ ‘busy for a year’

Linearly, yi ‘one’ is between two T2s in both cases. If tonal alternation is 
insensitive to syntax, yi should have the same tone in both cases. However, 
in ‘eleven years’ yi must be T1, and in ‘busy for a year’ yi must be T4. The 
difference can be explained if tonal alternation is sensitive to syntax. In 
‘eleven years’, yi is in the fi nal position of the inner constituent [shi yi], so 
it should be T1. In ‘busy for a year’, yi is before T2 in the inner constituent 
[yi nian], so it should be T4.
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The tonal alternation of yi is restricted to its cardinal meaning ‘one’ and 
does not extend to its ordinal meaning ‘fi rst’ or ‘number 1’. This is shown 
in (30).

(30) Cardinal meaning ‘one’
 Before T1 Before T2  Before T3 Before T4  
 51 55 51 35 51 21 35 51 
 yi  tian yi  nian yi  wan yi  ge 
 ‘one day’ ‘one year’ ‘one bowl’ ‘one unit’

 Ordinal meaning ‘fi rst’/‘No. 1’
 Before T1 Before T2  Before T3 Before T4  
 55 55 55 35 55 21 55 51 
 yi  qi yi  lou yi  zu yi  ce 
 ‘session 1’ ‘fl oor 1’ ‘team 1’ ‘volume 1’

While yi alternates between 51 and 35 in the cardinal meaning, it stays 
55 in the ordinal meaning. The difference can be explained if the ordinal 
meaning is underlyingly [di yi] ‘fi rst’, so that the above expressions are 
[[di yi] qi/lou/zu/ce] ‘the fi rst session/fl oor/team/volume’. Because yi is 
fi nal in [di yi], it takes 55 as expected.

It is worth noting that yi ‘one’, qi ‘seven’, ba ‘eight’, and bu ‘not’ all 
belong to the historical syllable category Ru , which used to end in a stop. 
In many Chinese dialects Ru syllables still form a distinct category. In SC, 
Ru syllables no longer form an independent category but have split up 
among other tones. A comparison between SC and Shanghai  can be seen 
in (31). All Ru syllables in Shanghai have laryngealized vowels, indicated 
by [ʔ].

(31) Ru syllables in SC
 55 35 21 51
 [xəi] [tsu] [pəi] [khɤ]
 ‘black’ ‘foot’ ‘north’ ‘guest’

 Ru syllables in Shanghai
 55 55 55 55
 [xaʔ] [tsoʔ] [poʔ] [khaʔ]
 ‘black’ ‘foot’ ‘north’ ‘guest’

The fact that Ru syllables have split up among other tones in SC may 
in part explain why yi ‘one’, qi ‘seven’, ba ‘eight’, and bu ‘not’ can (or 
did till recent past) alternate among different tonal categories. It may also 



explain why some other Ru syllables also have tonal alternation, such as 
da ‘answer’, which is T2 in jie3-da2 ‘solve-answer (explain)’ and da1-ying4 
‘answer-respond (agree)’.

10.6.9. Reduplicated patterns 

Some reduplicated forms in SC have special tonal patterns. For example, 
there is an X-Xr-de form, where X is a monosyllabic adjective or adverb, 
Xr is the [ɚ]-suffi xed form of X (see Chapter 9), and de is an unstressed 
particle. The X-Xr-de form adds a subtle meaning to X, such as ‘rather X’ 
or ‘nice and X’. Some examples are shown in (32), where de is probably 
[tə] underlyingly but [də] at surface.

(32) X X-Xr-de
 T1 T1-T1-Ø
 [tɕan] [tɕan-tɕaɚ-də] ‘sharp-pointed’
 T2 T2-T1-Ø
 [ɥan] [ɥan-ɥaɚ-də] ‘round’
 T3 T3-T1-Ø
 [pjan] [pjan-pjaɚ-də] ‘fl at’
 T4 T4-T1-Ø
 [man] [man-maɚ-də] ‘slowly’

The X-Xr-de pattern can be analysed as a case of reduplication that 
involves a partially specifi ed suffi x template , which is given in (33) and 
exemplifi ed in (34).

(33) The suffix for the X-Xr-de pattern

H

d

CVX-CV

2 @

(34) Illustration with [man] ‘slow’

HL HL HLH H H

ma mamannma n ma nd

CVX CVX CVXCVX-CV CVX-CV CVX-CV

2 2 2@ d d@@

→ →
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The suffi x consists of two syllables. The fi rst is specifi ed for the coda 
and the tone, but not for the onset and the nucleus. The second is a weak 
syllable [də]. The suffi x triggers a copying of the original syllable (only 
segments are shown, since tone is already specifi ed). The onset and the 
nucleus of the copied syllable then link to the empty slots in the suffi x. The 
unlinked coda [n] is not realized in the pronunciation.

Besides X-Xr-de, there is also an X-X-Y-Yr-de (or X-X-Y-Y-de) pat-
tern, which is related to a disyllabic X-Y adjective. For example, re-nao 
‘hot-noisy (bustling with activity)’ can become re-re-nao-naor-de. In 
X-X-Y-Yr-de (or X-X-Y-Y-de), the fi rst X carries its own tone, the second 
X carries a low tone, Y-Yr (or Y-Y) both carry a high tone, and de carries 
a low tone. Like X-Xr-de, X-X-Y-Yr-de (or X-X-Y-Y-de) can be anal-
ysed in terms of a partially specifi ed template that triggers red uplication. 
Both X-Xr-de and X-X-Y-Yr-de are characteristic of the Beijing dialect. 
Non-Beijing spea kers often use X-X-de and X-X-Y-Y-de instead, such as 
yuan2-yuan2-de ‘round’ and re4-re4-nao4-nao4-de ‘bustling with activ-
ity’, where all Xs and Ys carry their own tones.

In SC spoken in Taiwan (TWSC), there is a spec ial X-X pattern that 
is used for kinship terms, such as jie-jie ‘sister’, di-di ‘younger brother’, 
ba-ba ‘dad’, and wa-wa ‘baby’. The tone is a fi xed L-LH pattern, regardless 
of the tone of the original X. The pattern can be analysed with a disyllabic 
template that is pre-speci fi ed with the tones L-LH, and the sounds of the 
template are fi lled with t hose of the reduplicated X-X.

1 0 . 7 .  TO N E  A N D  S T R E S S :  T H E  TO N E - S T R E S S 
P R I N C I P L E 

We have seen that   weak syllables cannot keep their underlying tones in SC. 
There is evidence that the same is true in other languages. For example, 
some studies have shown that in African languages, stressed (accented) 
syllables either attract tone or are accompanied by a tone pattern (e.g. 
Goldsmith 1984; Hyman 1987;  Kenstowicz  1987; Sietsema 19 89; Kisse-
berth  and Cassimjee 199 2). In languag es like English and Dutch, where 
pitch is used for intonation, the standard analysis is that only stressed syl-
lables can be assigned a pitch accent (M. Liberman 1975 ; Pierrehumbe rt 
1980; Beckman and  Pierrehumbert  1986; Gussenhoven  1988). In Chinese  
dialects there are two cases. In some dialects, such as SC, there is a con-
trast between full (stressed) and weak (unstressed) syllables, and only 
full syllables bear underlying tones. In other dialects, such as Nantong 



and Shanghai, the re is no cont rast between full and weak syllables, and 
only those syllables that occur in stressed positions are accompanied by 
an underlying tone (Ao 1993; Duanmu 1993 , 1999a). Suc h facts suggest a 
relation between tone and stress, which I state in (35), where pitch accent 
is a tonal unit t hat differs from a boundary tone.

(35) Tone-Stress  Principle
 A stressed syllab le can be assigned a lexical tone or pitch accent.
 An unstressed sy llable is not assigned a lexical tone or pitch accent.

The Tone-Stress  Principle governs the use o f lexical tones and pitch 
accents. It does not govern boundary tones, which can be used on 
unstressed  syllables. Consider the case in English. According to Gol dsmith 
(1981), in neutra l speech, a stressed English syllable is accompanied by 
the pitch pattern MHL, where H is linked to the stressed syllable and M is 
used for syllables before the stressed one. If we consider M to be a default 
pitch for a toneless syllable before s tress, we can assume H*+L%, where 
H* is the pitch accent and L% is a bound ary tone (M. Liberman 1975 ; 
Pierrehumbe rt 1980; Beckman and  Pierrehumbert  1986). Some examp les 
are shown in (36), where Ø indicates lack of tone and stressed syllables 
are italicized.

(36) John H*L% De-troit Ø-H*L%
 Bos-ton H*-L% Chi-ca-go Ø-H*-L%

When the stressed syllable is in fi nal position, it carries both the pitch 
accent H* and the bounda ry tone L%, and the combi nation is realized as 
a fall. When an unstressed syllable follows the stressed one, it takes over 
the boundary tone.

The Tone-Stress Principle had been proposed  before in Duanmu (1996), 
according  to which every stressed syllable is accompanied by a tone pat-
tern. The statement in (35) differs from it in that a stressed syllable can, but 
need not, be accompanied by a lexical tone or pitch accent. This accounts 
fo r the fact that in an English word like compensation, where stress falls 
on the fi rst and third syllables, the third is accompanied by a pitch accent 
but the fi rst need not be. Similarly, in compounds like potato eater, both 
words have stress, but only the fi rst has a pitch accent.

Stress can affect pitch range. J. Shen (1985) notes that  the pitch range 
of SC varies cons iderably in read sentences. Chu and Lü (1996) hav e 
obser ved the same effect in broadcast speech. For example, in ming2 nian2 
‘next year’, the fi rst word has wider pitch range than the second. Similarly, 
in zhong1guo2 zu2qiu2 ‘Chinese soccer’, the fi rst word has a wider pitch 
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range than the second, and in the second word, the fi rst syllable has a wider 
pitch range than the second. The facts can be accounted for if a syllable 
with word stress has a wider pitch range than a syllable w ithout, and within 
a compound, downstep applies to each s uccessive foot (see Chapter 6). 
The structure of zhong1guo2 zu2qiu2 ‘Chinese soccer’ (in nonfi nal posi-
tion) is (SW)(SW), where the second foot has a narrower pitch range than 
the fi rst owing to downstep. In addition, within each foot the fi rst syllable 
has a higher pitch level than the second owing to stress.

1 0 . 8 .  TO N E  A N D  I N TO N AT I O N  

Pitch contours in non-tone languages such as English and Dutch are called 
intonation. Intonation differs from tone in that tone distinguishes lexical 
meanings, whereas intonation expresses syntactic or contextual meanings. 
However, ignoring their functions, we would like to ask whether tone and 
intonation can be represented with the same phonological features.

As discussed in the previous section, according to M. Liberman  (1975), 
Pierrehumbert  (1980), and others, intonation in English  can be represented 
by a linear sequence of ‘pitch accents’ and ‘boundary tones’, which in effect 
is a sequence of H and L tones. This approach essentially treats intonation 
and tone as the same thing. The approach has also been applied to pitch-
accent languages such as Japanese  (Beckman  and Pierrehumbert  1986).

In languages like Chinese, word tones are lexically determined and there 
is little fl exibility in varying the sequence of Hs and Ls independently (I ig-
nore tonal Register here). This raises the question of how languages like 
Chinese express intonational meaning, such as statement, doubt,  surprise, 
query, command, etc.

Chao  (1933) suggests that many functions of intonation in other lan-
guages are fulfi lled in Chinese by the use of particles. When particles are 
not used, tone and intonation can be combined through two ways of ‘addi-
tion’. The fi rst is ‘successive addition ’, where a rise or a fall is added to the 
end of an utterance; this is similar to a boundary H or L in English. Two 
examples in SC are shown in (37) and (38) (see Chao  1933: 131). Strictly 
speaking, the resulting syllable will be lengthened in order to carry an 
extra tone. For simplicity the lengthening is not shown.

(37) Tone  Intonation
 LH + L → LHL
 nan    nan
 ‘diffi cult’  ‘affi rmation’  ‘Surely diffi cult!’



(38) Tone  Intonation
 HL + H →  HLH
 mai    mai
 ‘sell’  ‘question’  ‘Sell?’

In (37) [nan] has LH and the fi nal intonation L carries an affi rmation mean-
ing. When the two are added, the result is a rise–fall (LHL). In (38) [mai] 
‘sell’ has HL and the fi nal intonation H carries a question meaning. When 
the two are added, the result is a fall–rise (HLH).

The second way of addition is ‘simultaneous addition ’, where intona-
tion is superimposed on word tones. As a result, the pitch range  of an utter-
ance is raised, lowered, expanded, or compressed. Simultaneous addition 
is supported by the phonetic studies of S. Shen  (1989) and Y. He  and Jing  
(1992), who found that the question intonation raises the pitch height of 
the entire utterance, without changing the distinctiveness of word tones.

If simultaneous addition is real, tone and intonation must involve differ-
ent features. This raises a theoretical problem. First, to represent tone and 
intonation in Chinese, we may need two layered sequences of Hs and Ls, 
one for tones and one for intonation, but no other feature, such as [round], 
[nasal], or [voice], comes in two layers. If tone features are segmental 
features, as I argued above, we need to explain why only tone features can 
come in two layers. Secondly, since the English pitch contour can be repre-
sented by a single sequence of Hs and Ls (M. Liberman  1975; Pierrehumbert  
1980), there is the question of whether the sequence refl ects tone, or intona-
tion, or both. If it refl ects tone, one wonders why English has no intonation. 
If it refl ects intonation, it means that, like tone, intonation can be represented 
by a sequence of Hs and Ls, but then there is the question of what relation 
there is between the intonational Hs and Ls and the tonal Hs and Ls. If it 
refl ects both, then one wonders why a single sequence of Hs and Ls can 
 represent both tone and intonation in English but just tone in Chinese.

It is necessary then to take a closer look at the evidence for simultane-
ous addition. It is interesting that Chao  (1933) mentioned only two cases 
of simultaneous addition in Chinese, ‘raised level of pitch’ and ‘lowered 
level of pitch’ (pitch range  widening and narrowing were found to be 
correlated to pitch raising and lowering). In Y. He  and Jing  (1992), six 
intonational meanings were designed (statement, expecting confi rmation, 
question, simple request, command, and exclamation), but again just two 
cases of simultaneous addition were observed: raised or lowered. If these 
are the only cases of simultaneous addition (besides the neutral intona-
tion), there is an alternative to Chao’s proposal. The raised level may have 
an accented fi nal boundary H, which (whether it is actually produced or 
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not) is targeted at a higher pitch level (as any H with a main accent is) and 
so may have prevented downstep  in the preceding syllables. Similarly, the 
lowered level may have an accented fi nal boundary L, which is targeted at 
a lower pitch level and so may have accelerated downstep in the preceding 
syllables. Whether this proposal is the right account of simultaneous addi-
tion will be left open.

1 0 . 9 .  TO N E  I N  S O N G S 

Since both tone and musical notes make use of pitch, a common question 
is whether tones get lost in a song. At the outset there are two possibilities: 
tone and musical notes are made with different articulatory mechanisms, 
so they can co-exist and be both present; tone and musical notes are made 
by the same mechanism, so they will infl uence each other.

There is little evidence for the fi rst hypothesis. Instead, I believe that (the 
Pitch component of) tone and musical notes are made with the same articulatory 
mechanism and therefore they do interfere with each other. Unfortunately, I am 
not aware of any experimental study that demonstrates such interference (or 
the lack of it). Moreover, casual refl ections by Chinese speakers do not seem to 
suggest obvious diffi culties in perceiving words in songs.

One might suggest that perhaps tones can be superimposed on musical 
notes in some subtle ways. For example, in SC the falling tone (T4) on a 
high musical note might be realized as a slight fall in the high pitch range, 
and the falling tone on a low musical note might be realized as a slight 
fall in the low pitch range. The rising tone (T2) can be similarly coded. 
The low tone (T3) can be realized with a level pitch and a murmured 
voice quality and the high tone (T1) can be realized with a level pitch and 
normal voice quality. This suggestion is quite plausible but there is again 
no experimental evidence for it.

There are two other possible reasons for the apparent absence of the 
interference between tones and musical notes. First, in SC, tones do not 
seem to be crucial for understanding the meaning when words are used 
in context. For example, if compounds are written without space in the 
Pinyin alphabet, one can often read them correctly even when tones are 
omitted. An example is shown in (39).

(39) You henduo Zhongguo ren buhui shuo Putonghua.
 have many China people not-can speak Putonghua
 ‘There are many Chinese people who cannot speak Standard Chinese.’
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Another reason for the lack of diffi culty in perceiving words in songs is 
that in some dialects, musical notes are chosen in such a way as to match 
tonal levels. This is especially true in Cantonese , which has four (or fi ve 
level) tones. When songs are composed for Cantonese, song writers often 
choose higher notes for word that have higher tones and lower notes for 
words that have lower tones (Wong  and Diehl  2002).

1 0 . 1 0 .  TO N A L  F R E Q U E N C I E S  I N 
S TA N D A R D  C H I N E S E 

SC has about 1,300 syllables, including tones. Most of them are full syl-
lables, each of which carries one of four tones. The four tones are fairly 
evenly distributed, as shown in (40).

(40) Frequency of tones 
 Tone: First Second Third Fourth All
 Number of syllables: 337 255 316 347 1,255

We can see that there are slightly fewer second tones than other tones, but 
not by a lot. In principle, any full syllable in SC can carry any of the four 
tones. However, many syllables carry fewer than four tones. Consider the 
data in (41)

(41) Tonal density on syllables
 Tones per syllable: 4 3 2 1 All
 Number of such syllables: 178 130 59 35 402

We can see that most syllables have four or three tones each, and a small 
number of syllables have two or one tone each.

1 0 . 11 .  S U M M A RY

I have discussed the representation of the tones in SC and several other 
tonal issues. The analysis assumes two tonal features, Register and Pitch, 
each with two values (Yip  1980). In addition, I follow the common analysis 
that contour tones in SC are made of the level tones H and L (Woo 1969; 
Yip  1980), and a tone-bearing unit is a segment in the rhyme (Woo 1969). 
Moreover, I have proposed the Tone-Stress Principle  in (35), according 
to which only stressed syllables can be accompanied by a lexical tone or 
pitch accent, whereas unstressed syllables can only carry boundary tones .
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Tone 3 Sandhi (T3S)

11 . 1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

Tone 3 Sandhi (T3S, also called Third-Tone Sandhi) is perhaps the best-
known phonological process in SC. In T3S , a T3 becomes a T2 when it 
precedes another T3. The rule is given in (1) and exemplifi ed in (2). 

(1) T3-T3 → T2-T3 (or LL → LHL)

(2) mai3 ma3 → mai2 ma3 mai2 ma3
 buy horse bury horse
 ‘to buy a horse’ ‘to bury a horse’

T3S can create ambiguities, because T2-T3 and T3-T3 are both realized as 
T2-T3 at surface. For example, although mai3 ‘buy’ and mai2 ‘bury’ have 
different tones when they are spoken alone, ‘to buy a horse’ and ‘to bury a 
horse’ sound the same at surface.

T3S was observed as early as the sixteenth century (Mei  1977). Some 
studies have asked whether the changed T3 is completely identical to T2 in 
SC. The perception study of W. Wang  and Li  (1967) shows that, as far as 
the listener is concerned, T2 and the changed T3 are indistinguishable.

It is tempting to think that T3S is triggered by stress. For example, Dell  
(2004) suggests that T3S is a case of neutralization or reduction, prob-
ably because the fi rst syllable in a 3-3 pair lacks stress. On the other hand, 
Meredith (1990) and de Lacy  (2002) propose that a stressed syllable tends 
to co-occur with a high tone. If so, one might wonder if the fi rst syllable 
in a 3-3 pair has more stress. However, it is easy to show that T3S applies 
regardless of which syllable has more stress (Duanmu  2004). For example, 
in the case of mai3 ma3 ‘buy horse’, one can put emphatic stress on either 
syllable and T3S applies the same way. Also, T2 is a full syllable, which 
contrasts with T1, T4, T3, and weak syllables. Thus, when T3 changes 
to T2, it remains a full syllable, not a weak syllable. In this regard, T3S 



 differs from typical neutralization processes, where all contrasts in a given 
paradigm are lost, and the result is often none of the originally contrastive 
forms. For example, the fl apping rule in American English neutralizes [t] 
and [d] and the result is [ɾ]. Similarly, when stressed vowels neutralize 
in American English, the result is [ə], which does not occur in a stressed 
syllable (I assume that the vowel in words like cup is [ʌ], not [ə]; see 
Hammond  1999). Thus, to equate T3S with neutralization is to overlook 
a number of important differences between them.

It is also tempting to think of T3S as a case of dissimilation   (C. Cheng 
1973), which disallows two identical tones in sequence. For example, if 
T3 is L, T3-T3 is L-L, which triggers dissimilation. Similarly, Yip  (2002) 
attributes T3S to the Obligatory Contour Principle, which also disallows a 
sequence of two identical tones. However, two questions remain: Why is 
there no dissimilation in H-H (T1-T1)? And, why is there no dissimilation 
in HL-L (T4-T3), L-LH (T3-T2), or HL-LH (T4-T2), all of which contain 
L-L? Since there is no good answer to such questions, the reason for T3S 
will be left open.

The main challenge in the analysis of T3S is to explain how it applies 
to long strings of T3 syllables. For example, is T3S sensitive to syntactic 
bracketing? Is it sensitive to syntactic categories? Are there alternative 
patterns for a given string of T3s? In what follows I fi rst present the basic 
data, then I review previous analyses, followed by the present analysis and 
offer some concluding remarks.

11 . 2 .  T H E  D ATA 

First, T3S can apply across any syntactic domain , whether it is a word, 
a compound, or a phrase. This is shown in (3), transcribed in Pinyin.

(3) Word  ma3yi3   → 2-3  ‘ant’
 Compound  mi3-jiu3 → 2-3 ‘rice-wine’
 Phrase  ni3 hao3 → 2-3 ‘you good (How are you?)’

Secondly, T3S can give alternative surface patterns , shown in (4). In the 
second expression, T2 can further change to T1 in the proper environment 
(see Chapter 10); for ease of exposition I do not discuss this additional 
change.

(4) [mai3 [hao3 jiu3]] → 3-2-3, or 2-2-3 (*2-2-2, *3-2-2, *2-3-2, *2-3-3, *3-3-2, etc.)
 buy good wine

 ‘to buy good wine’
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 [xiao3 [zhi3 [lao3-hu3]]] → 2-3-2-3, 3-2-2-3, 3-2-1-3, 2-2-2-3, or 2-1-1-3
  small paper old-tiger
 ‘small paper tiger’

Thirdly, T3S is sensitive to syntactic branching . A left-branching structure 
usually has just one pattern, but a right-branching structure can have two 
or more, as shown in (5).

(5) Left-branching Right-branching
 [[3 3] 3] → 2-2-3 only  [3 [3 3]] → 3-2-3 or 2-2-3
 [[mai  hao]    jiu]  [mai [hao  jiu]]
     buy good wine    buy  good wine
 ‘fi nished buying wine’ ‘to buy good wine’
 [[[3 3] 3] 3] → 2-2-2-3 only [3 [3 [3 3]]] → 2-3-2-3, 3-2-2-3, or 2-2-2-3
 [[[zhan-lan] guan] li]  [xiao [zhi     [lao-hu]]]
     show-see hall         inside  small paper  old-tiger
 ‘inside of exhibition hall’ ‘small paper tiger’

Fourthly, T3S is optional in certain cases , such as between two binary 
branches of a syntactic tree (F. Liu  1980; Kaisse  1985) (a tree is equivalent 
to layered brackets). For example, T3S need not apply between Li3 and 
mai3 in (6a) for some speakers, but must apply between zhi3 and lao3 in 
(6b).

(6) (a) [[Lao3 Li3] [mai3 shu1]] → 2-3-3-1 (2-2-3-1 is also acceptable)
   ‘Old Li buy book (Old Li buys books).’
 (b) [xiao3 [zhi3 [lao3-ying1]]] → *2-3-3-1 (must be 3-2-3-1 or 2-2-3-1)
  ‘small paper old-eagle (small paper eagle)’

Fifthly, tree structure alone is insuffi cient for predicting the outcome of 
T3S. For example, the two expressions in (7a) have the same tree structure 
and input tones, but the fi rst can become 2-3-3-1 for some speakers and the 
second cannot. Similarly, each of the other pairs in (7) has the same tree 
structure, but not the same surface tone patterns (only relevant  patterns are 
shown).

(7) (a) 3-3-3-1 → 2-3-3-1 3-3-3-1 → *2-3-3-1
  [wo [xiang [mai  shu]]] [xiao [zhi     [lao-ying]]]
    I     want    buy  book  small  paper old-eagle
  ‘I want to buy a book.’ ‘small paper eagle’
 (b) 3-3-3-3 → *?3-2-2-3 3-3-3-3 → 3-2-2-3
  [wo [xiang [mai   jiu]]]  [xiao  [zhi    [lao-hu]]]
    I     want    buy  wine  small  paper old-tiger
  ‘I want to buy wine.’ ‘small paper tiger’



(c) 3-3-3-3 → 2-3-2-3 3-3-3-3 → *2-3-2-3
 [gou [[bi     ma]     xiao]] [gou [[hen   hao]     yang]]
  dog than  horse small  dog     very  good raise
 ‘Dogs are smaller than horses.’ ‘Dogs are very easy to raise.’
(d ) 3-3-3-4 → 2-3-3-4 3-3-3-4 → *2-3-3-4
 [gou [[bi      ma]    kuai]] [gou [[hen  hao]   kan]]
  dog  than  horse  fast  dog    very good  look-at
 ‘Dogs are faster than horses.’ ‘Dogs are very nice to look at.’
(e) 3-3-3-3 → *2-3-2-3 3-3-3-3 → 2-3-2-3
 [[[zhan-lan]  guan] li]  [[[nei       zhong]  jiu]    hao]
     show-see  hall    inside     which  kind      wine  good
 ‘inside of exhibition hall’ ‘Which kind of wine is good?’

In the sixth place, fl at structures , such as phone digits, seem to form disyl-
labic pairs from left to right. For example, a four-digit number ABCD seems 
to form [AB][CD], so that T3S need not apply to BC, as shown in (8).

(8) 3-3-3-3 → [2 3][2 3] 1-3-3-1 → [1 3][3 1]   (1-2-3-1 is also OK)
 wu-wu-wu-wu qi-wu-wu-qi
 ‘fi ve-fi ve-fi ve-fi ve’ ‘seven-fi ve-fi ve-seven’

Finally, as noted by Z. Zhang  (1988), emphasis  can affect T3S. For exam-
ple, without emphasis, (9) can become 2-3-3-4, but with emphasis on 
‘buy’, 2-3-3-4 cannot be used.

(9) 3-3-3-4 → 2-3-3-4 3-3-3-4 → 3-2-3-4 (*2-3-3-4)
 xiang mai gu-piao xiang MAI gu-piao
 want  buy stock want   buy stock
 ‘want to buy stocks’ ‘want to BUY stocks’

Before I present my analysis of T3S, I review two previous ones, which 
I will call the tree-only analysis and the stress-insensitive foot analysis. 
For lack of space, other proposals are not reviewed here.

11 . 3 .  T H E  T R E E - O N LY  A N A LY S I S 

C. Cheng  (1973) and J. Shen  (1994) are two representatives of this analy-
sis. According to C. Cheng  (1973: 46–53), T3S is sensitive to both the 
syntactic tree and the speed of speech . When the speed is low, T3S applies 
to the smallest branches only. When the speed is high, T3S can apply to 
larger branches. An example is shown in (10) (T3S domains are under-
lined).
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(10) [[Lao3 Li3] [mai3 [hao3 jiu3]]] ‘Old Li buys good wine’
 [[2 3] [3 [2 3]]]  Slow A (disyllabic units)
 [[2 2] [3 [2 3]]]  Slow B (one more T3S, after Slow A)
 [[2 3] [2 [2 3]]]  Medium (up to trisyllabic units)
 [[2 2] [2 [2 3]]]  Fast (entire tree)
 ([[2 1] [1 [1 3]]] Still faster, with additional change T2 → T1)

At low speed, T3S applies to disyllabic units (the innermost brackets), 
which are Lao Li and hao jiu (Slow A). At a higher speed (Slow B), T3S 
may reapply to remaining T3 pairs. At medium speed, T3S can apply 
to a trisyllabic unit (besides disyllabic units), which is mai hao jiu, all 
of which except the last change to T2s. At high speed, T3S applies to 
the entire tree, and all T3s except the last change to T2s. At still higher 
speed, medial T2 can change to T1 by a separate rule (see Chapter 10). 
Now consider (11).

(11)  [wo3 [mai3 [hao3 jiu3]]] ‘I buy good wine’
 *[3 [3 [2 3]]] Slow T3S
  [2 [3 [2 3]]] Reapply T3S

At low speed, T3S only applies to hao jiu, giving *3-3-2-3, which is bad. 
Cheng  suggests that if there is a sequence of T3s at the beginning or the 
end of an expression, the reapplication of T3S is obligatory. The result, 
therefore, is 2-3-2-3. The same analysis accounts for (12).

(12)   [[zhan3-lan3] guan3] ‘show-see hall (exhibition hall)’
 *[[2 3] 3] Slow T3S
   [[2 2] 3] Reapply T3S
   [[2 2] 3] Fast T3S

At low speed, T3S only changes the fi rst T3. The remaining T3s trigger 
T3S again, giving 2-2-3. At high speed, the fi rst two T3s change to T2 in 
one step, and the result is the same as that of low speed. This explains why 
(12) has no alternative patterns.

Cheng ’s analysis has several problems. In the fi rst place, it is unclear 
why the reapplication of T3S is obligatory when there are T3s at the begin-
ning or the end of an expression but optional when there are T3s in the 
middle of an expression. Secondly, the reapplication of T3S can make 
wrong predictions. Consider (13).

(13) (a)    ‘show-see hall inside (inside of exhibition hall)’
    [[[zhan3-lan3] guan3] li3]
 *[[[2 3] 3] 3] Slow T3S
 *[[[2 3] 2] 3] Reapply T3S
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 (b)   ‘small paper old-eagle (small paper eagle)’
   [xiao3 [zhi3 [lao3-ying1]]]
 *[3 [3 [3 1]]] Slow T3S (no effect)
 *[2 [3 [3 1]]] Reapply T3S

In (13a), at low speed, T3S only changes the fi rst T3. If we reapply T3S 
to the last two T3s, the result is 2-3-2-3, which is still bad. In (13b), at 
low speed, T3S only looks at [3 1], to which it makes no change. If we 
reapply T3S to the fi rst two T3s, the result is 2-3-3-1, which is still bad. 
A third problem with Cheng ’s analysis is that it cannot account for why 
expressions with the same tree structure and input tones can have different 
output tone patterns (see (7)). Finally, Cheng  offers no discussion of fl at 
structures.

In J. Shen ’s (1994) analysis, which is similar to Duanmu  (1989), T3S 
is cyclic ; it starts from the innermost brackets and moves on to larger and 
larger brackets. In addition, T3S  consists of two parts, stated in (14).

(14) (a) T3 must change before T3.
 (b) T3 can optionally change before T2 that came from T3.

The cyclic application ensures that left-branching structures have just one 
pattern, shown in (15a), but right-branching structures can have more, 
shown in (15b), where V means T2 or T3 and where an underline shows 
the domain of T3S at each cycle.

(15) (a) [[[zhan3-lan3] guan3] li3] ‘show-see hall inside (inside of exhibition hall)’
  [[[2 3] 3] 3] Cycle 1
  [[[2 2] 3] 3] Cycle 2
  [[[2 2] 2] 3] Cycle 3 (fi nal output)
 (b) [xiao3 [zhi3 [lao3-hu3]]] ‘small paper (old-)tiger’
   [3 [3 [2 3]]] Cycle 1
  [3 [V [2 3]]] Cycle 2
  [V [V [2 3]]] Cycle 3 (fi nal output)
  V V 2 3 = 2 3 2 3, 3 2 2 3, or 2 2 2 3

In (15b), the fi rst cycle includes the innermost [3 3], which changes to 
[2 3]. The second cycle includes [3 [2 3]], where the fi rst T3 can change 
to T2 or remain T3, indicated by V (variable). The fi nal cycle includes 
[3 [V [2 3]]], where the fi rst T3 must change to T2 if the following 
V chooses to be T3; if the following V chooses to be T2, the fi rst T3 
can be either T3 or T2. Thus, the fi nal output V-V-2-3 translates into 
three patterns depending on the choices of the Vs. As a further example, 
consider (16).
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(16) [[Lao3 Li3] [mai3 jiu3]] ‘Old Li buys wine’
 [[2 3] [2 3]] Cycle 1
 [[2 2] [2 3]] Cycle 2 (optional)

The fi rst cycle includes Lao Li and mai jiu, which both undergo T3S. On 
cycle 2, T3S looks at Li and mai. Since mai is now T2, T3S is optional (see 
(14b)). If it applies, we get 2-2-2-3, otherwise we get 2-3-2-3.

Like C. Cheng  (1973), Shen’s  analysis cannot explain (7), where expres-
sions of the same tree structure and input tones can have different output 
patterns. J. Shen is aware of some such examples and offers a meaning-
based remedy, which does not provide much insight. Also, neither Cheng  
nor Shen discusses why T3S is sensitive to emphasis (see (9)).

11 . 4 .  T H E  S T R E S S - I N S E N S I T I V E 
F O O T  A N A LY S I S 

The stress-insensitive foot analysis has been developed in a series of 
works, notably Shih  (1986, 1997) and Chen  (2000). The analysis is sum-
marized in (17).
(17) (a) Place a foot boundary before a syllable with emphatic stress.
 (b) Build disyllabic feet left-to-right for polysyllabic words.
 (c) Build feet cyclically for compounds.
 (d ) Build disyllabic feet at the lowest branches.
 (e) Build disyllabic feet left-to-right for other syllables.

 (  f  ) Join free syllables to neighbouring feet.
 (g) T3S applies cyclically in a foot (and optionally across feet).
 (h) At higher speed, T3S can apply to a larger tree node in one step.

Although (17a) refers to stress, Shih  (1997: 84) remarks that the foot in 
her analysis is otherwise simply a group of syllables and no claim is made 
about stress. Similarly, Chen  (2000) says that the foot in his analysis is not 
a metrical foot, because the latter is based on stress, whereas the former is 
not. To see why their feet are not sensitive to stress, consider the examples 
in (18), where S is metrically strong and W is metrically weak.
(18) (SW) ma-ma ‘mom’
 (WS) bo-luo ‘pineapple’
  mai jiu ‘buy wine’
 (SWS)  bo-lou kuai ‘pineapple cube’
  sheng-chan jiu ‘produce wine’
 (WSW) jiao ma-ma ‘call mom’
 (WSWS) chi bo-lou kuai ‘eat pineapple cube’



Following Hoa  (1983), Chen  assumes that in a polysyllabic expression 
some syllables have more stress (S) than others (W), and those in (18) 
have the stress patterns as shown. In addition, by the foot formation rules 
in (17), all the expressions in (18) form one foot each. Now, such feet are 
not metrical feet for two reasons. First, in metrical theory each language 
typically chooses one foot type, either left strong (SW) or right strong 
(WS). However, both (SW) and (WS) are found in (18). Secondly, in met-
rical theory each foot can only have one S, and each S should belong to a 
separate foot. In (18), however, some feet have two S syllables each. For 
these reasons, Chen  (2000) introduces a new term, the minimal rhythmic 
unit  (MRU) to refer to the ‘foot’ in (18). Since the MRU is an unfamiliar 
term, I will call it ‘stress-insensitive foot’, and when there is no ambiguity, 
I will just call it a ‘foot’.

Let us now consider how T3S is accounted for by stress-insensitive feet. 
Consider the example in (19), which follows the rules in (17).

(19) ‘Old Li want buy good wine (Old Li wants to buy good wine)’
 [[Lao3 Li3] [xiang3 [mai3 [hao3 jiu3]]]]
 n.a.   Foot for emphasis
 n.a.   Foot for polysyllabic words
 (3 3) 3 3 (3 3)  Compounds
 n.a.   Foot at lowest branches
 (3 3)(3 3)(3 3)  Left-to-right footing
 n.a.   Joining
 (2 3)(2 3)(2 3)  T3S (in each foot)

In (19), there is no emphasis or polysyllabic words. There are, how-
ever, two compounds, ‘Old Li’ and ‘good wine’ (see Chapter 5 on com-
pounds), which each forms a foot. This leaves two free syllables for 
which a foot is built. Finally, T3S applies to each foot, giving 2-3-2-3-
2-3, which is the pattern for slow speed. Next consider the cyclic effect, 
shown in (20).

(20) ‘fi nished buying wine’ ‘to buy good wine’
 buy good wine buy good wine
 [[mai3 hao3] jiu3]  [mai3 [hao3 jiu3]]
 n.a. n.a. Emphasis/polysyllables
 n.a. 3 (3 3) Compounds
 (3 3) 3 n.a. Lowest footing
 ((3 3) 3) (3 (3 3)) Joining
 ((2 3) 3) (3 (2 3)) T3S cycle 1
 ((2 2) 3) (3 (2 3)) T3S cycle 2
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There is again no emphasis or polysyllabic word. After other foot forma-
tion rules, each expression forms a layered foot. In ((3 3) 3), T3S applies 
twice, giving 2-2-3. In (3 (3 3)), T3S has no effect on the second cycle, 
giving 3-2-3.

At high speed , T3S can apply to the entire foot in one step, turning all 
but the last T3 into T2 (Shih  1997: 85, 92). This is shown in (21).

(21) [[3 3] 3]  [3 [3 3]]
 ((3 3) 3) (3 (3 3)) Foot structure
 ((2 2) 3) (2 (2 3)) One-step T3S

The fast pattern for [[3 3] 3] is the same as its slow pattern, but that of 
[3 [3 3]] is different. This explains why [[3 3] 3] has one pattern but [3 [3 3]] 
has two. Next, consider different speeds for (19), shown in (22).

(22) [[3 3] [3 [3 [3 3]]]]
 (3 3) (3  3) (3 3) Foot structure
 (2 3) (2 3) (2 3) Slow (as in (19))
 (2 3) (2 2) (2 3)   Medium
 (2 2) (2 2) (2 3)   Fast

At medium speed, T3S can apply to the last two feet in one step. At fast 
speed, T3S can apply to the entire sentence in one step.

Since feet are built from syntactic trees, the main challenge to the stress-
insensitive foot analysis is to explain why expressions with the same tree 
structure and the same underlying tones can have different tone patterns. 
Consider the pair in (23) fi rst.

(23) (a) 3-3-3-3 → 2-3-2-3 (*?3-2-2-3) (b) 3-3-3-3 → 3-2-2-3 (*?2-3-2-3)
 [gou [[bi       ma]     xiao]] [gou [[hen   hao]   yang]]
  dog    than horse small  dog     very good raise
 ‘Dogs are smaller than horses.’ ‘Dogs are very easy to raise.’

The neutral pattern for (23a) is 2-3-2-3 but that for (23b) is 3-2-2-3. The 
analysis given so far is shown in (24).

(24) [3 [[3 3] 3]]
 n.a. Emphasis/polysyllables/compounds
 3 (3 3) 3 Foot at lowest branches
 n.a. Left-to-right footing
 3 ((3 3) 3) Joining
 (3 ((3 3) 3)) Joining
 (3 ((2 3) 3)) T3S cycle 1



 (3 ((2 2) 3)) T3S cycle 2
 (3 ((2 2) 3))      T3S cycle 3 (no effect)

The rules for emphasis, polysyllabic words, and compounds have no effect. 
Next, the innermost two syllables form a foot; then the free syllables are 
joined into the foot; then T3S applies cyclically, giving 3-2-2-3, which 
is the pattern for (23b). To get (23a), Shih  suggests that certain words, 
such as bi ‘than’ in (23a), are clitics , which attach to a preceding word. 
The cliticization process alters the syntactic tree. The analysis of (23a) is 
shown in (25), which gives the correct output.

(25) [3 [[3 3] 3]]
 [[[3 3] 3] 3] Cliticization
 n.a. Emphasis/polysyllables/compounds
 (3 3) 3  3 Foot at lowest branches
 (3 3)(3 3) Left-to-right footing
 (2 3)(2 3) T3S

Next consider the pair in (26), which also have the same tree structure and 
underlying tones.

(26) (a) 3-3-3-3 → 2-2-2-3 (*2-3-2-3) (b) 3-3-3-3 → 2-3-2-3
 [[[zhan-lan]  guan]  li]  [[[nei        zhong] jiu]     hao]
     show-see  hall     inside     which kind       wine good
 ‘inside of exhibition hall’ ‘Which kind of wine is good?’

The neutral pattern for (26a) is 2-2-2-3 but that for (26b) is 2-3-2-3. The 
difference is that (26a) contains a compound [zhan-lan guan] ‘exhibition 
hall’ but (26b) does not. The analysis is shown in (27).

(27) (26a) (26b)
 [[[3 3] 3] 3] [[[3 3] 3] 3]
 n.a. n.a. Emphasis/polysyllables
 ((3 3) 3) 3 n.a. Compound
 n.a. (3 3) 3 3 Foot at lowest branches
 n.a. (3 3)(3 3) Left-to-right footing
 (((3 3) 3) 3) n.a. Joining
 (((2 3) 3) 3) (2 3)(2 3) T3S cycle 1
 (((2 2) 3) 3) n.a. T3S cycle 2
 (((2 2) 2) 3) n.a. T3S cycle 3

Because compounds undergo different foot-formations rules, the resulting 
foot structures are different, so are the results of T3S. It is worth noting 
that the clitic solution is insuffi cient to give (27). The reason is that clitics 
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are usually grammatical words (tense and aspect particles, prepositions, 
pronouns, classifi ers, etc.), but lan ‘see’ and guan ‘hall’ are lexical words 
(a verb and a noun), which cannot be considered clitics. Also, if we con-
sider li ‘inside’ to be a clitic, we would get [[3 3][3 3]], which gives two 
feet (3 3)(3 3), which gives the incorrect (2 3)(2 3).

So far we have shown that T3S applies after all steps of foot formation 
are completed. It is also possible to apply T3S after each step. The result 
would be the same. Consider the analysis of ‘inside of exhibition hall’ 
again, shown in (28).

(28) [[[zhan3-lan3] guan3] li3] ‘inside of exhibition hall’
 (3 3) 3 3 Compound foot for zhan-lan
 (2 3) 3 3 T3S
 (2 3 3) 3 Compound foot for zhan-lan guan (joining)
 (2 2 3) 3 T3S
 (2 2 3 3) Final foot (joining)
 (2 2 2 3) T3S

In this interpretation, there is no need to keep layered foot boundaries. As 
a further example, consider the difference in (7a), repeated in (29).

(29) (a) 3 3 3 1 → 2 3 3 1 (b) 3 3 3 1 → 3 2 3 1 (*2 3 3 1)
  [wo [xiang [mai  shu]]]  [xiao   [zhi     [lao-ying]]]
    I     want    buy  book   small  paper  old-eagle
  ‘I want to buy a book.’  ‘small paper eagle.’

The expressions have the same underlying tones and the same bracketing 
structures but different surface tones. The reason again is that (29b) is a com-
pound but (29a) contains no compound. The analysis is shown in (30).

(30) (29a) (29b)
 [3 [3 [3 1]]] [3 [3 [3 1]]]
 n.a. n.a. Emphasis/polysyllables
 n.a.         (3 (3 (3 1))) Compound foot
 3 3 (3 1) n.a. Foot at lowest branches
 (3 3)(3 1) n.s. Left-to-right foot
 (2 3)(3 1) (3 (2 (3 1))) T3S

The phrasal ‘I want to buy a book’ has two feet, which gives 2-3-3-1. The 
two T3s can both surface because T3S is optional across feet (2-2-3-1 is 
also possible, because T3S can optionally apply across the two feet). In 
the compound ‘small paper eagle’, there is only one foot, which surfaces 
as 3-2-3-1.



Let us now consider the effect of emphasis . Although Shih  did not dis-
cuss it, the emphatic boundary cannot create a monosyllabic foot. Con-
sider the case in (31), analysed in (32), where ‘!’ marks the emphatic 
boundary.

(31) [mai3 [HAO3 shu1]] → 2-3-1 (*3-3-1)
 buy GOOD book
 ‘buy GOOD books’

(32) (a) [3 [3 1]] (b) [3 [3 1]]
  3 !(3 1) 3 !(3 1) Emphasis
  (3)!(3 1) (3 !(3 1)) Final foot
  *(3)!(3 1) (2 !(3 1)) T3S

In (32a) the emphatic boundary creates a monosyllabic foot; since 
for Shih T3S is not required between two feet, 3-3-1 is expected to be 
acceptable. In (32b) there is no monosyllabic foot, and the expected 
output is 2-3-1. The pattern in (31) shows that only (32b) is correct. 
Similarly, the emphatic syllable cannot form a foot by itself, but must 
form a foot with the following syllable; for example, [!3 (3 3)] cannot 
become (!3)(3 3) but must be (!3 (3 3)). Now consider the analysis of 
(9), shown in (33).

(33) ‘want to buy stocks’ ‘want to BUY stocks’
 [xiang3 [mai3 gu3-piao4]] [xiang3 [MAI3 gu3-piao4]]
 n.a. 3 (!3 3 4) Emphasis
 3 3 (3 4) 3 (!3 (3 4)) Compound
 (3 3)(3 4) n.a. Left-to-right foot
 n.a. (3 (!3 (3 4))) Joining
 (2 3)(3 4) (3 (!2 (3 4))) T3S

The emphatic expression forms just one foot. In contrast, the non-emphatic 
expression forms two feet. The difference in foot structure gives rise to 
different tone patterns.

To summarize, the analysis with stress-insensitive feet is more sophisti-
cated than the tree-only analysis, but it still has several problems. It essen-
tially attributes alternative patterns to speed of speech . However, as Shih  
(1997: 85) points out, for a given expression, one could easily use all the 
variants with the same speech rate. Also, it must assume clitics and the 
‘feet’, or what Chen  (2000) calls minimal rhythmic units, are inconsis-
tent with metrical feet, as seen earlier. Finally, it is unclear why emphasis 
should create a foot boundary.
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11 . 5 .  T H E  P R E S E N T  A N A LY S I S 

The present analysis also assumes foot structure, except that the feet are 
metrical feet. Each metrical foot starts with a stressed syllable followed 
by an unstressed one. Stress is determined by the Information-Stress Prin-
ciple , which covers both Nonhead Stress  and emphatic stress (Chapter 6). 
Consider the example in (34) (0 is a toneless  syllable).

(34) Stress-insensitive feet  Metrical feet
    x                    x     x                    x Stress
 [[Lao Li][you [ jie-jie]] [[Lao Li][you [ jie-jie]] Syntax
   (3     3)  (3       (        0))   (3     3)    3           (3    0) Feet
   (2     3) (2       (3      0))   (2     3)    2           (3    0) T3S
 ‘Old Li has sister.’ ‘Old Li has sister.’

Both analyses agree on where the stressed syllables are. In the previous 
analysis, where stress is irrelevant (except for emphatic stress), there are 
two feet, which are (SW) and (WSW). In the present analysis, (WSW) is 
not a good metrical foot, and so both feet are (SW). Now, what is interest-
ing is that the verb you must undergo T3S. In the previous analysis, it is 
because you and jie are in the same foot, in which T3S is obligatory. In 
the present analysis, you and jie are not in the same foot. How, then, can 
we ensure that T3S applies over you and jie? The simplest solution is to 
say that T3S can apply beyond the metrical foot. However, while T3S is 
obligatory over you and jie, it is optional over Li and you. This can be seen 
in a similar sentence, shown in (35).

(35) Stress-insensitive feet  Metrical feet
    x                    x    x                    x Stress
 [[Lao Li][you [ma-ma]] [[Lao Li][you [ma-ma]] Syntax
   (3     3)  (3     (1    0))   (3     3)    3    (1    0) Feet
   (2     3)  (3     (1    0))   (2     3)    3    (1    0) T3S
 ‘Old Li has a mom.’ ‘Old Li has a mom.’

In (35), Li and you can remain T3, which means that T3S need not apply 
to them. In the previous analysis, it is because Li and you are in different 
feet, and T3S is optional across feet. In the present analysis, you is a free 
syllable between two feet. Why, then, is T3S obligatory over you and the 
following syllable but not over you and the preceding syllable?

The answer seems to be that you is syntactically closer to the following 
syllable. In other words, T3S seems to be obligatory over two syllables 



that are syntactically adjacent. In addition, the syllables in a foot are also 
adjacent. Therefore, I propose the condition for T3S in (36).

(36) Condition on T3S 
 T3S is obligatory over two syllables that are adjacent.
 T3S is optional over two syllables that are not adjacent.
 Defi nition
 Two syllables are adjacent if they belong to the same immediate syntactic 

constituent and they do not belong to separated full feet.
 (A full foot contains two (or more) syllables.)

The effect of (36) is illustrated in (37), where parentheses indicate foot 
boundaries, brackets indicate syntactic boundaries, A, B, C, and D are syl-
lables, and Ø is an empty beat .

(37) (. . . A)B] AB adjacent
 [A(B. . . ) AB adjacent
 (. . . A)B](CD) AB adjacent; BC not adjacent
 (. . . A)B][C(D. . . ) AB and CD adjacent; BC not adjacent
 (AB)(CD) BC not adjacent
 (AB)(CØ) BC adjacent

In (. . . A)B] and [A(B. . . ), AB are syntactically adjacent. In (. . . A)B](CD), 
BC are not adjacent, because B is adjacent to A and C is adjacent to D. 
Similarly, in (. . . A)B][C(D. . . ), BC are not syntactically adjacent. In 
(AB)(CD), BC are not adjacent because they belong to separate full feet. 
However, in (AB)(CØ), BC are adjacent because (CØ) is not a full foot. 
An example of (AB)(CØ) is shown in (38).

(38) Stress-insensitive feet  Metrical feet
    x                 x    x                 x Stress
 [sheng-chan jiu] [sheng-chan jiu] Syntax
 ((1         3)    3) (1          3)       (3 Ø) Feet
 ((1         2)    3) (1          2)       (3 Ø) T3S
 ‘produce wine’ ‘produce wine’

Both analyses agree that the stress pattern is SWS. In the previous analy-
sis, the expression forms one foot; in the present analysis, each stress must 
start a new foot. The object can form a binary foot with an empty beat , 
which is available in phrase-fi nal position. Now the point of interest is 
that T3S must apply to chan and jiu. In the previous analysis, it is because 
chan and jiu are in the same foot, and T3S is obligatory within a foot. In 
the present analysis, it is because jiu is not in a disyllabic foot, and so it is 
still adjacent to chan; therefore T3S is obligatory over chan and jiu.
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Having discussed the condition on T3S, let us consider the rest of the 
analysis. I propose the rules in (39).

(39) (a) Build disyllabic feet left-to-right for polysyllabic words.
 (b) Build feet cyclically based on phrasal stress.
 (c) Build disyllabic feet left-to-right for free words.
 (d ) T3S starts from each foot and then cyclically.
 (e) In a T3S domain, T3 must change before T3, but can optionally   

 change before T2 that came from T3.

The rule (39e) is similar to what is proposed by Duanmu  (1989) and 
J. Shen (1994), which was discussed in section 11.3. The assignment of 
phrasal stress follows the Information-Stress Principle , which covers both 
emphatic stress and Nonhead Stress  (Chapter 6); the result mostly agrees 
with previous judgement (Chao  1968; Hoa  1983). Free words refer to those 
that do not yet have metrical structure; they in fact only include monosyl-
lables, since polysyllabic words and compounds would already have been 
assigned stress.

Consider fi rst a fl at structure shown in (40). Whether such a string of 
digits is considered a polysyllabic word or a string of unstructured words, 
the analysis is the same.
(40) ‘fi ve-fi ve-fi ve-fi ve’
 wu-wu-wu-wu
 (3    3) (3    3) Feet
 (2    3) (2    3) T3S

Next, consider disyllabic expressions. According to Hoa  (1983), disyl-
labic words and compounds can be either SW or WS. In addition, all 
analyses agree that in a verb–object phrase the object has more stress. 
However, whether stress pattern is SW or WS, the T3S result is the same. 
This is shown in (41), where kour has the [ɚ] suffi x (see Chapter 9).
(41) ‘miss’    ‘couple’ ‘buy wine’
 little sister two mouth buy wine
   x            x          x
 [xiao jie] liang kour [mai jiu]
 (3     3)         3   (3 Ø)    3  (3 Ø) Foot
 (2     3)         2   (3 Ø)    2  (3 Ø) T3S

Turning to trisyllabic expressions, there are three cases, SWS, WSW, 
and SWW. The fi rst case is shown in (42), where the stress judgement  is 
based on Chao  (1968) and Hoa  (1983). I also underlined the syllables that 
undergo T3S in each step.



(42) ‘exhibition hall’    ‘little couple’
 show-see hall little two-mouth
    x             x    x               x
 [zhan-lan guan] [xiao liang-kou]
 (3       3)    (3 Ø)      (3       3)        (3 Ø) Foot
 (2       3)    (3 Ø)      (2       3)        (3 Ø) T3S cycle 1
 (2       2)    (3 Ø)      (2       2)        (3 Ø) T3S cycle 2

The two expressions undergo two cycles of T3S. On the fi rst cycle each 
foot is a T3S domain, although T3S is not applicable to the foot (3 Ø). 
After that, T3S can apply one more time, because (3 Ø) is not a full foot. 
Next consider WSW, shown in (43), where, like xiao-jie ‘miss’, lao-hu 
‘tiger’ also has initial stress.

(43) ‘there are tigers’    ‘I am very well’
 have old-tiger I very well
           x           x                
 [you lao-hu] [wo [hen hao]]
   3   (3    3)        3   (3    3) Foot
   3   (2    3)        3   (2    3) T3S cycle 1
   V  (2    3)        V  (2    3) T3S cycle 2

Using the notation of J. Shen  (1994), V indicates an optional change when 
a T3 occurs before a T2 that came from T3 (see section 11.3). Thus, V-2-3 
means either 2-2-3 or 3-2-3. Now consider SWW, shown in (44).

(44) ‘paper tiger’   
 paper old-tiger
   x     x
 [zhi lao-hu]
   3   (3    3)      Foot cycle 1
   3   (2    3)      T3S cycle 1
  (3    2    3)      Foot cycle 2
  (V   2    3)      T3S cycle 2

This compound undergoes two cycles of foot formation and T3S. The fi rst 
cycle looks at lao-hu ‘tiger’, which has initial stress. On the second cycle, 
zhi is assigned compound stress, which triggers the deletion of the stress 
on lao. The result is V-2-3, that is, 2-2-3 or 3-2-3.

Longer expressions can yield more alternative patterns . This is illus-
trated in (45).

(45) ‘small paper tiger’
 small paper old-tiger
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   x       x      x
 [xiao [zhi [lao-hu]]]
   3       3    (3    3)      Foot cycle 1
   3       3    (2    3)      T3S cycle 1
   3      (3     2    3)      Foot cycle 2
   3      (V    2    3) T3S cycle 2
  (3       V    2    3) Foot cycle 3
  (V      V    2    3) T3S cycle 3

The compound undergoes three cycles of foot formation, as discussed 
above. On the fi rst cycle of T3S, lao must change to T2. On the second 
cycle, the change of zhi is optional, indicated by V. On the third cycle, the 
change of xiao is conditional on the change of zhi. The result is V-V-2-3, 
which can be 2-3-2-3, 3-2-2-3, or 2-2-2-3, as discussed in section 11.3. It 
is worth noting that in the analysis of Shih  (1997) and Chen  (2000), alter-
native patterns are attributed to speed of speech. In the present analysis, 
there is no need to link alternative patterns to speed of speech. Instead, the 
alternative patterns come from the fact that a T3 can, but need not, change 
to T2 before a T2 that came from T3.

It is interesting to compare (45) with (46). They are both right-branch-
ing but have different T3S patterns. The reason is that they have different 
foot structures.

(46) ‘want to buy good wine’
 want buy good wine
  <x>               x
 [xiang [mai [hao jiu]]]
   3          3   (3     3)      Foot cycle 1 (based on phrasal stress)
   3          3   (2     3)      T3S cycle 1
  (3           3) (2     3)      Foot cycle 2 (for free words)
  (2           3) (2     3) T3S cycle 2

In (46), only hao received phrasal stress. This leaves two free words xiang 
and mai, which can form another foot, which introduced a new stress, 
shown as <x>. This gives 2-3-2-3 as the default pattern. The pattern 3-2-2-3, 
which is possible for (45), is not used for (46).

Let us now move on to why left-branching structures lack alternative 
patterns, shown in (47).

(47) ‘inside of exhibition hall’
 show-see hall inside
       x
 [[[zhan-lan] guan] li]



   (3        3)    3        3      Foot (based on phrasal stress)
   (2        3)    3        3      T3S cycle 1
   (2        2)    3        3 T3S cycle 2
   (2        2)    2        3 T3S cycle 3

In this expression only zhan has phrasal stress, which leaves the last two syl-
lables free. However, the last two syllables do not form another foot, because 
they are part of a compound (at least guan is, if li is a postposition) and not 
free words. After three cycles of T3S, we get the only output 2-2-2-3.

Another example to consider is (48), in which a 3-3 sequence need not 
undergo T3S.

(48) ‘Old Li buys books.’
 Old Li buy book
      x                   x
 [[Lao Li] [mai shu]]
  (3      3)    3    (1 Ø)      Foot (based on phrasal stress)
  (2      3)    3    (1 Ø) T3S cycle 1 (no effect for 1-Ø)
  (2      3)    3    (1 Ø) T3S cycle 2 (no effect)

Two of the syllables get phrasal stress, which create two feet. The fi rst 
undergoes T3S and gives 2-3. For the second foot, T3S is not applicable. 
T3S then checks mai shu but produces no change either. This still leaves a 
3-3 sequence over Li mai, but T3S is not required here because mai is not 
syntactically adjacent to Li.

Now consider another pair of expressions that have the same tree struc-
ture and input tones but different tone patterns, shown in (49) and (50).

(49) ‘Dogs are smaller than horses’
 dog than horse small
    x             x
 [gou [[bi  ma] xiao]]
 (3       3)(3      3)      Foot (based on phrasal stress)
 (2       3)(2      3) T3S

(50) ‘Dogs are very easy to raise’
 dog very easy raise
    x          x 
 [gou  [[hen hao] yang]]
 (3 Ø)  (3     3)   3        Foot (based on phrasal stress)
 (3 Ø)  (2     3)   3 T3S cycle 1
 (3 Ø)  (2     2)   3 T3S cycle 2
 (V Ø) (2     2)   3 T3S cycle 3
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In (49), ma is the nonhead of [bi ma], so it has stress. Next, [bi ma] is the 
nonhead of [[bi ma] xiao], so it should have stress, which is already true. 
Finally, the subject is not the head of a sentence, so it also has stress. The 
two stresses create two disyllabic feet, which gives 2-3-2-3. In (50), hen 
is the nonhead of [hen hao], so it has stress. [hen hao] is the nonhead of 
[[hen hao] yang], so it should have stress, which is already true. Finally, 
the subject also has stress. Now the subject is monosyllabic, but it is before 
a major phrase boundary, and so an empty beat  is available. Thus, there are 
two feet. After three cycles of T3S, the result is V-2-2-3.

Finally, consider why emphasis  can affect T3S. In the present analysis, 
the reason is straightforward: emphasis is stress, which affects foot structure, 
which in turn affects T3S. The examples in (9) are analysed in (51) and (52).

(51) ‘want to buy stocks’
 want buy stock
  <x>              x
 [xiang [mai gu-piao]]
   3          3    (3     4)      Foot cycle 1 (based on phrasal stress)
   3          3    (3     4)      T3S cycle 1 (no effect)
  (3          3)  (3      4)      Foot cycle 2 (for free words)
  (2             3)  (3        4) T3S cycle 2

(52) ‘want to BUY stocks’
 want BUY stock
                x      x
 [xiang [MAI gu-piao]]
   3          3     (3     4)      Foot cycle 1
   3          3     (3     4)      T3S cycle 1 (no effect)
   3         (3      3     4)      Foot cycle 2
   3         (2      3     4)      T3S cycle 2
   V        (2      3     4)      T3S cycle 3

In (51), the disyllabic object forms a foot. In [mai gu-piao], gu-piao should 
have more stress, which is already true. In [xiang [mai gu-piao]], [mai gu-
piao] should have more stress, which is also already true. Now the fi rst 
two words are free, so they can form another foot, and after T3S the result 
is 2-3-3-4. In (52), gu-piao forms a foot on the fi rst cycle. Emphasis then 
puts stress on mai, and because it is monosyllabic, the stress on gu should 
be deleted (assuming that emphatic stress is stronger than other stress). 
The result is one foot, and cyclic T3S gives V-2-3-4. It is also possible that 
mai forms a foot with an empty beat  since it is at a major syntactic bound-
ary; this is shown in (53).



(53) ‘want to BUY stocks’
 want BUY stock
                x       x
 [xiang [MAI  gu-piao]]
   3       (3  Ø)  (3     4)      Feet
   3       (3  Ø)  (3     4)      T3S cycle 1 (no effect)
   3       (2  Ø)  (3     4)      T3S cycle 2
   V      (2  Ø)   (3     4)      T3S cycle 3

On the fi rst T3S cycle, there is no change. On the second cycle, MAI is not 
a full foot, so T3S applies again and changes it to T2. On the third cycle 
we get V-2-3-4, which is the same as that in (52).

We have seen that although both the stress-insensitive foot analysis 
and the present one build feet, they offer different foot structures in some 
expressions. We now ask which analysis offers better foot structures. There 
are three arguments for the present analysis: (1) the present foot structures 
are more consistent with independent stress judgements, such as those 
given by Chao  (1968) and Hoa  (1983); (2) the present foot structures are 
consistent with those in the analysis of the word-length problem (Chapter 
7) and the word-order problem (Chapter 8); (3) the present foot structures 
are consistent with the analysis of tone sandhi in some other Chinese dia-
lects, such as Nantong  (Ao  1993) and Shanghai  (Duanmu  1999a), where 
foot boundaries are clearly marked by tonal domains. For example, take the 
expression in (54) (# indicates a foot boundary).

(54) [[Lao Li] [mai jiu]] ‘Old Li buys wine.’
 Lao Li # mai jiu   Chen  (2000), Shih  (1997)
 Lao Li # mai # jiu  Present analysis
 Lao Li # mai # jiu Shanghai and Nantong

The stress-insensitive foot analysis predicts that the last two syllables 
form a foot, but the present analysis predicts that they do not. The data in 
Shanghai and Nantong support the present analysis.

11 . 6 .  S U M M A RY

I have presented the facts of T3S and discussed three analyses: the tree-only 
analysis , the stress-insensitive foot analysis , and my own analysis, which 
is based on metrical feet. The tree-only analysis can account for some 
alternative patterns but cannot explain why expressions of the same tree 
structure and input tones can have different output patterns. In  addition, 
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it cannot explain why emphasis can affect T3S. The stress-insensitive foot 
analysis can account for a lot more facts, but it still has several problems: 
it attributes alternative patterns to speed of speech, which is a questionable 
claim (see Shih  1997: 85); it must assume clitics; its feet are incompatible 
with regular metrical feet; and it is unclear why emphasis should create a 
foot boundary.

My analysis is based on metrical feet that are determined by stress, 
which in turn is determined by the Information-Stress Principle  (Chapter 6), 
which governs both Nonhead Stress  and emphatic stress. T3S then applies 
cyclically from each foot. The present analysis has several merits. First, it 
need not assume clitics. Second, it need not link alternative patterns to dif-
ferent tempos of speech. Third, it explains why T3S is sensitive to empha-
sis: since emphasis is stress, it can affect foot boundaries, which in turn 
affects T3S. Fourth, the present analysis assumes regular foot structures. 
Finally, the foot structures are independently supported by evidence from 
other Chinese dialects.



12

Rhythm in Poetry

1 2 . 1 .  W H AT  I S  R H Y T H M  I N  P O E T RY ?

In this chapter I use ‘poem’ to refer to a set of two or more lines that 
sound rhythmic to native speakers. As an example, consider the poem 
 ‘Returning Home’ in (1), written by the Tang poet He Zhizhang 
(659–744). The word-for-word gloss is on the right and my translation is 
under the Chinese text.
(1) shao-xiao li jia lao-da hui young leave home old return
 xiang yin wu gai bin-mao shuai native accent no change hair fade
 er-tong xiang-jian bu xiang-shi children see not recognize
 xiao wen ke cong he-chu lai smile ask guest from where come
 ‘I left home young and return old
 My native accent unchanged, but my hair fading
 Children see me but do not recognize me
 They smile and ask, “Guest, where are you from?” ’

The poem sounds rhythmic to modern native speakers (regardless of how 
it sounded in the past, although I assume it must have sounded good, too). 
The question is why. Several considerations quickly come to mind, given 
in (2), where A is an A-tone; B is a B-tone; R is a rhyming syllable; and 
X is any syllable.
(2) Line length:  Each line has seven syllables.
 Rhyming:  Even lines rhyme on the last syllable.
 Tonal pattern:  Tones alternate in a specifi c way as follows:
  XBXAXBX
  XAXBXAR
  XAXBXAX
  XBXAXBR

The fi rst two considerations need no elaboration. The tonal alternation is 
a special requirement for certain Tang poems, which is often discussed 



in the literature. In simple terms, lexical tones are divided into two types, 
A (called Ping ‘level’ in Chinese) and B (called Ze ‘defl ected’ in Chinese). 
Some positions in a poem require A, some require B, and some can be 
either tone. The required pattern for the given poem is as given above, 
which the poem satisfi es. To test which of the factors play a role, I changed 
the second and fourth lines (both are still grammatical), shown in (3), and 
the poem does not sound rhythmic any more.

(3) shao-xiao li jia # lao-da hui young leave home # old return
 yin ru jiu # fa-mao quan shuai accent as before # hair all fade
 er-tong xiang-jian # bu xiang-shi children see # not recognize
 wen ke-ren # he-chu er-lai ask guest # where come
 Length/Tone/Rhyming Syntax?
 XBXAXBX 4-3
 XAXBXAR 3-4
 XAXBXAX 4-3
 XBXAXBR 3-4

The line length, tonal pattern, and rhyming are the same in (3) and (1). So 
none of them explains why (1) is rhythmic, or why (3) is not. It can be noted 
though that the lines have different locations of a major syntactic break, 
shown by #. In particular, the break splits the seven syllables into 4-3 for the 
fi rst and third lines in (3) but 3-4 for the second and fourth lines. So perhaps 
the inconsistency of the syntactic break is the reason for the lack of rhythm 
in (3). But now consider (4), where I changed the fi rst and third lines (both 
still being grammatical). The poem still does not sound rhythmic.

(4) wo yuan li jia # lao zai hui I far leave home # old then return
 xiang yin wu gai # bin-mao shuai native accent no change # hair fade
 tong xiang-jian hou # bu xiang-shi children see after # not recognize
 xiao wen ke # cong he-chu lai smile ask guest # from where come
 Length/Tone/Rhyming Syntax?
 XBXAXBX 4-3
 XAXBXAR 4-3
 XAXBXAX 4-3
 XBXAXBR 3-4

There is no problem with line length, tonal pattern, or rhyming in (4). In 
addition, the changed lines (fi rst and third) are both 4-3 with regard to 
major syntactic breaks, as the original fi rst and third lines are. So syntax 
cannot explain why (4) is non-rhythmic after all. Indeed, the fourth line in 
(4) is the original one, yet its syntax is 3-4. This means that 3-4 can pair 
with 4-3 in a rhythmic poem, as in the original (1), and syntax cannot be a 
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deciding factor. Therefore, we still do not understand why (1) is rhythmic 
and why (3) and (4) are not.

Modern verse presents the same problem. Consider the lines in (5), 
which sound rhythmic, and those in (6), which do not. The two pairs of 
lines differ only in one syllable in the second line, which is underlined.

(5) deng wo zheng-dao da qian shi wait I make big money time
 mai liang qi-che # song-gei ni buy a car # give you
 ‘Wait till the time I make big money
 I’ll buy a car to give you.’

(6) deng wo zheng-dao da qian shi wait I make big money time
 mai xin qi-che # song-gei ni buy new car # give you

In modern poems, there is no requirement on tonal patterns. In addition, 
there is no difference in rhyming, line length, or major syntactic breaks 
between (5) and (6). Therefore, none of the factors explains why (5) is 
rhythmic but (6) is not.

A person with some knowledge of English poetry might suggest that we 
have overlooked an important factor, namely, stress. Should that not be the fi rst 
thing to consider? Surprisingly, other than Duanmu  (2004), no previous work 
on Chinese poetry has offered an account of rhythm in terms of stress. There is 
a good reason for the lack of discussion on stress in Chinese poetry. In English, 
poetic meter is indeed based on stress, but it is usually based on word stress. In 
addition, Kiparsky  (1977) argues that monosyllables are not marked with word 
stress, so they can be used in any position. If so, most Chinese poems ought to 
be rhythmic because most Chinese words are monosyllables, but clearly the 
prediction is incorrect. It is worth noting, too, that stress judgement  in Chinese 
can be hard to obtain, and confusion is not uncommon. For example, Chen  
(1979) suggests that the rhythm of Tang poems is (WS)(WS) …, where S is a 
strong position, W a weak position, and (WS) a foot. However, D. Liu  (1927), 
a poet himself, suggests that the same poems are (SW)(SW) … instead. In 
summary, Chinese speakers have a good judgement on whether a poem is 
rhythmic or not, but the explanation for the judgement is far from obvious.

1 2 . 2 .  I S  R H Y T H M  D E T E R M I N E D  B Y 
T H E  S Y N TA C T I C  T R E E ?

L. Wang  (1958) offers an extensive discussion of prosody in clas-
sic  Chinese verse, but his main focus is on tonal requirements. D. Liu  
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(1927) and Schlepp  (1980) propose that the rhythm in Chinese poems is 
(SW)(SW) …, but they offer no discussion on why some poems are rhyth-
mic and some are not.

A more serious proposal is offered by Chen  (1979, 1980). He argues 
that whereas English rhythm is based on stress, Chinese rhythm is based 
on tone and a match between the syntactic tree and the prosodic tree. 
The tonal requirement applies only to one style of classic poetry. The 
tree-matching requirement should apply to all poems. The idea of tree-
matching is illustrated in (7) with a seven-syllable line.

(7) Prosody–syntax match (Chen 1979)

Line:

Half-lines:

Feet

Syllables:
Shorthand:

Syntax:

L

HL

F F F

HL

S S S S S S S
[[[S S][S S]][S S S]]

[[[S S][S S]][S S S]]

Chen assum es that the prosody of a line consists of a hierarchy of four 
categories which are organized in a tree or, equivalently, in layered 
brackets. A similar view has been expressed more recently by Golston 
(1998 ) and Golston and R iad (2005 ). Chen furth er proposes that, for 
a line to be rhythmic, its syntactic brackets should match the prosodic 
brackets.

To check whether the theory works, Chen (1979 ) examined 100 lines of 
Tang poems, which all sound rhythmic to modern speakers. The result is 
mixed. On the positive side, about 50 per cent of the lines show a perfect 
prosody–syntax match, which seems to support the claim that the 
perfect syntax is [[2 2] 3]. On the downside, Chen’s ana lysis predicts that 
the other 50 per cent of the lines should sound marginal or non-rhythmic, 
but the prediction is not borne out.

To account for the problem, Chen sugge sts that the rhythm of a line 
need not be perfect. Instead, rhythm is gradient and measurable. In par-
ticular, a perfect line should show a perfect syntax–prosody match. The 
next best line should have just one pair of mismatched brackets. The third 
best line should have just two pairs of mismatched brackets. And so on. 
Chen shows  that in his corpus it is indeed true that the more mismatches a 
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line has, the less frequently it occurs. However, there is no evidence from 
speaker judgement that lines with mismatches are less rhythmic. In any 
case, the claim that 50 per cent of the lines in Tang poems are rhythmi-
cally defective seems highly unlikely, because Tang poems are considered 
to be among the best in Chinese literature, and most of them still sound 
perfectly rhythmic to modern speakers.

Perhaps Chen’s cor pus was too small. In order to check how his theory 
works for a larger corpus, I coded 231 poems by hand (Duanmu 2004) , 
with a total of 1,460 lines, from the popular Anthology of 300 Tang Poems. 
117 of the poems have fi ve syllables per line, and 114 of the poems have 
seven syllables per line. The results do not seem to support Chen’s the ory. 
Consider the data in (8), from seven-syllable lines.
(8) Pattern Tree Freq. % Mismatches
  1 [[2 2][1 2]] 215 32.0% 0
  2 [[2 2][2 1]] 119 17.7% 0
  3 [2 [1 [1 [2 1]]]] 63 9.4% 2
  4 [2 [2 [1 2]]] 47 7.0% 1
  5 [[1 [1 2]][1 2]] 43 6.4% 1
  6 [1 [1 [2 [1 2]]]] 26 3.9% 2
 18 [[[2 2] 1] 2] 2 0.3% 1
 19 [[[2 2] 2] 1] 2 0.3% 1
 26 [2 [[2 2] 1]] 2 0.3% 2

As in Chen’s own  corpus, only patterns 1 and 2 are perfect, which cover 
50 per cent of the lines. In addition, pattern 3 has two mismatches, yet it 
is more frequent than patterns 4, 5, 18, and 19, which have only one mis-
match. Moreover, although patterns 3 and 26 both have two mismatches, 
one occurs 63 times while the other just two.

In conclusion, there does not seem to be a direct relation between the 
 frequency of a line type and the match (or mismatch) between its syntax 
and the proposed prosodic tree. In addition, there is no evidence that 
50 per cent of the lines in Tang poems are rhythmically bad. Finally, there 
is no evidence that less frequent line types are rhythmically worse than 
more frequent ones.

1 2 . 3 .  S T R E S S  PAT T E R N ,  T E M P L AT E ,  A N D  
T H E I R  M A P P I N G

In this section I offer a theory of poetic rhythm in terms of stress. I argue 
that the model for English can be applied to Chinese as well. I also argue 
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that whereas word stress plays the major role in English poetry, it is phrasal 
stress that is the key to the understanding of rhythm in Chinese poetry.

Following Halle and K eyser (1971 ), most generative models on poetic 
meter assume three elements (Kiparsky 1975,  1977; Hayes 1989b ; Golston 
1998;  Rice 2000;  Fabb 2002;  Golston and R iad 2005) , which are given in (9).

(9) Template for a poem (e.g. SWSWSWS);
 stress pattern of a line;
 stress-template mapping.

The  template is an  ideal form for each type of poem; it is made of a string 
of S and W positions, where S is strong and W is weak. If we tap every 
other syllable, S positions are where taps can fall, and W positions are 
where taps cannot fall.

The stress pattern of a line is determined by rules for word stress and 
phrasal stress. For Chinese I will assume the rules discussed in Chapter 6.

According to Halle and K eyser (1971 : 169), the most important map-
ping requirement between the stress pattern of a line and the template is 
gi ven in (10) and (11). For ease of exposition, I have slightly modifi ed the 
original wording.

(10) Each stress maximum in a  line must fi ll an S position in the template.

(11)  Stress maximum: A stressed syllable not next to a stressed syllable

Requirement (10) holds for stressed syllables only, and there is no cor-
responding requirement for unstressed syllables to fi ll just W positions. 
In other words, unstressed syllables are allowed to fi ll either S or W posi-
tions. It is also possible to omit (11) and simplify (10). In particular, if we 
assume that a foot must always be binary, there will be no adjacent stressed 
syllables, and every stressed syllable is a stress maximum. Therefore, we 
can state the requirement on stress-template mapping in (1 2).

(12) Stress-template mapping
 Each  stressed syllable in a line must fi ll an S position in the template. Each 

W position in the template must be fi lled by an unstressed syllable.

In (13) I show a sample template and t hree sample lines to illustrate 
the stress-template mapping. I us e X for a stressed syllable and x for an 
unstressed one. The syllable of interest in line 2 and 3 are underlined.

(13) Template: S W S W S
 Line 1: X x X x X Good
 Line 2: X x x x X Good (x can be in S)
 Line 3: x X x x X Bad (X in W)
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Both line 1 and line 2 are good, but line 3 is bad because the second  syllable 
is stressed yet it is in a W position.

Let us now consider the analysis of some poems we saw earlier. First, 
consider (1), analysed in (14). Based on tapping, I assume that the tem-
plate of th is poem is SWSWSWS.

(14) Template: S W S W S W S
 Line 1: X  x X  x X  x X
 Line 2: X  x X  x X  x X
 Line 3: X  x X  x x  x X
 Line 4: X  x X  x X  x X
 shao-xiao li jia lao-da hui young leave home old return
 xiang yin wu gai bin-mao shuai native accent no change hair fade
 er-tong xiang-jian bu xiang-shi children see not recognize
 xiao wen ke cong he-chu lai smile ask guest from where come

Let me go through the example in detail. Recall that a disyllabic unit can 
be xX in fi nal position but Xx in non-fi nal positions (Chapter 6). In line 1, 
‘young’ and ‘old’ are disyllabic and non-fi nal, and so their stress is Xx. In 
‘leave home’, ‘home’ can be assigned phrasal stress if it is fi nal, but here 
it is followed by a stressed syllable. Therefore, ‘home’ cannot carry the 
phrasal stress because it cannot form a binary foot. Instead, ‘leave home’ 
can be treated as a disyllabic compound (owing to Foot Shelter), who se 
stress is Xx. Alternatively, ‘leave home’ can remain as unstressed words 
xx, without phrasal stress, in which case they can still fi ll SW. Finally, 
‘return’ is line-fi nal and can form a foot with an empty beat, and  so it is X 
(or XØ, strictly speaking).

In line 2, ‘native accent’, ‘no change’, and ‘hair’ are all disyllabic, and 
so they are all Xx. The fi nal syllable ‘fade’ is X, because it can form a foot 
with an empty beat.

In l ine 3, ‘children’ and ‘see’ are disyllabic, so both are Xx. The word 
‘not’ is probably a syntactic head (of a negative phrase), so it has no phrasal 
stress. Finally, the disyllabic ‘recognize’ is in fi nal position and can have 
the stress pattern xX.

In line 4, if ‘smile’ is an adverbial, it has phrasal stress; otherwise it can 
be unstressed. In ‘ask guest’, ‘guest’ has phrasal stress and can form a foot 
with ‘from’, which has no stress. The object of ‘from’, ‘where’ has phrasal 
stress and can be Xx. Finally, ‘come’ is line-fi nal and can form a foot with 
an empty beat, and  so it is X. An examination of the stress patterns shows 
that all of them can map to the template.

Next consider the four lines I revised for the poem in (1). The stress 
pattern of the fi rst line is shown in (15), against the template for (1). For 
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ease of reading I have underlined the offending position in the stress line, 
namely, a stressed syllable X that is aligned with W. I have also underlined 
syntactic nonheads that receive phrasal stress. The subject ‘I’ is a pronoun 
and has no phrasal stress even though it is a syntactic nonhead.
(15) Template: S W S W S W S
 Stress: x  X x  x X  x X
 wo yuan li jia lao zai hui
 I far leave home old then return
 ‘I left home far behind and return in old age’

The words ‘home’ and ‘old’ are both syntactic nonheads, but they cannot 
both have phrasal stress because ‘home’ cannot form a binary foot, unless 
a pause is introduced after ‘home’. Thus, only ‘old’ has phrasal stress. The 
line is bad because there is an offending syllable ‘far’, which is an adver-
bial and has phrasal stress, but it is in W.

Let  us turn now to the second line I revised for the poem in (1). The 
stress pattern is shown in (16), against the template for (1).
(16) Template: S W S W S W S
 Stress: X  x x  X x  x X
 yin ru jiu fa-mao quan shuai
 accent as before hair all fade
 ‘My accent is as before, but my hair has all faded.’

This line also has an offending word ‘hair’, which has the stress pattern 
Xx, yet it fi lls WS, which violates stress-template mapping. We a lso note 
that ‘before’ and ‘hair’ are adjacent and cannot both carry phrasal stress, 
because ‘before’ cannot form a binary foot, unless a pause is introduced 
after it. Indeed, even if the line is not used in a poem, it sounds bad unless 
there is a pause after ‘before’. Finally, in ‘all fade’, ‘all’ is an adverbial 
and can have phrasal stress. If it does, it creates another violation of stress-
template mapping, because it is in W. Alternatively, ‘all fade’ can be 
treated as a disyllabic word, which can be xX in a pre-pause position.

The third line I revised for the poem in (1) is shown in (17).
(17) Tong xiang-jian hou bu xiang-shi.
 children see after not recognize
 ‘After the children see me, they do not recognize me.’

This line is phonologically bad even if it is not used in a poem. The 
 problem is in the fi rst two words. The verb ‘see’ is disyllabic and has 
the word stress pattern Xx. The subject ‘children’ is a syntactic nonhead 
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and has phrasal stress, but because the next syllable is stressed, ‘chil-
dren’ cannot carry phrasal stress, because it cannot form a binary foot, 
unless a pause is introduced after it. In fact, because ‘children’ has a 
disyllabic pseudo-compound er-tong, the monosyllabic tong should be 
avoided in this environment (Chapter 7).

The analysis of the fourth line is shown in (18), against the template 
for ( 1).

(18) Template: S W S W S W S
 Stress: x  X x  X x  x X
 wen ke-ren he-chu er-lai
 ask guest where come
 ‘They ask the guest, “Where are you from?” ’

The two syntactic nonheads ‘guest’ and ‘where’ both have phrasal stress 
and each can form a foot. This creates two stressed syllables in W posi-
tions, which violates stress-template mapping.

We n ow return to the lines in (19), which are rhythmic, and the analysis 
shows the same. The syntactic nonheads are underlined.

(19) Template: S W S W S W S
 Line 1: x  x X  x X  x X
 Line 2: x  x X  x X  x X
 deng wo zheng-dao da qian shi wait I make big money time
 mai liang qi-che song-gei ni buy a car give you
 ‘Wait till I make big money.
 I’ll buy a car for you.’

In line 1, the pronoun ‘I’ has no phrasal stress. In the compound ‘big 
money’, ‘big’ has phrasal stress. The disyllabic ‘make’ is also a foot and 
has word stress on the fi rst syllable. Finally, ‘time’ has stress because it 
can form a foot with an empty beat. In l ine 2, ‘car’ is the syntactic non-
head of the classifi er phrase, whose head is ‘liang’, and ‘you’ can form a 
foot with the empty beat. Thus, both lines match the given template. Now 
consider the lines in (20), which do not sound rhythmic. They differ from 
those in (19) only in the second syllable of line 2.

(20) Template: S W S W S W S
 Line 1: x  x X  x X  x X
 Line 2: x  X x  x X  x X
 deng wo zheng-dao da qian shi wait I make big money time
 mai xin qi-che song-gei ni buy new car give you
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In line 2, ‘new’ has phrasal stress. If it overrides the word stress in ‘car’, 
which is what happens in actual pronunciation, then we have a violation 
of stress-template mapping , because ‘new’ is stressed but in W.

I have shown how stress accounts for the rhythmic patterns in several 
examples. It can be shown, too, that under the same analysis, over 99 per 
cent of the 1,460 lines (from 231 Tang poems) in the corpus of Duanmu  
(2004) are rhythmic. The result agrees well with the fact that most of the 
poems sound perfectly rhythmic to modern speakers.

1 2 . 4 .  I S  I T  E A S I E R  TO  C R E AT E  P O E M S 
I N  C H I N E S E  ?

The analysis that over 99 per cent of the lines in Tang poems are perfectly 
rhythmic may seem unbelievably optimistic from the viewpoint of the 
English verse tradition, in which there is a general agreement that, apart 
from nursery rhymes perhaps, verse lines are often imperfect. For exam-
ple, Golston  (1998) argues that all the rules proposed by Halle  and Key-
ser  (1971) for the stress-template mapping  are violated in Shakespeare’s 
poems. In addition, many native English speakers fi nd it diffi cult to judge 
the rhythm of English verse (thanks to Anthony Brasher and Michael 
Marlo for pointing this out to me), and many verse scholars doubt whether 
there is a clear distinction between rhythmic and non-rhythmic lines (You-
mans  1989). Moreover, verse scholars can disagree on how to interpret a 
poet’s meter (see Kiparsky  1989 for different interpretations of Hopkins’s 
sprung rhythm).

In contrast, it is quite easy to obtain native judgement on whether 
a Chinese poem is rhythmic or not, be it classic or modern, and I am 
not aware of any serious dispute among Chinese scholars on such 
 judgement.

It would be useful if an experiment is conducted on how much agree-
ment English speakers have on the rhythm of various English poems, and 
how much agreement Chinese speakers have on the rhythm of various 
Chinese poems. For the limited evidence available, it seems that many 
English poems are not perfectly rhythmic while most Chinese poems are 
rhythmic. If this is the case, we must ask why. The answer, it seems to me, 
lies in the fact that English words have fi xed length, whereas most Chi-
nese words have fl exible length (see ‘the dual vocabulary ’ in Chapter 7). 
The absence of fl exible word length creates several diffi culties for making 
poems in English, shown in (21).
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(21) Diffi culties with fi xed-length words in English .
 (a)  Some words have initial stress, such as Canada, Mexico, and lion, 

which do not fi t templates that start with WS …
 (b)  Some words have non-initial stress, such as Chicago, America, and 

tomorrow, which do not fi t templates that start with SW …
 (c)  Some words contain XxxX, such as fortifi cation and Mediterranean, 

which do not fi t templates that contain … SWSW …
 (d )  Some words contain XxX, such as revolution and compensation, which 

do not fi t templates that contain … SWWSWW …

In contrast, the availability of fl exible word length in Chinese offers vari-
ous ways out of diffi cult situations, such as those in (22), where X is a 
stressed syllable and x an unstressed one.
(22) Uses of fl exible word length in Chinese. 
 (a) Word in W without phrasal stress: just fi ne.
 (b)  Word in S without phrasal stress: just fi ne, because S does not require 

X; however, using a disyllabic word Xx can fi ll the S with X.
 (c)  Word in W with phrasal stress: use a disyllabic form for the previous 

word, so that the current word is pushed to the next position, which is S.
 (d ) Word in S with phrasal stress: just fi ne.

In summary, it seems to be a lot easier to make rhythmic poems in Chinese 
than in English. The difference can be attributed to the fact that most Eng-
lish words have fi xed length but most Chinese words have fl exible length.

It is also interesting to observe that the use of poems is more prevalent 
in Chinese than in English culture. For example, many texts in traditional 
Chinese schools used to be written in rhythmic lines; traditional civil ser-
vice exams used to include poetry composition. Couplet matching and 
poem making used to be a popular entertainment activity in literary cir-
cles. Often at critical moments people were judged by their poetic skills, 
such as the selection of an heir to a religious sect, or whether someone 
with a capital offense should be pardoned. In modern Chinese society, the 
use of poems is just as widespread. For example, government documents 
and policies often contain or are summarized in rhythmic lines. Temples, 
tombs, gateways, parks, and other monuments are decorated with poems. 
Enter a Chinese family, and you will likely see poems in prominent posi-
tions. Indeed, a custom composed poem is a popular choice as a valued 
present. Finally, humorous or satirical poems are constantly produced 
and refi ned by the population, and their circulation is a favourite pastime 
among many Chinese people. All this seems conspicuously lacking 
in America—it could be a difference in culture or a difference in the 
 fl exibility of word length.
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1 2 . 5 .  T E M P L AT E  T Y P O L O G Y

Every language probably has several types of template, or rhythmic pat-
tern in poetry. In this section I review some template types in modern 
Chinese poems. All the examples are by anonymous authors and collected 
from open online sources. Sometimes a poem may appear in different ver-
sions, such as different words, different line length, or different number of 
lines. We will see an example below.

There is no poem in which each line has just one or two syllables. Also, 
there is no poem that has just one line. The reason seems to have to do with 
the nature of rhythm, which is stress alternation and repetition. A minimal 
stress alternation is a foot, a repetition of a foot is a line, and a repetition of a 
line or template is a poem. Therefore, I defi ne the line and the poem in (23).

(23) Defi nitions  
 A line is the repetition of a foot.
 A template  is the rhythmic pattern of a line.
 A poem is the repetition of a template.

The defi nitions predict that there are poems with three syllables per line, 
which is true. Given the requirement that a foot must be binary, we also 
predict that there is only one possible template for three-syllable lines, 
which is (SW)(SØ). The prediction is borne out as far as I know.

For poems with four syllables per line, there are three possible tem-
plates, shown in (24), where I have included foot boundaries and the 
empty beat .

(24) Template types  for four-syllable lines
 (SW)(SW)
 (SW)W(SØ)
 W(SW)(SØ)

An example of (SW)(SW) is shown in (25), where le is an aspectual par-
ticle. Since all the lines have the same stress pattern, only one stress line 
is shown.

(25) Template: (S W)(S W)
 Lines 1–4:   X  x  X  x
 ji-gou he le departments merge ASP

 dui-wu kan le troops cut ASP

 bian-zhi jian le size reduce ASP

 ren-xin san le person-heart disperse ASP
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 ‘Departments were merged
 Troops were cut
 Size was reduced
 People’s loyalty dispersed.’

Each line starts with a disyllabic word, whose stress is Xx. The fi nal par-
ticle is the head of an infl ectional phrase or tense phrase, and the verb is its 
nonhead. Therefore it forms a foot with the verb with the stress Xx. Next 
consider (SW)W(SØ), exemplifi ed in (26).

(26) Template: (S W) W (S Ø)
 Lines 1–4:  X  x  x  X Ø
 da-dan de chi fearless -ly eat
 xiao-xin de na careful -ly take
 jin-shen de you cautious -ly tour
 mi-mi de wan secret -ly play
 ‘Fearlessly eat
 Carefully take
 Cautiously tour
 Secretly play’

Each line starts with a disyllabic word whose stress is Xx. The third syl-
lable is probably the head of a functional phrase; in any case it has no 
stress. The fi nal syllable is the nonhead of ‘-ly’ and has phrasal stress, and 
it can form a foot with an empty beat .

Next consider the template  W(SW)(SØ). I have not come across an 
example, but have made one up, shown in (27), which seems to be quite 
acceptable as far as rhythm is concerned.

(27) Template: W  (S W) (S Ø)
 Lines 1–4:  x X  x X Ø
 dai Shanghai biao ‘Wear Shanghai watch’
 qi Menggu ma ‘Ride Mongolian horse’
 he Sichuan jiu ‘Drink Sichuan liquor’
 chi Guangdong cai ‘Eat Cantonese food’

In each line, the trisyllabic object has the stress pattern XxXØ. The verb is 
the syntactic head and has no phrasal stress.

Sometimes a poem can fi t two templates. An example is shown in (28).

(28) Template: (S W) W (S Ø) (S W) (S W)
 Lines 1–4:   X  x  x  X Ø  X  x  X  x
 dou shuo bu bian all say no change
 you xia wen-jian again issue document
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 gang-gang xue hui just learn well
 you shuo bu dui again say not right
 ‘You all say it won’t change
 Again you issue a new document
 We have just understood it
 Again you say the document is incorrect.’

In each line, the fi rst two syllables are Xx, either because they are a disyl-
labic word, or because the fi rst syllable is an adverbial and has phrasal 
stress. In line 1 and 4, the last syllable is the syntactic nonhead of a ‘nega-
tion phrase’, and in line 3 the last syllable is the syntactic nonhead of a 
verb-complement structure; so the last two syllables can be xX in these 
lines. In line 2 the last two syllables are a disyllabic word, which can 
be xX in fi nal position. Thus, all the lines can be XxxXØ and map to 
(SW)W(SØ). Alternatively, the last two syllables can be treated as a disyl-
labic word and take the stress pattern Xx, and so the lines can be XxXx 
and can map to (SW)(SW).

Let us now consider poems with fi ve syllables per line. There are six 
possible templates, shown in (29).

(29) Template types  for fi ve-syllable lines
 (SW)(SW)(SØ)
 (SW)(SW)W
 (SW)W(SW)
 W(SW)W(SØ)
 W(SW)(SW)
 (SW)WW(SØ)

An example of (SW)(SW)(SØ) is shown in (30).

(30) Template: (S W) (S W) (S Ø)
 Lines 1–4:  X  x  X  x  X Ø
 chun-tian li-yu fei spring carp fat
 xia xiang he liang bei go-to country drink some cup
 qiu-tian pang-xie xian autumn crab fresh
 xia xiang jie-jie chan go-to country treat craving
 ‘In spring carps are fat
 Let’s go to the countryside and have some drinks
 In autumn crabs are fresh
 Let’s go to the countryside and treat our craving appetite.’

In line 1 and 3, each disyllabic word has the stress pattern Xx, and the 
fi nal syllable can form a foot with an empty beat . In line 2, the fi rst two 
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 syllables can be treated as a disyllabic word, which will be Xx. The 
verb ‘drink’ has no phrasal stress. The indefi nite quantifi er ‘some’ is 
unstressed, probably because it is the head of a determiner or quantifi er 
phrase. The fi nal syllable ‘cup’ has phrasal stress and can form a foot 
with an empty beat. In line 4, the fi rst two syllables are the same as in 
line 2. The disyllabic verb ‘treat’ is Xx, and the object ‘craving’ has 
phrasal stress and forms a foot with an empty beat. Thus, all lines can 
map to the template.

Next, consider (SW)(SW)W. I have not come across an example, but it 
is easy to create one for this template. The one in (31) was made by me. 
The last two syllables are both aspect markers.

(31) Template: (S W) (S W) W
 Lines 1–3:  X  x  X  x  x
 xiao-shuo du guo le novel read ASP ASP

 dian-ying kan guo le movie see ASP ASP

 yin-yue ting guo le music hear ASP ASP

 ‘I have read the novel
 I have seen the movie
 I have listened to the music.’

In all the lines, the fi rst word is a disyllabic foot. The aspect markers are 
heads of some infl ectional or tense phrases and the verb is their nonhead. 
Therefore, the verb has phrasal stress and the aspects do not, and all lines 
are XxXxx.

An example of (SW)W(SW) is shown in (32), where de means some-
thing like ‘the one that is …’.

(32) Template: (S W) W (S W)
 Lines 1–4:  X  x  x  X  x
 ding de shi piao-zi aim DE is money
 mou de shi fang-zi seek DE is house
 bao de shi wei-zi protect DE is position
 wei de shi hai-zi serve DE is child
 ‘What is aimed at is money
 What is sought after is a house
 What is protected is one’s position
 The person this is for is one’s child.’

In all lines, de is the head of a nominal structure and the preceding verb is 
its nonhead, so the verb has phrasal stress and de does not. The verb ‘is’ is 
the head of a verb phrase and has no phrasal stress, and its object has the 
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stress pattern Xx in the given cases, because the second syllable is a light 
syllable.

Next, consider W(SW)W(SØ). An example is shown in (33).

(33) Template: W (S W) W (S Ø)
 Lines 1–4:  x  X  x  x  X Ø
 pa xiaojie you bing fear girl has disease
 pa qingren huai yun fear lover get pregnant
 pa qunzhong xie xin fear public write letter
 pa laopo zi jin fear wife self end
 ‘They fear the girls (they meet) have sexual diseases
 They fear their lovers would get pregnant
 They fear the public would write complaint letters
 They fear their wives would commit suicide.’

The same pattern can be seen in the constructed example in (34). This is 
the same poem I used earlier, except that I added de between the last two 
words of each line, so that the nominal now means ‘N’s N’, instead of a 
compound [N N].

(34) Template: W (S W) W (S Ø)
 Lines 1–4:  x  X  x  x  X Ø
 dai Shanghai de biao ‘Wear Shanghai’s watch’
 qi Menggu de ma ‘Ride Mongolia’s horse’
 he Sichuan de jiu ‘Drink Sichuan’s liquor’
 chi Guangdong de cai ‘Eat Canton’s food’

In all lines, the verb has no phrasal stress, nor does de, which serves as the 
head of a possessive phrase. The disyllabic noun is Xx and the fi nal noun 
forms a foot with an empty beat .

The example in (35) shows W(SW)(SW)

(35) Template: W (S W) (S W)
 Lines 1–4:  x  X  x  X  x
 jian wen-ti bi yan see problem close eye
 jian chao-piao hong yan see money red eye
 jian xuan-ju sha yan see election shock eye
 ‘Seeing problems the eyes are closed
 Seeing money the eyes are green
 Seeing election results the eyes are shocked.’

In each line the fi rst verb has no phrasal stress, and the disyllabic noun is 
Xx. The last two syllables are VO, where phrasal stress should go to O. 
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However, since the lines are parallel, the verb has contrastive stress, and 
therefore the last two syllables are Xx.

Finally, consider (SW)WW(SØ). An example is shown in (36), where 
the line-fi nal rhyme [-anr] is realized as [-aɚ].

(36) Template: (S W) W W (S Ø)
 Lines 1–4:  X  x  x  x  X Ø
 huai dandan dang guanr bad egg be offi cial
 men dandan shang banr stupid egg go-to work
 jing dandan bai tanr smart egg start business
 hun dandan tou qianr aimless egg steal money
 ‘Bad guys are offi cials
 Stupid guys go to work
 Smart guys start a business
 Aimless guys steal money.’

One can easily construct more examples of (SW)WW(SØ). An example 
is shown in (37).

(37) Template: (S W) W W (S Ø)
 Lines 1–2:  X  x  x  x  X Ø
 wan guo de ren duo play ASP DE person many
 ying guo de ren shao win ASP DE person few
 ‘Those who played are many
 Those who won are few.’

As I discussed earlier, some poems fi t two different templates. The same 
is true for poems with fi ve syllables per line—an example is shown in 
(38), which is another version of the one we saw in (28). The version in 
(38) has an extra aspect marker at the end of each line, as well as a few 
different words (e.g. ‘policy’ for ‘document’)

(38) Template: (S W) W (S W) (S W) (S W) W
 Lines 1–4:  X  x  x  X  x  X  x  X  x  x
 shuo hao bu bian le say fi nal no change ASP

 you lai zheng-ce le again come policy ASP

 zheng-ce xue tou le policy learn thorough ASP

 you shuo bu gan le again say not do ASP

 ‘You say it is fi nal that there won’t be changes
 Again you issue a new policy
 We have learned the policy thoroughly
 Again you say we won’t implement it.’
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The variation again comes from the optional stress pattern of a disyllabic 
unit (here the third and fourth syllables), which can be xX when it is fi nal 
or before a light syllable, which gives (SW)W(SW), or Xx, which gives 
(SW)(SW)W.

As expected, longer lines have even more possible template patterns . 
For lack of space, I do not review them here.

1 2 . 6 .  A P P R O A C H E S  TO  T E M P L AT E  T Y P O L O G Y

A theory of metrical templates should explain which patterns are possible 
and which are not. In this section I discuss three proposals. The fi rst is 
offered by Fabb  (2002) and Fabb  and Halle  (2005). In this approach, a 
template  (or metric structure) is built for a line by a set of rules;  different 
templates are built by different sets of rules. The second approach is offered 
by Golston  (1998) and Golston  and Riad  (2005), according to which tem-
plates are determined by a set of ranked constraints. For illustration, let 
us assume the metrical categories used in Chen , which are shown in (39), 
and the ranked constraints in (40), which are slightly modifi ed from those 
proposed in Golston  and Riad  (2005).

(39) Metrical categories: the syllable, the foot, the half-line, and the line.

(40) Constraints on templates
 Foot-Binarity: the foot must be binary.
 Half-line-Binarity: the half-line must be binary.
 Line-Binarity: the line must be binary.
 Exhaustivity: every metrical category must be dominated by a higher 

 category.
 No-Lapse: Adjacent un-dominated categories are not allowed.

 Ranking
 Foot-Binarity, No-Lapse>>Half-line-Binarity, Line-Binarity, Exhaustivity

According to the given constraints, the ideal template  would be made of 
eight syllables (or seven plus an empty beat ), four feet, and two half-lines. 
On the other hand, all the templates we discussed above would be imper-
fect. In (41) I show the analysis of the perfect template , along with some 
imperfect ones. I use parentheses for foot boundaries, square brackets for 
half-line boundaries, curly brackets for line boundaries, and abbreviations 
for constraint names.
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(41) Ranked constraints

{[(SW)(SW)][(SW)(SW)]}

{[(S)(SW)][(SW)(SW)]}

{[(SW)(SW)][(S∅)]}

{[(SW)][(SW)W]}

{[(SW)W][(SW)]}

{[W(SW)][W(S∅)]}

{[W(SW)(SW)]}

{[WW(SW)(S∅)]}

*

*

*

*

*

**

*

**

**

** **

**

F-B N-L HL-B L-B Exh.

The analysis has three problems. First, it predicts that some real templates 
are imperfect, including all those we saw for four- and fi ve-syllable poems. 
The prediction is purely theory-internal because there is no other evidence, 
such as speaker judgement. Secondly, since every constraint is in principle 
violable, there is no theoretical distinction between possible and impos-
sible templates. And thirdly, it is hard to tell which of the imperfect forms 
are better (or invoke less serious violations) than others. The reason is that 
there is no pre-determined ranking of the constraints, and so every rank-
ing offers a different prediction of which templates are better than others. 
A common answer to this problem is that we can look at statistical fre-
quency and assume that more frequent templates are metrically better than 
less frequent ones (Halle  and Keyser  1971; Kiparsky  1975, 1977; Chen  
1979; Youmans  1989; Golston  1998). Then we can rank the constraints 
accordingly so that frequent templates have less serious violations than 
infrequent ones. However, it is possible that for non-phonological reasons 
some structures are inherently less common and may either occur rarely in 
a corpus or not at all. In other words, there is a fl aw in the common belief 
that ‘patterns found in the corpus are grammatical, while those absent from 
the corpus are ungrammatical’, as Rice  (2000: 330) puts it, where ‘gram-
matical’ means ‘metrical’. The premise assumes that phonology is the 
only factor that affects frequency, that all phonologically good structures 
are equally common, and that any corpus will contain all phonologically 
good structures at equal frequencies. It is similar to saying that ‘all gram-
matical sentences are equally frequent’, ‘less frequent sentences are less 
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grammatical’, and ‘sentences absent from a corpus are ungrammatical’. 
The claim is obviously incorrect and inconsistent with a fundamental 
goal of generative linguistics, which is to account not only for existing 
structures but also for possible new structures (Chomsky  1957).

The third approach, which I argue for, assumes that there is a distinc-
tion between possible and impossible templates. In addition, all occurring 
templates are good; in other words, a template  is either good or bad. The 
key in this analysis is to identify those constraints that are inviolable . 
I suggest that, of the constraints just discussed, only one is relevant, namely, 
Foot-Binarity (obviously, we also need a few other constraints not discussed 
here, such as for a stressed syllable to be heavy). In (42) I show some examples, 
where √ indicates an occurring template , X indicates a bad template , and a ques-
tion mark indicates a non-occurring template  that is theoretically possible.

(42)

F-B

X

Inviolable constraints only

(SW)(SW)(SW)(SW)

(S)(SW)(SW)(SW)

(SW)(SW)

(SW)W(S∅)

(SW)WW(S∅)

W(SW)(S∅)

(SW)(SW)(S∅)

(SW)(SW)W

(SW)W(SW)

W(SW)W(S∅)

WW(SW)(S∅)

W(SW)(SW)

*

?

Given the defi nition that a line has at least two feet, the analysis pre-
dicts that there is only one possible template  for three-syllable lines (not 
shown), three possible templates for four-syllable lines, and at least six 
possible templates for fi ve-syllable lines. A central property of my  analysis 
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is that, because there are fewer constraints, there are many ways to satisfy 
them, so that many templates are equally good. The last template in (42) 
is not found; it seems to violate the constraint No-Lapse. However, No-
Lapse is violated by the pattern (SW)WW(SØ), which occurs anyway. 
In addition, No-Lapse is violated by such  English words as presidency, 
which is (SW)WW. But without No-Lapse, how do we account for the lack 
of WW(SW)(SØ)? I suggest that not all zero-occurrences are due to metri-
cal reasons. In particular, the absence of WW(SW)(SØ) is probably due to 
the fact that Chinese syntax is rarely head-initial, so an expression rarely 
starts with two functional words. Similarly, while (SW)WW(SØ) is found, 
it is not frequent, because it is uncommon to have three adjacent unstressed 
syllables in a sentence, such as a string of three function words, even in 
non-poetry. But it is possible to make up such poems that contain a string of 
three unstressed syllables. A example is shown in (43), made by myself.

(43) Template: W (S W) W W (S W)
 Lines 1–4:  x  X  x  x  x  X  x
 you piao-zi de ren le le have money DE person happy ASP

 you fang-zi de ren ji le have house DE person anxious ASP

 you che-zi de ren duo le have car DE person increase ASP

 you hai-zi de ren shao le have child DE person decrease ASP

 ‘Those who have money are happy
 Those who have houses are anxious
 Those who have cars are increasing
 Those who have children are decreasing’

The fi rst syllable is the head of a verb phrase and has no phrasal stress; the 
third syllable is unstressed because all the disyllabic nouns here are lexi-
cally Xx; the fourth and last syllables have no stress because they are both 
function words; the sixth syllable is stressed because it is the nonhead of an 
aspectual phrase; the fi fth syllable has no stress because it is like a generic 
pronoun ‘one who …’, and because it is before a stressed syllable. Another 
reason for stress to fall on the second and sixth syllables only is that they 
have contrastive stress in the given lines, whereas other syllables do not.

In summary, my analysis seems to be the simplest. It assumes fewer con-
straints (or rules), and correctly predicts possible and impossible patterns.

1 2 . 7 .  T H E  P R O S O D I C  H I E R A R C H Y 

Chen  (1979) proposes that the prosody of a poetic line is organized as a 
hierarchy of categories. Golston  (1998) and Golston  and Riad  (2005) hold 
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a similar view, although they have added a category, following the theory 
of prosodic phonology (Selkirk  1986; Nespor  and Vogel  1986). A com-
parison of the categories is shown in (44), along with the ones assumed in 
the present study.

(44) This book Chen  (1979) Golston  and Riad  (2005)
  Line Intonational phrase
  Half-line Phonological phrase
 Syllabic foot Foot Prosodic word
 Syllable Syllable Moraic trochee
 Mora Mora

Like Golston  and Riad  (2005), I assume that Chinese counts moras and 
builds moraic feet for heavy syllables (Chapter 6). And like Chen  (1979) 
I assume that Chinese builds syllabic feet (Chapter 6). There are two 
reasons why the Chinese syllabic feet are not prosodic words: they are 
based on stress assignment (Chapter 6), and prosodic words are diffi cult to 
defi ne. According to Selkirk  (1986) and Hayes  (1989b), a prosodic word is 
a lexical word plus adjacent function words. However, polysyllabic words 
and compounds present a problem. According to Selkirk ’s defi nition, a 
polysyllabic word is one prosodic word, but in Chinese it can form two or 
more syllabic feet (Chapter 6). Similarly, if lexical words do not include 
compounds (Hanson  and Kiparsky  1996: 291), prosodic words will be too 
small in Chinese: they are basically monosyllables, whereas syllabic feet 
are disyllabic. If lexical words include compounds, prosodic words will 
often be more than a syllabic foot. For example, the compound [NN NN] 
is one prosodic word but two syllabic feet.

I have also avoided using the phonological phrase and the intona-
tional phrase for two reasons: they do not seem to play an obvious 
role in accounting for rhythm in Chinese and they are hard to define. 
According to Selkirk  (1986) and Hayes  (1989b), phonological phrases 
are delimited by XP boundaries, which again gives undesirable results. 
For example, consider the line in (45), from a real Tang poem (line 1, 
poem 186, in the anthology 300 Tang Poems, edited by Qiu  1976).

(45) feng   ji  tian gao   yuan xiao  ai
 wind  fast  sky  high  ape    cry  sad
 ‘The wind is fast, the sky is high, and the ape cry is sad.’

This line is made of three clauses [[N V][N V][NN V]], which gives six 
phonological phrases. However, a line is supposed to be made of just two 
phonological phrases (or half-lines).
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A central claim of prosodic phonology is that phonological rules do 
not refer to syntax directly, but only to prosodic categories. However, 
phonological rules must refer to syntax in some ways, such as in defi n-
ing prosodic categories. This kind of reference is thought to be ‘indirect’. 
According to Hayes  (1989b: 205), direct reference to syntax means refer-
ring to syntactic categories, such as N, NP, V, and VP, and indirect refer-
ence means referring to syntactic levels (such as X0 and XP). In the present 
analysis, the phrasal stress rule refers to syntactic heads vs. nonheads, that 
is, X0 vs. XP. Therefore, the present analysis makes no more reference to 
syntax than prosodic phonology. But once stress and foot structure are 
determined, there does not seem to be any need for other phonological cat-
egories, as far as Chinese is concerned. Therefore, my analysis is simpler 
than prosodic phonology and avoids the problems in defi ning prosodic 
categories beyond the syllabic foot.

1 2 . 8 .  S U M M A RY

Rhythm in Chinese poems involves more than rhyming, line length, tonal 
requirements, and syntactic brackets. Just as in English, rhythm is pri-
marily based on the stress pattern of a line, which must be mapped to the 
template  for the poem (Halle  and Keyser  1971).

I have also suggested that Chinese poems in general seem to be more 
rhythmic than English poems. The reason is probably due to the fact that 
English words have a fi xed length so that there is no easy way to shift the 
stress position in a polysyllabic word. In contrast, Chinese has a dual vocab-
ulary  (Chapter 7), in which many words have a monosyllabic and a disyl-
labic length. The dual vocabulary offers an easy way to adjust word and line 
length as well as shifting the location of stress. Moreover, the phonological 
difference in word-length fl exibility may have created what seems to be a 
cultural difference; in Chinese society the use of poetry prevails, by the edu-
cated and the populace alike, whereas in English-speaking societies the use 
and appreciation of poetry seem to be limited to the literary elite.

Finally, I have shown different types of poetic template in Chinese and 
compared three ways to account for them. The simplest analysis, I propose, 
is to use only those constraints that are truly inviolable . Variations in 
template types  are better accounted for by the claim that the constraints 
can be satisfi ed in different ways, rather than the claim that all constraints are 
violable and defective templates can be routinely tolerated (Golston  and 
Riad  2005).
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13

Connected Speech and Other Dialects

1 3 . 1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

In this chapter I discuss some sound changes in connected speech, major 
phonological processes in other Chinese dialects, and Taiwanese accented 
SC. I use connected speech  to refer to speech that occurs at natural speed, 
such as spontaneous conversations or narratives. This section is not meant 
to be a detailed review or analysis of connected speech; its purpose is to 
show the kind of changes that occur by listing some examples, transcribed 
in phonetic symbols. Tones are marked when relevant (see Chapter 10 for 
representation of tone). Vowel length is not always indicated.

1 3 . 2 .  C O N S O N A N T  R E D U C T I O N 

I use consonant reduction to refer to the process in which voiceless stops (espe-
cially unaspirated ones) become voiced stops, which in turn become fricatives, 
which in turn become approximants. This occurs on unstressed syllables in 
SC. Some of the steps can also be called spirantization. Consonant reduction 
has been noted before, for example by Chao  (1968: 38) and S. Xu  (1980: 159). 
Some examples are shown in (1) (for transcription, see Chapters 2 and 3).

(1) [p, t, k, ʈʂ]  → [b, d, g, ɖʐ  ]
 [li-pa]  → [li-ba] ‘fence’
 [ti-ti]  → [ti-di] ‘younger brother’
 [kɤ-kɤ]  → [kɤ-gə] ‘older brother’
 [kan-ʈʂə]  → [kan-ɖʐə] ‘do ASP (doing it)’
 [ʂ, xw, ɕ]  → [ʐ, w, j]
 [pau-ʂaŋ]  → [pau- ʐə�] ‘in the newspaper’
 [ɕau-xwo-ʈʂhɤ]  → [ɕau-wo-ʈʂhɤ] ‘small train’
 [waŋ-ɕan-ʂəŋ]  → [wɑ�-jə� -ʐə�] ‘Wang mister (Mr. Wang)’



 [k, ʈʂ, ʈʂh] → [ɣ, ʐ,  ʐ  ]
 [kaŋ-kaŋ-tɕhwy] → [kɑ�-ɣɑ�-tɕhwy] ‘just went’
 [pu-ʈʂʐ-tau]  → [pu-ʐ-tau] ‘don’t know’
 [ʂəŋ-ʈʂhan-ɕan] → [ʂə�-ʐa�-ɕan] ‘production line’

Consonant reduction seems to be easier in the second position of a trisyl-
labic expression than in the second position of a disyllabic expression. 
We have seen [xw, ɕ, k, ʈʂ, ʈʂh] become [w, j, ɣ, ʐ, ʐ  ], respectively, in the 
 middle of a trisyllabic expression. The same process is harder in a disyllabic 
expression, even if the second syllable is unstressed, as shown in (2).

(2) [xw, ɕ, k, ʈʂ] →  ?[w, j, ɣ, ʐ  ]
 [kwai-xwo]  →  ?[kwai-wo] ‘happy’
 [ɕin-ɕan]  →  ?[ɕĩ-jɑ̃] ‘fresh’
 [ʈʂəi-kə]  →  ?[ʈʂəi-ɣə] ‘this one’
 [pau-ʈʂʐ  ]  →  ?[pau-ʐ  ] ‘newspaper’

It is harder to fi nd examples of reduced [ph, th, tsh, kh, s, f ], all of which 
are aspirated; instead, aspirated consonants tend to devoice the following 
vowel, to be discussed in section 13.4. Sometimes a consonant can be 
deleted  altogether; see section 13.5.

1 3 . 3 .  D E - S T R E S S I N G  A N D  R H Y M E  R E D U C T I O N 

De-stressing is used here to refer to the process in which an underlying full 
syllable becomes weak and toneless . It is often accompanied by the loss of 
the coda slot, and the vowel reduces towards schwa. The process has also 
been observed in read speech (M. Lin  and Yan  1988). Two examples are 
shown in (3) (Ø indicates absence of tone).

(3) [an] → [ǝ̃]
 H-H  H-Ø
 [ʈʂhwən-thjan] →  [ʈʂhwən-thjǝ̃] ‘spring-day (spring)’
 [əu] → [o]
 HL-LH  HL-Ø
 [muu-thəu]  →  [muu-tho] ‘wood’
 [ai] → [ɛ]
 L-HL  L-Ø (L-H)
 [nau-tai]  →  [nau-dɛ] ‘head’

In ‘head’, the second syllable also loses its original tone, giving L-Ø, 
which is realized as L-H in SC (see Chapter 10). In connected speech 
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the percentage of syllables that are unstressed and toneless  is rather large. 
For example, in the corpus of Duanmu  et al. (1998), about one third of 
all syllables are unstressed and toneless. This is considerably higher than 
the percentage of weak syllables in written texts, which is estimated to be 
between 15 and 20 per cent (W. Li  1981: 35). The increase probably comes 
from the de-stressing of underlyingly full syllables.

1 3 . 4 .  V O W E L  D E V O I C I N G  A N D  V O I C E L E S S 
S Y L L A B L E S 

A high vowel after an aspirated onset, including voiceless fricatives, 
aspirated stops, and aspirated affricates, can be devoiced or deleted 
when (a) it is unstressed or (b) it has a low tone. Case (a) often hap-
pens to the second syllable of a disyllabic word, case (b) can occur on 
any syllable. Some examples are shown in (4) (vowel length not 
shown). When a vowel is devoiced, the tone cannot be heard, which is 
indicated by Ø.

(4)  HL-L  HL-Ø
 [ʋ] → [f] [təu-fʋ] →  [tou-ff] ‘tofu’
  H-HL  H-Ø
  [ʂʐ-fʋ] →  [ʂʐ-ff] ‘master’
  HL-H  HL-Ø
  [ʈʂaŋ-fʋ] →  [ʈʂaŋ-ff] ‘husband’

  HL-L  HL-Ø
 [ʐ  ] → [ʂ] [lji-ʂʐ  ] →  [lji-ʂʂ] ‘history’

  HL-L  HL-Ø
 [i] → [ɕ] [i-tɕhi] →  [i-tɕhɕ] ‘together’
  L-HL  Ø-HL
  [tɕhi-twuŋ] →  [tɕhɕ-twuŋ] ‘start’
  H-H  H-Ø
  [tuŋ-ɕi] →  [tuŋ-ɕɕ] ‘thing’
  HL-LH  HL-Ø
  [wən-thji] →  [wən-thjɕ] ‘question’

  H-L  H-Ø
 [y] → [ɕw] [ʈʂəŋ-tɕhwy] →  [ʈʂəŋ-tɕhwɕw] ‘strive for’
  L-H  Ø-H
  [ɕwy-two] →  [ɕwɕw-two] ‘many’



  H-HL    H-Ø
  [ʈʂhwu-tɕhwy] → [ʈʂhwu-tɕhwɕw] ‘go out’

  L-LH  Ø-LH
 [ɤ] → [x] [khɤ-nəŋ] → [khx-nəŋ] ‘possible’

  L-HL  Ø-HL
 [u] → [xw] [ʂwu-tɕa] → [ʂwxw-tɕa] ‘summer vacation’
  HL-HL  HL-Ø
  [swan-ʂwu] →  [swan-ʂwxw] ‘arithmetic’
  H-L  H-Ø
  [ɕin-khwu] → [ɕin-khwxw] ‘working hard’
  L-HL  Ø-HL
  [thwu-tji] → [thwxw-tji] ‘land’
  L-HL  Ø-HL
  [khwu-nan] → [khwxw-nan] ‘suffering’

Strictly speaking, [ɤ] is a mid vowel, but since SC does not have the 
 corresponding high vowel [ɯ], [ɤ] is often realized as [ɯ], which is 
probably why it can devoice. The vowel [ʋ] is a variant of [u] and 
occurs after [f ]. Devoiced [ʋ, ʐ  , i, y, ɤ, u] sound like [f, ʂ, ɕ, ɕw, x, xw], 
respectively. The devoiced syllables have similar durations as the origi-
nals (all of which should be CVX, at least in initial position, although 
rhyme length is not always indicated in the above transcription), and 
therefore they still sound like separate syllables. Also, the syllables 
[ff, ʂʂ, tɕhɕ, ɕɕ, thjɕ, tɕhwɕw, ɕwɕw, khwxw, thwxw] can be transcribed as 
[f, ʂ, tɕh, ɕ, thj, tɕhw, ɕw, khw, thw], respectively, since the rhyme is basically the 
prolongation of the onset. The syllable [ʂwxw] should be transcribed as is. 
The syllabic consonant [z] can also be devoiced under similar  conditions. 
Some  examples are shown in (5).

(5)  HL-L  HL-Ø
 [z] → [s] [ʂaŋ-tshz] →  [ʂaŋ-tshs] ‘last time’
  HL-H  HL-Ø
  [i-sz] →  [i-ss] ‘meaning’
  L-HL  Ø-HL
  [tshz-tji] →  [tshs-tji] ‘this place’

Again, [tshs, ss] can be transcribed simply as [tsh, s], but they still sound 
like separate syllables.

When the onset consonant is not aspirated, as in (6), or when the syllable 
does not have a low tone, as in (7), vowel deletion usually does not occur.
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(6) L-HL    Ø-HL
 [kwu-lji] →  ?[kwxw-lji] ‘encourage’
 L-HL    Ø-HL
 [tji-ɕa] →  ?[tjɕ-ɕa] ‘underneath’

(7) H-HL     Ø-HL
 [khwu-tsau] → *[khwxw-tsau] ‘boring’
 LH-HL    Ø-HL
 [thwu-xwa] → *[thwxw-xwa] ‘painting’
 HL-LH    Ø-LH
 [khwu-faŋ] → *[khwxw-faŋ] ‘storage house’

The devoicing of non-high vowels is less common but can occur, again 
with an L tone and an aspirated onset. Two examples are shown in (8).

(8) HL-L  HL-Ø
 [y-ʈʂhaŋ] → [y-ʈʂhɑ��] ‘bathing place’
 LH-L  LH-Ø
 [xən-xau]  → [xən-xa�u�] ‘very good’

Linguists are divided on the analysis of voiceless syllables. Some  believe 
that every syllable must have a vowel (Cheung 1986; Hsueh  1986;  Coleman  
1996, 2001). On this view, voiceless syllables either have a voiceless vowel, 
or have a vowel that overlaps with a consonant such that the articulation 
of the vowel is hidden behind the articulation of the  consonant (Coleman  
2001). It is interesting to note that in Coleman ’s analysis of Berber , when 
the vowel is not heard, it is thought to be covered by the following conso-
nant, which cannot be the case in SC, where there is no following conso-
nant in voiceless syllables. Other linguists believe that not all syllables need 
to have a vowel, or even a voiced sound (Chao  1968; Dell  and Elmedlaoui  
1985, 1996, 2003; Ramsey 1987). On this view, it is not always necessary 
to assume a voiceless or hidden vowel. I do not  intend to settle the dispute 
here; instead, I describe the facts as phonetically accurately as possible.

There has not been much discussion of vowel devoicing in SC, a lot less than, 
say, in Japanese. The reason, I suspect, is that vowel devoicing is optional in SC, 
probably because most SC syllables are heavy and tend to retain some stress.

1 3 . 5 .  S Y L L A B L E  M E R G E R 

In syllable merger , two (or more) syllables merge into one. I offer some 
examples to indicate the kind of mergers that occur. First, consider the 



data in (9). (Tone 3 Sandhi has been taken into consideration in the tonal 
representation.)

(9) LH-L  HL
 [swo-i] →  [swəi] ‘therefore’
 HL-HL  HL
 [tɕəu-jau] →  [tɕau] ‘will (soon)’
 HL L HL-H  HL HL-Ø
 [pu xau i-sz] →  [pau i-s] ‘not good meaning (embarrassed)’
 L-LH-HL  L-HL
 [ jəu-ʂʐ-xəu] →  [ jəu-ʂəu] ‘sometimes’

The merged syllables sound like one syllable in that if they are played 
alone, they sound the same as a monosyllabic word. For example, the 
merged [swəi] ‘therefore’ sounds the same as [swəi] ‘age’, the merged 
[tɕau] ‘will (soon)’ sounds [tɕau] ‘shout’.

Sometimes the result of a syllable merger  does not quite sound like a 
single syllable. For example, consider the cases in (10).

(10) LH-L  HL
 [khɤ-i] →  [khəi] ‘can’
 LH-HL  HL
 [pu-xwəi] →  [pwəi] ‘can’t be’
 L-LH  LH
 [wo-mən] →  [wom] ‘we’
 HL-H  HLH
 [ta-tɕa] →  [taa] ‘everybody’
 L-HL  LHL
 [pji-tɕau] →  [pjiau] ‘comparatively’

In the fi rst three expressions, the result of merger seems to be a 
syllable, yet SC has no such syllables. In particular, SC has [khəi] with 
H tone but not with HL tone. Similarly, SC has no [pwəi] or [wom] 
with any tone. For the last two expressions, the result of merger 
sounds somewhat like two syllables, since it has kept both of the input 
tones and it is longer than a single syllable. On the other hand, the middle 
consonant is completely deleted, so that acoustically (such as on a spectro-
gram), the result looks like a single syllable (except it is rather long).

It is interesting to ask whether merger can create syllables that are ill-
formed, such as those that violate Rhyme-Harmony (see Chapter 3). If it 
cannot then we have found an important conclusion that merger can only 
create syllables that are theoretically possible.
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1 3 . 6 .  P H O N O L O G I C A L  P R O C E S S E S 
I N  O T H E R  D I A L E C T S

The phonological processes reviewed here are those that have attracted 
considerable attention in recent literature. They do not represent all 
 phonological problems in Chinese dialects—perhaps only a fraction of 
them, since many dialects have not been studied in detail.

13.6.1. Tone sandhi in Wu dialects  

The Wu dialects, such as Suzhou , Wuxi , Shanghai , Tangxi  (Tangsic), Nan-
tong , Danyang , and Chongming , are spoken in the area around Shanghai. 
According to J. Yuan  (1989), the defi ning characteristic of Wu dialects is 
a contrast between voiced and voiceless obstruents. However, the best-
known phonological process of this dialect family is left-dominant tone 
sandhi  (found mostly in northern Wu dialects), by which the initial  syllable 
determines the tonal pattern of the entire domain. For illustration, consider 
the Shanghai data in (11) and (12), transcribed in phonetic symbols, where 
tonal register is ignored.

(11) HL LH HL LH
 [se] [sz] [pe] [bø]
 ‘three’ ‘four’ ‘cup’ ‘plate’

(12) H-L H-L L-H L-H
 [se-pe] [se-bø] [sz-pe] [sz-bø]
 ‘three cups’ ‘three plates’ ‘four cups’ ‘four plates’

Example (11) shows some monosyllabic words in isolation. Example (12) 
gives their disyllabic combinations, where the initial syllable determines the 
tone pattern of the expression, regardless of the tone of the second syllable.

The Wu tone sandhi raises two questions; why do Wu dialects have 
such tone sandhi? And, what determines the domain of tone sandhi? In 
traditional literature, there has been no answer to the fi rst question beyond 
a typological classifi cation (Yue-Hashimoto 1987). For the second ques-
tion, various answers have been proposed, from functional considerations 
(e.g. Kennedy  1953) to prosodic categories (Selkirk  and T. Shen  1990), 
but various problems remain.

A different proposal is made in Duanmu  (1990), elaborated in Duanmu  
(1993, 1999a). It is based on two observations: northern Wu dialects  have 
no diphthongs or contrastive codas, so all their syllables can be considered 
light or unspecifi ed for weight; and in all Chinese dialects an unstressed 



syllable loses its underlying tone. The observations lead to the following 
analysis. First, since syllables in northern Wu dialects are light, each syl-
lable cannot form a bimoraic foot by itself and so it lacks stress, unless 
it occurs in a stressed position, which is the initial position of a domain. 
Thus, noninitial syllables lose their underlying tones while initial  syllables 
retain their underlying tones, which determine the pitch pattern of the 
domain. Second, a tonal domain is a stress domain, or a foot. The foot is 
determined by moraic trochee, syllabic trochee, and phrasal stress assign-
ment above the word level (Duanmu  1999a, and Chapter 6). The same 
analysis applies to non-Wu dialects such as SC. Since full SC syllables 
are heavy, they each form a moraic foot and have stress, so they each can 
retain its underlying tone. This prevents left-dominant tone sandhi from 
occurring across full syllables.

It is interesting to note that southern Wu dialects have diphthongs 
(J. Yuan  1989), so they have underlyingly heavy syllables, which can 
keep their underlying tones and prevent left-dominant tone sandhi. As 
expected, left-dominant tone sandhi does not actively occur in southern 
Wu  dialects.

13.6.2. Tone sandhi in Min dialects  

The Min dialects are spoken in Fujian Province and Taiwan. The most 
interesting phonological problem is that each full syllable has two lexical 
tones. One can be called fi nal tone , which is used when the syllable occurs 
in isolation or when it is the last full syllable in a domain. The other can 
be called nonfi nal tone, which is used in nonfi nal positions. For example, 
the Xiamen  dialect (also called Taiwanese) has seven tonal categories, so 
there are seven fi nal and seven non-fi nal tones (some of which are identi-
cal), shown in (13). The transcription is based on J. Yuan  (1989: 244–5), 
using the digit system of Chao  (1930) (see Chapter 10).

(13)  T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7
 Final 55 24 51 11 33 32 5
 Nonfi nal 33 33 55 51 22   5 1

The tone of a syllable when it is spoken in isolation is called the cita-
tion  tone. In traditional literature, the citation tone is usually seen as 
the basic tone. Since the fi nal tone in Min dialects is the same as the 
citation tone, some people consider the nonfi nal tone to be derived, or 
the sandhi tone (e.g. Chen  1987, 2000). And since the fi nal tone remains 
unchanged (from the citation tone) and the nonfi nal tones change, 
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Min dialects are said to have right-dominant  tone sandhi. On the other 
hand, some linguists argue that nonfi nal tones in Min are basic and fi nal 
tones are derived (e.g. Woo  1969; M. Hashimoto  1982; Ting  1982).

Some linguists have explored whether there is a systematic relation 
between fi nal tones and nonfi nal tones in Min (e.g. W. Wang  1967; 
Chen  1987; Tsay  1990, 1991), but the relation is probably a matter 
of  historical residue. Yue-Hashimoto  (1986: 167) made an  interesting 
observation. She pointed out that non-fi nal tones in Min dialects are 
largely consistent with the generalization of voiceless–high and voiced–
low , that is to say, syllables whose onsets are historically voiceless 
have higher tones and syllables whose onsets are historically voiced 
have lower tones (see Chapter 10). In contrast, fi nal tones often violate 
the generalization. It is possible, therefore, that what happened to Min 
dialects is a tonal reversal on the fi nal syllable (what Yue-Hashimoto  
calls tonal fl ip-fl op ).

The issue of more interest, and of a more complex nature, is how to 
determine a tonal domain, that is, where to use the fi nal tone and where 
to use the nonfi nal tone (see R. Cheng  1968, 1973; J. Lin  1994; Chen  
1987, 2000). According to Chen  (1987, 2000), the domains are sensitive 
primarily to syntactic boundaries, but also to various other factors, such as 
phonological rhythm, recitation style, idioms, and the syntactic notion of 
lexical government.

13.6.3. Tone sandhi in Tianjin 

Interest in Tianjin  tone sandhi was sparked by an article by X. Li  and Liu  
(1985). Many discussions soon followed (for a review, see Chen  2000: 
ch. 3 and Ma  2005). Tianjin has three tone-sandhi rules. The result of one 
rule can create a condition for another. In other words, the rules can inter-
act with each other. The challenge is to determine how they interact, and 
whether the rules apply left-to-right, right-to-left, or cyclically, especially 
in long expressions.

13.6.4. Rhyme changes 

One case of rhyme change is the [ɚ]-suffi x in SC (Chapter 9). Some other 
dialects, too, have been reported to have affi x-triggered rhyme changes, 
which may surface as either one or two syllables. A lot of data can be 
found in the journal Zhongguo Yuwen. For some analyses, see Y. Lin  
(1989: ch. 3, 1993), Duanmu  (1990: ch. 3) , and H. Wang  (1999: ch. 9).



13.6.5. Language games 

Language games refer to disguised languages. They can be used either by 
children or by adults. The most common Chinese language games are Fan-
qie languages, in which a syllable is fi rst copied into two, then the onset 
of one of them is modifi ed, and fi nally the rhyme of the other is modifi ed 
(see Chapter 4 for some examples). An early study of Fanqie languages 
is Chao  (1931). Formal studies include Yip  (1982), Bao  (1990b), and 
Duanmu  (1990). The analysis of language games has implications for syl-
lable structure and the feature composition of sounds, including the status 
of the prenuclear glide: is it in the rhyme, in the onset, in both, or in neither.

1 3 . 7 .  TA I WA N E S E  A C C E N T E D 
S TA N D A R D  C H I N E S E  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, most speakers of SC do not have a perfect 
accent—the accent of a Beijing speaker, or that of a news reader on a 
national TV or radio station. It is therefore often easy to identify from which 
region a person comes by his or her accent. In this section I discuss one 
accent in some detail—the accent of Taiwanese speakers of SC. The pur-
pose is to give a picture of what linguistic factors, especially phonological 
ones, are involved in an accent. The data are from Duanmu  et al. (1998).

Taiwanese accented SC (TWSC) is loosely defi ned as the SC spoken by 
people (a) who grew up in Taiwan and (b) whose fi rst dialect is  Taiwanese 
(Southern Min). Of course, not everyone who grew up in  Taiwan and whose 
fi rst dialect is Taiwanese has such an accent. However, there are some features 
that are shared by most Taiwanese speakers of SC, which make the accent 
rather distinctive. I will discuss the accent from fi ve aspects: lexicon, stress, 
tone, segmental differences, and consonant reduction and syllable merger .

13.7.1. Lexicon 

Certain expressions are characteristic of Taiwanese speakers of SC. Some 
are shown in (14).

(14) (a) Interjection
  [xo] or [ho], indicating friendliness
 (b) The reduplicated L-LH form for kinship terms
  HL L-LH
  [pa] → [pa-pa] ‘dad’
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  H L-LH
  [ma] → [ma-ma] ‘mom’
 (c) Words with different tones from SC
  H-LH
  [tɕau-ɕwe]  ‘teaching’ (the tone in SC is HL-LH)
 (d ) English vocabulary

The interjection in (14a) is not used in SC, but some Taiwanese speakers 
use it a lot, scattered frequently throughout a conversation. It would be 
interesting to fi nd out which locations are possible sites for [xo], although 
it appears to occur at phrase boundaries. The reduplicated form in (14b) is 
another feature of Taiwanese accented SC. The words in (14c) also occur in 
SC, but with different tones. Finally, Taiwanese speakers often mix in Eng-
lish words when they speak SC. In contrast, speakers from the Mainland 
use English words a lot less, at least until quite recently. This seems to be a 
refl ection of how much contact there is with western culture. For example, 
Hong Kong Chinese has a very high percentage of English words. Some 
English words are beginning to enter SC, especially in the speech of young 
people, such as [si-ti] ‘CD’, [thi-vi] ‘TV’, [khu] ‘cool’, and [ɕəu] ‘show’.

13.7.2. Stress 

In SC, de-stressing is quite common (see above). In Taiwanese accented 
SC (TWSC), de-stressing occurs less frequently. Some examples are 
shown in (15).

(15) TWSC SC
 LH-H LH-Ø
 [mjan-xwa] [mjan-xwa] ‘cotton’
 H-HL H-Ø
 [tsɯ-tau] [ʈʂʐ-tɔ] ‘know’
 LH-H H-Ø
 [ɕwe-səŋ] [ɕwe-ʂə�] ‘student’

Since de-stressing is accompanied by tone loss, it is quite obvious to the 
ear. Besides stress, there are segmental differences between TWSC and 
SC in (15), to be discussed below.

13.7.3. Tone 

A major characteristic of TWSC is the use of L at a phrase boundary for 
what is LH or H in SC. Some examples are shown in (16).



(16) TWSC SC
 L-L L-H
 [tsəu-lə] [tsəu-lə] ‘walk ASP (left)’
 LH-L-L LH-L-H
 [xai-xau-la] [xai-xau-la] ‘still good ASP (not bad)’
 LH-L-L LH-L-H
 [xən-tɕəu-lə] [xən-tɕəu-lə] ‘very long ASP’
 L-L L-LH
 [khɤ-nəŋ] [khɤ-nəŋ] ‘maybe’
 HL-L HL-LH
 [thai-fəi] [thai-fəi] ‘too fat’
 H-L H-LH
 [ɕa-zən] [ɕa-ʐən] ‘shrimp (without shell)’

The change of LH to L can create ambiguities, in that an underlying 
T2 (LH) can sound the same as an underlying T3 (L), as observed by Lo  
(2005). Some examples are shown in (17), transcribed in Pinyin, thanks to 
Hui-Ju Hsu  (personal communications).
(17) H-LH → H-L     = H-L
 sheng-huo sheng huo
 grow-live grow fi re
 ‘to live’ ‘to start fi re’
 HL-LH → HL-L = HL-L
 lu ying lu ying
 open camp record picture
 ‘to camp’ ‘to record pictures’

The preference for L can sometimes override Tone 3 Sandhi (T3S), 
by which underlying L-L change to LH-L (see Chapter 11). Consider the 
examples in (18).
(18) TWSC SC
 LH-L-L-LH LH-LH-L-LH
 [xən-tɕəu i-tɕhan] [xən-tɕəu i-tɕhan] ‘very-long ago’
 L-L-H LH-L-H
 [wo i-tɕəŋ] [wo i-tɕəŋ] ‘I already’
 H-L-L H-LH-L
 [phwo xən-təu] [phwo xən-təu] ‘slope (is) very-steep’

In the fi rst example, T3S is optional over the second and third syllables (because 
they lie in separate feet), but it usually applies in SC and not in TWSC. In the 
last two examples, T3S applies in SC, but it fails to in TWSC.
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Lo  (2005) reports an interesting additional rule for some TWSC speak-
ers. When a T3-T2 sequence changes to T3-T3 by fi nal lowering, they may 
undergo T3S and become T2-T3. Some examples are shown in (19).

(19) SC  Final lowering  T3S
 L-LH  → L-L → LH-L
 [pən-lai]
 ‘originally’
 L-LH  → L-L → LH-L
 [ni lai]
 ‘you come’
 L-LH  → L-L → LH-L
 [xən tɕhjaŋ]
 ‘very strong’

It is worth asking whether the change in (19) is due to the chain tone san-
dhi effect as suggested by Lo , or whether it is because the speakers simply 
pronounced a full T3 rather than T2 (i.e. 214 rather than 35) before the 
fi nal syllable.

13.7.4. Segmental differences 

Most TWSC speakers do not have the retrofl ex series or the front round 
vowel or glide. In addition, many of them pronounce the syllabic [z] with 
a velar quality, either [ɯ] or [z�]. Some examples are shown in (20).

(20) Correspondence Examples
 SC TWSC  SC TWSC
 [ʈʂ] [ts] [ʈʂɤ] [tsɤ] ‘this’
 [ʈʂh] [tsh] [ʈʂhaŋ] [tshaŋ] ‘long’
 [ʂ] [s] [ʂau] [sau] ‘less’
 [ʐ  ] [z] [ʐaŋ] [zaŋ] ‘let’
 [ʐ  ] [l] [ʐəŋ] [ləŋ] ‘throw’
 [y] [i] [y] [i] ‘language’
 [ɚ] [ɤ] [ɚ] [ɤ] ‘child’
 [z] (syllabic) [ɯ] or [z�] [sz] [sɯ] or [sz�] ‘four’

In addition, the oral closure  of the nasal codas [n, ŋ] is often incomplete 
in SC (Y. Xu  1986; J. Wang  1993), especially after a low vowel, but 
their closure is often rather fi rm in TWSC (but see consonant reduc-
tion below). An example is shown in (21), where [a] is front (and can 
be transcribed as [æ]) owing to the infl uence of [n] (with or without 
closure).



(21) TWSC SC
 [tɕin-njan] [tɕin-nja�] ‘this year’

13.7.5. Consonant reduction  and syllable merger 

As in SC, consonant reduction and syllable merger  also occurs in TWSC, 
as shown in (22).

(22) H-L  HL
 [təu-jəu] → [təu] ‘all have’
 L-H  LH
 [pa-tha] → [pa] ‘take/cause it’
 L-LH  LH
 [wo-xai] → [wai] ‘I still’
 HL-L-LH  HL
 [na-wo-mən] → [nom] ‘then we’

But because of their segmental differences, the result of weakening and 
merger in TWSC is not always the same as that in SC. Compare the examples 
among SC, TWSC, and reduced TWSC (weakened or merged) in (23).

(23) SC TWSC Reduced TWSC Gloss
 L-HL L-HL HL
 [ʈʂʐ-jau] [tsz-jau] [tɕau]  ‘if’
 H-LH H-LH H-H
 [taŋ-ʐan] [taŋ-zan] [tɑ�-æ̃] high tone ‘of course’
 LH-HL LH-HL LH-HL
 [ʐan-xəu] [zan-xəu] [zæ̃-ɣəu] ‘then’
 HL-HL HL-HL HL
 [ʈʂɤ-jaŋ] [tsɤ-jaŋ] [tɕaŋ]  ‘this way’
 HL-L HL-L HL
 [ʈʂɤ-ʈʂuŋ] [tsɤ-tsuŋ] [tsuŋ] ‘this kind’

The reduced TWSC forms differ from those in SC (not given) because 
TWSC lacks retrofl ex sounds. In fact, TWSC has more extensive conso-
nant reduction than SC in that reduction can occur on stressed syllables 
in TWSC, whereas in SC it occurs mostly on unstressed syllables. This is 
exemplifi ed in (24).

(24) Consonant reduction on stressed syllables in TWSC
 HL-HL       HL-HL
 [ta-kai]  →  [ta-ɣai] ‘probably’
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 H-H           H-H
 [kwan-kwaŋ]     →  [kwan-waŋ] ‘sightseeing’
 HL-HL           HL-HL
 [pau-kau]     →  [pau-ɣau] ‘report’
 HL-H               HL-H
 [wəi-səŋ]      →  [wəi-zəŋ] ‘health’
 H-HL             H-HL
 [khai-faŋ]      →  [khai-vaŋ] ‘open-up’
 H-HL             H-HL
 [tɕi-xwəi]      →  [tɕi-wəi] ‘chance’
 HL-L-LH             HL-L-LH
 [pu-ɕaŋ-xwo]  →  [pu-ɕaŋ-wo] ‘not want (to) live’

In the above examples, the last syllable kept its tone, indicating that there 
is no de-stressing, yet consonant reduction has occurred, affecting both 
stops and fricatives. Sometimes a consonant in initial position can also 
reduce in TWSC, as shown in (25).

(25) [xən-dwo]  → [ɦən-dwo] ‘many
 [zan-xəu]  → [a�-əu] ‘afterwards’
 [khɤ-sɯ] → [ɤ-sɯ] ‘but’
 [tha] → [ɦa] or [a] ‘he’

Consonant reduction and syllable mergers do not seem to present a prob-
lem for listening. In fact, many cases of consonant reduction and  syllable 
merger  were not noticed until they were examined on a spectrogram or 
played back in isolation. This shows that the context can compensate for 
the loss of phonetic cues.

1 3 . 8 .  S U M M A RY

This is a brief survey of connected speech and phonetic and phonological 
processes in other varieties of Chinese. It intends to point to several inter-
esting areas of research that cannot be covered in the present study.



14

Theoretical Implications

After reading the preceding chapters, theoretically oriented readers might 
ask two questions: What general principles does the book claim to have 
found? How do we evaluate the predictions?

As stated in the original preface, I believe that there are linguistic laws 
(universals ) that apply to all human languages. A major goal of my  research 
is to look for such universals. In this regard, I share the theoretical position 
of generative linguistics.

I proposed some generalizations for Standard Chinese, but I did not 
 always claim whether the proposals are universal. The main reason was 
that the subject of the book was on Chinese and there was little space to 
discuss other languages. Besides, there are enough problems to solve in 
Chinese, a tall order by itself.

But it is likely that some of my proposals have broader implications. 
Let me give two examples: stress and syllable structure. English  Stress  
is intuitively clear most of the time and has been studied extensively. In 
contrast, stress in Chinese  is intuitively unclear most of the time, and many 
linguists believe that Chinese has no stress. I have argued instead that Chi-
nese in fact has the same stress pattern as English. This result, if correct, is 
unlikely to be an accident, to which I will return.

Compared with stress, syllable structure  is less obvious in English . In 
particular, there are two diffi culties. The fi rst problem is that linguists are 
not always sure where syllable boundaries are in the middle of a word. For 
example, a word like city has been analyzed as cit.ty (Kahn  1976; Burzio  
1994; Hammond  1997), cit.y (Selkirk  1982; Hammond  1999), and ci.ty 
(Halle  and Vergnaud  1987; Hayes  1995). Secondly, linguists are not sure 
how to treat consonant clusters that occur at word edges. For example, are 
all the sounds in sixths in one syllable (Fudge 1968; Kahn  1976; Selkirk  
1982), or are the suffi xes -th-s outside the basic syllable (Borowsky  1989; 
Pierrehumbert  1994)? Are all the sounds in lisp in one syllable, or is [p] 



in another syllable lis.pØ, where Ø is a ‘zero vowel’ (Burzio  1994; Harris  
1994)? Because of such uncertainties, some linguists believe that syllable 
boundaries are not determined by linguistic principles but by  expedient 
conjectures that are based on consonant cluster patterns at word edges 
(Steriade  1999; Blevins  2003; and references therein).

In contrast to English , syllable boundaries are unambiguous in Chinese, 
where it is possible to study actual and missing syllables and constraints on 
sound combinations within a syllable. Having done so, and looking back at 
English , I see a similar pattern. Specifi cally, Borowsky  (1989) has argued 
that, if we treat word-edge effects separately, then the maximal English 
rhyme is VX, which is similar to that in Chinese. In addition, if we leave 
aside the initial [s] (which remains a problem for any syllable theory), then 
the maximal English syllable is CRVX , where R is [l], [r], [w], or [ j]. This 
is similar to the Chinese CGVX . Moreover, just as CG can be analysed as a 
single complex sound  (Chapters 2 and 3), so can CR (Duanmu  2002). Thus, 
in both languages, we are essentially looking at a CVX  syllable.

The examples show that the understanding of stress in English  helps the 
understanding of stress in Chinese. In turn, the understanding of the syl-
lable in Chinese helps the understanding of the syllable in English. In both 
cases, the two languages turn out to be similar, even though they appear 
to be different.

But even so, it is still a long way from showing that all languages are 
similar. What is the reason to believe that they are? Let us look at stress and 
foot types in more detail. Most linguists believe that languages can differ 
in stress and foot types, such that some languages have trochaic  feet (stress 
on the fi rst beat of a foot), some have iambic  feet (stress on the second 
beat of a foot), and some have no stress. The differences have often been 
used to argue for the Principles-and-Parameters  model (Chomsky  1981), 
according to which languages share certain universals  (principles) but can 
differ in systematic ways (parameters). In addition, parametric differences 
do not need further explanation. For example, once we decide that some 
languages have syllabic feet, some moraic feet, and some no stress, there 
is nothing to explain beyond that. There is, however, another possibility, 
namely, that all languages have stress and all feet are trochaic. There are 
four arguments for the alternative. In the fi rst place, languages that are 
thought to have no stress are generally tone languages, including Chinese. 
I have argued why stress is not intuitively obvious in Chinese and how 
stress can be detected in other ways. It remains to be shown whether other 
tone languages can be analysed in the same way. Secondly, if Chinese has 
syllabic trochee, as I have argued, it is likely to be innate, because it is not 
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obvious how the pattern could have been learned (since stress is not obvi-
ous in Chinese). Thirdly, according to Hayes  (1995), most languages have 
trochaic feet. In the small number of languages that are thought to have 
iambic feet, the evidence is, in my view, not compelling. Finally, accord-
ing to a survey of 444 languages by Hyman  (1977), there are languages in 
which stress  is regularly on the fi rst, second, or third syllable from the end 
of a word, or on the fi rst or second syllable from the beginning of a word, 
but there is no language in which stress is regularly on the third syllable 
from the beginning of a word. This is shown in (1). (Of the remaining 138 
 languages, 129 are thought to have no stress, including Chinese, and 9 
have stress on heavy syllables in variable locations.)

(1) Stress  location Number of languages (total 306)
 First from left: 114
 Second from left: 12
 Third from left: None
 Third from right: 6
 Second from right: 77
 First from right: 97

The pattern can be accounted for in terms of syllabic trochee. Following 
a standard assumption, one syllable can be skipped at word edges and an 
empty beat  Ø is available at the end of a word. The analysis is shown in 
(2), where S is a stressed syllable, s an unstressed syllable, and < s > is a 
skipped syllable.

(2) Analysis of (1) in syllabic trochee  (# indicates word boundary)
 First from left: #(Ss)…
 Second from left: #< s >(Ss)…
 Third from left: Not possible
 Third from right: …(Ss)< s >#
 Second from right: …(Ss)#
 First from right: …(SØ)#

The analysis correctly predicts that no language can regularly have stress 
on the third syllable from the beginning. If there are iambic feet, it should 
be possible to have stress on the third syllable, as shown in (3).

(3) Syllabic iamb 
 Third from left: #< s >(sS)…

The lack of the pattern in (3) argues against iambic feet as a natural foot 
type.
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I have made a proposal according to which there are only phonological 
universals  and no phonological parameters. Three questions immediately 
arise. How do languages differ? What are the implications for current the-
ories? And, how does the new approach guide linguistic research?

For the fi rst question, I suggest that there are three ways in which 
 languages can differ arbitrarily, in the sense that the differences require no 
linguistic explanation. First, the association between sound and  meaning 
is arbitrary. For example, there is no linguistic explanation why ‘cat’ is 
called [kæt] in English but [mau] in Chinese. Secondly, a language can 
arbitrarily choose any number of items to use out of a universal inventory. 
For example, English uses over ten vowels but Standard Chinese uses fi ve. 
Thirdly, when there are different ways to satisfy a linguistic requirement, 
a language can arbitrarily choose which ways to use. For example, if the 
only foot type is trochaic, and if stress must fall on a real syllable, there are 
two ways to satisfy the requirement in a disyllabic word: (Ss) and s(SØ). 
A language can choose (Ss) only, or s(SØ) only, or both. English  uses 
both, as in Holland vs. Japan. Similarly, for a trisyllabic word there are (at 
least) three ways to satisfy the requirement, (Ss)s, s(Ss), and (Ss)(SØ), and 
 English uses all the three ways (Canada, banana, and Tennessee).

For the second question, let us consider the implications for two current 
theories, Principles-and-Parameters theory and Optimality Theory . The 
Principles-and-Parameters  approach makes three assumptions: language 
universals  (principles), limited language differences (parameters), and 
arbitrary language differences (such as the association between sound and 
meaning or the selection of a phonemic inventory). My proposal eliminates 
the parameters and hence simplifi es the theory. For Optimality Theory, the 
implication is also signifi cant. A central assumption in Optimality Theory 
is that any linguistic requirement can be violated. This means that there 
are no genuine linguistic universals. If there are genuine linguistic univer-
sals that are inviolable  in any language, the theoretical basis of Optimality 
Theory may need to be reconsidered.

Consider how theories guide research. Ideally, when we see a difference 
between two languages, a theory can tell us whether the difference is arbi-
trary, hence no linguistic explanation is needed, or whether the difference 
is unexpected and an explanation is needed. Consider stress and foot types 
again. At fi rst sight, English has stress and Chinese does not. Should we 
seek an explanation? The Principles-and-Parameters  approach does not 
offer a guide, because it assumes that languages can differ in stress, and so 
there is nothing more to explain. Optimality Theory  offers no guide either, 
because it also assumes that languages can differ in stress. Now, having 
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found that Chinese and English in fact both have stress and both have 
trochaic feet, how do the theories evaluate the result? For both theories, 
the result is trivial and accidental, because languages can differ in stress, 
and Chinese and English just happen to be the same. What do we expect 
when we look at other languages? Neither theory offers any guide either, 
because the next language could be the same as Chinese and English, or it 
could be different.

In contrast, the approach I outlined offers a better guide for research at 
all stages. For example, if we assume that all languages have stress and 
 trochaic feet, then when we see that Chinese does not appear to have stress, 
we must ask why and look for an answer (in this case, the answer is that 
tone obscures the main cue for stress). If a new foot structure is needed 
for Chinese—one that contains both moraic trochee and syllabic trochee 
(see the Dual Trochee in Chapter 6), then we must ask whether the same 
is needed for English (and other languages). If the answer is yes, then 
we have made a signifi cant discovery; if it is no, then we must reexamine 
the foot structure in Chinese. In this regard, the new theory makes 
more explicit and falsifi able predictions and sets a higher standard.

I have also been asked another interesting question. If all languages 
observe the same phonological principles, is it misleading to write a book on 
the phonology of Chinese as if Chinese has its own phonology? Shouldn’t 
one focus on the phonology of all languages instead? The answer is that 
the phonology of Chinese is like the physics of the Amazon River—both 
studies involve applying a general science to a particular case. While the 
principles of the science remain true, they can interact with other factors 
for each particular case in unique ways. In the case of the river, physics 
interacts with ecology and human settlement, among other things, and in 
the case of language, phonology interacts with arbitrary choices of speak-
ers and other social issues. In this regard, the study of a language or a river 
is like the study of natural history or evolution, as suggested by Blevins  
(2003). It offers no less a challenge than the theory itself.

Two other questions may be raised for the present theory: Can linguistic 
laws change, given that languages do? And if all languages observe the 
same linguistic laws, what is the value of studying different languages or 
preserving endangered ones?

The answer to the fi rst question can be given with an analogy. The 
course of a river can change through time, but it does not mean that 
 physical laws have changed. Similarly, languages can change for vari-
ous non-linguistic reasons, and it does not mean that linguistic laws have 
changed. For example, a language may shift stress in a trisyllabic word 
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from (Ss)s to s(Ss), both of which satisfy the syllabic trochee. Similarly, 
a language may acquire a new vowel through borrowing, which may 
trigger other adjustments in the sound system, even though linguistic 
laws remain the same.

The answer to the second question can also be given with an  analogy. 
Since all national parks observe the same physical laws, what is the value of 
keeping them all? The answer is that each landscape offers a unique record 
of history, and humans value such histories. Similarly, each  language is a 
unique record of the people who use it and of their culture, and humans 
value such records.
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Notes

1. The list, below, represents all full syllables in Xiandai Hanyu  Cidian ‘A Mod-
ern Chinese Dictionary’, compiled by the Chinese Academy of Social Sci-
ences Institute of Linguistics (1978). 

2. The syllables are listed alphabetically by Pinyin (fi rst column). Each syllable 
is listed with just one tone and one meaning.

3. The character for each syllable is chosen so that (a) it has the same shape in 
both the traditional system and the simplifi ed system and (b) it is a reasonably 
common word. When this is not possible, the traditional character is used.

4. The syllables are divided into three groups: (a) regular syllables (404 in all), 
(b) dialectal syllables (3 in all), and (c) interjections (7 in all). 

5. For each syllable (except interjections), fi ve items are provided: its Pinyin and 
tone (column 1), its underlying sounds in phonetic symbols (column 2), its 
surface sounds in phonetic symbols (column 3), its Chinese character (column 
4), and its meaning (column 5). The relation between underlying sounds and 
surface sounds are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. 

6. For interjections, only the Pinyin and the meaning are provided. 
7. Xiandai Hanyu Cidian ‘A Modern Chinese Dictionary’ lists thirty-seven weak 

syllables, some of which represent more than one word. They are not included 
here. 

Regular syllables (404 in all)
a1 a aa  ah
ai1 ai ai  sadness
an1 an æn  peace
ang2 aŋ aŋ  spirited
ao4 au au  proud
ba1 pa paa  eight
bai2 pai pai  white
ban4 pan pæn  half
bang4 paŋ paŋ  stick
bao2 pau pau  thin
bei3 pəi pəi  north
ben4 pən pən  stupid
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beng4 pəŋ pəŋ  jump
bi3 pi p  jii  compare
bian1 pian p  jæn  weave
biao3 piau p  jau  chart
bie2 piə p  jee  other
bin1 pin p  jin  guest
bing1 piəŋ p  jəŋ  ice
bo1 pə pwoo  wave
bu4 pu pwuu  not
ca1 tsha tshaa  wipe
cai4 tshai tshai  vegetable
can1 tshan tshæn  meal
cang2 tshaŋ tshaŋ  hide
cao3 tshau tshau  grass
ce4 tshə tshɤɤ  strategy
cen1 tshən tshən  uneven length
ceng2 tshəŋ tshəŋ  once
cha2 ʈʂha ʈʂhaa  tea
chai2 ʈʂhai ʈʂhai  fi rewood
chan2 ʈʂhan ʈʂhæn  toad
chang4 ʈʂhaŋ ʈʂhaŋ  sing
chao3 ʈʂhau ʈʂhau  fry
che3 ʈʂhə ʈʂhɤɤ  tear
chen2 ʈʂhən ʈʂhən  sink
cheng2 ʈʂhəŋ ʈʂhəŋ  city
chi1 ʈʂh ʈʂhʐʐ  eat
chong2 ʈʂhuŋ ʈʂhwuŋ  worm
chou2 ʈʂhəu ʈʂhəu  hatred
chu1 ʈʂhu ʈʂhwuu  go out
chua1 ʈʂhua ʈʂhwaa  (a sound)
chuai4 ʈʂhuai ʈʂhwai  kick
chuan2 ʈʂhuan ʈʂhwæn  boat
chuang1 ʈʂhuaŋ ʈʂhwaŋ  window
chui1 ʈʂhuəi ʈʂhwəi  blow
chun1 ʈʂhuən ʈʂhwən  spring
chuo1 ʈʂhuə ʈʂhwoo  pierce
ci2 tsh tshzz  magnet
cong1 tshuŋ tshwuŋ  hurry
cou4 tshəu tshəu  gather
cu1 tshu tshwuu  thick
cuan4 tshuan tshwæn  usurp
cui4 tshuəi tshwəi  crispy
cun1 tshuən tshwən  village
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cuo4 tshuə tshwoo  mistake
da4 ta taa  big
dai4 tai tai  bag
dan4 tan tæn  egg
dang4 taŋ taŋ  swing
dao1 tau tau  knife
de2 tə tɤɤ  virtue
dei3 təi təi  should
den4 tən tən 扽 yank
deng3 təŋ təŋ  wait
di4 ti tjii  land
dian4 tian tjæn  store
diao4 tiau tjau  drop
die1 tiə tjee  dad
ding4 tiəŋ tjəŋ  decide
diu1 tiəu tjəu  throw away
dong1 tuŋ twuŋ  winter
dou1 təu təu  all
du2 tu twuu  poison
duan3 tuan twæn  short
dui1 tuəi twəi  pile
dun4 tuən twən  shield
duo1 tuə twoo  many
e2 ə ɤɤ  moth
en1 ən ən  favour
eng1 əŋ əŋ  horse reins
er4 ər ər  two
fa3 fa faa  law
fan3 fan fæn  opposite
fang1 faŋ faŋ  square
fei2 fəi fəi  fat
fen1 fən fən  split
feng1 fəŋ fəŋ  peak
fo2 fə f    woo  Buddha
fou3 fəu fəu  deny
fu4 fu f    wuu  father
ga1 ka kaa  (a sound)
gai3 kai kai  change
gan3 kan kæn  dare
gang3 kaŋ kaŋ  harbour
gao1 kau kau  tall
ge1 kə kɤɤ  song
gei3 kəi kəi  give
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gen1 kən kən  root
geng1 kəŋ kəŋ  plough
gong1 kuŋ kwuŋ  work
gou3 kəu kəu  dog
gu3 ku kwuu  ancient
gua1 kua kwaa  melon
guai4 kuai kwai  strange
guan1 kuan kwæn  offi cial
guang1 kuaŋ kwaŋ  light
gui3 kuəi kwəi  ghost
gun3 kuən kwən  roll
guo3 kuə kwoo  fruit
ha2 xa xaa  toad
hai3 xai xai  sea
han4 xan xæn  sweat
hang2 xaŋ xaŋ  sail
hao3 xau xau  good
he2 xə xɤɤ  river
hei1 xəi xəi  black
hen3 xən xən  very
heng2 xəŋ xəŋ  cross
hong1 xuŋ xwuŋ  bake
hou4 xəu xəu  thick
hu2 xu xwuu  lake
hua1 xua xwaa  fl ower
huai4 xuai xwai  bad
huan4 xuan xwæn  replace
huang2 xuaŋ xwaŋ  yellow
hui2 xuəi xwəi  go back
hun1 xuən xwən  marriage
huo3 xuə xwoo  fi re
ji1 tsi tɕii  base
jia1 tsia tɕaa  home
jian4 tsian tɕæn  build
jiang1 tsiaŋ tɕaŋ  river
jiao1 tsiau tɕau  teach
jie3 tsiə tɕee  sister
jin1 tsin tɕin  today
jing4 tsiəŋ tɕəŋ  quiet
jiong3 tsiuŋ tɕwuŋ  bright
jiu3 tsiəu tɕəu  nine
ju4 tsy tɕwyy  tool
juan1 tsyan tɕwæn  donate
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jue2 tsyə tɕwee  dig
jun1 tsuin tɕwin  equal
ka3 kha khaa  card
kai3 khai khai  triumphant
kan4 khan khæn  see
kang2 khaŋ khaŋ  carry on shoulder
kao3 khau khau  test
ke4 khə khɤɤ  guest
kei1 khəi khəi  reprimand
ken3 khən khən  willing
keng1 khəŋ khəŋ  pit
kong1 khuŋ khwuŋ  empty
kou3 khəu khəu  mouth
ku3 khu khwuu  bitter
kua1 khua khwaa  praise
kuai4 khuai khwai  fast
kuan3 khuan khwæn  fund
kuang1 khuaŋ khwaŋ  basket
kui2 khuəi khwəi  sunfl ower
kun3 khuən khwən  tie
kuo4 khuə khwoo  brackets
la1 la laa  pull
lai2 lai lai  come
lan2 lan læn  blue
lang2 laŋ laŋ  wolf
lao3 lau lau  old
le4 lə lɤɤ  rib
lei2 ləi ləi  thunder
leng3 ləŋ ləŋ  cold
li3 li ljii  inside
lia3 lia ljaa  two
lian2 lian ljæn  curtain
liang4 liaŋ ljaŋ  amount
liao4 liau ljau  material
lie4 liə ljee  crack
lin2 lin ljin  woods
ling2 liəŋ ljəŋ  zero
liu4 liəu ljəu  six
long2 luŋ lwuŋ  thriving
lou4 ləu ləu  leak
lu4 lu lwuu  road
lü3 ly lɥyy  travel
luan3 luan lwæn  egg
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lüe4 lyə lɥee  omit
lun2 luən lwən  wheel
luo4 luə lwoo  fall
ma3 ma maa  horse
mai2 mai mai  bury
man4 man mæn  slow
mang2 maŋ maŋ  busy
mao2 mau mau  fur
mei3 məi məi  beautiful
men2 mən mən  door
meng3 məŋ məŋ  fi erce
mi3 mi mjii  rice
mian2 mian mjæn  cotton
miao3 miau mjau  second
mie4 miə mjee  bamboo strip
min2 min mjin  people
ming2 miəŋ mjəŋ  name
miu4 miəu mjəu  fallacy
mo4 mə mwoo  last
mou2 məu məu  gain (profi t)
mu4 mu mwuu  eye
na2 na naa  take
nai3 nai nai  milk
nan2 nan næn  man
nang2 naŋ naŋ  bag
nao4 nau nau  head
ne4 nə nɤɤ  that
nei4 nəi nəi  internal
neng2 nəŋ nəŋ  can
ni3 ni njii  you
nian2 nian njæn  year
niang2 niaŋ njaŋ  mother
niao3 niau njau  bird
nie1 niə njee  knead with fi ngers
nin2 nin njin  you
ning2 niəŋ njəŋ  solidify
niu2 niəu njəu  cow
nong4 nuŋ nwuŋ  play with
nou4 nəu nəu  weeding
nu4 nu nwuu  anger
nü3 ny nɥyy  women
nuan3 nuan nwæn  warm
nüe4 nyə nɥee  cruel
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nun2 nuən nwən 黁 fragrant
nuo2 nuə nwoo  move
ou3 əu əu  even
pa4 pha phaa  afraid
pai1 phai phai  pat
pan4 phan phæn  judge
pang4 phaŋ phaŋ  fat
pao3 phau phau  run
pei2 phəi phəi  accompany
pen2 phən phən  basin
peng2 phəŋ phəŋ  friend
pi2 phi phjii  skin
pian4 phian phjæn  fl ake
piao1 phiau phjau  fl oat
pie1 phiə phjee  cast aside
pin1 phin phjin  piece together
ping2 phiəŋ phjəŋ  vase
po1 phə phwoo  slope
pou1 phəu phəu  dissect
pu3 phu phwuu  ordinary
qi1 tshi tɕhii  seven
qia1 tshia tɕha  pinch
qian2 tshian tɕhæn  front
qiang1 tshiaŋ tɕhaŋ  cavity
qiao1 tshiau tɕhau  knock
qie1 tshiə tɕhee  cut
qin2 tshin tɕhin  string instrument
qing2 tshiəŋ tɕhəŋ  feeling
qiong2 tshiuŋ tɕhwuŋ  poor
qiu1 tshiəu tɕhəu  autumn
qu4 tshy tɕhwyy  go
quan2 tshyan tɕhwæn  whole
que4 tshyə tɕhwee  bird
qun2 tshuin tɕhwin  group
ran3 ʐan ʐæn  dye
rang3 ʐaŋ ʐaŋ  shout
rao4 ʐau ʐau  circle around
re4 ʐə ʐɤɤ  hot
ren2 ʐən ʐən  person
reng1 ʐəŋ ʐəŋ  throw
ri4 ʐ ʐʐʐ  sun
rong2 ʐuŋ ʐwuŋ  melt
rou4 ʐəu ʐəu  meet
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ru4 ʐu ʐwuu  enter
ruan3 ʐuan ʐwæn  soft
rui3 ʐuəi ʐwəi  stamen/pistil
run4 ʐuən ʐwən  moist
ruo4 ʐuə ʐwoo  weak
sa3 sa saa  sprinkle
sai4 sai sai  stuff in
san1 san sæn  three
sang1 saŋ saŋ  mulberry
sao3 sau sau  sister-in-law
se4 sə sɤɤ  colour
sen1 sən sən  forest
seng1 səŋ səŋ  monk
sha1 ʂa ʂaa  sand
shai4 ʂai ʂai  sunbathe
shan1 ʂan ʂæn  mountain
shang4 ʂaŋ ʂaŋ  up
shao3 ʂau ʂau  few
she2 ʂə ʂɤɤ  tongue
shei2 ʂəi ʂəi  who
shen1 ʂən ʂən  deep
sheng1 ʂəŋ ʂəŋ  rise
shi2 ʂ ʂʐʐ  ten
shou3 ʂəu ʂəu  hand
shu3 ʂu ʂwuu  rat
shua1 ʂua ʂwaa  brush
shuai3 ʂuai ʂwai  throw away
shuan1 ʂuan ʂwæn  fasten
shuang1 ʂuaŋ ʂwaŋ  frost
shui1 ʂuəi ʂwəi  water
shun3 ʂuən ʂwən  wink
shuo1 ʂuə ʂwoo  speak
si4 s szz  four
song4 suŋ swuŋ  send
sou4 səu səu  cough
su4 su swuu  speed
suan1 suan swæn  sour
sui2 suəi swəi  follow
sun1 suən swən  grandchild
suo3 suə swoo  search
ta1 tha thaa  she
tai1 thai thai  embryo
tan3 than thæn  blanket
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tang2 thaŋ thaŋ  sugar
tao2 thau thau  escape
te4 thə thɤɤ  special
tei1 thəi thəi  (a sound)
teng2 thəŋ thəŋ  pain
ti2 thi thjii  dam
tian1 thian thjæn  sky
tiao4 thiau thjau  jump
tie1 thiə thjee  stick on
ting2 thiəŋ thjəŋ  stop
tong2 thuŋ thwuŋ  same
tou2 thəu thəu  cast
tu3 thu thwuu  mud
tuan1 thuan thwæn  fast water
tui1 thuəi thwəi  push
tun1 thuən thwən  swallow
tuo1 thuə thwoo  take off
wa3 ua waa  tile
wai4 uai wai  outside
wan2 uan wæn  fi nish
wang4 uaŋ waŋ  forget
wei4 uəi wəi  seat
wen2 uən wən  mosquito
weng1 uəŋ wəŋ  old man
wo3 uə woo  I
wu3 u uu  fi ve
xi1 si ɕii  west
xia4 sia ɕaa  down
xian1 sian ɕæn  ahead
xiang1 siaŋ ɕaŋ  good smell
xiao3 siau ɕau  small
xie1 siə ɕee  some
xin1 sin ɕin  heart
xing2 siəŋ ɕəŋ  shape
xiong1 siuŋ ɕwuŋ  chest
xiu1 siəu ɕəu  repair
xu1 sy ɕwyy  empty
xuan2 syan ɕwæn  spiral
xue1 syə ɕwee  peel
xun4 suin ɕwin  fast
ya3 ia jaa  refi ned
yan3 ian jæn  eye
yang2 iaŋ jaŋ  sheep
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yao4 iau jau  want
ye4 iə jee  night
yi1 i ii  one
yin1 in in  sound
ying3 iəŋ jəŋ  shadow
yong4 iuŋ jwuŋ  use
you3 iəu jəu  have
yu3 y yy  rain
yuan2 yan ɥæn  fi eld
yue4 yə ɥee  moon
yun2 yin ɥin  cloud
za2 tsa tsaa  pound
zai4 tsai tsai  again
zan2 tsan tsæn  we
zang4 tsaŋ tsaŋ  bury
zao3 tsau tsau  early
ze2 tsə tsɤɤ  duty
zei2 tsəi tsəi  thief
zen3 tsən tsən  how
zeng1 tsəŋ tsəŋ  add
zha4 ʈʂa ʈʂaa  explode
zhai3 ʈʂai ʈʂai  residence
zhan4 ʈʂan ʈʂæn  stand
zhang4 ʈʂaŋ ʈʂaŋ  3.3 metres
zhao3 ʈʂau ʈʂau  look for
zhe2 ʈʂə ʈʂɤɤ  break
zhei4 ʈʂəi ʈʂəi  this
zhen1 ʈʂən ʈʂən  true
zheng4 ʈʂəŋ ʈʂəŋ  upright
zhi1 ʈʂ ʈʂʐʐ  know
zhong4 ʈʂuŋ ʈʂwuŋ  heavy
zhou1 ʈʂəu ʈʂəu  week
zhu3 ʈʂu ʈʂwuu  master
zhua1 ʈʂua ʈʂwaa  catch
zhuai4 ʈʂuai ʈʂwai  drag
zhuan4 ʈʂuan ʈʂwæn  compose
zhuang4 ʈʂuaŋ ʈʂwaŋ  strong
zhui1 ʈʂuəi ʈʂwəi  chase
zhun3 ʈʂuən ʈʂwən  accurate
zhuo1 ʈʂuə ʈʂwoo  table
zi4 ts tszz  character
zong1 tsuŋ tswuŋ  ancestor
zou3 tsəu tsəu  walk
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zu2 tsu tswuu  foot
zuan4 tsuan tswæn  edit
zui3 tsuəi tswəi  mouth
zun1 tsuən tswən  trout
zuo4 tsuə tswoo  sit

Dialectal (three in all)
dia3 tia t   jaa  spoiled voice
fi ao4 fi au f    jau  not want
rua2 ʐua ʐwaa 挼 wrinkle

Interjections (seven in all; some may represent more than one word)
hm4 (showing contempt)
hng4 (showing contempt)
m2 (expecting an answer)
n4 yes
ng4 yes
o3 (showing surprise)
yo1 (showing surprise)
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Chinese fi rst names are written as a single word without a hyphen, such as Dexi Zhu (not De 
Xi Zhu, De-Xi Zhu, or De-xi Zhu), unless an author’s name is conventionally spelled with 
a hyphen, such as Yuen-Ren Chao (not Yuenren Chao). When the fi rst name has a hyphen, 
both syllables are capitalized, such as Chin-Chuan Cheng (not Chin-chuan Cheng). Works 
in Chinese are given an English entry followed by a Chinese entry.
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